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Abstract 

Myth and folklore have for many centuries been a vehicle for people to explain, understand 

and navigate their societies. Since European settlement in Australia there have been two 

different and opposing types of folklore: the Indigenous Dreamtime stories and the bush 

legends of the settlers. However, in recent years several prominent Australian writers are 

merging traditional old world myth and folklore from Europe and Asia with Australian 

stories and landscape.  

 This doctoral project consists of two components, both of which explore the use of 

myth and folklore in contemporary Australian writing. The first is a novel-length creative 

piece, Cellophane, which focusses on the protagonist’s place in Australian culture and her 

journey to find a connection to the land and society in which she was born. The story of 

Cellophane employs various mythological, folkloric and fairy-tale motifs to explore 

contemporary issues of environmental protection and cultural syncretism in a postcolonial 

context.  

The second element of this project is an exegesis which places the creative text in a 

comparative study of contemporary Australian literature repositioning old world myths, folk 

tales and fairy tales (particularly those featuring the Slavic nature-witch Baba Yaga) in the 

Australian landscape.  The study is informed by international folklorists such as Jack Zipes 

and Kevin Paul Smith, theorists Roland Barthes and Max Luthi, and Australian academics 

specialising in folklore such as Danielle Wood and Rebecca-Anne Do Rozario. The three 

recent creative publications by Australian writers that will be analysed are ‘The Blackaby 

Road’ by Danielle Wood, ‘By Bone-light’ by Juliette Marillier and ‘Vasilisa the Wise’ by 

Kate Forsythe and Lorena Carrington. By including Baba Yaga in their stories, Australian 

writers are highlighting environmental issues, and drawing attention to cultural attitudes 

towards older women in our society and the problematic effects of colonisation in the 

national psyche. 
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Aims and Objectives 

The primary aim in writing Cellophane is to create a novel that not only immerses the reader 

in the protagonist’s journey, but also introduces the audience to concepts of connection to 

country through the use of myth and folklore. This particular kind of creative work aims to 

situate itself within a folkloric and fairy tale tradition in Australia, while also taking into 

consideration broader global issues. In the words of Jeanette Winterson ‘I wanted to create an 

imaginative reality sufficiently at odds with our daily reality to startle us out of it’ (1995, 

Winterson, p. 188).  

My objective is to create a significant piece of literature that offers new possibilities 

for the inclusion of folkloric and fairy tale motifs within a postcolonial landscape. The 

creative piece is informed and underpinned by folkloric research and comparative studies of 

three contemporary Australian stories in the accompanying exegesis. 
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Gaps in Knowledge and Significance 

There is a burgeoning resurgence of modern Australian writers using myth, folklore and fairy 

tales in fiction1 and there are also many academics investigating this trend and its potential 

impact on the Australian literary landscape2. However, there is a lack of research on whether 

these re-visions or re-tellings in Australia carry explicit or implicit environmental awareness 

overtones in a contemporary context.3 Nor that many of these works feature dark female 

characters from myth and folk lore, such as Baba Yaga, who may reflect the settler, or non-

Indigenous, attitude toward the Australian landscape as fearsome and devouring mother. 

  

 
1 Including Lorena Carrington’s Wiser Than Evening (2018), Marion Halligan’s ‘A Castle in Toorak’ (2013), 

Rebecca-Anne Do Rozario’s ‘Baba Bobs Her Hair’ (2018), Alexis Wright’s The Swan Book (2013), Louisa 

John-Krol’s ‘Envoys to the Empress’ (2017), Kate Forsythe’s The Buried Moon and Other Tales of Bright 

Young Women (2019), Margo Lanagan’s ‘Black Swan Event’ (2013), Sophie Masson’s ‘A Feather of Fenist the 

Falcon’ (2017) among many others. 
2 Including Danielle Wood’s ‘Writing Baba Yaga into the Tasmanian Bush’ (2019), Michelle De Stefani’s 

‘Taming the Hobyahs: adapting and re-visioning a British tale in Australian Literature and film’ (2017), Kate 

Forsythe’s ‘Retelling Rapunzel’ (2017), Sophie Masson’s ‘Fairy Tale Transformation: the Pied Piper theme in 

Australian fiction’, (2016) and Louisa John-Krol’s ‘Fated Intervention: gracing, musing and the wishing well’ 

(2017).   
3 Although Robyn Floyd has contributed to research regarding late 19th and early 20th century Australian fairy 

tales and their relationship to the environment in her essay ‘Fairies in the Bush: the emergence of national 

identity in Australian fairy tales’ (2017). Catherine Snell’s essay ‘Of Education, the Bush and Other Strange 

Creatures: environment conservation in Australian fairy tales’ (2017) also looks at the relationship between 

early Australian fairy tales and their relationship to the land. 
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Part 1: Creative Artefact 

Cellophane 
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The Muses of Cellophane 
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Ground Zero 

The wisest woman in Cellophane presented a wicked deck of cards. 

 Mrs Trovato accepted them and shuffled. 

With ritual solemnity the fortune-teller dipped her forefinger into a basin of incense 

ash and spread it across the bridge of her nose and circled each eye. Her enigmatic 

magnetism charged the air into a dense electrical soup. Mrs Trovato shuddered and felt the 

gooseflesh tickle down her back.  

She shuffled and inspected the cards in the dim candlelight. They weighed more than 

she had anticipated, heavy with meaning. Or, maybe it was the gravity created by the slow 

beat of fire music exhaled from the old-fashioned gramophone.  

The wise-woman whispered foreign prayers as the trumps and minor cards were laid 

on the table. The black velvet cloth sparked with static.  

She nodded happily.  

‘Ah, see here! The child you carry is a girl. Yes, I see the long curly hair and the strife 

that accompanies it.’ 

Mrs Trovato stifled a sob. After so many boys she had started to believe she couldn’t 

produce another girl. Concerned at the younger woman’s emotion the fortune-teller touched 

her shoulder. A blue arc of energy connected them briefly, like a shooting star glimpsed from 

the periphery of perception. 

 ‘But I thought you wanted a little girl, you have already dreamed of her. She’ll come 

into the world one way or another. That is the way with them.’ 

 ‘Oh, yes. Of course I do.’ Mrs Trovato covertly wiped away her tears. 

The diviner cleared her throat and observed her client closely, evaluating whether she 

should tell her more. The younger woman couldn’t hold her gaze, growing up Catholic she 

suspected this was the stuff of Old Scratch Himself. 

 She straightened in her seat. ‘Yes, of course. This is wonderful news, tell me more.’ 

The fortune-teller ran her fingers over the cards, feeling them like a person adrift in 

the dark. She closed her eyes, furthering the impression of sightlessness.  

‘Times will not be easy for this child. She will make foolish choices. This card here 

indicates she will seek love from those who least deserve it, until she finds the sacred through 

the profane.’ The woman nodded to herself and hummed, the atmosphere vibrated with a low 

frequency like the inside of a drum. ‘She will suffer great tragedy but will have the fortitude 

to face it.’ 
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 ‘No, please. I can shuffle again. I don’t want her to suffer great tragedy.’ Mrs Trovato 

leaned forward to gather up the cards, but the older woman pushed her hands away, eyes still 

closed. 

 ‘I’m afraid there is no alternative, this is necessary. She will find her own way. Be 

comforted by the knowledge that she will be guided by strong women. I see advice from a 

witch and a queen, no less.’ She clapped her hands, ‘And she will have the good fortune to 

hear music played by the son of the Devil. This is very lucky.’ 

Becoming frightened Mrs Trovato regretted coming to this place, but couldn’t help 

wonder what sort of music the son of the devil would play. Probably heavy metal. No, jazz. 

Definitely jazz, the dissonant tritone of diabolus in musica.  

 ‘This card is very auspicious.’ The fortune-teller tapped on the image of an austere 

three-eyed woman and looked up to the ceiling. Mrs Trovato followed her gaze but saw 

nothing compelling in the cirrus formations of incense smoke. ‘Yes, she will be surrounded 

by the most ancient art and she will redeem art even more precious to her.’ She closed her 

eyes again and although the younger woman couldn’t hear it, she could still feel the low 

thrumming continue from somewhere deep within. ‘Her words will be stolen and she will 

befriend the godless and shadowless. Her most valuable gift will be stolen by a serpent and 

her only child will be taken by someone she loves.’ 

 Mrs Trovato’s throat constricted, this was her worst fear. She didn’t want her 

daughter to endure the wretchedness of her own fate.  

‘Not her child! No, it can’t be.’ 

 ‘I’m sorry, my dear.’ The wise-woman looked weary and slowly reassembled the 

cards. ‘You dreamed of the girl, now she’s ready to enter the world. It’s too late. We have no 

control over the lives of others, least of all our daughters. All we can do is open our hearts 

and hope for the best.’ 

The music slowed and the candles sputtered momentarily. Mrs Trovato felt a flutter of 

anxiety and for the first time the baby turned inside her. The quickening. 

 The fortune-teller smiled. ‘This child is playful.’ Reaching into her cloak she pulled 

out piece of rose quartz and placed it in Mrs Trovato’s hand. ‘A gift for the baby. She won’t 

need it, she will have help along the way.’ 

Hushed giggles swept the pregnant woman’s left cheek, she closed her eyes as a 

ripple of nausea oozed through her system. With a leaden heart and a ponderous body she 

struggled to rise from her seat. After righting herself she paid the bill and stumbled through 

the smoke and enchantment into the dark street. 
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 Unsettled, Mrs Trovato lumbered through the small town of Cellophane holding her 

belly and hoping for all the world that fortune tellers were full of shit.    

 

Cellophane 

The backwater river town wasn’t always known as Cellophane. Before the war it was called 

‘Germantown’, but the Nazis had tainted everything Teutonic with their penchant for 

systematic genocide. The anxious natives of Germantown considered re-naming their little 

hamlet in the hills. In the 1940s when the good citizens were contemplating a new title for 

their town, a poll was conducted asking participants to suggest the most beautiful word in the 

English language. ‘Mother’ came in first, ‘memory’ was second, and ‘cellophane’ came in 

third. At that time, in 1945, cellophane was magic, plastic, opaque and transparent. Mother 

and memory were dismissed as unsuitable. The first was deemed too matriarchal in a time 

and place of men, the second fluttered to closely to all things the town wanted to forget, so 

Cellophane was agreed upon as the new moniker for Germantown. 

Ever since I can remember I hated Cellophane. Its ramshackle shops with faded 

awnings, its provincial attitudes and glooming Catholicism. My family settled here before 

Federation and were more Catholic, provincial and glooming than most. My childhood was 

spent wishing I was somewhere else, praying for a flood or fire to raze the town so we would 

be forced to move. Obviously the Virgin Mary was not going to help, she was busy 

elsewhere, so I’d read stories of escape. Tales of gorgeous European cities, Paris and Vienna, 

populated by elegant ladies and debonair gentlemen who never fell out of the pub on Fridays 

or mowed the lawn on Saturdays. Everything was happening ‘out there’ in other cities on 

other continents. Art movements blooming, philosophical minds bending reality, and literary 

geniuses gathering over breakfast.  

Nothing of worth happened in Cellophane, surrounded by farmland and stringy, 

scraggy gum trees – dry and shadeless. The river that wound through town was clogged with 

willows and shopping trolleys and the people were clogged with small-minded bigotries. 

There had been no aesthetic guidelines in the town planning, no attempt to create a place one 

might want to belong. Even though the whole world was unknown to me, my own town felt 

foreign. Everything and everyone seemed hard and dry, abounding in harsh sounds and 

coarse textures; devoid of joy and spirit. Only my mother emanated softness and beauty, with 

her long musical fingers and deep mellifluous voice. She didn't belong in Cellophane either. 

She would recite tales of the ferocious Boudicca and the queer queens of Sweden, and we 

could both momentarily escape.  
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I was a dishevelled looking kid with knotty brown hair, wearing long pants that were 

always too short and shirts that were always too big. Mum was often dismayed with my 

appearance. 

‘Please Bonny, brush your hair. I wish you would wear your new dress.’  

But, I never saw the point. Nobody really cared. Dad didn’t care, he wore the same 

tattered work pants and flannelette shirt he always had, smelling of diesel and cigarettes and 

flecked with dried rabbit blood. Dad had a reputation as a hard worker, ‘a good bloke’. He 

was short and lean and said things like ‘Too right!’ and ‘Bloody oath!’ He was a man of 

exclamation marks. My brothers worshipped him. Three of them left school early to work on 

the farm, only Peter had escaped. I missed Peter. He was celebrated as the kid from 

Cellophane High who went to university. I was in grade three when he left and I cried and 

begged him to take me with him.  

‘Sorry Kiddo,’ he said as he licked my cheek to create some levity, ‘you’re too little.’ 

He threw his bag into the back of his mate’s ute and left, my cheeks wet from his 

tongue and my tears. 

When Dad’s mother died, his father came to live with us. Ben Trovato (or Mr 

Trovato, or Sir, as his grandchildren were instructed to address him) was a traditional 

Catholic from the ‘old country’. He was always damning something to ‘blazes’, sermonising 

and Jesusifying. He would chastise me mercilessly for not eagerly attending church. Rarely 

was there a conversation with him that didn’t have reference to the ‘old country’ where things 

were done properly. Even the local priest was criticised for his haphazard approach to Mass. 

Whenever I think of Old Man Trovato all I can visualise are angry eyebrows and the devil, 

because he spoke of that fallen angel so regularly. The ‘old country’, stern looks and Satan – 

what a legacy. Grandma’s family had been in Cellophane since its inception, when I asked 

mum how Grandma had died she didn’t even look up from the dishes.  

‘She worked too hard and had too many babies.’  

 

The Land of Milk and Honey 

Once upon a time believing in fairies was a blessing. Of course, it’s infantile to believe in 

things that aren’t there, like a child peering under the bed scouting for bogeymen. My native 

land, the strangely foreign country I was born to, doesn’t have the adorable creatures my 

mother wove into stories on hot summer nights. There are no sprites or elves with gossamer 

wings and boots made of rose petals. The spirit-beings inhabiting the rocks and trees and 

creeks are far more complex and difficult to tame. You cannot appease a cranky Nargun by 
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simply leaving out a saucer of milk and honey like you can for a mischievous band of elves. 

The native spirit-beings of Australia have no stomach for it, there were no dairy farms back 

in the ancient everywhen in which they came to be. 

Like all Australian kids I read the tales of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie, so when my 

father would clear more land for pasture I would weep for the fallen trees and the homeless 

and possibly dead gum-nut babies. My mind conjured images of plump little bodies broken 

and buckled, chubby tender limbs twisting through those of the trees. He would chuckle and 

shake his head at my childish sentimentality. 

‘Gum-nut babies don’t put dinner on the table, Missy. Cows do.’  

It was then I understood that even if my father had known of the magical creatures 

living in the trees he would cut them down regardless; in his eyes there was no value in the 

enchantment of nature. But now I know there are far more worrying entities inhabiting gum 

trees than homunculi invented by a lady born in England.  

There are so few people left who know how to speak with and guide the forces now 

left to their own devices. Without nurturing and guardianship the land-spirits grow angry and 

destructive. Farmers wonder with puzzlement why their tithes offered to a foreign deity in 

marble-altared temples have no effect on their harvest. Obsolete tributes to a man-god who 

has no concern for a land created millennia before his birth. 

Modern governments are either unaware, or pay no heed to, the warnings of Koobar, 

the koala boy, who forbade the killing of koalas in any way which might damage the fur or 

bones. Koobar is the drought maker. If his kin are mutilated he withholds the rains from the 

land as punishment because koalas are not as reliant on water to survive as other animals, 

especially people. Then there are the Kutji spirits who live in the shade or in holes and can 

cause sickness and death. They can only be controlled by fully initiated men who, by all 

accounts, are pretty thin on the ground these days. The Kutji can take the form of animals or 

birds and can even hide in dust storms and work their malignant maledictions upon those who 

are unaware of sacred places which must be respected or avoided. And yet, they remain 

unacknowledged when mayors cut ribbons for shopping centres newly constructed on sacred 

ground. 

Nobody teaches children of the dangers of the Quinkin who are lustful spirit creatures 

with enormous phalluses that lurk with unrestrained lasciviousness. I was once told of a 

newly married couple camped on their own, away from their families. The husband left the 

camp to hunt, leaving his wife to crush seeds for their evening meal. The Quinkin, who spied 

the woman sitting with her legs on either side of the bowl, was filled with lust and took the 
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woman and raped her. His penis was so long it went right through her body, through her 

mouth and she died. When her husband returned he was overcome with grief and anger, but 

with some secret medicine he brought her back to life, although he never got his revenge on 

the wicked Quinkin.  

As naughty as European pixies can be, my mother didn’t tell stories of them raping 

women to death. Instead at school we were taught the stories of early settlers breaking horses’ 

backs lugging German pianos across ranges that were already full of music they couldn’t 

hear. There are the tales of explorers dragging French writing desks out into the desert 

because they couldn’t remember their own stories without the written word. Pioneers deaf to 

the songs written in the land and blind to the signs of a new way of seeing, their senses 

eclipsed by a preoccupation with dominance and ownership. 

Mothers don’t know, or they forget, to warn their daughters that the spirits of unborn 

babies dwell in Coolabah trees. Those babies in the branches wait in the trees for a young 

woman to pass by deciding which one may make a good mother for them. Sometimes they 

wait patiently for many years until they see a pretty or kind woman then they leap into her 

belly and wait to be born. 

Tales of pixies and goblins are of no use to us here. Pixies do not prosper in this 

environment. Perhaps a few have made it over, stowed away in luggage looking for 

adventure, but surely they soon shrivel up in the dry summers and they certainly can't breed 

so far away from their sacred stones and magical glades. One can only imagine their alarm 

upon hearing the screams of cicadas announcing it is forty-three degrees in the shade, and 

heaven knows what would become of them if they encountered a Quinkin. 

European amulets of four-leaf clovers and rabbits’ feet are powerless in this vast and 

mysterious land. They provide no protection against bunyips lurking in creek beds or Min 

Min lights tempting the unwary to chase them. The serpent spirits do not recognise the power 

of St Christopher medallions; travellers wander unprotected, unaware of their vulnerability.  

The gods of Greece and Rome are long dead. One only has to visit the temple of 

Athena Nike to know she no longer resides there. But lying in the Australian desert at night, 

sensing the pulse of the land beat through my own, there is no denying the presence of a force 

both old and powerful, and it is terrifying. This land teems with ancient life; the creator spirits 

are still present and active. I don’t pretend to understand their needs or know their secrets, so 

until I learn more the best I can do is replant the trees my father cut down, remember my own 

stories, leave out a saucer of milk and honey, and hope for the best. 
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The Place of the Dead and Dying 

There is a bend in the river my mother would take me to impart hard news. We would sit on 

the bank when someone in the family was dead or dying, when she needed to tell me things 

she didn't know how to say. I don’t know why she chose that spot, maybe because it was 

easily accessible by car or maybe because that’s where she felt safest from death. It is where 

she told me Grandma was sick and might not last much longer. Where she told me Missy, the 

family cat, had been run over by the milkman’s truck (she even picked me up from school for 

that one). It’s where she told me Old Trovato was coming to live with us and where she 

revealed that sometimes she got too-sad-to-deal-with-any-of-it.  

‘Fear no more says the heart,’ she whispered, quoting another sad lady. ‘Committing 

its burden to some sea, which sighs collectively for all sorrows.’ 

The bend was where she told me Grandma had finally died and where she imparted 

the secrets of ‘the birds and the bees’ and what ‘monthly periods’ mean. It was a place of bad 

news. So many traumatic moments of my life were spent holding Mum’s hand, looking out 

across the river at the dense trees smothered in wild blackberries with a sign saying ‘Privet 

propaty’ prominently displayed. Mum would joke about how many privets they had over 

there and we’d go home slightly more diminished than before. I would be sticky with uneaten 

ice-cream and she would be filmed with the stuff mothers secrete when they try to protect 

their babies from the harsh cruelties of the real world. 

 

The Teahouse 

Almost every Saturday Mum would take me to Madame Bovary’s teahouse on High Street. 

Everyone knew Madame Bovary wasn’t her real name, but it didn’t matter. She was a real 

French lady and Mum liked to go there because it was so unlike the rest of Cellophane, you 

could almost believe you were somewhere else. The teahouse is the last shop on the main 

street, just before the bridge which spans the temperamental river. Every few years after 

heavy spring rains and snow in the hills had melted, the river would swell and swallow the 

bridge and lap at Madame Bovary’s front step, occasionally intruding uninvited into her plush 

salon. She never complained about the water. She would patiently sweep out the river mud 

and dry her carpets on the upstairs veranda. I could never figure out how she got those 

massive sodden carpets up the stairs. She was a diminutive old woman although she 

maintained an arrogant beauty, high cheek bones and clear green eyes that lasted well into her 

old age. Mum marvelled that she'd known Madame Bovary for over twenty years and she 

hadn’t aged a day.  
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‘But French women always age well,’ she explained.  

Madame Bovary never had many customers, the exotic teas were too confusing for 

the local townspeople; they were an instant-coffee-brand of folk. She had a reputation as an 

eccentric, and because she conducted tarot card readings for the local housewives the more 

conservative Catholics in town quietly accused her of witchcraft and worse. There were far-

fetched reports of her performing satanic masses down by the river. Dad didn’t like us going 

there, he called Madame Bovary ‘a crazy bitch full of nonsense hocus pocus’ and Old 

Trovato was shielded from her existence altogether – lest he instigate a trial by fire.  

I loved the teashop. It was always cool, even in the middle of summer, and smelled of 

patchouli, lemongrass and various mints. Madame Bovary would let me play with her 

pyramid of different sized magnetic spheres which entertaining me for hours while the older 

women talked and fed me sweet biscuits and lemonade.  

Mum was at ease at Madame Bovary's and she would giggle like a little girl while 

drinking bitter concoctions containing all manner of health properties. As far as I knew 

Madame Bovary was the only other person in town besides my mother (and old Trovato of 

course) who wasn’t born in Cellophane. The atmosphere of the teahouse was infused with the 

gentle aromas of chamomile and jasmine teas mixed with the more heady smells of Indian 

incenses. These burned at her elaborate altar dedicated to an eclectic array of pagan deities 

and Christian saints. She even harboured a scrap of fabric she insisted was cut from the cloak 

of St Teresa of Avila, whose canonisation came about after her ‘devotions of ecstasy’ and 

‘climaxes of religious experience’. It felt sticky.  

Sundays were not so good. Mum would be hungover and sullen, and Dad would be 

hungover and furiously yelling at us to get ready for Mass. We’d all be marched down to the 

modern angular ugliness of St Joseph’s with naves and transepts filled with the traditional 

depictions of death and suffering. Occasionally Mum would have a win and be left to her 

own devices at home in the garden. Jesus, the man himself, didn’t belong in all of this. His 

gentle words sounded incongruous from the hard mouth of an angry priest: ‘Suffer the little 

children’ from a man who slapped little kids over the back of the head if they couldn’t 

remember the names of all twelve apostles, or lifted them from their seat by their ears if a 

parable on kindness was lost on them. Then of course there were God’s chosen children, who 

would be taken to the movies by that same priest and were allowed to sit on his lap. The 

saddest kids in the cinema with all the popcorn they could eat. 
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Hymn to Ninkasi 

Mum brewed her own beer. She reckoned it was the only proper drink for a woman. She’d 

say ‘wine makes girls talk too much and spirits make them lose their shoes.’ Even though 

Dad drank plenty of Mum’s beer he disapproved of her making home brew. 

‘Don’t mind him. Back in the old days making beer was a woman’s job, before men 

and big business took over,’ she explained. ‘The Sumerians had Ninkasi, she was the 

Goddess of Beer, that’s why I named my home brew after her,’ she said as she carefully 

measured the right amount of sugar into a spoon. ‘She made beer fresh every day from the 

finest ingredients. The Sumerians believed that beer was a sacred drink, that it had healing 

and elevating qualities which could only improve people’s lives, so Ninkasi was a very 

special Goddess to them.’  

I sat on the bench in the laundry while she cleaned her next batch of bottles. 

‘They had a song to help them remember the recipe, not everyone could read and 

write back then, so singing was a good way to remember things. I don’t know the old song 

because I don’t speak ancient Sumerian, but I made up my own song to help me remember 

how to make the beer the right way. Would you like to hear it?’ She hummed a few bars to 

get the melody right then sang her Hymn to Ninkasi with its quirky run-on lyrics about 

measurements and brewing times.  

‘Borne of the flowing water, Ninkasi pours the beer, it is like the onrush of the Tigris 

and the Euphrates…’ she wiped her hands on the cloth hanging over her shoulder. ‘You know 

where the word ‘bridal’ comes from?’ she asked, looking up from the sink. 

‘Um, nup.’ I swung my legs, smelling the mix of stale beer and bleach. 

‘Back in the old days, when two people got married it was a big celebration for the 

whole town. It was important to make a big show of it, so the family would put on a big 

spread, you know? Heaps of food, meat, bread, fruit and vegetables, all that. But the most 

important thing was beer. Everyone knew if you were going to have a proper party you 

needed plenty of beer. That’s why they called it a Bride’s Ale. Get it? Bride’s Ale – bridal.’  

I nodded to show I understood. 

She stacked her bottles on the rack. ‘Sometimes those Bride’s Ales would go on for 

weeks, imagine!’ She lifted me down from the bench. ‘That’s also why a honeymoon is 

called a honeymoon. Back in those days beer was made from honey.’ She waited for my 

response. 

‘What? I don’t reckon Dad would like that much.’ 
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She laughed. ‘Probably not, but it’s called a honeymoon because the honey-beer-

drinking party was supposed to last a moon. Do you know how long a moon is?’ She opened 

the door for us to go inside. 

‘Um, yeah, a month?’  

She nodded with a smile on her face. 

‘Ha, I reckon Dad might like that.’ 

She smacked me lightly on the bum and laughed. ‘Yeah, Hun. I reckon he might.’ 

‘Mum, did you and Dad have a bride’s ale and a honeymoon when you got married?’ 

She sighed. ‘Yeah we had a party, shouted everyone in town. Then two weeks in 

Tassie fishing.’ She smiled a thin little smile and got back to work. The song she hummed 

had a cheerful air, but she wiped her cheeks with the back of her sleeve and sniffed.  

‘Silly to expect much more.’ 

 

Tin Man 

Everyone in town was wary of my friend Tin Man. He was always scruffy and had a 

tendency to speak proverbially. They called him Tin Man because the swag he carried was 

always loaded with pots, pans and a billycan that clanked together heralding his arrival. The 

noise would keep snakes and respectable old ladies away, but not little girls. He only came 

through town at the beginning of summer, when the farmers were harvesting hay, as he didn’t 

like shearing.  

‘A mug’s game,’ he said. ‘A good way to break ya back and give ya liver a nudge.’  

But he didn’t mind bringing in the hay. He would set up camp down by the river 

before the start of November when he knew the farmers would be hiring for the season. 

Mum didn’t like me hanging around swaggies. Neither did Dad really, but he tried to 

be egalitarian. 

‘Ol’ Tin Man’s alright, a hard worker. He’s no trouble.’  

Mum would wring her hands. ‘There’s plenty of crazy killers out there who have been 

hard workers, Darl. It’s not right for little girls to hang around old men.’  

Still, she would give me an offering of biscuits if she knew I was going to visit him. 

Maybe it was her way of bribing him not to kill me. I liked him, especially when he told me 

fantastical stories and called me ‘Old Chap’.   

‘Hello Tin Man, how are ya?’ 

‘I wouldn’t call the Queen me aunt,’ he announced proudly. 
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He would bring me presents from his travels. Once he brought me a boomerang all the 

way from Western Australia and showed me how to use it. 

‘Don’t worry Old Chap, you’ll get the hang of it. If your kin’s been in this land long 

enough we’ve all got some blackfella in us.’ 

He travelled alone and didn’t enjoy the company of other people. Apparently he’d 

been married once, but he didn’t like being a ‘captive’ as he put it.  

‘Nothing but trouble. As the good book says it is better to live in the wilderness than 

with an angry and contentious woman.’ He punctuated his thoughts by spearing his knife into 

a fallen branch. ‘Mark my words.’ 

More than once I chanced upon him half naked, washing his clothes in the river. He’d 

look at me with mock modesty. 

‘Oi. Give a gent a bit o’ privacy in his own wash room, Old Chap.’  

I’d have to sit behind a tree until he’d finished his ablutions. Then he’d hang his 

clothes on an improvised washing line of rope strung between two trees with his towel 

wrapped around his waist, and wait. He would roll himself a smoke from a dry pouch of low 

grade tobacco and sigh.  

‘Oh, I could tell you some stories Old Chap, if you got the time I could tell you a tale 

or two. A nod’s as good as a wink to a blind horse.’ 

He had a wild beard and his long bushy hair was covered with a beaten up old rabbit 

skin hat, which he never took off. Even when he went for a swim he’d lift his hat as he went 

under the water and put it straight back on as he surfaced. He was a superstitious man. He had 

his lucky knife, Eleanor, which could have once been a much larger weapon, but she’d been 

sharpened so many times over the years that she had become filleter thin. Eleanor was always 

in his pocket if she wasn’t being used to cut meat, whittle wood or carve leaves and he never 

let anyone else touch her. She was his most prized possession. Not that he had much, only 

what he could carry.  

‘No matter how many rooms in your house you can only sleep in one bed,’ he’d say, 

which only confused me because he didn’t even have one bed. 

 He taught me to carve pictures and words into the leaves of trees, insisting it was 

always better to leave them hanging from their branches rather than breaking them off. My 

first attempt was a mutilated five-pointed star, but I got better with practice. Tin Man was a 

master and could create fabulous silhouettes of grand Indian temples with towers and 

archways. Often I’d get so carried away with my designs I would only stop when it got too 

dark to see. 
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Tin Man warned me to avoid certain waterholes.  

‘Downstream after the last bridge. Don’t swim there, kid. That waterhole is haunted. 

Some awful things happened there years ago and the spirits of the dead are angry and will 

drag a bloke like you down no worries. Not a good place to swim, terrible place to camp. 

Miserable ghosts moaning all night. Can’t get a wink.’ Then he winked. 

He wasn’t shy in imparting timeless wisdom, although truth be told most of the time I 

didn’t understand the nuances of his advice.  

‘People say life’s too short. You hear people say that? Well, that’s a load of rubbish. 

Have you ever known anything else? The thing they don’t tell ya is that life is too long. Too 

damn long to do the same bloody thing every day. Too bloody long.’ He spat on the ground. 

‘And don’t let anyone tell ya any different. It’s too long and there’s too much world out there 

to settle for doing anything you don’t wanna do. Too bloody long.’ He took a swig of his 

wine and rolled another cigarette. 

 

Jacks in Their Boxes 

During the summer between primary school and high school a new family moved in next 

door on Christmas eve eve (when you’re twelve the eves go back from the actual day for 

some weeks). The old lady who had lived in the house since it was built by her husband had 

been shipped off to a nursing home by her kids. New neighbours were a rare extravagance in 

Cellophane, so it was an exciting day in our street when the truck pulled up in front of 

number 19. All the neighbours came out, Dad even helped to move their furniture inside. He 

had gone to Cellophane High with the new kid's mum, and they seemed to remember each 

other well. The family moved back to Cellophane from the city because their daughter was 

getting in too much strife.  

‘Good to be back in the country, good for the kid. We won’t have to worry about her 

so much out here, y’know?’ She was saying to Dad as he nodded ‘bloody oath’. 

‘Gemma! Can you give me a hand out here, girl?’ she yelled so loudly it made Dad 

lurch back. 

The girl was still sitting in the car wearing headphones and drawing in a notebook. 

‘Gemma!’ her mum screeched again, which made the girl pull her headphones off. 

‘What?’ 

This made her mum roll her eyes at Dad.  

‘See what I mean?’ 

Dad was rolling a smoke while she prattled at him.  
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‘I can’t believe the weir wall is still holding up, remember when there was a scare that 

it was gunna bust and flood the town?’ 

Dad lit his smoke.  

‘Ha ha, nah. They had the blokes up from Canberra a couple of years ago, they reckon 

it will be right for a bit now.’  

He blew his smoke up to the sky and leaned back with one hand in his pocket. 

‘Remember when we used to be able to drive across it and the boys from the meat 

works would drill holes in it so it would break and we’d all get a day off?’ 

They both laughed at the idea of the whole town drowning for the benefit of some 

young blokes who didn’t want to get up early. 

Gemma was a couple of years older than me and she was beautiful; long dark curly 

hair and movie star eyelashes. She sauntered over to where we were standing and poked my 

shoulder. 

‘C’mon sprog, help me carry my things.’  

I happily obliged. As we carried boxes to her new room she very slowly unpacked, 

pulling out each item to show me. 

‘Check out this shell I found up the Cape’ and, ‘this is the best record of all time, my 

boyfriend in Brisbane gave it to me.’ I knew she was older. She already had a boyfriend, in 

Brisbane no less. I turned the record over in my hands in much the same way as I had the 

shell – Jimi Hendrix Are You Experienced. The only records we had at our place were Mum’s 

miserable Patsy Cline and Dad’s boring Slim Dusty. 

‘I’ll unpack the record player so we can listen to it while we sort this stuff out.’ She 

even had her own record player. 

That Jimi Hendrix album will forever remind me of a hot summer night with no air-

conditioning going through all Gemma’s treasures. 

‘I’ve just got bits of stuff,’ she explained as I admired an elaborate Native American 

head-dress. ‘Bits of everything, from bits of everywhere.’ 

Gemma's dad was a Wiradjuri man and her mum’s people were Welsh. They had 

come over as convicts on the second fleet, a history which made her mum exceedingly and 

strangely proud. She never failed to mention it after she’d ‘got a few bourbons into me guts’ 

as she quaintly explained later that night. Gemma’s dad didn't say much, but he did come and 

sit with Gemma and me in her room when he heard the opening bars to ‘The Wind Cries 

Mary’. He sat on the end of the bed with his eyes shut tapping his foot while we organised 

her books in alphabetical order. We were all a bit scared of her mum, but he was especially 
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wary I think. He was a sparkie and had lined up a few contracts with the builders in the area, 

but he was talking about setting up a gardening business on the side. Mum reckoned anybody 

could be excused for thinking he didn’t want to go home if he could help it. 

At bedtime, as I was saying my good nights, I asked Dad ‘Is the weir wall going to 

break? Is Cellophane going to get flooded?’ I probably sounded more excited than I should 

have. 

‘Ha ha, nah Darl. It’ll be fine.’ He kissed my head. 

‘Oh.’ I was quietly disappointed. 

As that summer wore on I was so happy that Gemma was my friend, but I was also 

secretly envious of her. Not jealous of her muted dad or her rackety mum, or that they had 

taken her all around the country, or of her long straight legs without scratches or scabs. Nor 

of her perfectly formed feet without chilblains or blisters, or her immaculate white teeth that 

flashed when she smiled, which was most of the time. But because she thought Cellophane 

was wonderful and insisted it was a place of deep magic. I couldn’t see it. Even the 

Patterson’s Curse was pretty to her, and it never made her red and itchy like it did me. 

Gemma told me the old stories of the land, which is why I know about Koobar and the 

Quinkin. At night we would lie on my battered, hand-me-down trampoline and she would 

point out the constellations and tell me their stories. During the day we wandered through the 

dry creek beds and she would name the plants and tell me their uses. She didn’t know any of 

this from her family, they were as ignorant and absent and self-absorbed as mine. She did her 

own research, at the library in the city or ‘in the field’ as she explained it. 

She helped me see what Cellophane would have been like in the olden days, before 

the meatworks and the barbed wire and the dammed river. Gemma showed me Cellophane as 

a mythical forest of dancing trees and snaking creeks watched over by constellations of 

ancient deities. It was difficult to see, but if I squinted and held my imagination at just the 

right angle I could occasionally get a glimpse.  

 

Jack Frost 

Unlike most kids I didn’t like it when my mum asked me to go down to the corner shop for 

milk. Sure, I got a dollar to spend while I was there and the shop was only four houses down 

the road, what worried me were the stories my brother Blue (the one with the red hair) would 

tell me about Jack, the store’s proprietor. Nobody knew how long Jack had owned the shop, 

since he was the oldest person in town, or whether that was even his real name. On the front 
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window above the door the letters J & M Frost were inscribed, so everyone just called him 

Jack and he never corrected anyone.  

Blue and I knew that Mum didn’t like going to the shop either; it depressed her and 

made her wonder aloud why a man would choose to live like that. Blue would hold his torch 

under his chin after Mum and Dad had gone to bed and tell me how Jack used to have a wife, 

rumoured to be a Persian princess, who had escaped her homeland for a better life, but 

became discontented as a shopkeeper’s consort and disappeared never to be seen again. All 

the kids knew that he had murdered her because she had run out of stories to tell him and that 

she was buried in the backyard of the shop. And how Jack was a millionaire but was too 

much of a miser to spend his fortune. When I asked where Jack kept all his money Blue 

earnestly informed me that it was buried in the backyard too. The other boys in the street 

insisted that Jack would catch and eat the neighbourhood cats if they weren’t secured at night 

because he was too cheap to buy meat from the butcher. One night when Blue had one of his 

mates over they both took great pleasure in revealing that just a few weeks earlier old Jack 

had been arrested for stealing ladies’ underwear from local washing lines. 

‘What would Jack want ladies’ undies for?’ I asked, perplexed. 

Blue and his mate stared at me with disdain and then laughed so hard a battery fell out 

of the torch. 

‘What do you reckon, dickhead?’ 

‘Oh, right.’ I replied, but I couldn’t fathom why Jack, or anyone else, would want 

someone else’s knickers. 

‘It’s alright,’ said Blue’s mate. ‘My dad reckons he’s probably not a paedophile.’ 

‘Night,’ they both said in an overfriendly manner as they went laughing back to 

Blue’s room. 

The shop was just a shop and was never meant to be lived in. There was no bedroom, 

bathroom, or sitting room. It was just a shop with a store room. Jack’s only running water 

came from a rusty tap out the back – no hot water, except from a half-chewed Mintie of a 

kettle he boiled over a camp stove. Jack’s only heat in the frosty winters was a small radiator 

heater, which was a misleading term for such an appliance as it didn’t heat or radiate. He kept 

warm throughout the day by wearing woollen pants and a shabby shaggy cardigan. He wore 

an ill-fitting beanie during the winter and gloves with the fingers cut out to make money 

handling easier. Those fingers would tremble, dirty and gnarled, as they counted out change. 

At night Jack would crawl fully clothed onto his foldout cot in the store room and pile what 
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fabric he had on top of himself. Lying under an old sheet, a surplus army blanket, and two 

threadbare towels, he would shape his cardigan into a pillow. 

Everything about Jack and his shop was grey. His woollen pants were grey, his shirt 

was grey (but could’ve been some other colour in the distant past) and his cardigan a slightly 

darker shade of grey. What remained of his hair was grey, his skin was a yellowing grey and 

his perpetual stubble was silvery grey. He was a mere sketch of a man, consisting of nothing 

more than lines and shadows. The shop was probably once a normal place of business, but all 

the paint and signage had faded and gathered a lifetime of dust so extravagantly that even the 

vintage Coca-Cola sign was more grey than red. It was all basic milk-bar fare: milk, bread 

(Blue swore Jack carefully took a slice from every loaf for his own consumption), smokes, 

Portello, Coke, Hubba Bubba and lollies. He didn’t make sandwiches or cook fish and chips 

because the council demanded a health inspection for that and neither Jack nor the shop 

would pass the test. Occasionally a customer would come to the shop just to buy the morning 

paper after Jack had sold out. He would insist he had more papers out the back and would 

walk through the storeroom out the backdoor. The customer would then see Jack mount his 

decrepit old pushbike as he set off for the fancier (although more expensive) Cellophane 

General Store, just two blocks away, where he would purchase one edition of the Cellophane 

Mail. Then he’d slip back in the rear of the shop and sell the paper without making a cent.  

All the kids from Cellophane High would gather at Jack’s shop after school because 

he sold the cheapest Portello and single cigarettes. He knew they didn’t have enough money 

for a whole packet and nobody else was going to sell the poor kids cigarettes, so he did what 

any enterprising shopkeeper would do. He would open a fresh pack and sell one or two 

cigarettes at a time at 50 cents apiece. This marketing strategy was a significant part of his 

business, a drip feed of under the counter smokes marching out of the shop in ones and twos. 

The older teenagers would mock him by asking for boxes for school projects and when Jack 

would shuffle to the storeroom the young punks would steal a pack of Winfield Blue. The 

sounds of crushing cardboard and laughter wafted through clouds of fresh tobacco smoke 

exhaled from young lungs.  

Jack’s sagging face and increased trembling made me wonder whether he was just 

getting old or whether the winters really were getting fiercer and crueller and the children 

even more so. Every winter he closed the shop earlier than he used to. The kids would go 

home for their dinner and everyone in the neighbourhood would settle into their warm, cosy 

homes for the night. Jack would nestle down on his cot with the day’s leftover newspaper, no 

point wasting it. I could imagine him shifting the radiator closer to his cot, pulling his 
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oversized beanie around his ears, quietly shivering until he heard the eleven o’clock train 

rattle through town on distant tracks and sinking into sleep.  

Every Sunday afternoon Jack would ride his pushbike to Rafferty’s wholesalers on the 

edge of town to collect his stock for the week. Everyone in the region knew him as an old but 

relatively harmless eccentric. Older people would wave at him as he passed and Jack would 

stoically tip his hat and pedal on. Often, on his long ride, a carload of teenagers would honk 

their horn and yell obscenities from the window. 

‘Push harder, Jack, ya old fuck, ya mutha did.’ And they’d laugh and high-five each 

other for their hilarious witticisms. 

One Sunday afternoon, when I knew Jack was on his Rafferty’s run, I peered through 

one of the many cracks in the dilapidated fence trying to distinguish any evidence of shallow 

graves or buried treasure in the yard but all I could see were empty milk crates and tall 

straggling weeds. 

 

Kids in the Tree 

One summer, on the second last day of the holidays, Gemma and I lied to our parents, each 

saying we were staying at the other’s house. It’s the oldest trick in a kid’s kit of deception. 

The trouble was we lived next door to each other and our parents were friends (sort of); other 

than that our plan was flawless. We had hoped to spend our last night before starting school 

in the bush; wild and free and open for adventure. It was still hot, the middle of February and 

mid-afternoon. We were laughing, swags on our backs pushing through blackberry bushes 

that punished us for robbing them of the labour of their summer. It was a merry day of 

teenage adventuring until Gemma looked at me with an unaccustomed fear in her eyes. 

‘That’s it, Bonny. That’s the tree that killed those kids.’ 

My laughter faltered into silence at her frightened expression. 

‘What are you talking about? Trees don’t kill people.’ 

She shook her head emphatically. 

‘This one did. Hasn’t your dad told you?’ She started walking in circles with her 

hands on her forehead as if not seeing the tree would negate its existence. ‘It was your old 

man who found ’em Mum reckons,’ she said with a scrappy intake of breath. ‘Years ago, 

when our parents were just kids. Two boys wandered off their property, up there.’ She waved 

up toward the hill. ‘They were only real little, five or six years old. Lost for days. The whole 

town was out looking for them. They even got blacktrackers out, but nobody could find them. 

It wasn’t until your old man found them weeks later on his way to the river…’ She squatted 
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down. ‘The only reason he found ’em was because his dog came back to him with a shoe that 

still had a foot in it!’ 

I gasped. 

Gemma was still holding her head as she spoke, as if the memory of the story hurt 

her, as if she could hold it back physically. ‘Yeah, I know. Apparently he followed the dog 

back to this tree and found their bodies huddled up in the hollow of the trunk there.’ She 

pointed to the hole at the base of the tree. And for once we were quiet. We simply stared at 

that space. Wondering at the fear and bewilderment of two kids we’d never met. 

‘How did you find out?’ 

‘Mum comes here and leaves flowers every year on the anniversary of when they 

were found. I think it really upset her. She brought me a couple of times, but it freaks me out 

too much.’ She shivered. 

‘I wonder why Dad never told me?’ I mused. 

‘Dunno, maybe he thought it might give you nightmares. Maybe he still has 

nightmares.’ She kicked the dirt in front of her. ‘Anyway, let’s get outta here.’ She looked 

around at the darkening bush. ‘There might be baby ghosts …’  

She grabbed my arm and dragged me back towards the river. As we ran through the 

scratching undergrowth I wanted to look back at the tree, but feared I would see the spectres 

of two children, one with a missing foot. 

The sun was plummeting behind the hills surrounding the valley and the idea of 

sleeping with carnivorous trees was not appealing. We figured if we headed up river we’d 

eventually find our way back to town, but there were a couple of problems with this strategy; 

not only had we spent all afternoon getting this far downstream but there were so many 

different creeks and tributaries running in and away from the river it was tricky to trust any 

watercourse in the dark. We tried to stay calm as we heard thumping crashes through the 

trees. The last light of the day had all but disappeared but we could make out the silhouettes 

of a big mob of kangaroos, maybe twenty, heading in the opposite direction to us. They were 

clearly on their own mission and barely looked at us as they bounded through, effortlessly 

clearing fences. We trudged on, fear growing in our bellies as we sloshed through riverside 

reeds we knew damn well were full of snakes, but we didn’t want to wander too far away 

from the river.  

‘Jeez, this reminds me of Deliverance,’ Gemma said. 

‘What's a Deliverance?’ I asked. 
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Gemma muttered something under her breath as the twang of duelling insects filled 

our ears.  

The laden air was static and tasted of petrichor.  

Without warning there was a thundering crack so loud we threw ourselves to the 

ground. My ears were ringing and for a moment I was too dazed to think. Gemma pulled me 

to my feet and pointed to the sky behind me. In the direction from where the kangaroos had 

been heading a ball of light was visible. 

‘What the hell is that’? I cried, but my voice sounded very far away. I wasn’t sure if 

Gemma could hear me. 

The glowing orb hovered for a moment and bounced gently in the air then very slowly 

moved toward us. Gemma didn’t speak, she just started running and I followed her, 

desperately trying to catch up. Every now and again I turned to look and sure enough the light 

was still there, still following, but not seeming to gain any ground on us. It was moving 

gracefully, sometimes rising high above the treetops, sometimes swooping low, but slowly 

and without a sound. It was now dark and despite the adrenalin urging me onward, fatigue 

was taking its toll. My legs felt like they were composed of osmium and it was getting harder 

to keep up with Gemma. She must have sensed I was slowing down and took a moment to 

check on me. She stopped and looked around, so I too stopped and we both realised the 

glowing orb was nowhere to be seen. A relief, but also unsettling. Where was it now? 

‘I’m scared, what was that thing?’ I asked looking about. 

‘I have no idea, and I’m not hanging around to find out,’ she said pulling at my shirt. 

‘I want to go home.’ My legs trembled from fear and exertion. 

‘It’s okay, we’ll just keep heading in to town.’ Gemma put her arm around me as we 

walked through the long grass in the dark.  

We were quiet, both lost in our own fear, when a piece of embankment slipped away 

and I fell into the slow moving river below. I thought I had twisted my ankle, but as Gemma 

pulled me up with the help of a long branch I put my weight on it and realised it was okay. 

Even though I was alright I felt a sob rise in my throat. 

‘I just wanna go home.’ I sounded like a baby, but I was scared and wet and cold.  

‘C’mon Bonny. See over there, lights from town. We’re not far now.’ 

I felt foolish for having a sook, so I wiped my tears and snot on the front of my shirt 

and walked on with renewed enthusiasm. If nothing else the sky was really pretty as the frogs 

burped exclamations of love to each other. We came into town from under the bridge that 

crossed the river in the main street. Knowing we couldn’t go home, because our lie would be 
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immediately exposed, we considered our options. As we sat under the bridge eating our 

rations of Snickers bars I came up with a solution. 

‘We could go to Madame Bovary’s, her shop is right there.’ I gestured up the bank.  

‘Really? My mum reckons she’s troppo.’ 

‘Nah, she’s pretty cool, I go there all the time with Mum. She said I could always go 

to her if I needed something.’ 

Gemma didn’t look convinced. ‘People say that shit all the time but they don’t mean 

it. Maybe she meant she would read your cards or make you a cuppa. Not give you and your 

friend stinking of river mud a bed for the night.’ 

‘Yeah, I reckon she will. C’mon.’ We scrambled up the bank, slipping down and 

filling our fingernails with sandy mud as we clawed our way to the road. 

The door of the teahouse was locked and but there was a pling plong of oriental music 

coming from an open upstairs window, so I knew she was awake. I knocked on the door. We 

waited. Nothing happened. I knocked again, a bit louder. Still nothing. Gemma arched an 

eyebrow at me that said ‘I told you so’. With the threat of losing face I was determined to get 

inside so I banged on the door as loud as I could. We could hear the shuffle of papers, the 

scratching of a chair on wood and then the light in the shop flicked on and there she stood.  

 

The Fairy King 

‘Bonsoir, Darling. Come in,’ she said as she hugged me and led me inside. ‘Who is your 

friend?’ She asked knowing full well who the bedraggled stranger was. Not much in 

Cellophane was unknown to her. 

Gemma was still standing in the doorway, looking self-conscious for the first time 

ever, with her bare muddy feet (she’d lost a thong in the reeds and had chucked the other one 

in a temper). 

‘Oh, this is Gemma. Gemma, Madame Bovary.’ I introduced them with a vague wave 

of my hand. Madame hugged her too. 

‘Come sit down. I will make you some tea.’ She was fixing her hair as she walked to 

the kitchen, pulling her kimono tighter around her tiny frame.  

We sat at a table and searched through our bags looking for clean clothes. When 

Madame returned with three dainty cups and a pot of tea on a tray she peered at me slyly. 

‘It is very late for visitors. Do you fight with the mothers? This is the time for girls to 

fight with mothers.’ She poured the fragrant tea, Gemma and I sipped coyly without replying, 

hoping not to give away our lie or our cowardice. ‘No matter. Drink, then you can shower 
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and change. I will make a place of sleeping for you. Yes?’ Madame nodded, agreeing with 

her own practicality. 

After washing and dressing in clean shorts and shirts we unrolled our swags on the 

teashop floor and Madame Bovary lay on the divan and lit a slender cigarette. 

‘Let me tell you about the first time I fell in love.’ She took a long drag on her 

cigarette then butted it out in an ashtray which had a picture of a haloed Jesus in the centre. 

‘When I was very young, only a girl really, seventeen I think, I was living in Paris with my 

mother. My father had died in the war, which made no difference to me, I never knew him.’ 

She waved her hand through the smoke dismissively. ‘I was working in a little cafe in 

Montparnasse where all the famous artists and writers would go to drink wine and talk 

rubbish at each other. Ah, dear Gertrude, Ezra and Duchamp and Apollinaire. I didn’t know 

they were famous then of course, they were all as young and poor as I was. It was a time 

when we were all very proud to be French, especially in the great celebrations when the war 

finished. Soldiers were returning from the front, lauded as heroes and carried aloft in the 

streets. I noticed a soldier in uniform being congratulated by the men in the cafe, a tall 

handsome man and I fell for him immediately. I thought he was a warrior prince in his regalia 

and glow of victory. I was very pretty back then you understand, and he liked the look of me 

I suppose. We picnicked together in the warm haze of peace time and he spared no 

extravagance to win my heart. When he was deployed to Vietnam to oversee rubber 

production in the colony he wanted me to go with him. We had to be married first of course. 

After only a short few months of knowing him we were on a ship sailing to the other side of 

the world toward some colony I’d barely even heard of.  

‘I had no idea that there could be such a place in the world so different from home. 

Hanoi was intolerably hot, and the humidity only added to my torment. We were given a big 

house near the centre of the city, but I stayed indoors. I was assigned a serving girl whose real 

name I never managed to pronounce. When I asked what to call her on the first day she said 

“Xin Loi”. So that is what I called her, it wasn't until a year or so later that I realised xin loi is 

Vietnamese for “sorry” but by then it was too late. Her name had stuck.  

‘I was so sad in Vietnam. My husband, now that he had what he wanted, was too busy 

for me. He was always away with official matters, which appeared to be making him very 

rich. I missed Paris and its cobbled streets glistening with rain. I missed my European friends 

and luxuries. I yearned for Parisian gossip and fashion for I was still just a young girl of 

course. The other French women in Hanoi were so old and dull and I did not disguise the 

loathing I felt toward my husband for dragging me to that outpost of French imperialism. 
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Because I was young and had a petulant nature, my mother would attest to this, I languished 

in the heat and the boredom and amused myself in the only way a beautiful young French 

woman can; I drank and fucked as much as I could.’  

I giggled at hearing such an old lady using a profanity.  

‘Don't worry dear, we used to do that in my day too. Anyway, Xin Loi didn't approve 

of my extramarital activities. The Vietnamese are surprisingly coy about all matters of sex. I 

was very belligerent and would foolishly flaunt my infidelities in front of her. I said to her 

one afternoon “I have bedded four men today Xin Loi and only one of them was my husband. 

What do you think about that my dear?” But she was unflappable; she had tolerated me for 

almost a year already.  “I think you are very lucky to be rich and French, Madame”. That was 

all she said, but she especially frowned upon my dalliances with Vietnamese men. I saw my 

relationships with the local men as creating a balance in an unequal landscape. So many of 

my countrymen had married or bedded the beautiful Vietnamese women but there were very 

few French women willing to bear the heat and humidity to make themselves available to the 

Vietnamese men. The other colonists, who in France would not have dared to put on such airs 

being from lower origins than even myself, scorned me socially as ‘unrespectable’. I’d had 

different French lovers other than my husband and knew better than most that the Frenchmen, 

in their indolence, had become flabby and soft beneath their finery. Generations of fine 

dining and minimal physical effort had done little to enhance the French physique. Beyond 

the peasant classes there was barely a hard cock in all of Gaul.’ 

Both Gemma and I giggled. 

‘Parisian men had become so fainéant and lazy that they could barely raise the 

turgidity to create a single erection between them. The Vietnamese however had spent 

millennia working and fighting, innovating and surviving on the most basic fare. Inevitably I 

ended up pregnant. In the years I was married I had not even once felt the stirrings of life and 

had assumed I was infertile. I’d already resigned myself to a life of childlessness, a 

resignation which never caused me a moment of grief or anxiety as I had always viewed 

children as a terrible drain on resources and a tedious distraction from all the enjoyable things 

in life, like drinking and fucking’' She winked at me as I stifled a laugh.  

‘I had assumed I was barren, now I knew I was not. I had not been careful with any of 

my paramours and now I was in big trouble. To take a Vietnamese lover was one thing, but to 

bear his child was entirely different. Not only would the scandal be beyond comprehension, 

but it would most certainly end up in divorce, excommunication from the church and 

expulsion from French society. I told my husband it was too hot in Hanoi and I wanted to 
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spend the summer up in the hills where it was cooler and drier. Xin Loi and I stayed at a 

Buddhist monastery for five months where I gave birth.’ She lit another cigarette. 

‘I didn't know you had a kid Madame,’ I interjected, shocked at this development. 

‘Well, I don't really know. I left the baby there, without finding out if it was a boy or a 

girl and went back to my home in Hanoi, swearing Xin Loi to secrecy. After our time in the 

mountains I had learned the beauty and serenity of Buddhism and Xin Loi began to feel sorry 

for me. While I was recovering she sat by my bed and told me old Vietnamese folk-tales. Her 

favourite was The Fairy King. She said her mother had told it to her many times when she 

had fever as a child. Would you like to hear Xin Loi's story?’ She asked peering over her 

shoulder at us, blowing smoke. 

Gemma and I simply nodded, mesmerised by this old smoking mantis and her 

surprisingly foul language. 

‘Okay. In the distant mists of time there was a man who was so wise and daring that 

he rose from being the son of a magistrate to the ruler of the whole province. Because he was 

so famous he couldn't be sure if his councillors were honourable and trustworthy or if they 

just told him what they thought he wanted to hear. So one day he disguised himself as a 

peasant farmer and wandered around his own kingdom. To his horror he saw much 

corruption and lawbreaking by his representatives and he noted all of those who would be 

reprimanded when he returned to his palace. When he came across some officials beating a 

beautiful young woman who was tied to a tree he became so enraged he leapt in and stopped 

them. His disguise came away and they all fell to their knees begging forgiveness, except the 

girl who ran away. He punished the officials and then went in search of the beautiful young 

woman. He searched the kingdom and discovered her in his very own home town. They fell 

in love and he married her. On the night of the wedding they were both transported to a 

magical island where he discovered his wife was the Queen of Huning, a magical island 

which hovers above the sea. He lived very happily as her consort with all the love and 

comfort he could ever have imagined. After many years and many children with his beautiful 

and adoring wife he asked if he could go home to see his parents. His wife asked if this is 

really what he wished, and he insisted that it was. So she very sadly farewelled him with 

many tears and he promised to return. When he was transported back to his home village his 

family home was no longer there. He wandered through the town and noticed nobody 

recognised him. Finally the king grew weary and stopped a passing merchant, he told the man 

his name and asked after his family. The merchant looked confused and told him that his 

name was only part of legend. In the distant mists of time a man with his name was once 
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king, but went mad and walked into the ocean and never returned. All his ancestors were long 

gone, his parents had been dead for centuries. The King ran back down to the water’s edge 

and tried to swim out to the island of Huning and his wife and children, but the island wasn’t 

there.’  

Madame Bovary paused to light another cigarette.  

‘That is such a sad story,’ I said, not quite understanding what it meant. 

‘Yes’ she said, inhaling a whirl of blue vapour. ‘Yes, very sad. Anyway, after I had 

recovered I begged my husband to let me go home. I was unhappy and contrary, I wanted to 

die but I wanted to live in Paris. He insisted I stay so I pulled every devious female ploy I 

could. I cried, I threw tantrums, I fell into deep throes of melancholy and became pale and 

wan from spite. Eventually under the pretence of a convalescence by the sea in Nice I was 

allowed to return to France. I arrived in Paris in the chill of January just as evening was 

setting in and asked the carriage driver to take me to my mother’s house. I hadn’t seen her in 

years, but when I arrived I found her aloof and unwelcoming. “What has happened to your 

beautiful face?” she asked, “your skin is like a peasant’s.”’  Madame shook her head angrily. 

‘Paris was different, and so was I. Vietnam had changed me. There was nothing left 

for me in Paris. How could there be? I had been gone too long, no-one remembered me, I 

wasn't important to anyone there. Even so, I couldn't go back to Vietnam. I was like the Fairy 

King in Xin Loi’s story.’ She stubbed her cigarette out on Jesus’ face. ‘I tell you this story 

Bonny so you can see that the first man who catches your eye is not always the one you 

should be with. I married my husband because he was handsome and I thought he was a hero. 

In truth I didn’t really care about him, nor he for me. It was a foolish mistake of youth that 

almost everyone makes, but the least I can do is warn of what can happen. Yet, if I hadn’t 

married my husband and gone to Vietnam then I probably never would have met Carlos 

Diablos, the real love of my life.’ Her voice croaked and I thought it may be because she had 

smoked too many cigarettes, but then I noticed her eyes twinkling with nostalgia. 

‘Who is Carlos Diablos?’ 

‘Ah, he was a true prince among men, but it is late and it is time for all girls who fight 

with mothers to go to sleep. That is a story for another day.’ 

Without further ceremony she flicked off the light and went upstairs to her own bed. 

 

 

Sad Songs 
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I woke at dawn and was disoriented. The room was dusky and smelled of tobacco and 

incense. I coughed as I sat up. 

‘Gem.’ I patted her arm. She coughed too and rubbed her eyes.  

Madame entered carrying a tray, bigger than the one the night before, laden with tea 

and toast, butter and raspberry jam. 

‘Bonjour, sleepy girls. Breakfast, then home for you. I have ladies coming at nine.’ 

We mumbled our thank yous into our cups as we ate, then rolled up our swags and bid 

our adieus. We walked home very slowly, dragging out the last day of the holidays and 

fearful that our plot had been discovered. 

‘I told you she'd let us stay,’ I boasted. 

‘She is totally weird, but kinda cool. I like her. How old do you reckon she is?’ 

I shrugged my shoulders. ‘Dunno, maybe a hundred.’ 

‘Yeah maybe.’ 

We stopped at Jack's shop for a packet of chips and to delay going home. 

‘Good morning young missies,’ Jack almost yodelled as we browsed the chip stand. 

We only had enough money for one packet between us so we had to negotiate. I 

wanted salt and vinegar, she liked barbecue, so we settled on chicken flavour. 

‘What'll we, ahum. What'll we have today little ladies?’ Jack asked.  

Gemma and I didn't even try to hide our eye rolling. 

‘Just these thanks,’ she said laying the exact change on the counter.  

He fumbled with the money and made a great show of counting the coins in his 

trembling hands before he dropped them into the till. 

‘Good day to you lassies,’ he called as we left.  

We sat on the step in front of the shop eating the chips very slowly and promised that 

we wouldn’t tell anyone about seeing the kid-eating tree or the flying ball of light. We 

figured that nobody would believe us and it would only get us in trouble. The secretary from 

the school office passed us on the shop steps. She was a podgy Christmas pudding of a 

woman: heavy, fruity and always slightly moist. She had no neck to speak of, but her greying 

head could swivel with alarming speed and the beady eyes were reptilian. She had a blanket 

contempt for humanity, but saved her most venomous hatred for the children at the school. 

‘Any word on the weir wall, Jack?’ she asked. 

‘My dear. Yes, as a matter of fact I hear there are a group of engineers up from 

Canberra working on it as we speak. They reckon if it goes with the amount of water that's in 

there at the moment the post office will be completely submerged.’ 
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She gasped in her hysterical on-the-verge-of-swooning way. ‘My goodness! I 

certainly hope those boffins know what they're doing…’ and she started on one of her tirades 

about how the ‘new Australians’ whose labour built the wall weren't up for the job and they 

should have used local boys. 

Gemma rolled her eyes and stood up dusting off the seat of her shorts. 

‘Oh well, c’mon we may as well get this over and done with.’ 

We stood with our bags and took the last few paces home. Before we even made it to 

Gemma’s driveway her mum lurched out of the screen door with a bourbon can in one hand 

and the other gesturing to us. 

‘Where the hell have you been you little slut? And I don't want to hear any of your 

bullshit. Get in here now!’ 

Gemma grimaced at me. Her mum clipped her on the back of her head as she walked 

through the door. 

I knew I was in trouble too. We’d been busted. I thought I'd try and slip in the back 

door, but before I even got there I could hear Mum playing the piano. This was not a good 

sign. Even worse, it sounded like a Bach prelude and I knew she only ever played classical 

music when she was angry. She would have heard me come in, and Gemma’s mum could 

clearly be heard going berserk next door, but she just kept playing. It was only when I was 

passing the doorway, hoping to make it to my room unnoticed that the piano fell silent. It was 

like a game of musical chairs: as soon as she stopped playing, I froze. 

‘Your father is furious,’ she didn't turn from the piano, ‘and if I were you I’d keep 

away from your grandfather.’ 

‘I’m sorry, Mum…’ But she cut me off. 

‘I don’t care Bonny.’ She sounded calm, tired. She closed the lid over the keys. ‘I 

couldn’t give a shit what any of you do anymore. I quit.’ She picked up her handbag and left 

the house.  

She didn’t even take her car. I hated it when she got all calm and weird. I locked 

myself in my room and tried to read, pretending I wasn’t waiting for Dad, Grandad and the 

boys to get home from Mass. It didn’t take long. 

‘Get out here,’ my father roared when he got home. 

I very tentatively opened the door, peered out and tiptoed to the kitchen. 

‘How’s your bloody cheek, lying to us and staying out all night?’ he bellowed, 

leaning towards me with both hands palm down on the bench. 
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‘I’m sorry, Dad. Gemma and I just wanted to camp out for the last night of the 

holidays.’ 

‘That’s rubbish,’ Old Trovato piped in. ‘The little heathens were out meeting boys. 

You let the girl hang around bloody darkies. What do you think is going to happen?’ 

‘You keep out of this.’ Dad shouted at his own father which shocked them both, but it 

did shut him up for a while. ‘If you and ya mate wanted to camp out why didn’t you just 

bloody say so?’ He said more softly. 

‘I dunno.’ I was looking at my scratched up feet gripping the lime green linoleum, ‘I 

didn't think we'd be allowed.’ 

‘Ha ha,’ he tickled me like he used to when I was little. ‘Jeez Bon, if you wanna go 

camping you should just say so. I know a lot of beaut places to set up. Oh well, no harm 

done.’ 

But Old Trovato wasn’t going to miss a chance to throw in his two bob’s worth. ‘No 

harm done? She’s missed Mass again for a start! The girl deserves a belting. She has lied to 

you, she’s made her mother worried sick. Probably getting up to all manner of sinfulness with 

that darkie girl.’ 

Dad pulled my hair playfully and whispered in my ear ‘Don't worry about the old 

grouch’ then said over his shoulder. ‘Give it a rest Pops.’ 

We didn’t really worry when Mum didn't come home for tea. Whenever she went 

walkabout like this Dad would fry up some sausages and the boys would talk about the farm 

or the footy and not mention her absence. We all knew she was a people person, but she was 

a bit of an outsider in Cellophane. If she wanted company she would often go to the caravan 

park with a few bottles of homebrew and know she’d find a friend. Sometimes she would 

bring a bunch of trailer-folk back to the house for more beer and music. Once when I was 

little Dad got home from the farm and was furious to find some dreadlocked hippy teaching 

me how to play a ukulele.  

‘But I love Uncle Frankie, he tickles my feet with his beard.’  

And Dad glared at Mum and implored her, ‘Please, I’m asking you not to allow men 

who willingly call themselves Frankincense, with no shoes and no money, to come into our 

home and put their faces on our children.’  

She laughed bitterly, raised her glass to her lips, closed her eyes and muttered, ‘He is 

my friend and he is far less threatening to our children than your Catholic friends.’ She spat 

out the word ‘Catholic’ like a shaman removing venom from a snakebite.  
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Mum didn’t come home until real late the night she quit. I could tell she’d been 

drinking because she was a bit wobbly and she made a big show of not talking to anyone. She 

threw her bag into the kitchen then stormed out to the back veranda and played her Patsy 

Cline records. We all knew better than to disturb her when she was like that. There is nothing 

more miserable in the whole world than a drunk woman listening to Pasty Cline.    

 

Baba Yaga 

The first time I dreamed of the old lady it was more like a nightmare. She was ancient and 

monstrous, an unwrapped mummy animated by nefarious forces. She had wispy hair and just 

a hint of a beard sprouting. The smell of sandalwood mixed with the regular old lady smells 

of chicken soup and mothballs made her seem chillingly real.  

There was no moon, but her camp by the creek was intermittently illuminated by a 

meteor shower. Hundreds of streaks of light silently whizzing by far too close. Her thin white 

hair streamed out behind her in the silent wind of a million shooting stars. Her papery skin 

furrowed in deep corrugations like the surface of a walnut shell and her crow’s feet almost 

eclipsed her eyes.   

‘Hark! Listen. I am the guardian of all the fishes’ souls,’ she roared and opened a 

leather bag to reveal a swimming mass of Devonian luminescence. She squatted with her 

bony legs showing as she blended a paste in a stone bowl. She took some of the paste and 

rolled it in her hands and held it out to me. It was the same yellowish grey as her skin.  

‘Put this under your tongue.’ She offered it up from where she sat. 

I fought repulsion, but did as she asked. The paste felt rubbery in my mouth and tasted 

metallic, it started to move and I felt a sharp, scratching pain. The old woman laughed and 

raised her right hand which was now missing half a pinkie finger. I spat the paste on the 

ground and it wriggled away and rejoined her hand. She cackled so hard she fell back and sat 

crossed-legged in the dirt baring her chicken legs. She pulled her skirts down and composed 

herself.  

‘Sometimes it is better to be disobedient’ she said rubbing her hands together.  

I awoke with the taste of copper and a tender frenulum. The underside of my tongue 

still tingles whenever I feel like I'm being pushed into doing something I don’t want to do. 

 

Shadows and Dust 

One spring morning the farmers had started bringing in the hay. I grabbed half a loaf of bread 

from the pantry and a couple of bottles of Mum’s Ninkasi homebrew and wandered down to 
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Tin Man’s usual spot on the river. He was napping under an old willow tree with his hat over 

his face. I noticed he had some extra silver in his whiskers since last time he was in town. Not 

wanting to startle him in case he whipped out Eleanor before he realised who I was, I set the 

beer down noisily. This was unnecessary, without even moving his hat he mumbled.  

‘Ah, long time Old Chap.’ He tipped his hat and grinned, knowing he was the only 

man to address little girls in such a peculiar way. 

‘Too long, too bloody long,’ I replied. Tin Man didn’t mind if I swore. 

‘Just so happens I have a present in here for you.’  

He thrust his arm up to the shoulder into his swag and rustled around before pulling 

out a small paper bag. He handed me the parcel and I eagerly opened it. Wrapped in brown 

paper was a pendant fastened on a piece of leather. I turned it over in my hands, it was a 

tarnished silver with a fearsome eye on one side and unreadable inscriptions on the other. 

‘Wow, thanks,’ I murmured. 

 ‘It’s not too pretty, but it will keep the goblins away,’ he laughed as he tied the leather 

around my neck. 

I didn’t want to seem ungrateful. But I didn’t want to seem like a baby either. 

‘Goblins aren’t real. They are just stories to scare little kids.’ I felt offended that he 

thought I still believed in such childish things. 

‘They’re bloody real alright. I’ve seen ‘em with me own eyes.’ He pointed to his eyes 

to emphasise his ability to witness such things. ‘Must’ve been more than ten years ago now. I 

was travelling through Gundagai way as I recall, camped on the Murrumbidgee. I’d had me 

brekkie and packed up camp, standing there on the bank rolling a smoke. Just minding me 

own business lettin’ the sun warm me up a bit before I set out. As I pulled me tobacco out I 

spotted something out of the corner of me eye. “Hang on” I thought “What’s this?” And there 

was this little bloke, not four foot away and no bigger than a joey looking right at me. He was 

a grubby little bugger with a long beard, looked as old as Methuselah and had an almighty 

stink of river mud about him. We’d both given each other a bit of a start and I nearly lost me 

smoke. Before I had a chance to say “boo” he crouches down and he starts rolling up me 

shadow! Just rolling it up like an old bluey. I forgot all about me smoke and bent down to 

fend ‘im off. Out of nowhere his missus sneaks up and starts hacking me shadow away from 

me feet with a bit o’ sharp rock. Well I wasn’t having that. You gotta understand Old Chap I 

don’t agree with belting up women but I was in such a state I bloody well kicked her. The 

mongrel grubs were trying to steal me shadow! I dunno what they were going to do with it, 

and I never cared about it too much before, but by Jeez it’s my shadow and a man’s gotta take 
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care of what’s his.’ He adjusted his hat nervously. ‘Hafta admit though, it’s not been the same 

since.’ 

And as I sat next to him I noticed that his shadow didn’t have the same certainty or 

depth as mine. 

 

Thorn 

Year Ten at Cellophane High started with a critical appraisal of my knees. The maroon of the 

uniform highlighted my scabs and bruises more brilliantly than the green of Cellophane 

Primary. I’d crept in to Mum's room while she was sleeping because she had the only full-

length mirror in the house. It was on a hinge so I had to balance a pillow in just the right 

place to take in my whole form, being very careful not to wake Mum. A night of beer and sad 

songs is wearying. Dad and the boys had got up early like they always did and were out at the 

farm. Old Trovato would be at the RSL club already, even though he had never fought in a 

single war. His battle was against Old Scratch Himself.  

The farm had belonged to Trovato since Grandma died but he was too old and crazy 

and lazy to look after it himself, so they’d rented out the old farmhouse and Dad and my 

brothers ran the property. Mostly beef cattle, but also a few sheep and Dad’s horses. He 

bought them to race, but they’d never won a bloody thing. 

So it was just me and my sleeping Mum that morning when I realised the high school 

uniform made me look even more like a primary school kid with my scrappy knees, flat chest 

and fly-away hair that never stayed in a neat pony tail for more than a few minutes. But there 

was no time for a make-over or for the chest exercises Gemma had taught me. I threw a 

sandwich in my bag and trudged the walk to school. 

There was a new boy. All the other kids starting out were the same kids from last 

year. The new kid was tall and tanned and slouched in his seat in the confident, careless way 

teenage girls cannot resist. I tried not to look at him lest he register my interest, but it was 

almost impossible with his long hair hanging over the back of his seat and his legs stretched 

out into the space between the tables. It was clear all the other girls were taken with him too, 

if all the giggling and hair flicking was anything to go by. 

After class he deliberately stood in my way. 

‘You smoke?’ He leaned in. 

‘Yeah, why?’ I attempted nonchalance. 

‘Got a spare ciggie?’ 
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‘Not on me, but we can buy a couple from the shop.’ I waved in the general direction 

of Jack’s shop. 

‘A couple? Jeez, this place just keeps getting better.’ He laughed, ‘Anyway, I’m 

Thorn.’ 

During lunch I took him down to Jack’s shop and we bought two cigarettes each, and 

ambled down to the creek to avoid teachers. I felt very cool to be hanging out with him and 

wondered why he picked me out of the whole school, but he soon let me know. 

‘All the kids at this school seem so fake and boring. The blokes all just wanna play 

footy and the girls are only worried about what they look like. You seem like you don’t give 

a shit with your messy hair and odd socks.’ 

Looking down I realised that in the dim light of Mum’s room I hadn't noticed my 

socks were slightly different colours. It became apparent pretty quickly that he hated 

Cellophane as much as I did. I told him about how the town had got its name. 

‘Maybe they should have changed it to Guni Guni,’ he suggested. 

‘What does that mean?’ 

He raised an eyebrow. ‘It’s Dharawal for pile of shit.’ 

We laughed and came up with even more inventive and offensive names for 

Cellophane. After school, on the way home, I saw him leaning against the wall of the shop. 

He handed me a cigarette. 

‘Got any food at your place?’ He threw his bag on his back. 

‘Um, yeah. Probably some bananas or chips or something.’ I lit my smoke. 

‘Righto, that'll do.’  

‘We'll have to finish these first, Mum doesn’t like me smoking.’ 

We went to the footy ground grandstand and made a mock commentary on an 

imaginary game between the Homoerotic Panthers and the Redneck Roosters. We had tears 

of laughter as we headed back to my place. I’d never brought a boy back to the house before. 

In fact the only friend I’d ever invited home was Gemma, and I wasn’t sure how it was going 

to play out. Dad and the boys were working on the truck in the driveway. Dad was swearing 

with his head under the bonnet and just a hint of bum crack showing over the top of his pants, 

and the boys looked on helpfully. I was hoping to get in the house without them noticing, but 

Blue spotted us. 

‘Oi, where’ve you been? Mum’s looking for you.’ 

Dad pulled his head out of the engine bay, yanked his pants up and cracked his neck 

as was his habit.  
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‘Give ya Mum a hand will ya.’ He turned his attention to Thorn. ‘Who’s this pretty 

boy then?’ He sounded as if he was addressing a parrot.  

My brothers laughed. 

‘G’day Mr, um, Bonny, I’m Thorn.’ He shook Dad’s grease-covered hand. 

The boys laughed again. 

‘Righto,’ Dad said, bowing back under the bonnet. ‘Go help ya Mum.’ 

The house was dark, and it took a minute for my eyes to adjust from the glare outside. 

I couldn’t find Mum anywhere, so I gave Thorn an apple and he followed me out to the 

backyard where Mum was cleaning bottles for her next brew. 

‘Bonny. Where have you been?’ She looked up from her buckets of bottles. ‘Hello, 

who's this?’ 

‘Mum, this is Thorn, he’s new at school and, um, he was hungry.’ 

Mum shook his hand with her wet beery one, but he didn’t seem to mind. 

‘Do you brew your own beer Mrs Trovato?’ He asked in a deferential tone that 

seemed incongruous with what I knew of him so far. 

‘Sure do. Would you like to try some?’ 

Mum always let me have a beer after I’d helped her with the bottles. I didn’t like the 

taste of it much, but I felt very grown up sitting on the veranda with a beer in my hand after a 

hard day’s work. 

‘You can have one too, Bonny, when you finish up here. Maybe you could give her a 

hand Thorn.’ 

I was embarrassed making him work on his first visit, but we set up the drying racks 

and got to work. It was much quicker with two of us. 

‘Sorry about my Dad, he’s a bit rough around the edges,’ I said as we finished up. 

‘I don’t care, I’m a nihilist. Nothing really bothers me because nothing is really 

important anyway.’ He flicked his hair.  

I made a mental note to look up ‘nihilist’ later on. 

Mum came back with three beers. ‘Thanks kids. That will be plenty for the next batch, 

come up and have a cool drink.’ 

Thorn sat on Old Trovato’s chair on the veranda. Nobody was allowed to sit in his 

chair that he’d brought in from the farm, but Mum didn’t mention it so neither did I.  

‘So, Thorn, where did you live before you came to Cellophane?’ Mum asked. 
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He took a swig from his bottle like he drank beer every day after school. ‘Sydney. It 

was pretty cool, skating and surfing all the time, but Mum and Dad split up so Mum couldn’t 

afford to live in the city anymore.’ Another long draught. 

‘What made her decide to come to Cellophane of all places? It sure is a long way 

from anywhere you can surf!’ Mum laughed. 

‘She just liked the name,’ he grinned at me and then finished his beer in one last gulp. 

‘Anyway, I better get going, Mum will be wondering where I am. Thanks for the beer Mrs 

Trovato. Seeya tomorrow Bonny.’ 

‘Nice to meet you, Thorn. Why don’t you walk him out Bonny?’ 

Dad and the boys weren’t out the front and neither was the truck so they must have 

fixed whatever was wrong with it. 

‘Your Mum’s pretty cool, my old lady would lose her shit if I drank her beer, not that 

she drinks beer.’ 

‘Yeah well, I s’pose. See ya tomorrow.’ 

‘Yeah, righto. Seeya.’ 

I had a new friend. A cool friend from Sydney. I was ecstatic. 

‘Who’s this new kid you’ve been hanging out with?’ Gemma asked in a hostile tone 

as we walked to school the following day. 

‘Thorn. Why, don’t you like him?’ 

‘He just seems like a bit of a dick. He told one of the year seven girls that she didn’t 

have a soul and he told the science teacher that knowledge is not possible.’ 

I laughed. ‘He’s not being an arsehole, he’s just a nihilist.’ 

She shrugged. ‘Well, maybe being a nihilist isn’t much different to being an arsehole.’ 

We walked the remainder of the journey in silence. 

 

Tree of Knowledge 

One Friday afternoon Thorn and I wagged maths class. 

‘Who can be fucked with numbers when it’s almost the weekend?’ 

I couldn’t help but agree. We stopped at Jack’s shop. 

‘Shouldn’t you be at school little lady?’  

Shrugging, I put a packet of salt and vinegar chips and a big bottle of Portello on the 

counter. Thorn bought a whole packet of cigarettes. As we walked down to the river he shook 

his head. 

‘That bloke is such a weirdo.’ 
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I playfully pushed him, ‘Go easy on the old bugger, he’s alright.’ 

We threw our bags down on the bank and sat down with our feet in the water. We 

shared the chips and discussed where we’d go when we finally escaped Cellophane. 

‘I’m going to go to Queensland and start a surf shop. It’ll be awesome, just surfing 

and selling top-of-the-range boards. Or maybe a music shop or maybe both.’ He lay back 

with his hands behind his head squinting at the light streaming through the trees.  

I lit a cigarette. ‘I’m going to Romania, where there’s still deep dark forests and big 

bad wolves and vampires. I’ll live in a little cottage in the woods and write horror stories and 

barter with gypsies.’ 

He laughed, ‘You wouldn’t last one night.’ He leaned over and kissed me. 

I was hoping he would, but when he did I panicked.  

‘Shit, it’s hot. I'm gunna go for a swim,’ I said, then jumped into the water in my 

school uniform.  

I could feel my face redden even in the cold river and I thought about staying there 

forever. By the time I got out, dripping and heavy with water, he had already smoked half a 

cigarette and was reading his book, Beyond Good and Evil. 

‘Where there is the tree of knowledge there is always paradise, so say the most 

ancient and the most modern of serpents,’ he quoted aloud. 

The following Monday morning on the way to school Gemma was in a mood. 

‘How's Th?’ She pronounced it with exaggerated theatricality, spraying me with 

spittle. 

‘What?’ 

‘Your boyfriend, Th. How is he going?’ 

‘What are you talking about?’ I could tell by her smirk that she was being smart. 

‘You know the symbol he has drawn on his bag, the stupid thing he signs as his name. 

The weird P thing?’ 

‘It’s an Old English character. It’s called a thorn.’ 

‘Hmm, yeah I know. It means Th, So, how’s Th?’ 

‘You really don’t like him do you?’ 

‘No. Actually I don’t.’ She threw her bag into the locker room. ‘And wagging maths 

isn’t your smartest move either.’ 
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Nostalgie de la Boue 

Thorn went to Sydney to visit his Dad over the Easter holidays so I decided to get a job to 

save up for a car. Even though I was still a year away from getting my licence, a car was my 

big ticket item out of Cellophane. My pocket money was usually squandered on cigarettes, 

chips and Portello so I needed the extra cash. 

On the first Saturday of the holidays I woke up very early to go job hunting. There 

weren’t many options in Cellophane and I was too young to work at the pub. Besides I was 

scared of the lady who owned the hotel because she wore too much makeup and she’d go 

crook if she spotted us in the front bar where the men would drink and smoke and swear. But, 

sometimes she would give us raspberry drinks as compensation before herding us all out into 

the beer garden. The regular punters called her Frau Mӓrchen because she had a store of 

multitudinous stories. She would share her tales with her customers as she leaned on the bar 

in her striped apron sipping a shandy. She never repeated the same tale twice, even when 

requested, and when she’d come to an ending she’d close her eyes and nod saying ‘true 

story’.  

So, with my choices limited I set off to Madame Bovary’s. She wasn’t there, which 

surprised me. I could hear her singing, but it wasn’t coming from the shop or upstairs. It was 

coming from the river. As I approached I could see her sitting on the bank; she was singing 

some Vietnamese song and smearing mud all over her body and face. She didn’t notice me so 

I called out. 

‘Hello. Bonjour. Hello.’ 

She turned and smiled. ‘Ah, you find me in my morning bath. My nostalgie de la 

boue. Just one moment.’ Her agility defied her age as she slid into the river.  

It was autumn and the water would have been sharp and icy but she continued to 

swim upstream with the current working against her. She wasn’t making any progress, but the 

mud soon washed away. It wasn’t until she re-emerged from the water that I realised she was 

completely naked and sported an astonishing thatch of pubic hair for a woman so old. When 

she sat on her towel it looked for all the world as though a small possum was sleeping on her 

lap. She pulled her kimono around her and wrapped her hair in the towel. 

‘Come,’ she slipped into her thongs, ‘let us go and drink the tea.’ 

I asked Madame Bovary if she would give me some work. Even though she was 

hardly ever busy she agreed to pay me for two hours a day in the afternoon when a few ladies 

would come in for tea and tarot card readings. The work was undemanding, all I had to do 
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was make tea, serve up biscuits and sweep. Occasionally she would ask me to go out and find 

flowers for the tables or perform other assorted errands around town. 

On a slow day Madame Bovary offered to read my cards. She shook her head at the 

spread. 

‘This boy, he is no good. He will not do.’ She made tutting noises. 

‘Really? I didn't shuffle very well, maybe I should try again?’ I suggested. 

‘No, this is not necessary. I see you making the mistake of all young woman. The 

same that I made. Remember when I told you of my first husband? The beautiful man, yes? 

The beautiful man is not always the best man, or even a good man. You will see, you will 

know. Old women can talk and talk but we have no right to cheat you of your mistakes and 

foolishness.’ She gathered the cards together. ‘Do I ever tell you of Carlos Diablos? Now, he 

is the best man. Not beautiful, no, but a god of a man.’ 

‘Where is he now? What happened to him?’ 

‘He is still alive. He will come here and we will be together once more. Soon he will 

come. He saved my life, maybe he even saved my soul.’ She lit a cigarette, so I knew she was 

embarking on a long tale. ‘When I left Vietnam and went back to Paris I was very sad. Very 

lonely. My mother was cruel to me, and my old friends had forgotten me. I had nothing and 

no-one. I had a little income from my husband which I wasted in cafes, I drank too much. I 

didn’t eat, I smoked opium all day. I did for men what men will happily pay money for. I had 

given up, I didn’t care for anything. One day I was talking to some men in a cafe when one of 

them, a musician, spoke of a group of travelling minstrels who were heading to Spain. There 

was talk of a wonderful palace which had been abandoned for hundreds of years and was now 

a place where poets and philosophers lived and worked; they had created a utopia. 

“Come along,” they say to me, “you can sing with our music. Paris is finished, Spain 

is where the free spirits flourish.” And, because I could not think of any reason not to go, I 

joined them. It was a long journey to Spain, maps have always lied about space. When we 

arrived at the palace it was not quite the utopia that had been described. There were poets yes, 

but also robbers, artists and prostitutes, actors and escaped bedlamites. There were musicians 

and lepers – the outcasts, the undomesticated, the wild refuse of society. 

‘The gardens had gone to seed with neglect and the carved soapstone walls were 

ruined with age and vandalism. I shared a room with the five musicians of our troupe. 

Whenever anyone would ask where I was from, I would always say Vietnam. I wore the 

traditional dress and sometimes sang the songs, I was the only Vietnamese person there. 

Perhaps the only Vietnamese person in all of Spain. When we stopped travelling I was in the 
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same situation as I was in Paris. Still sleeping with men for money which I spent on opium 

and brandy. Until one night, a hot Spanish summer night, which are the most magical, a 

mesmerising music infiltrated the whole palace. Everyone heard it. People emerged from 

every hidden corner in search of it. The music led us into the old water garden where a 

hooded figure was bent over a guitar and his fingers danced like the spirits of light over the 

strings. We were all transfixed, entranced by musical wonderment. I could hear people 

whisper, “It is him! The legend is true!” 

‘As the last note settled on the gathered crowd I was overcome with love and shame 

and admiration. So much so that I threw myself at the feet of the hooded man and wept into 

his black robes. He removed his hood, and I admit I was frightened at first. His eyes were 

entirely black and his face was hairy and strange, but his voice was kind when he spoke: 

“You poor, beautiful, terrible woman. All is not lost. You will find joy. It may be your only 

joy, but it will be joy nonetheless.” And from that day on he helped me. He gave me herbs to 

alleviate the discomfort which comes from lacking opium when one has grown used to its 

effects. I stopped drinking brandy and wine and no longer had to service men for its sake. 

Carlos Diablos showed me that wants, not needs, create unhappiness. Ungratefulness creates 

strife in the soul. I needed nothing. I wanted nothing. I became healthy again. I saw life as a 

miracle, not a burden to be endured. “Humans are looking too much in the middle,” he would 

say, “they focus on the mediocre, the middle distance. If we see the small, the slow unfolding 

of a blade of grass, the intricate patterns on a fly's wings, we see the glory of creation. If we 

look at the large, take in the magnitude of the stars and the planets in the great unfurling of 

infinite space we understand the insignificance of our petty sorrows.” 

‘We stayed at the palace and others told me about the legend of Carlos Diablos, but 

his past did not interest me. His philosophies gave me peace of mind and his music gave me 

peace of heart. For many years we were very happy together. He was not a beautiful man, 

some even said he was the ugliest creature in the world, but he was filled with the kindness 

and gentleness of a saint. He had the patience of an ancient god, the curiosity of mind of a 

philosopher and he could play the guitar better than the Devil Himself. I loved him and I still 

do. He loved me, I don't know why, but he did. When the French invaded Spain and wanted 

to use the palace as a base the French army came in and cleared out all the poets and pirates 

and gypsies. Some were killed, some badly injured. Carlos and I fled but when he heard the 

screams he went back to rescue our friends. Before we parted he took my face in his hands 

and said “Go as far away from this place as you can, stay there and I will find you. I 

promise.”  
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‘So that is how I came to be in Cellophane. He will come for me soon. It will not be 

long now.’ She nodded her head and packed the cards away. ‘This is why the beautiful man is 

not always the best man. Beautiful men do not follow love to the opposite side of the world. 

Only the best men do.’ 

And it was then that I suspected that Madame Bovary was mad. 

 

Cosmic Psychos  

When Thorn got back from Sydney, he invited me over to his house for the first time. His 

Mum wasn't home so when I knocked on the door he just yelled out for me to come in. The 

Cosmic Psychos were blaring down the hallway, I followed the sounds until I found Thorn on 

his bed playing a bass guitar along with the music. 

‘Check out what Dad got me for Easter.’ 

I sat down next to him. ‘Since when do people get bass guitars for Easter?’ 

‘Since Dad is sucking up to me.’ He seemed pretty pleased and made some more 

boing boing noises while he nodded his head in time. 

‘I got a job at the tea house while you were gone.’ 

‘Yeah? Cool.’ More boing boing. 

‘How was Sydney?’ I was shouting in competition with the record and the bass. 

‘Yeah,’ boing boing, ‘it was okay. Dad's got a new girlfriend. She's a total slut.’ He 

put the bass down and kissed me. ‘Do you know what I reckon we should do?’ 

I shrugged my shoulders. 

‘We should make a plan to bust up the dam wall so we can be finished with 

Cellophane once and for all.’ He laughed as he rummaged through his drawers to find a 

chewed pencil and a sketch book. He began sketching the weir wall and its surrounding areas; 

trees depicted as triangles and the water by squiggly lines. He even included a legend to 

explain his design.  

‘This is where we will lay the explosives.’ He pointed to a square marked ‘TNT’.  

I looked in the drawer for another pencil and added a poor representation of a 

jackhammer on the walkway. It was ridiculous, I had never seen a jackhammer and I 

certainly wouldn’t know how to use one. 

‘Haha, yeah good one,’ he said and drew three barrels of acid being poured over the 

surface. ‘Now we're getting somewhere. It’ll be awesome, we'll have surfboards of course. 

We’ll be on the water side and when it breaks we will be high riding the biggest tsunami 

inland Australia has ever seen!’ He stood on the bed carving imaginary waves.  
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We laughed, pretending to surf the destruction of the only world I had ever known. 

‘When everything is swept away we can do whatever we want and swim in the main 

street and go wherever we want, we can leave this shithole for good.’ He made some notes on 

his diagram, then said in a more serious tone, ‘So when do you reckon we do it? It’ll probably 

take a couple of weeks to get everything we need but obviously the sooner the better.’ 

I let out a pathetic, mirthless laugh. ‘You’re not serious are you? I was joking! If we 

blew up the wall everyone, everything in Cellophane would die.’ 

‘Don’t stress, I was only joking.’ He took the notepad and sat it next to his bass. He 

put his arm around me and whispered, ‘Wanna fuck?’ 

I won’t go in to the details of my first time except to say there seemed to be more 

elbows and knees involved than necessary, on an unmade bed, next to a bass guitar with a 

Cosmic Psychos record skipping in the background. Disappointed and underwhelmed, a 

murky melancholy lurked in my marrow. 

The walk home was long and the underside of my tongue ached. I wasn’t sure if that 

was normal after sex or if I was having a physical reaction to the idea of drowning a town 

that had always half expected it.  

 

Dream Baby 

That night I dreamed of a little girl sitting in the branches of a gnarled and dancing coolabah 

tree. She had long wavy hair that hung well past her chubby waist and looked uninterested 

until she spotted me. 

‘I bin waitin’ for you,’ she called out. She pushed her hair away from her face and 

appraised me a little disapprovingly. ‘You not ready yet. Too skinny.’ 

I was intrigued with this naked creature lounging in the tree. She was clearly too 

young to talk or have hair that long. 

‘Hello,’ I whispered so as not to frighten her. ‘What's your name?’ 

She giggled. ‘You gotta give me a name, silly.’ 

She shuffled along a branch closer to me and I noticed she had a monstrous spider on 

her shoulder. I inhaled sharply in alarm. The spider crawled into her hair and she looked 

frightened by my expression.  

‘Look out! There’s a spider in your hair.’ I pointed, horrified. 

She reached into her waves of curls, pulled the spider out and sat it on her arm.  

‘He’s okay.’ She kissed it on the back. ‘He’s friendly spider. You are very friendly 

boy.’ She stroked the spider’s legs gently and smiled at me, urging me to do the same. 
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‘Um, I don’t think I want to pat him, I’m a bit scared of spiders.’ I felt a shiver gather 

at the base of my neck, but I wanted to be nice to the little girl-baby. ‘What’s his name?’ 

‘I already told you, he is Friendly Spider.’ She let him climb back into her hair and 

looked away contemplatively for a moment. ‘Do boys like strawberries?’  

This seemed like a strange question, and for a moment I wasn’t sure of the answer. 

‘I think so, yeah.’ 

She thought about that for a moment and replied, ‘I like strawberries. Will you give 

me strawberries?’ 

‘Sure.’ 

She seemed pleased, smiling and holding her belly.  

‘Good, but not yet. You too skinny and you doesn't even know my name yet.’ 

 

Dragon Lady 

I stayed on at the teahouse after the holidays, it was easy work and I enjoyed Madame 

Bovary’s company. She swam in the river every morning, even in the middle of winter. She 

believed the mud and the water had magical qualities that kept her young; maybe she was 

right. And she still believed that Carlos Diablos was coming to be reunited with her. Every 

morning and every evening she’d light a candle at her shrine and sing prayer-songs like a 

siren to her wayward sailor.  

‘Do you know the first thing I noticed when I first arrived in Vietnam, besides the 

heat?’ She asked one afternoon as we were closing up. 

‘I have no idea, but I have a feeling you are going to tell me.’ I grinned playfully so as 

not to sound insolent. 

‘Dragons. So many dragons. The country is even shaped like a dragon. They roam 

about with abandon because the people respect them. There are no dragons in France, in all of 

Europe in fact, because the Europeans fear them. It is the first thing they do when they 

conquer new lands, destroy the serpents. They invent stories of the snake in the garden so 

people will fear their own creation. I like Australia, there are still serpents hiding in the land, 

I know this when I come here. It is a land still in creation.’ 

She had always collected books, mostly classics, especially French writers like 

Voltaire and de Beauvoir, but since I had been working there it became an obsession. She 

would order books from all over the world, and say ‘We can learn so much from others’ hard 

work and experience just by reading. We can live many lifetimes through books.’  
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Eventually the piles of books were threatening the structural integrity of her upstairs 

living quarters. She employed carpenters to build shelves in the downstairs tearoom which 

from now on would double as a bookshop. But, because she loathed to part with the books – 

‘Oh, Carlos will love this one’ – she charged so much that nobody would buy them. She was 

happy to let people read them though, in fact she actively encouraged it. She would prescribe 

books for her tarot clients: ‘this one will enliven your spirits,’ or ‘this one is good for 

alleviating your sorrow.’  

Madame didn’t make much money but then she didn’t need much. She owned the 

shop and only spent money on books, tea and cigarettes. She didn’t eat, or at least I never saw 

her eat. She drank tea, smoked cigarettes, collected books and swam in the river for free. 

Maybe she wasn’t so crazy. 

 

Death by Water 

We were sitting on the floor of Thorn’s room smoking a joint when a car pulled in the 

driveway. 

‘Shit, Mum's home.’ He opened the window and waved his hands around in a vain 

attempt to encourage the smoke to dissipate. ‘Light a smoke, it'll cover the smell of pot.’ 

I lit a cigarette and laughed as I tried to puff it around the room. The front door 

opened and a voice called out. 

‘Bevan, Bevan.’ 

Thorn’s face paled. Then a red rash attacked his face like a killer-squid rapidly 

stretching its tentacles down the sides of his neck.  

I blew the smoke out in alarm. ‘Who's Bevan?’ 

‘Mum this is Bonny. Bonny, my Mum.’ 

She looked furious with her arms folded and her lips pressed together. 

‘Um, hi.’ I felt foolish and waved, not quite knowing what to do with my hands. 

She nodded brusquely at me.  

‘Can I speak with you in the kitchen please Bevan?’ She said through gritted teeth. 

Thorn sighed emphatically and mumbled under his breath. Going into another room 

was just a feigned attempt to have a private conversation. It was terribly uncomfortable 

sitting in his room pretending not overhear her yelling at him. 

‘What have I told you about having girls in the house when I'm not home?’  

No answer required.  
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She went on, ‘Don’t pretend you’re not smoking pot in there. Jesus Bevan, I don’t 

want you to end up like your brother. That’s why we moved here in the first place. That girl 

in there will end up getting pregnant to you on purpose and then what?’  

I gasped. Was she insane?  

‘Tell her to go home, you and I need to have a long chat.’ 

He groaned dramatically and slammed the door, muttering down the hallway. 

‘You had better go home, Mum's melting down.’ He wouldn’t even look at me. 

‘Bevan? Is that really your name? Why did you lie to me?’ 

He looked exasperated, angry even. ‘What does it matter? Names are just social 

constructions. It’s just a label, a word, a noise in the throat.’ He was infuriated. The same fury 

felt by Rumpelstiltskin. 

‘If it's just a noise what's wrong with Bevan?’ 

‘Bevan!’ his Mum yelled. 

‘You better go.’ He gathered up my things. 

‘I lost my virginity to you and I didn’t even know your real name.’ I snatched my 

things and charged out the back door. 

I was too stoned to go straight home so I stopped at Gemma’s and was thankful when 

she opened the door. I didn’t want to deal with any more angry mums. 

‘Wanna go down the creek?’  

She grabbed us a couple of towels and we wandered slowly down the road. Every 

now and again she would wander off to pick up an empty beer can that the footy players had 

tossed out of their cars on the weekend and she would carry it until we came to a bin. 

She seemed distant and quiet until finally she stopped me on the path.  

‘I saw your stupid plan of breaking the weir wall.’ She held my gaze until I looked 

away and felt a guilty hot rush to my face. 

‘How could you have seen that? It was just a joke.’ 

‘Your boyfriend doesn’t seem to think it’s just a joke. He has made copies that he has 

put up in the boys’ toilets at school and is encouraging them to come up with more ideas on 

how to do it. Everyone knows about it.’ She grabbed my arm so I would be forced to look her 

in the eye. ‘Why would you want the whole town destroyed and everyone we know to die? 

Why would you want that Bonny?’  

I shrugged my shoulders and muttered something about ‘only joking’ and ‘not really 

going to’.  
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‘You know Madame Bovary would be the first to go? She is right on the river, if not 

actually in it. She is the first to die if it floods. Just think about that for a minute, you would 

be responsible for everybody’s death by water. Jeez Bonny you are not a nihilist and neither 

is Th, he's just an arsehole.’ 

And with that I started to weep. 

‘Hey Bonster, I'm sorry. I know you were only joking.’ 

I bent down and picked up a faded chocolate wrapper from the ground.  

‘Nah, it’s not that, it’s Thorn. He’s being weird.’ 

She snorted.  

‘We had sex.’ I couldn’t keep it from her any longer. 

‘What? Are you crazy? I hope you used protection? What the hell were you thinking?’ 

The bombardment set me off again, but she softened and put her arm around me. 

‘Don’t worry sprog, I’m sorry. Is that why you are so upset?’ 

‘He just being so weird.’ 

‘Yeah well, what can I say? Boys are wankers. Literally wankers.’ 

We laughed as she wiped my tears away and sat on the bank of the river to take off 

our shoes. 

‘Well I’ve got some news for you too, I going to uni.’ 

‘Really? That’s awesome! Where?’ A fear of her leaving twisted my gizzards. 

She looked down the river and I knew it was far. ‘Brissy, Uni of Queensland.’ 

‘Oh, that’s miles away.’ Tears threatened to return as I thought of Cellophane without 

my best friend. ‘You’ll still come back for the holidays though?’ 

She walked into the water. ‘Of course, I can’t leave poor Dad at home by himself with 

Mum, he’ll go nuts.’ 

We both floated on our backs in the water, letting the flow take us and then swimming 

back. By the time we got out we were downstream from our towels and shoes so we walked 

up along the edge of the river. 

‘I’d better get home. Mum’s bottling her new brew tonight.’ 

‘Okay. Catch you tomorrow.’ 

 The next morning Thorn came to my house early. 

‘Your pretty boy’s here,’ Dad called down the hallway.  

I hurried into the kitchen. ‘Where is he?’ 

Dad took a bite of his toast and a sip of his coffee in the same mouthful. 

‘Out the front,’ he muttered through Vegemite lips. 
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‘Jeez Dad, you could’ve let him in.’  

When I opened the door Thorn was looking out toward the road. 

‘What's going on? You know I walk to school with Gemma and, well, you guys don’t 

exactly get along.' 

‘Yeah, well, I wanted to talk to you. That shit yesterday, that can stay between us, 

yeah? I wanted to start afresh when I came here, start again. My brother really fucked up in 

Sydney. Got into all sorts of drugs and gang shit. He got some junkie chick pregnant and 

buggered off. He’s got it together now, though. He’s in a band back home. I just wanted to 

create a new life here.’ He looked like he was going to cry and, as hurt as I was, I relented. 

‘Don’t worry Bevan, your secret is safe with me.’ I kissed him and he held me tight. 

‘Thank you,’ he whispered into my neck, ‘I love you.’ He hadn’t said that before and 

it made me ridiculously happy. 

‘Oh no.’ Gemma was approaching. He pulled away as she stepped onto the veranda. 

‘Hi Bon,’ she said and then she dramatically bowed. ‘Good morning Th.’ She swept 

past me into the house. 

‘Got the jug on Mr T?’ she called to my Dad. 

I smiled at Thorn as he rolled his eyes.  

‘C’mon, she’s pretty cool when you get to know her. You’d probably really like each 

other.’ 

‘She's just so up herself.’ He tapped the veranda post with his foot and handed me a 

folded up piece of paper, ‘I’ll see you at school.’ 

 

Day Moon 

At lunch time that I realised Thorn wasn’t at school. I went to the shop and couldn’t find him. 

He wasn’t down at the creek or up on the oval either. After school I didn’t go to his house 

because I was scared of his Mum. I went back down the creek, even went to the footy ground 

to see if he was in the grandstand. I had been so frantic and distracted I’d forgotten the note in 

my pocket. I sat down in the middle of the footy field and pulled it out. 

Dear Bonny, 

I’ve decided to go to Sydney and join my brother’s band, The Primitive Dogs. They 

are a really cool punk band and they need a new bass player (I think their last one 

died or something). The whole Cellophane thing isn’t working out for me and I need 

to get out of town for a while. I’ll come back and visit over the Christmas holidays. 

Maybe Mum will have chilled out by then. If you come over to Sydney look me up. 
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Keep cool Chica, 

Love Thorn P 

P.S. Don’t let the cat outta the bag. 

He’d left without me. What the fuck? I was furious and heartbroken. This wasn’t the 

plan. I lay on the grass and tried to empty my mind as a crescent moon peered down from the 

blue. It looked eerily close, I could cup it in my hands if only I stretched out high on the tips 

of my toes. But the peculiarity of the moon beaming in the afternoon could only distract me 

for so long. Tears ran from my eyes and found their way into my ears, before splashing onto 

the grass. I ripped the letter into countless pieces. 

Hurt and angry, I did what any hurt, angry teenage girl would do in Cellophane. I got 

drunk and had sex with one of my brother’s friends in his car by the river. As I shambled 

through the scrub later that night, dizzy and stumbling over old gum roots, I wasn’t proud of 

what I’d done, but nor was I sorry. By sleeping with someone else it almost felt like I had 

been cleansed of my puerile devotion to a boy who didn’t care enough for me to take me with 

him or even tell me his true name.    

 

Rainbirds 

Another summer was cooling down but the road was still hot under our feet as the sun set 

over the hills. Gemma and I tramped the dusty road from the river and the scene unfolding in 

our street was palpably peculiar. Neighbours were standing out on the road; blokes in just 

shorts and some ladies in their nighties. Red and blue lights danced deliriously across stricken 

faces. Gemma gripped my hand, which she never did, and that made me even more 

frightened.  

As we approached I could see all the activity was at my place and couldn’t understand 

what could possibly cause so much attention at my ordinary old house. I stepped on to the 

veranda and Dad was sitting on the floor with his head in his hands. Old Trovato was talking 

quietly to a copper.  

‘She was weak, and she had no faith,’ I heard him mutter.  

I moved toward Dad to find out what the hell was going on, but Blue launched at me, 

his eyes filled with the wild terror of an ambushed animal.  

‘Bonny, Bonny,’ he squalled, his face contorted and slathering as he fell to his knees.  

I was hot with panic. Ambulance officers materialised from the open door with a 

stretcher. Dad let out an animal moan. Neighbours were holding my brothers; they were all 

accounted for. 
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‘No!’ I threw myself on the stretcher. ‘Mum, Mum, Mama.’  

The whole gathered mob went silent.  

‘Let her out,’ I tore at the coverings trying to let her out, trying to let her breathe.  

The crowd attempted to coax me away, reciting reassuring platitudes in soothing 

tones. It was only when Dad grabbed me, picked me up, and carried me onto the grass that 

the paramedics could take her away. I’d never seen Dad cry before and his whimpering made 

the ordeal nightmarishly real. Nothing less could have allowed him to cradle me on the lawn 

and let his tears fall on my head in front of the whole town. Somehow Gemma was still 

holding my hand. 

My mother had been a successful artist before she lost her spirit in Cellophane. She 

had travelled Europe and studied art at the Sorbonne. Maybe that’s why she liked Madame 

Bovary so much. It is difficult to imagine my grey-haired, worn-out mother dancing on 

Parisian tables with her long black hair swinging down her back as she laughed and sang – 

yet, apparently it was so. No wonder she would shake her head when Dad would sit at the 

dinner table cleaning his nails with the same knife he had only moments before been gutting 

rabbits with, bits of fur congealed on the blade. 

When she died she was a Catholic woman with five children and, quite frankly, death 

was the only way out. My mother broke the chain of passive suicides of her forebears: the 

untreated cancer of her mother and the chronic alcoholism of her grandmother. She hanged 

herself from the veranda in a final act of violent defiance. It was almost an accusation to all 

of those who didn't value her talents. What was the point of art in Cellophane? Any house 

only needed one painting, preferably of a 33-year-old carpenter being tortured to death, his 

face shrouded in thorns over the dining table, sacrosanct tears flavouring every meal. My 

mother didn't possess her Catholic foremothers’ capacity for suffering.  

The endless stretch of cooking, cleaning, fucking, pregnancy, sobriety, prayer, breast-

feeding, gardening and vacuuming. More swollen-bodied fucking, polishing, washing. More 

wondering where all the money had gone, more painful birthing, more scrimping, more 

wood-cutting, more cooking, more boiling of clothes, more boiling of meat and vegetables. 

More cups of tea staring into a backyard with no answers. More crying, more sweeping, more 

chiding, more wishing it wasn’t so. More polishing of tiny shoes, more frustrated brilliance, 

more priestly reassurance. In the end all she knew was suffering and in the end it was all she 

believed in. I wish I could take my mother as a young woman and whisper to her, ‘Run. Go 

far from this place. Travel, create, paint, but never turn your head’. 
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The morning after they took my mother away I didn't go to school. I didn’t tell anyone 

I was going down to the Place of the Dead and Dying. Autumn was setting in and the icy 

winds delivered from Antarctica breathed a chill into every unprotected space. There were no 

swimmers or fishermen to disturb my banshee wails imploring the indifferent and caliginous 

cosmos for it not to be so. I lay in the stink of fox piss and rotting undergrowth. I wanted to 

let the land envelop me. The pain of her loss was physical, a dragging weight in my solar 

plexus that has never gone away.  

My mum couldn’t embrace me anymore, but the land could. I half buried myself in 

earth, relieved at being cradled by something bigger than myself. I wanted to be eaten up. 

Every time her image passed through my mind, every thought of her that lonely final day 

would force me to groan with the pressure of my grief. Swallowing swords of sorrow. For 

those two or three days down at the river my ears resounded with the tumult of my own cries 

and the creaks of my breaking heart. When I would exhaust myself and fall silent the sounds 

of frogs, all different types, crickets and the river itself drowned out any other noise. But 

when I finally went home all I could hear was the incessant call of rainbirds. The cacophony 

of hundreds of currawongs crying became the soundtrack to my sorrow.  

Rainbirds have the opposite effect to cicadas whose sound instantly makes you feel 

hotter. Rainbirds are harbingers of impending winter, they proclaim the cold and gloom of a 

dying summer. Rainbirds and the shadows of rainbirds, always. I couldn’t shut them out. The 

idea that birds, or even nature itself, should carry on as normal in spite of my tragedy seemed 

astonishing and obscene. I couldn’t hear the priest at the funeral or the people who came to 

pay their respects. The whole town was there, even Tin Man came although this wasn’t his 

season to be in Cellophane. He held my hand with mournful eyes, but I couldn’t hear a word 

he said over the roar of the rainbirds. Like the story of the firebird stealing fruit from the 

king’s orchard, the rainbirds pecked away at my sanity, reminding me of my sorrow. I dreamt 

of them, but still the rain didn’t come. 

 

Nicotine Yellow Blues 

My brother Peter came home with his new wife Kate. She had nicotine yellow hair, although 

she never smoked, and smelled of geraniums and gossip. She fussed over my hair, her wrists 

flopping about her face as she spoke as if they had no internal structure. She was the kind of 

person who could find tragedy in the wrongful choice of linoleum. 

Peter had given her Mum’s wedding ring. Sometimes I would unwittingly stare at that 

familiar ring on that unfamiliar hand and flare with animosity. It was not a hard-working, 
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dish-washing hand, it was a soft, manicured hand with French polish and half a dozen other 

rings so that Mum’s drowned in the flashiness. Apparently Peter and Kate had come back to 

look after me. 

‘Why can't Dad look after me?’ I complained to Peter. 

‘Jeez, Bonny. He can barely look after himself.’ He threw down the newspaper he 

was reading. ‘With Mum gone you need another woman around the house.’ 

And that was it. They moved in and everything changed. Kate redecorated, jettisoning 

any and all reminders of my mother, even the piano, which infuriated me. Peter said she did it 

so we wouldn’t be sorrowful. 

 

Esoteric Coteries 

I dreamt of the old woman. She sat at an untidy desk, with papers in disarray. An ashtray 

spilled over as she butted out her cigarette. Her blouse gaped open revealing crinkled and 

pendulous breasts. She waved her thin strings of hair away from her face. 

‘You’re back. What is it now?’ Her impatience was marked by fingers, arthritically 

deformed, drumming on the desk. 

A group of almost invisible wraiths circled aimlessly behind her, occasionally adding 

or taking away from the piles of paper, and murmuring in some forgotten tongue. 

I leaned across the desk imploring her to intervene on my behalf. ‘It’s the rain birds. 

They won’t stop. There is no escape from their goddamn noise.’ 

‘Piffle.’ She renewed her paper shuffling. ‘They’re sad. You’re sad. You can bawl 

and caterwaul, but the birds must maintain their silence? Enough.’ She held up her hand, 

‘Clearly I am very busy. Come back when you have something serious to discuss. 

 

Escape from the Tower 

I wasn’t going to school, I didn’t see the point. Nothing seemed to matter anymore. I’d spend 

my days hanging out with the other kids who didn’t go to school much either. During the day 

we’d smoke pot and drive around town, at night we’d drink cheap green ginger wine under 

the main bridge, occasionally sneaking away to kiss some long-haired local. The unrestrained 

violence in the air was tangible. Angry young men driving too fast, dissatisfied young women 

growing up too fast. A recipe for unwanted futures and untimely disfigurement. 

Out of the blue I received a letter from Thorn. Well it wasn’t really a letter. It was just 

an envelope containing a squashed flower with a return address and a phone number. I’m sure 
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he probably thought it was a romantic gesture but it was lost on me. I had little time for 

romance at that point.   

My last day in Cellophane I spent at the river with a couple of the boys who worked at 

the local meatworks. One of them had stolen a bottle of whiskey from the pub and we were 

drinking and laughing until we saw a police car slowly approaching, like a circling shark. 

Both the boys ran to their car for a quick getaway while I hid under the bridge. They made it 

to the car, but the police had already cut off their escape. I watched from my hiding spot as 

they were arrested, put into the back of the divvy van and taken away.  

I didn’t even feel relieved that I had escaped. I would not have cared either way. I 

simply put my shoes back on, slung my bag over my shoulder and staggered back up the 

road. The whiskey had very sneakily worked its magic and was gaining effect as I wound my 

way back to the house.    

When I got home Old Trovato bailed me up in the kitchen as I was making a 

sandwich.  

‘You little tart. Running around town at all hours. Your sister made us dinner and you 

don’t even have the decency to call.’ 

I bit into my sandwich.  

‘That bitch is not my sister,’ I mumbled with my mouth full.  

Old Ben got so wound up he slapped my face and some of the unswallowed sandwich 

landed on the table. We both stared at that bit of bread and cheese for an excruciating 

moment. I couldn’t stand the tension and laughed. His face held so much disgust it could 

have been confused with hatred. 

‘The Devil will have you as one of his own. Mark my words!’  

This only made me laugh harder which made me choke a little. Dad threw open the 

door to find out what all the fuss was about. Immediately Trovato and I were yelling over the 

top of each other to explain ourselves, his voice rising in pitch as if he was about to cry. I 

noticed how weak he had become, trying to explain to his son why he had hit his own grand-

daughter. Old men have a pathos that old women don’t have. Men, as they get older, lose 

their power. They become soft and sentimental. They no longer wield the force and arrogance 

of young men and it makes them heartsick. Old women on the other hand become hard and 

resilient. Except, of course, for my mother. 

Dad took me by the arm, pulled me down the hallway to my room, pushed me in and 

shut the door. He returned to old man Trovato. There was some yelling about the ‘old 

country’ and several mentions of the Devil in his many incarnations and then silence. 
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This was my chance, my excuse. A feeling of calm, almost relief, pervaded my senses 

as I packed a pair of jeans, a couple of t-shirts, my journal and left Cellophane. I wasn’t 

prepared to end up like my mother. I figured I would catch the train to Sydney and find 

Thorn, maybe join the Primitive Dogs. 
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Page of Pentacles 
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The Man on the Train 

We didn’t really meet on a train, it was actually a bus. I like to remember it as a train because 

they have a more romantic history, like the Orient Express or the Trans-Siberian, which the 

humble bus fails to encapsulate. There were only two seats left. One was next to a young, 

good-looking suit-and-tie sort of man, and the other would have me sharing a seat with a big 

scruffy bloke wearing glasses balancing a pile of books on his lap. For some reason I chose to 

sit next to the bespectacled giant. As we set out from the grimy station I opened my book as a 

non-verbal signal of ‘Please do not try to engage with me.’ 

This man, who was squeezed into the scant space not designed for giants, asked me 

what I was reading. When I showed him his face lit up.  

‘A perpetual favourite of mine. Judith Wright is a genius.’ 

I smiled weakly and agreed. 

‘Do you write?’ he asked with genuine interest. 

‘A bit, poetry mostly.’ 

He was easy to talk to, asking about my writing and drawing out my history. Because 

we were co-custodians of one seat for many hours we disclosed information to each other not 

usually revealed to strangers on the train. I told him my UFO experience and he told me his 

ghost stories. We spoke about ex-lovers and poetry and discovered we both had an affinity 

for Led Zeppelin. The lady in front of us tossed her hair back over the seat and pushed in 

protest against the large man’s knees digging into her back. He shrugged, silently asking her 

where else he could stow his legs. We rambled on, ignoring the sighs of people trying to 

sleep. He told me he was an artist and poet and had a little studio café just off Oxford Street 

in Sydney. If I needed work or wanted to read some of his poems I should look him up. He 

gave me his card printed with the words Lapsus Calami.  

‘It’s Latin for slip of the pen,’ he assured me.  

Our interaction felt completely platonic, although I don’t know how Plato would have 

felt about me describing sexlessness with his name, or how the Man on the Train would feel 

about the absence of sensual desire. He disembarked at Goulburn to ‘visit a friend’.  

As we said our goodbyes he shook my hand and said, ‘I hope everything works out. It 

was nice to meet someone interesting on the train.’  

Even he could see that such a profound connection warranted a train. I spent the next 

couple of hours questioning my logic in going to Sydney. I thought about Peter, and I 

regretted not even saying goodbye to Gemma. I contemplated how I would exploit my new 

freedom as I fell asleep, my head reverberating on the cold window.  
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As we pulled into Sydney I woke with a start and thought, ‘Damn, I forgot to tell him 

about Tin Man and Madame Bovary, Ninkasi and Jack Frost.’  

My thoughts on Plato and the cast of characters of Cellophane started the list of things 

I needed to tell the Man on the Train. More events and ideas came to me that I needed to add 

to ‘The List’. It became my ‘Letter to Walter Mikac’. 

The Letter to Walter Mikac was a missive my mother wrote to a man whose wife and 

daughters died in the notorious massacre at Port Arthur. Mum started the letter as a show of 

support and love for a man she had never met, but because she wanted to explain why she felt 

such empathy for him she thought she should include some of her own history. How her 

father had died because he was drunk and had misjudged the distance between the platform 

and the train. And how her mother had died not long after, leaving Mum to raise her younger 

brothers and sisters in a tiny terrace house in Melbourne. And how she resented her mother 

for that. The Letter to Walter Mikac was never completed. She had compiled more than a 

hundred pages by the time she died, and I’m sure that Walter is still unaware that his horrific 

experience provided the impetus for a painfully compassionate woman to narrate her entire 

life story to a stranger. And just like my mother, I wanted someone to know. 

I wanted The Man on the Train to know I believed in goblins, but doubted an 

omnipotent God, that I was lazy in almost everything I did, but that I wanted to be better. I 

wanted him to know I had seen the face of the universe and had felt the oneness of 

everything, but I had also peered into the abyss of a Stygian sky with no solace.  

But there wasn’t time. There wasn’t enough time or desire to know everything about 

anyone. I wanted someone to know the pain, the joy and the sheer violence that occasionally 

overwhelmed me. The violence that made me wish someone would wrong me just so I could 

wreak a justified and applauded revenge. To know the insatiable lust that consumes me and 

convinces me to do what I know I should not. That I come from a place steeped in a 

permanent and silent fear that the dam wall will break and we’ll all be drowned in our sleep. I 

wanted him to know that my mother was dead and what that meant; that the universe had 

expanded and caved in on me and that nothing mattered any more. That she couldn’t escape 

Cellophane, and why I had to leave.  

I wanted him to know that as a little girl who felt the sadness of the world as my own 

solitary burden, I’d wake in the night and lie in the cold hallway as a sort of penance, hoping 

that someone would scoop me up, say soothing things, and gently chide me for my self-

inflicted suffering. And that I know now that everyone else was asleep and unaware of my 

nightly efforts to cleanse humankind with my eight-year-old soul. And that I also now know 
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that it makes no sense to be miserable. Just as it makes no sense to wallow in my own woes 

to justify my bad behaviour. 

 

Glenelg House 

Disembarking at the terminal, I felt altered, almost elated. I called Thorn from a payphone.  

‘I’m here!’  

He sounded groggy. ‘Where?’ he croaked.  

‘Sydney of course, I’m here. I’ve left Cellophane.’  

There was an extended and unpleasant silence. Then he explained that he and the 

band had been sharing a room in a boarding house, but if I was going to stay then he’d get us 

another room. I threw my bag into one of the taxis lined up outside the train station and gave 

the driver the address.  

‘You sure you wanna go there, Love?’ The taxi driver asked, his eyebrows reflected 

in the rear vision mirror. 

I shrugged my shoulders. ‘I s’pose.’ 

When we arrived I appreciated the cabbie’s concern. The front lawn was awash with 

car parts, the front fence was punctuated with graffiti tags and a syringe poked out from 

under an anaemic geranium. I realised this was a place to actively escape, the house moaned 

with a quiet desperation.  

A grinning skeleton of a man greeted me at the door. It was evident he had spent a 

significant portion of his life as a devoted amphetamine addict. Like all speed freaks there 

was a great deal of him missing; most notably teeth, any form of facial padding, and the 

glimmer in the eyes that everyone else has but speed users lack. 

‘G’day, me name’s Warren, welcome to the sunny shores of Glenelg House,’ he said, 

beaming a snaggled grin.  

Thorn approached from behind and put his arm around Warren in an egalitarian 

manner. He kissed me on the cheek forcing Warren’s face close to mine. He ushered us 

through the hall offering a beer as we passed through the old kitchen on a tour of the once 

grand old house. The impression Thorn had given me was of a mansion with individually 

rented rooms. The house was old and sprawling, but to say that it was a mansion was 

misleading. It was, in fact, an old homestead whose pastures and grandeur had been 

swallowed by suburbia over the intervening century. It seemed that each year another room 

had been tacked onto the main structure without regard for either safety or convention. Many 

rooms were totally enclosed by other rooms creating windowless cells. The place was 
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populated by parolees, outcast transsexuals, ancient junkies, mental patients who had 

nowhere else to go, and sorrowful wife-beaters who had been forcibly evicted from their own 

homes for reasons they were yet to comprehend. 

Fortunately a long term resident had recently moved out and we were awarded one of 

the most coveted rooms of the establishment. It was a capacious ex-ballroom which was 

decorated with fancy cornices and French doors opening onto the wide veranda. The past 

century had not been kind to the house and this room was no exception. Years of transient 

smokers had left nicotine stains metastasising the walls and the smell was malignantly foetid. 

After dumping my bag on the floor, I searched the room for the offending malodour and to 

my horror discovered that it emanated from what was probably once a mattress but now more 

closely resembled an ancient ecosystem being held together by nothing but twenty years of 

sweat and spilled seed. Warren promised to procure a new mattress for us and Thorn helped 

him drag the old one into the yard where it stayed. I imagine it is still slowly decomposing in 

the yard of Glenelg House today. 

Barry, one of the men with whom we shared a wall, had the most virulent case of 

Tourette Syndrome I have ever encountered. He would start drinking cheap wine in the early 

afternoon and could be heard muttering obscenities quietly in his room. As the day wore on 

and the wine worked its magic Barry’s rantings would become louder and fouler until he 

reached a sustained crescendo of maniacally screaming, ‘Ya fuckin’ Pommy bastards, YA 

FUCKIN’ POMMY BASTARDS!’  

Not until the wee hours of the morning, when the wine had rendered him sedate, 

would the house finally fall into a relieved silence. The first time this happened I wasn’t sure 

how to react. I was afraid of his involuntary outbursts, how close he was. I wondered what it 

would take for any of us to lose control and I was unsettled by an awareness of the despair 

and bitterness that destroys people. After nights of sleeplessness and the infuriating repetitive 

quality of his nightly rants I pounded the wall in desperation.  

‘Shut up, Barry! Shut the fuck up.’  

I threw myself on the bed and squeezed the pillow over my ears as Barry’s 

spontaneous paroxysms crept into my own psyche.  

‘Jeez, Bonny, chill out. The poor old bloke can’t help it.’ 

And I had to admit that I was not being cool.  

The Primitive Dogs had a weekly gig playing in a rundown pub with sticky floors and 

cheap beer. The songs, especially their originals, were almost indistinguishable from each 

other: angry crashing drums, screeching guitar complete with ear-piercing feedback, and 
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violent screaming vocals. It was clear that there were a bunch of young girls with Sex Pistol 

t-shirts and Ramones tattoos who were very familiar with the band, especially with Thorn. 

When I asked him about the girls following him around he rolled his eyes.  

‘Jesus Bonny, whaddya expect? Me and the boys are getting somewhere and you were 

back in Cellophane. Of course I’m gunna hook up with other chicks.’ He pulled me closer to 

him. ‘But you're here now, we're cool.’  

I was furious. I’d come all this way for him, but I was determined not to go back 

home. Even though I was upset, upon reflection, I rationalised that it was probably fair 

enough. He hadn’t known I was coming and I hadn’t told him of my various dalliances since 

he left.   

I landed a job at a little café not far from the big old house. Thorn was supplementing 

his pathetic earnings from the band (payment usually just entailed free beers and a meal) by 

busking in the main street and selling dope. This amounted to him hanging around all day 

getting stoned and giving all the degenerates from the house pot on credit which they 

promised to pay back, although everyone involved knew they couldn’t or wouldn’t. 

On my days off I went to the city library and read literary classics and books on 

philosophy. The library was cool and quiet and anonymous. Hidden in the long rows of 

shelves full of other people’s adventures and imaginations, I escaped into the disparate heads 

of Austen and Burroughs, Kafka and Atwood. To eke out my unpredictable wages I started 

selling t-shirts at the local market. I would buy plain shirts from the op shops around town 

and stencil hippy slogans and famous literary quotes on them and sell them at a substantial 

profit. I realised that people like clever sayings, but don’t want to invest time or emotion in 

Russian realism or the struggles of Che Guevara. They don't want to read the whole book, 

they just want witty quotes they can cite ostentatiously at parties or display on their torsos in 

t-shirt form.  

Occasionally, if it was warm enough, I would meander down to the beach and watch 

couples laughing and playing in the water and wonder why we weren’t like that. There was 

no doubt that Thorn was handsome and assuredly cool, but he didn’t laugh much. He wasn’t 

what you would describe as joyful.  

 

Postmodern Thoughts 

As I wandered around the Museum of Contemporary Art one afternoon, I thought of the old 

art teacher at Cellophane High and her inability to accept anything after Impressionism as art. 

She was enamoured with the old masters and refused to accept Dadaism or Surrealism as 
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legitimate movements. We learned about Da Vinci and Caravaggio, Greek Classicism and 

Romanesque architecture, but never anything about Pollock or Dali. Thorn joked that she 

wouldn’t know her Lichtenstein from her Warhol. It seemed we only ever laughed together if 

we were laughing at someone else. 

Taking my time meandering through the galleries thinking of art and Cellophane High 

I realised we would have been finished by then if we’d stayed at school. I could be at home 

nervously awaiting my results and weighing up what university to attend. I felt a disagreeable 

slither of regret glissade inside me. I stranded myself on an ugly post-modern sofa, stared at 

an ugly post-modern installation and thought ugly post-modern thoughts. My mind drifted to 

Gemma and I wondered what she was doing now. Later my sullen footsteps carried me out of 

the museum and back to Glenelg House where I found Thorn jamming with the other guys.  

‘Thorn, do you realise that we would have finished by now. If we had stayed in 

Cellophane we would have already finished school.’  

The other musicians groaned, Thorn unstrapped his guitar and lit a cigarette. 

‘Who gives a fuck, Bonny? What the hell do we need school for? What we need is 

more practice.’ He took a drag and threw his cigarette on the floor. ‘So if you don’t mind.’ 

He waved me away dismissively while shaking his head at his friends.  

From one of the dingy bookshops in town I had procured a copy of Flaubert’s 

Madame Bovary and after reading it I sent it to my Madame Bovary with a note: 

Dear Mrs B 

I thought you might like this for your collection. 

PS Is Madame Bovary even your real name? 

 

Only a few days later I received a reply: 

 

To My Dearest Bonny, 

Thank you for the book, I have read it and it remains one of my favourites. To answer 

your question, no. Madame Bovary is not my real name, but it is no less real than 

some of the other names I have gone by. I call myself this as a reminder to not always 

be wishing for other things and other places. Too much wishing leads to sadness, and 

unhappiness leads to lack of thankfulness, and ungratefulness leads to the end of 

Madame Bovary. 

Your friend, 

MB 
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That was the first of many books I sent back to Cellophane to add to her growing library. 

 

Dream of the Fisherman’s Wife 

On a Friday afternoon I encountered Isobue, the only other woman who lived at Glenelg 

House. She was about five foot two inches and thin, yet somehow she seemed to take up a lot 

of space. She looked and behaved like a rock star.  On her left arm she had a full sleeve tattoo 

of a naked woman in a sexy embrace with an octopus, she rode a motorbike and exuded an 

air of invincibility. Thorn and I were sitting on the veranda, drinking beer with a few of the 

other blokes, when she pulled up. As soon as she unstrapped her helmet some of the guys 

tried to engage her in conversation. 

‘G’day love, nice set of wheels you’ve got there. Must be tricky for a wee lass like 

you to manage a big bike like that?’ They all laughed. 

She didn't look at them as she stepped over their sprawled legs to enter the house.  

‘Not really.’ She slammed the door behind her. 

‘Fuckin’ Pommy bastard,’ Barry involuntarily let out. 

‘She seems friendly,’ Thorn muttered sarcastically and swigged his beer. ‘Anyway, 

we should get moving, we’ve got sound check in half an hour.’ 

 

Dreamier Diameter 

The tree-girl-baby was humming a tune I didn’t recognise as she busily ripped leaves from 

her tree and let them sprinkle to the ground below. 

‘Okay, I’m ready to come into the real world now.’ She beamed a gummy smile, 

enlivened with her decision.  

I rubbed my hands over my eyes. ‘It’s not really up to you. What if I’m not ready for 

you to come into the world? I’m too young to look after crazy dream tree babies.’ I felt firm 

in my choice. 

‘You gunna leave me in this tree all by myself?’ Sulking, she folded her chubby little 

arms across her belly. 

‘It’s not as nice in the world as you think it is. People are cruel and life is hard, 

especially for little girls. You will have sorrow and anxiety and I don’t think you’ll like it.’ 

‘But maybe I will like strawberries, you promised you was gunna give me 

strawberries.’ She turned her head away jutting out her bottom lip. 

‘Were,’ I corrected her, ‘you were going to give me strawberries.’ 
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She spun around so quickly I felt a twinge of fear tickle between my shoulder blades. 

‘You’re not the boss of me. You was going to give me strawberries.’ 

 

Insatiable Banalities 

One afternoon when I got back to the house from the market I found Thorn reading my 

journal, and more specifically ‘The List’. I froze when I saw the look on his face and dropped 

my bags on the floor. 

‘What is this shit, Bonny? You writing a pathetic love letter to some bloke you met on 

the train?’ He stood up and came towards me, ‘Ha, you reckon some bloke on the train is 

going to give a fuck about your little sob story? Nobody gives a shit.’ 

He threw the book on the floor and pushed me aside on his way out. When I picked it 

up I realised he had ripped out some of the pages. I gathered them together, calmly put them 

in order and decided that a substandard punk guitarist was not going to determine my life. 

Later that night, when he still hadn’t come back, I went to the room the rest of the 

band shared. There was a lot of laughing and swearing going on inside. I went to knock on 

the door, but before I could, Thorn’s brother swung out clearly very drunk and past him I 

could see Thorn kissing the neck of a topless girl. One of the trollops from the pub I guessed. 

I didn’t say anything, I just made my way back to the old ballroom. I knew I needed a 

revolution, but I also knew that revolutions weren’t always about chopping peoples’ heads 

off. 

I had come to hate Thorn, but I still loved the idea of him: the look of him, the feel of 

him and his smell, everything except him. I’d never hated anyone so much. I didn’t care that 

he had been with someone else, because I didn’t even like him anymore. He was shallow and 

narcissistic and he didn’t even know what that meant. It was clear the only thing we had in 

common was a shared disdain for Cellophane, and that didn't mean anything here.  

He burst into the room.  

‘Bonny, you know I love you.’ He went to touch my hair but I pulled away. ‘Bon, you 

are my girl, you’re the one.’ 

I evaded him. It was tempting to let him take hold of me, but I knew deep down if I 

gave in now there would be no escape. 

‘Bon, Bonny…’ he whimpered then I realised he was crying. ‘You are my only family 

Bonny, you are my only connection to reality.’  

He let his head fall into his hands and sobbed.  
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His flagrant pathos was lost on me. I felt nothing. I’d loved him, he had betrayed me 

again and he was already fading in my memory. Slowly and deliberately I folded my clothes 

and began packing my bag. 

‘You can’t leave me, not now,’ His arms were outstretched in supplication.   

‘If not now, when? I’m going, so it might as well be now.’ 

He pulled my things out of the bag but, as calmly as I could, I simply folded them and 

put them back in. He grabbed my shirt, I was shocked and angry. 

‘Let go of me, you pathetic little boy.’ I pushed him in the chest with malevolent fury.  

His eyes went black and he hit me fair in the face, and it felt good. Not only was the 

pain cathartic for my frustrated animosity but now I had no choice but to leave. The curtain of 

mundane misery had been lifted and everything was clearer, more real. His blow inspired 

more rage, but then anger is always more productive than despair. He grabbed my hair and 

dragged me toward the door. The agony and absurdity were not lost on me and I was 

laughing hysterically. He had a moment of realisation and stood over me horrified; my shirt 

was ripped open, my breasts exposed, blood dripping down my face from a potential broken 

nose and certain split lip. I was laughing and he knew I was enjoying myself. He’d entered 

into this violent spectacle and knew he couldn’t hurt me. We both knew it. He also knew 

even if he beat the shit out of me, which he was surely capable of doing, he would never be 

declared the winner.  

‘I’m so sorry.’ He mumbled, his hand over his mouth and stumbled out of the room.  

‘Fuck you Bevan,’ I muttered.  

And he was gone. The soap opera was over and even though I felt curiously 

composed I felt compelled to smash up his prized guitar, the one his dad have given him all 

those Easters ago. My first thought was to add the episode to ‘The List’. 

After washing the blood from my face and changing my shirt I crammed my tattered 

journal into a bag, gathered together all the money I had and stomped resolutely down the 

hallway. I figured I would find the Man on the Train, my only other acquaintance outside of 

Cellophane, but I was stopped by Isobue on the veranda. She was sitting on a milk crate 

cleaning her nails with a pocket knife. 

‘It makes me sick the shit women put up with from men,’ she said flatly.  ‘If another 

woman treated them so badly they wouldn't stand for it, but for some reason men get a free 

pass to be brutal and filthy and rude. Fucking pigs.’ She spat on the cement floor. ‘I’m 

leaving for Broome today. You wanna come with me? Leave the pig in his sty with the swill.’ 
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It was the first time she had addressed me directly and I was taken aback. She was 

pretty, though her face was punctuated with various piercings, and she carried herself like a 

goddess of war. 

‘I dunno, I haven’t got much money, how much does it cost?’ It wasn’t until I spoke 

that I realised I was already considering the prospect. 

‘Only a couple of hundred bucks, I can put you up for a week or so until you sort 

yourself out. You gotta get away from that piece of shit, girl. Nothing but pigs here.’ 

The more I thought about it the more the idea appealed to me.  

‘Righto, Carpe diem as they say.’ I tried to sound light-hearted.  

‘Who says?’ 

‘Um, Latin philosophers.’ 

‘Just pigs in togas as far as I'm concerned.’ She handed me a helmet. ‘Wear your 

sunnies, it will help with the bugs.’ 

Donning sunglasses and fastening the helmet, she unexpectedly pulled me close and 

kissed me, hot and wet on my swollen mouth. I was stunned, but she was casual and breezy.  

Instead of sunglasses she was wearing what looked like diving goggles. 

‘What's with the goggles?’ 

‘When I dive I like to feed the fish with my eyes. They like land bugs.’  

This made no sense to me but I didn’t have a chance to inquire further. 

‘Get on, the pig is coming.’ 

I jumped on the bike as she kicked it into life. 

‘Bonny, where the fuck are you going?’ Thorn called out.  

I didn’t even look back as we pulled out of the driveway and onto the street. Isobue 

held up her left arm, the one with the lady and the octopus, and extended her middle finger as 

we thumped down the road.  

By the time we got to the airport the excitement was wearing off. I began to doubt the 

sagacity of taking off to the other side of the country with a virtual stranger. I was quiet as 

Isobue organised the storage of her bike and sorted a ticket for me. I'd never been on a plane 

before and I was nervous. Isobue was clearly excited.  

‘I can’t wait to go home.’  

She revealed she had been born and bred in Broome and had come to Sydney to study 

marine biology. I was only partially paying attention from within my self-absorbed reverie. 

The other passengers on the plane seemed to be in a similar state of liminal inwardness. I 

tried to read a copy of Candide inadvertently stolen from the library, but I couldn’t 
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concentrate. My focus kept being drawn out the window to the old gumtrees on the parched 

plains and I wondered how many children they had protected or swallowed over the 

centuries. I thought about Mum being swallowed by Cellophane, and about Dad. His sorrows. 

Finding those children gobbled up in the tree, his own daughter in league with the Devil. As 

sad and dejected as I felt I knew I needed to move forward. It would be crazy to stay 

miserable with Thorn. At least I was moving. 

 

Pearls of Wisdom 

Thick, hot air hit my lungs before it drenched my clothes; the atmosphere felt close and 

soggy. We crossed the tarmac and through the terminal without interruption. A couple of 

blokes tipped their hats to Isobue and surreptitiously winked at me. A woman pulled up on a 

Kawasaki and stepped off, handed Isobue a helmet and left on foot without saying a word. 

She passed the helmet to me. 

‘Get on, time to go home.’ She smiled for the first time since I'd known her. 

As we passed through town she pointed out various landmarks but I couldn’t decipher 

what she was saying due to the roar of the engine and the wind snatching her words away 

before I had a chance to catch them.  

We pulled up at a small cottage. The noise of the bike must have heralded our arrival 

because we were met at the garden gate by two women: one tall and dark, the other tiny and 

grey. Isobue dismounted and ran to them, the three of them laughing and embracing. I felt 

awkward, holding the helmet in my hands and grinning, not knowing quite what to do. 

Finally Isobue remembered my existence and disentangled herself from the other women. 

‘Bonny, come here.’ She chummily threw her arm around my shoulders. ‘Bonny this 

is my Mum, Pearl.’ The dark woman nodded and smiled as she shook my hand. ‘And this is 

my old grannie, Mother-of-Pearl.’ They all laughed and embraced again. 

‘Nice to meet you dear,’ Mother-of-Pearl said as she reached up to touch my face. She 

was possibly the smallest grown-up I had ever met. She clapped her hands and shepherded us 

all into the house.  

‘Come in girls, you've come a long way. You must be due for a cuppa.’  

We all squeezed into the living room and sat cross-legged on the floor. The tea things 

were placed on a delicate old table inlaid with nacre which formed an image of a ship sailing 

on curling waves. Pearl busied herself preparing refreshments while Mother-of-Pearl 

questioned Isobue on her time in Sydney.  
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‘Is the work difficult? Are you learning new things to save the fish? Where do you 

stay? Is the ocean good over there? Are there handsome men? Heh heh.’ Then she turned her 

attention to me. ‘Where are you from? Is there an ocean there? Oh, too bad. Do you think that 

Isobue is heavenly?’ She was sad for me to have no ocean but pleased that we both agreed 

Isobue was beautiful. 

Pearl rejoined us and smiled as she poured the tea. She smiled and patted Isobue’s 

arm where the woman and the octopus writhed. Smiled and patted. Isobue kissed her hand. 

‘What is the water like?’ she asked. 

Mother-of-Pearl nodded emphatically, ‘Good, good. We have been out a few times 

since the end of the storms, plenty oysters, plenty fish.’ Pearl nodded along. ‘There was 

unfortunate business a couple of weeks ago when a German tourist got taken by a shark. 

Made the crews a bit nervous, but we don't worry do we Pearl?’ 

Pearl shook her head smiling. 

‘Excellent,’ Isobue clapped her hands, ‘we'll go out tomorrow then.’ She stood. 

‘C’mon Bonny let’s go for a swim.’ 

Pearl and her mother gathered up the tea pot and cups. 

‘Good idea, off you go. Be back in time for dinner.’ 

We mounted the bike and rode to the beach. The shore was crawling with tourists and 

hawkers but Isobue paid them no heed. She took off all her clothes, except for her knickers, 

and threw herself into the water. Being self-conscious of my flat chest and skinny whiteness I 

went in wearing my shirt and shorts. 

‘You’ll bloody drown in all that gear,’ she laughed. 

I tried to laugh too, but I kept thinking of hungry German-eating sharks. 

She swam so far out into the waves that I could barely see her. I pretended to busy 

myself constructing sand castles on the beach, I wasn't ready to deal with the dangers of this 

unfamiliar sea just yet. When she came back to shore she had an oyster in her hand. 

‘There's not too many left on this beach. Too many years of too many greedy blokes.’ 

She opened it effortlessly with her pocket knife and offered it to me. I slurped it down 

messily. 

‘Mmm, good.’ It tasted of the sea; cold, salt and octopuses. 

She smiled. ‘They reckon oysters are an aphrodisiac, they reckon they make you 

hungry for pussy.’ She grinned as she wriggled back into her shirt. ‘Let's go grab a beer.’ 

We wandered up the beach and sat at one of the many bars lining the coast. She 

ordered beers while I lit a smoke. 
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‘Want one?’ I offered. 

‘No fucking way. In my job you need all the lungs you can get. I’m not wasting mine 

on something that doesn’t even get you stoned, bloody pointless.’ 

I looked at my cigarette and had to agree, but I smoked it anyway. 

I’d never seen the sun set over the ocean before, due to my life-long geographical 

handicaps, and I couldn’t remember ever seeing something so beguiling. This easily trounced 

the view from Glenelg House. We finished our beers and headed back for dinner. 

We dined on an eclectic array of seafood Pearl had harvested that morning: oysters, 

prawns and other shellfish I couldn’t identify. It was hot and static inside so after dinner we 

lounged on the front veranda luxuriating in the ocean breeze. Pearl played quietly on a 

mandolin while Isobue and Mother-of-Pearl sang along. I didn’t know the language but 

understood it was about a woman who had lost her man to another. She was sad and angry 

and vengeful. In the end, so was I. 

There were only two bedrooms in the house; the older women had a single bed each 

in one and there was a double bed in the other. I offered to sleep on the floor. 

‘Don’t be silly, there’s no need to sleep on the floor.’ 

Isobue took off her clothes and slipped under the sheet. I took my shorts off, but left 

on my shirt and knickers and climbed into the bed. She snuggled up to me and was soon 

snoring gently on my shoulder while I was still wondering what to do. She was warm and soft 

and smelled good. I began to wonder whether I’d eaten too many oysters. 

She shook me awake at 4am. ‘Time to dive, Missy Moo.’ 

I had no idea what was going on, but I pulled on my shorts and stumbled after her. 

The older women had already packed up their old Range Rover and were ready to go. We 

drove to a beach where an old sailing boat was docked. Mother-of-Pearl must have been at 

least 75 years-old but lugged the baskets as effortlessly as any swarthy Sydney-side 

stevedore.  

Isobue pushed the boat out into the water and leapt in gracefully. Pearl raised the 

mainsail and jib, while Mother-of-Pearl (wo)manned the tiller. It was exhilarating cutting 

through the waves as the sun rose over the vast continent behind us and I temporarily forgot 

about sharks hungry for German blood. We anchored on a reef with the coast just in sight. I 

was surprised to see all three women strip down to their knickers and goggles and jump into 

the water with nothing but a knife and basket each. 

‘Check this out,’ Isobue said.  
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She donned her bug-splattered goggles and put her head under the water. Immediately 

dozens of little fish swarmed her face nibbling the guts of land bugs.  

I stayed in the boat and watched as they all descended to the sea floor. It looked 

shallow from where I was, but must have been much deeper than it appeared because it took 

them some moments to reach the bottom. Mother-of-Pearl was the first to resurface, she 

handed me her basket with several oysters which I emptied into a larger basket on board. 

Isobue came up next with a larger haul and handed me the basket while she and Mother-of-

Pearl regained their breath holding the side of the boat. It was a long time before Pearl 

resurfaced and her basket was so full I could barely lift it. They all took a moment to rest, 

then plunged down into the water again. I watched as a variety of brightly coloured fish and 

turtles swam passed them inquisitively and I began to worry as stingrays joined them in their 

curiosity. Again, Mother-of-Pearl came to the surface with a small collection of shellfish and 

made a low whistling sound when she took her first breath.  

‘Are those things dangerous?’ I asked, indicating the stingrays. 

‘No dear, they don’t worry us. They are friendly fellas those ones,’ and down she 

went again. 

We were out on the water for about three hours and it was getting hot. I could feel my 

sunburn worsening, but I was too scared to get into the water with all those unfamiliar 

creatures. When they decided they had taken enough, Isobue climbed on board followed by 

Pearl and they both helped Mother-of-Pearl scramble on board. It was an impressive sight 

witnessing three generations of women stripped to their underpants evaluating their catch. 

They seemed pleased and decided what they would keep and what would be sold at the 

market that day. We sailed back to shore and loaded up the Range Rover with enough of the 

day left to enjoy as we pleased. 

That night while we were preparing the evening meal I asked Mother-of-Pearl where 

she was from as I couldn't pick her accent. 

‘Heh heh, I’m from Broome, but my parents were both Japanese, yes. Very skilled 

diver my mother. Both were very good, but she was the best some would say.’ She readjusted 

her tiny frame in the chair and stretched her feet on an upturned basket. ‘For a long time the 

Japanese people were forbidden to leave Japan. Imagine. Never being able to leave your own 

country. Anyway, there came a time when the government said it was okay for people to go 

to other places. This was the time that many people came from all over the world to this place 

for pearls and oyster shells. Lot of shells and a lot of money for everyone. My parents, they 

hear of this and they think, “this is good for us, we are the best divers. We will go to 
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Australia and we will make much money and we will come back to Japan very rich.” Heh 

heh, but they never go back to Japan. They had children and made a lot of money but their 

children say, “What is this Japan? We don't know your Japan, we will stay here in our own 

home country.” So we stay. 

‘My mother and father were very pleased when I was born. Before they only have two 

boys and boys are not so good for diving. There was celebrations, red rice thrown onto the 

beach and into the sea and fireworks from the Chinese. Big party. Anyway, it is late now. 

Time for old bones to rest.’ She blew out her lantern and went to bed.  

I stayed awake dabbing my burnt shoulders and face with aloe vera. 

The next day unfurled in a similar fashion although this time I had armed myself with 

sunscreen. The day after I was brave enough to get in the water, although I just floated on the 

surface marvelling at the weird and wonderful marine life. Day by day I was getting a little 

braver and felt that because I was enjoying their hospitality I was obliged to contribute to the 

daily catch. Eventually I gathered the courage to dive with them and realised on my first 

attempt that it was almost impossible for me to reach the bottom on one breath, never mind 

actually collecting any shellfish before resurfacing. Maybe it was because I hadn’t been 

trained in the art of diving or perhaps it was because I smoked too much. Either way, I 

obviously needed to come up with another strategy to pull my weight in the household. 

After weeks of going out to sea every day it was strange to watch the three women go 

without me, but I needed to find a job in which I was at least adequate. On that first day of 

job hunting I scored a position as a bartender at a groovy little bar on the beach. It was high 

tourist season, so there were plenty of jobs for locals, and I was beginning to consider myself 

a local. 

Isobue and I were still sharing a bed, but every night was the same as the first. Her 

naked form, and mine hidden under a daggy shirt and worn-out knickers. Her quiet snoring, 

and me wondering if I'd eaten too many oysters. 

Mother-of-Pearl, a practising Shintoist, showed me the small shrine her mother had 

erected in the backyard. She would stand before the sanctuary and ring a bell then clap her 

hands to get the gods’ attention. Offering prayers I couldn’t understand in her old lady sing-

song tone she would present an offering of rice cakes or rice wine. It was peaceful sitting 

with her as she intoned her blessings and with a smile she reached into a small bowl of coins 

and gave me an oblong disc with a square cut out of the centre. 

‘This looks very old and valuable, I can’t take it.’ It felt wrong to take anything from 

her sacred space. 
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‘No worry, gods don’t need money.’ She laid out her rice cakes. ‘But I don’t like to 

let them go hungry.’  

I liked the idea of Shintoism, being a nature-worship spirituality, but as Mother-of-

Pearl explained the many deities (or Kami) representing all the different elements of the 

natural world, I realised I didn't have the dedication required for Shintoism.  

 

Enemy to the Land 

My first shift at the bar had me working with a young Greek bloke from Melbourne. 

‘Hi, my name's Bonny. How are ya?’ 

‘Good, glad to have another set of hands. You won't be able to pronounce my real 

name, so just call me Alex.’ He shook my hand and explained bar procedures. ‘There’ll be 

plenty of demanding tourists wanting fancy drinks so if you get stuck just let me know.’  

He was friendly and cute, but warned me off, explaining he was a man’s man. Over 

the next few days I learnt he was originally from Melbourne but had spent the past four years 

chasing summer.  

‘I love Melbourne, the food, the music, the night-life but after living there my whole 

life I’m sick of the cold, miserable rain. I’m tired of seeing people living each day as if 

they’re going to a funeral. Best place in the country for kebabs though.’  

He was the fun guy behind the bar and I looked forward to working with him. He had 

an amazing talent for remembering peoples’ names and their favourite drink after meeting 

them once. I would often finish late and because the others had to get up very early we didn’t 

spend much time together. Sometimes I would get home after midnight to find Mother-of-

Pearl sitting on the veranda weaving new baskets for diving. 

‘Old people don’t need so much sleep. It is a trick of nature that the wearier your 

bones the less you get to rest them.’  

On these nights she would tell me stories about her family or recite poems from the 

Man’yoshu, also known as the Collection of Ten Thousand Leaves. 

‘When I was young, probably too young looking back, I met a beautiful Yawuru man. 

He was a pearler too. He was wonderful to look at, big and strong, a dancer and musician. Of 

course I fell in love with him, I didn’t have a chance, heh heh. My parents wanted me to 

marry a Japanese boy, but young girls don’t listen to their parents do they?’ She poked me 

playfully. ‘They gave in because he was a pearler and a sea man. His people weren’t happy 

either but we got married anyway. He was Pearl’s father. Ah, beautiful man. We were both 

very happy when Pearl was born, she started to dive with us not long after she learned to 
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walk. She is a natural my Pearl, even better than my mother some say. Everything was very 

good until the war. We were a happy family. Pearl had many uncles and aunties from her 

father’s people, they would teach her things I didn’t, and still don’t, know. The war changed 

all that. Silly war started by men on the other side of the world changed everything for us. 

The government came and said I was an enemy. Can you imagine? Me, an enemy to my own 

country! They say I’m an enemy, they want to take me away and lock me up. We all knew 

people with Japanese blood were not safe here anymore, so I send Pearl with her father to live 

with his family, way up in the secret country that white fellas didn’t know. Then they take me 

away.’ She sniffed at the remembrance. ‘I was gone for two years and I was very sad. I miss 

my husband and my daughter and of course I miss the sea. It made me sick. I got very sick 

being so far away from the sea, locked up with all those Japanese people I didn't know. All 

the other enemies. When the war was finished they let me go. Many other Japanese, many 

who were born here and don’t know Japan, go there because they are too frightened to stay in 

Australia. Well I didn’t want to go to Japan with those strangers, it is a foreign place to me. I 

come back to Broome where my family is. It was sad to come back, so much had changed, so 

many of my friends were gone. I look for Pearl and her father and when I find them he 

already has a new wife. This is not bad for Yawuru man to do back then, but I still feel very 

sad. I talk to him and I say “You can have your new wife, this is okay, but you must give me 

my daughter. You can have more children with your new wife.” And he says this is fair and 

he gives Pearl back to me and I am happy again. She is the best diver, even better than my 

mother, maybe the best in the world some say.’ 

 

The Sea Whistle 

Alex and I were closing up the bar. It was late and we were both jiggered. 

‘So Bonny, what are you doing after this?’ 

‘Huh?’ 

‘What are you doing when the season finishes?’ 

‘What do you mean? I like it here, I might stay on for a bit.’ 

‘Well it’s going to be dead here once The Wet sets in. Most places will shut up shop 

until the rains finish up. There won't be much work going.’ 

‘Oh, I didn’t realise.’ 

‘I’m heading over to Cairns. Even though it’s The Wet over there too, there’s still 

plenty of work. I’ve lined up a job as a masseur at one of those fancy forest resorts, where 

rich old folks from down south pay $1000 a night to sleep in a tree?’ He laughed. ‘You can 
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get paid $50 an hour plus accommodation just for rubbing some fat old white lady’s back. 

Pretty cruisy gig.’ He flicked me with his bar cloth. ‘Can you do massage? I might be able to 

line something up for you.’ 

‘I suppose. I have three aunties in Cairns, well they’re my mum’s aunties, I could 

probably stay with them.’ I didn't want to go anywhere. Isobue, Pearl and Mother-of-Pearl 

were precious gems to me. I hadn’t planned on leaving.  

‘I’ll think about it.’ 

When I got home Isobue and Pearl had already gone to bed, but Mother-of-Pearl was 

sitting in her chair on the veranda strumming out some chords on the mandolin, humming to 

herself. 

‘Ah, Bonny. Sit. Have I told you about the day our Isobue was born?’  

I shook my head, still feeling downhearted about what Alex had said. 

‘You know how much we love Isobue. She is very special to us. A good diver, not as 

good as her mother yet but she is still young. She is clever too. Yes, she will make the oceans 

healthy again with the knowledge she gathers at university. You know her mother fell in love 

with a pearler too. We ama have a soft spot for sea-faring men. This man is a white fella from 

down south. I tell that girl “no good falling for a white fella, they think we are the enemy to 

our land.” But, young girls they have no time for their mothers’ advice.’ She sighed. 

‘Anyway young Pearl she marries this bloke from down south, but he don't care about the 

ocean, he only cares how much he can get out of it. He uses nets and other gear that catches 

things we don’t need. On top of this he is as lazy as a bunch of sticks, always wasting money 

down the pub or on the races, but it doesn’t matter too much because Pearl brings in enough 

to keep them both. Pearl, she’s so wrapped up in this man she can’t see his selfish ways, she 

just likes his big arms and his blue eyes that always makes young girls silly. Well it’s not 

long before Pearl’s belly starts swelling up and we are all hoping for a girl. The day she starts 

birthing we looked around for her husband and we don’t find him, not that day or ever since. 

So my mother and I, she was still alive then, sat with Pearl when she was getting her pains. 

When Isobue was born we were all so happy. My mother and I and the other women threw 

red rice to celebrate the birth of another girl. But when we ask Pearl what to name the baby 

the only sound she made was the whistle we make after a long dive. She couldn't say 

anything else. So we call the baby Isobue, which is the name of that sea whistle, and Pearl 

seemed happy with that. Poor Pearl hasn’t said a word since. Some say it was the shock of 

her husband leaving her, some say she has hurt her brain from holding her breath too often 
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and too long. But I think her father’s people put a curse on her for not paying her respects at 

his funeral. Either way it doesn’t matter, she’s still the best diver in the world.’ 

 

Sea of Tranquillity 

The build-up had begun and I had a free night so Isobue and I decided to go camping. We 

packed the Range Rover with provisions: food and sleeping gear, plenty of water for us and 

the car. We drove deep into the Great Sandy Desert for hours. There was absolutely no sign 

of human life from horizon to horizon and it was more than a little unsettling. 

‘Why are we out here in the middle of nowhere?’ I asked trying to hide the concern in 

my voice. 

‘All the better to see the stars, my dear,’ she replied. 

‘Do we have a tent?’ I asked 

She seemed annoyed. ‘No we don’t. The best thing about camping out here is sleeping 

under the stars. Why would you want to cover up the sky?’ 

We set up our camp site, clearing away the remains of ancient petrified tree roots, and 

lay out our swags. Sitting on the ground we prepared dinner while sipped swan lagers. We ate 

and drank and laughed at each other’s stories until the sun began to plummet over the 

horizon. The flush of colours in the sky and over the land were sumptuous, like a wild batik 

cloth of vermillion and violaceous shades bleeding into the dark blue heavens.  

‘Alex reckons I should leave Broome during the wet season, what do you think I 

should do?’ I asked, hoping she’d want me to stay. 

‘I can’t answer that. It’s not my place to decide for you. Maybe you need to find your 

own way.’   

We were quiet for a moment. Still rapt in the kaleidoscopic flourish, the last warmth 

of the sun’s rays fading, I felt very far away and uneasy. Isobue didn’t seem concerned as she 

readjusted her pillow, but I was becoming self-conscious of everything I said, having a 

strange feeling we were being overheard.  

‘Sailors say there is no better place in the world to see the stars than in the middle of 

the ocean, but the desert is the next best. Maybe it’s better here, it’s quieter. Like the sea of 

tranquillity.’ She clinked her bottle against mine. 

After a few beers I stopped worrying so much about unseen eavesdroppers. Laying 

back on our makeshift bed I surveyed the sky and was astounded at the effect of so many 

stars. A myriad points of light from horizon to horizon, it felt as though we were enveloped 

by them, that they were not only above and around us, but under us as well. While I was in 
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this giddy state of reverence, coupled with the mellowing effects of the beer, I felt Isobue 

taking my shirt off and I let her; she slid my shorts and knickers off too and I let her. She lay 

next to me in all her nakedness and I kissed her. She was soft and warm, the earth beneath us 

was hard and warm, divine and sublime.  

She held my face and said, ‘You are so fucking beautiful. You are amazing.’  

Nobody had ever said anything like that to me before, I was stunned. As she kissed 

me I lay back and closed my eyes. 

‘Keep your eyes open,’ she whispered.  

It was almost unbearable to fight the urge to shut my eyes and let myself go.  

‘Keep your eyes open,’ she whispered again.  

She was right. By gazing at the sky as she made love to me I felt as if I were making 

love to the whole universe. It was terrifying and blissful, my being was enveloped and all 

enveloping.  

I awoke in the morning with something on my throat, in the hollow where my collar 

bones meet. It felt cool, I clasped it in my fingers and discovered it was a pearl. A natural, 

imperfect pearl. Not completely spherical, not consistent in colour, but prepossessing in its 

fallibility. As I turned it over in my hands I noticed Isobue was no longer beside me. The car 

was still there but she was gone. I was puzzling over this when I sensed movement in my 

peripheral vision. The only two creatures for hundreds of miles – me and a snake. I panicked 

and scarpered to the car, dropping the pearl in my haste. I climbed in and slammed the door a 

blink before the snake reached me. It spiralled along the ground in widening circles until it 

came to the pearl, I watched in bewilderment as it flicked out its tongue, licked up the pearl 

and swallowed it. In a moment it raised its body as if to strike, reaching the height of the car’s 

window, looked in inquisitively before slithering away in the direction of the rising sun.  

Shaky and confused, I wondered what could have happened to Isobue. Should I stay 

and wait for her to come back? Should I go and look for her? Or would it be better to go find 

someone with more experience? I had little idea of where we were or from which direction 

we had come. I hadn’t paid much attention, trusting that Isobue would look after me. The sun 

approached its apex, increasing the temperature and making orienting direction more 

difficult. I rifled around in the car and found a hat and my thongs. Circling, much like the 

snake had done, I looked for signs of Isobue’s footprints or our own tyre tracks, but the 

ground was too hard to leave an impression. Panic caused my hands to shake and I noticed 

my breathing was shallow and rapid. In an effort to gain some self-control I mumbled a 

calming mantra Madame Bovary had taught me years before. The familiar sounds and 
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repetition helped to bring my heart-rate down until I noticed how far I had strayed from the 

car. They say never to leave your vehicle in situations like this and I struggled not to waste 

energy by running back.  

Sitting in the backseat I took an inventory of our supplies and was glad that Isobue 

had insisted we overstock. I wonder if this was her plan all along. Frugally sipping from the 

water bottle, I pondered whether it would be prudent to start saving my urine, just in case. To 

stem another rise of panic I started murmuring Madame Bovary’s mantra again as I botched 

my first attempt at pissing into an empty beer bottle.    

The day wore on, hunger nibbling at my insides. I relented, allowing myself to eat one 

apple – core and all. The sun burned westward. I toyed with the idea of following it, after all 

it would lead me to the coast and people. But, no. I was off-road, I didn’t know how to drive, 

I could get a flat tyre (or worse) and nobody would have any idea where to find me. It was 

better to stay put and hope that Isobue, or anyone, would find me and get me back to town. 

Gazing off into the distance I noticed a disturbance on the horizon, like dust being thrown up 

by a car. Elated I snatched up a blanket, bright red, and stood on the roof of the car waving it 

over my head. Almost half an hour passed before I realised the dust was just dust and it had 

all blown away along with any hopes for rescue. Despairing I climbed back into the car and 

cried, my head in my hands bawling like a little kid. The sun began to set and the display 

wasn’t nearly as enchanting as it had been the night before, but rather glowed with sinister 

intent. A wave of acceptance overcame me. 

‘If I die out here, if the afterlife is real, then at least I’ll see Mum again soon,’ I 

murmured to myself, celebrating my helplessness with a beer and a packet of chips.  

After such a hearty meal things didn’t seem so bad and I began to formulate an 

agenda for the following day, there was no reason to lay down and die. If I woke early and 

drove very carefully to avoid any hazards, keeping the sun to my back in the morning, then I 

would at least be getting closer. I set the passenger seat back as far as it would go and 

allowed myself to fall asleep knowing that everything was going to be alright. 

 

Witch’s Eye 

Boom, Boom, Boom! 

Fumbling with the torch, I choked as the feeble light revealed the old woman with wispy hair 

and papery skin – the guardian of all the fishes’ souls. She was thumping the window and 

looked angry as she pointed at something far into the distance. She seemed vexed by my 

incomprehension – mouthing words I couldn’t hear, giving instructions I couldn’t understand.  
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Savagely she plucked her eye from its socket, shook it until it gave out a dull light, 

and threw it into the night. Petrified, I could only stare at her in fright. She pounded on the 

window again, pointing in the direction she had thrown her eye and in the distance was a ball 

of yellow light hovering in the empty dark. The old woman had disappeared and my 

breathing was so laboured I could taste blood.  

Scrambling to the driver’s seat I fired the ignition and lurched the car in the direction 

of the glowing globe. Inexperienced, I crunched through the gears keeping my attention on 

the solitary light. I followed it some way before it seemed to get bigger, as if it was getting 

closer. Fear clawed up my ribcage. I slowed down, worried that it would hit me at the speed it 

was travelling, then it split in two. Both feet pushed hard on the brake pedal in realisation. 

The noise was deafening as it passed with multiple lights running along its flanks – a road 

train. I was back at the intersection with the highway, I just needed to turn left and follow it 

back to Broome. I was saved.   

Now that my life wasn’t in immediate danger I fretted for Isobue. Had I abandoned 

her by leaving? As I weaved through the streets to the house of the pearl-women great 

splodges of rain splattered the windscreen smearing the dust and bug guts. The wet had 

arrived. At the house I streaked inside in a panic.  

‘Isobue!’ I called. I grabbed Mother-of-Pearl in the kitchen. ‘Isobue, I’ve lost her. Oh 

my God, I’m so sorry.’ 

She patted my arm.  

‘Don’t fret. You can’t lose her, she is not yours to lose. Sit down.’ She handed me a 

cup of tea and we sat at the small table on the floor. ‘Don’t be low-spirited. She was here 

yesterday and is now out to sea where she belongs. She has gone with the researchers to 

Mermaid Reef to continue her studies. This is her purpose.’ 

Her voice sounded distant as I stared at the iridescent waves crashing on the table. 

The image wavered as teardrops gathered, threatening to fall into the luminous miniature sea. 

‘Oh,’ I murmured. ‘But how did she get back to town? We were so far away.’ 

‘Heh heh, it’s not so far.’ She sipped her tea and with her delicate fingers traced the 

lines of the ships on the table. ‘You are a good girl Bonny. We are all fond of you, but it is 

time for you to move on. We need our daughter to find a man. As pretty as you are you’re not 

going to bring us any grand-daughters. It is true girls do not make more girls, heh heh. It is a 

trick of nature that we need men to give us daughters.’ 

A tear splashed shamelessly down my check onto the turbulent table sea. I knew there 

was no point lingering, Isobue wouldn't be back for weeks and I’d feel foolish waiting for her 
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when she had left me so abruptly. Gathering my things together I said my goodbyes to Pearl 

and Mother-of-Pearl. The darker one smiling and patting me on the shoulder and the grey one 

hugging me around the waist with her head on my belly. So tiny. I left a leaf from a bridal 

tree with a haiku I had carved for Isobue: 

 Octopus Woman 

 Tangled tentacle embrace 

 Married to the sea. 

Mother-of-Pearl had given me a copy of Collection of Ten Thousand Leaves which I 

posted to Madame Bovary before charting plans for Cairns. 

 

Wax Lyrical 

Alex was right. The forest resort was full of corpulent and wealthy people from down south 

who wanted an ‘authentic’ rainforest experience without actually touching the rainforest.  

We were escorted past the luxury cabins perched in the trees and shown to a little 

two-room shack that we were to share. It was muggy and hot in the cabin, but it was tidy 

enough.  

We had massages booked in for the following day. It was more demanding than I’d 

expected, although the air-conditioning was welcome. As I kneaded lumpy spotted backs and 

veiny legs I thought of the money and pushed the repulsion to the back of my mind. 

Usually we would finish by early afternoon when the clients would start on their 

cocktails and aperitifs. We’d sleep or swim until later in the night then haunt a local bar in 

town. I pitied the regular musician in residence. She played soul-jarring blues that would rip 

your guts out and drag them lovingly down the road to an audience who only recognised 

songs about cheap wine and lightening cracking over cane fields. They didn’t care for songs 

about a woman’s heart being torn asunder. 

‘Rich people don’t tip. It’s how they get rich I suppose,’ Alex yelled to me over the 

stramash of the bar. ‘They really do pay $1000 a night to sleep in a tree. But they don't want 

to be obliged to actually touch the tree, it might have bugs or smatterings of bird shit in the 

branches. They want to sleep in a condo in a tree. With tinted windows to keep the heat out. 

They want to see cassowaries from the balcony but not have the worry of actually 

encountering a prehistoric bird. To marvel at the beauty of the river flowing past without 

getting their feet wet. To be immersed in the fragile ecosystem but not concern themselves 

about what happens when the self-flushing toilet gobbles up their excrement.’ He waved his 

drink around theatrically. ‘Fresh air conveniently filtered by air-conditioning to lessen 
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unnecessary contact with mosquitoes and sand flies. They like to go back to Sydney or 

Melbourne and wax lyrical about that magical time spent in the Daintree without their feet 

ever stepping naked on the spongy leaf litter.’ He yelled into the disinterested crowd. ‘But 

they will fail to mention that they whined about the lack of undercover parking, and how the 

hot-tub didn’t work one night, and that poor Kevin got a heat rash and this isn’t good 

enough.’ He leaned back in his chair and glowered at his drink before gulping the remainder 

and tottering toward the bar for another. 

Word spread through the resort that a cyclone was on its way. The managers advised 

us to stay with them or find accommodation in town, as the cabin wasn’t built for the winds 

expected. 

‘Bugger that, I’m not staying with them, we could get stuck there for days,’ Alex 

insisted. ‘If I’m going to be stuck anywhere it will be the pub.’  

Our belongings were stuffed in our backpacks and Alex brought along a torch and 

batteries. The day started out calmly enough, the sky was overcast and it was sticky and 

humid, but no more than usual. We weren’t the only people taking refuge in the old hotel: 

back-packers and a few locals had also figured they’d sit out proceedings beer in hand. The 

wind was picking up, but seemed nothing to worry about yet. Alex and I set up in the kitsch 

little beer garden with its artificial grass, Tiki torches and plastic potted palms.  

We were a few beers muzzier, almost forgetting why we were there, when the gusts 

became more ferocious. A garbage bin was pushed over and jangled down the street, rubbish 

strewn in its wake. The onset of rain moved us inside. No tables were vacant so we staked a 

section of the old parquetry dancefloor. The mood was still one of usual pub banter and the 

publican herself was in high spirits with captive patronage for the next few hours. Through 

the taped windows looking out towards the beach, we could see the trees framed against the 

darkening sky, they contorted savagely in the wind, their fronds taking flight horizontally. 

The singer who regularly performed at the pub had quaffed quite a few drinks and decided it 

was high time she felt the exhilaration of mother-nature at her most passionate.  

‘They will call me Storm Woman of the Daintree in ballads down the centuries.’  

She stumbled out the door before anyone could intervene. Alex and I stared at her 

from the safety of the bar as she danced and twirled in the strengthening gale. Her hair was 

pulled back tight as she stood, arms outstretched, leaning into the oncoming wind as rubbish 

and leaves rushed past her. I was impressed by her frenzied fearlessness.  

‘Go and bring her back in,’ I begged Alex, pushing him towards the door. 
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‘No way. I’m not going out in that, I’m a Melbourne boy. We don’t do cyclones.’ He 

was emphatic.  

I felt compelled to go out there and get the mad bitch myself. It took just a moment to 

gather the courage knowing the longer I left it the worse it was going to get. I pushed open 

the door and moved toward her, immediately shocked at the strength of the wind and the 

biting rain. It hustled so hard I was steered off course and had to run sideways to get to her. I 

grabbed her hand, but she was enjoying herself and tried to shake me off.  Taking extreme 

measures I snatched her by her dancing hair. She squealed, but her voice was whisked away 

by the storm, I ignored it as she unwillingly followed me back to the pub. When we got inside 

we both got a stern talking-to from the publican.  

‘Bloody mad bitches, get in here or fuck off. Nobody is to open this fucking door ‘til 

the storm’s passed.’ She looked around the room for agreement and everyone nodded 

solemnly into their drinks. ‘Right that’s it. Batten down the hatches.’  

Just as she turned the deadlock the door was pushed open by a renewed gust and 

chaos broke loose in the bar; wind and rain rushed in, drinks were knocked over, pool cues 

fell from the racks and one bloke’s toupee was whisked from his head in the maelstrom. A 

couple of locals rushed to the door when they realised the publican didn’t have the strength to 

close it on her own. They struggled against the wind until they finally secured the latch. She 

bolted several locks and the pool table was moved in front of the door to keep as an extra 

precaution.  

The noise outside was growing and growling, like a gigantic emphysemic wolf 

huffing, puffing and howling. We drank our beer and tried to maintain a modicum of regular 

repartee, raising our voices to compete with the roar outside. Some of us watched the cricket 

on the flickering telly and some watched the pool table to make sure it was still holding the 

door. The rain got heavier, becoming so thick we could barely see the trees bending sideways 

across the road, and water began to pool under the door. The publican gathered up some bar 

runners and bunched them up to stop what was becoming a torrent from flowing into the 

hotel. Just as the sky was darkening into late afternoon the power went out.  

‘See, I told you we needed the torch.’ Alex congratulated his own good judgement by 

flicking it on and off to show the gamut of its functions.  

There were others who had come similarly equipped and the bar staff lit candles so 

they could see their side of things. The locals all seemed quite calm, having seen worse 

before, and they told us terrifying stories of storms past. 
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‘I was in Darwin for Tracey,’ one old bloke offered. ‘This storm is a willy willy 

compared to that monster.’  

‘Well the experts reckon cyclones in Australia are crazier and more erratic than in 

other parts of the world,’ a fat local chimed in, ‘much like our women, ha ha.’  

His mates backed up his assertion with their own chuckles. 

The wind and rain intensified as it darkened outside. The building was vibrating with 

the pressure and flying debris pounded the exterior walls. We could feel the mounting energy 

in the soles of our feet. The clanging of the roof and the rattling of doors sounded like a 

demon possessed with the idea of getting in. Backpackers sent up prayers to the 

miscellaneous gods of backpackers. I could understand their distress. We were all beginning 

to understand the theological concerns of our ancestors, the atavistic urge to placate whatever 

gods might be listening. 

In a cyclone you know there are bigger forces at work than yourself. You’re suddenly 

acutely aware that nobody is going to save you if the roof is sucked away and you’re plucked 

out after it. The cacophony reached a hysterical pitch and people were beginning to take 

cover under the tables when, quite unexpectedly, it all died away. The wind lessened in 

intensity and the rain almost stopped. We all looked around at each other in the candlelight 

and there were a few cheers, nervous laughs and exclamations of ‘well, that wasn’t so bad’ as 

people emerged from under the bar. Some started to gather their things together before the 

publican yelled as loud as her gravelly voice sanctioned.  

‘That’s just the half of it. You mob stay put. This is the eye of the cyclone, it’s gunna 

get a lot worse before it gets better.’ She lit a smoke and got back to reading the previous 

day’s newspaper.  

The calm must’ve lasted for more than an hour, and I somehow went to sleep on the 

musty old carpet floor.  

 

Story-Witch 

I dreamed of the old woman. She was wearing an eye-patch and held a card featuring Jupiter 

being subdued by Alcyone. The crepuscular surroundings were hushed and there were other 

camps besides hers, but I paid them no heed, they were just other people's dream women. She 

placed the card on a tree stump and, taking up an axe, began hacking at it until its fibres 

melded in with that of the wood. Without a perceptible movement she was inches from my 

face, white paint flaking from her skin, her jaundiced eye fearsome, and she exhaled the 

impenetrable echo of ghosts. 
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‘You think it wise to sleep while the world whirls around you? Time to wake up from 

your wool-gathering preoccupations, pay attention to what you see here,’ she whispered with 

boreal breath. ‘Pay your dues to nature before she swallows you up, like the story-witch 

gobbles ungrateful children.’ 

I decided to ignore her. I had plenty of time for her sapience and, of course, so did 

she. I turned my back to her and floated to the edge of the river, but she unnerved me with the 

chill of her screaming. 

‘In time you will find you and I are not so dissimilar,’ she squalled.  

I woke to a quadrophonic roaring like the sound of a jet plane landing on the roof. I 

was startled, although apparently the racket had been increasing in vigour for some time. We 

all sat, listening to the tumult of devastation outside. It was too loud to talk or play the guitar 

and everyone had lost their thirst for beer, so we waited in our deafening solitude as the storm 

seeped under the door.  

By morning it had moved further down the coast and in the first glimpse of light we 

took stock of how lucky we were. The power lines were down along the road, several trees 

had been uprooted and those left standing had collected various building materials in their 

branches. A trampoline had landed in the middle of the road and outdoor furniture littered the 

streets. After helping the publican and her staff clear out some of the water and gather 

anything in the street which belonged to the pub, we headed back to our cabin hoping it had 

survived the storm. We were feeling elated to be alive. In a state of heightened awareness we 

sang and laughed all the way home.      

 

The Fates 

For months I had been putting off visiting my Mum’s aunties. She had told me about them 

when I was little. They were all unmarried and shared a big, old Queenslander not far from 

the city centre. After both her parents died Mum was sole carer of her younger siblings, but 

when her brother got married the youngest children had gone to live with him and his wife in 

Melbourne. She was free, but still young, and travelled to Cairns to stay with her aunties to 

save for an overseas trip. Whenever she spoke of her time up north she always said she loved 

it, but her wistful countenance betrayed something else. Not knowing my way around Cairns 

I caught a taxi to ‘Bartleby Hall’, the closest thing I had to an address. The driver knew it 

well and when we arrived he pointed at the beautiful purple flowering trees gracing the wide 

lawn.  

‘Oldest jacarandas in town,’ he boasted as if they were his own.  
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The house was stately and freshly painted white, matching the wooden fence which 

enveloped the property. I had been feeling guilty for putting my visit off for so long; now I 

was feeling silly for thinking that they would want to see some distant relative they’d never 

met. Before my knuckles even rapped on the wooden door, a tiny withered woman pulled it 

ajar and looked shocked to see me standing there. 

‘Yes?’ she demanded, throwing her head back, looking down her long pointed nose. 

‘Hi, I’m Bonny. Your grandniece.’ 

She raised her eyebrows and tilted her head to one side, but said nothing. 

I explained who my mother was and her eyebrows came down and almost touched 

each other.  

‘Beatrice,’ she called over her shoulder. 

Another woman soon doddered to her side, followed by one more, even smaller than 

the first two. Still holding the door handle the first woman relayed all that I had told her. 

‘Surely she is too young to be the child?’ 

She ushered me inside introducing herself and her sisters. 

‘These are my sisters Beatrice, this is Kay and I am Emily.’ She pointed to a wicker 

chair as an instruction for me to sit. I sat. 

‘Why are you here?’ She asked in a tone not completely unfriendly, but suspicious. 

‘Well, I am staying in Cairns for a while, and my mother had spoken of you so I 

thought it polite to visit.’ Feeling uncomfortable I realised the only way out was to see this 

through. 

‘Did she just? Did you hear that Bee? The ungrateful wretch spoke of us.’ 

Bee wriggled uncomfortably in her seat.  

‘Don’t be unkind. It’s not Bonny’s fault for the shame her mother brought upon us.’ 

‘Shame?’ I was confused. 

‘She bore a child out of wedlock and dared to ask for our blessing,’ declared Kay with 

trembling fury. 

‘With a married man, no less.’ Emily shook her head ruefully. 

‘What?’ I felt alarmed at what they were implying. 

‘It’s true,’ murmured Bee in a serious tone ‘she came to stay with us after her poor 

dear mother, our sister, died.’ They all made the sign of the cross. ‘She was waitressing at 

one of the cafes in town, I told you that sort of work is inappropriate for a young girl. And, 

well, she became intimate with the owner.’ She whispered the last sentence. 
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‘Of course, such immorality comes with consequences,’ Kay asserted while fingering 

the crucifix around her neck, ‘she became, ahem, she was soon with child. It was an absolute 

disgrace. Worst of all she had the hide to ask us to house her and her bastard child. What 

nerve!’  

My eyes were prickling with sharp tears. 

‘What happened? What happened to her baby?’ I finally asked. 

‘Well, she couldn’t very well keep it! She was a mere child herself. Thankfully the 

poor babe was taken by the church and rehomed to a good Christian family.’ They all crossed 

themselves again. ‘We never heard from your mother after that. Not one single word of 

thanks for all we’d done. Shameful.’ Emily’s jowls shuddered with the force of her feeling. 

‘I think I had better go,’ I muttered as I stood to leave. ‘I should go.’ 

They all stood as I fumbled my way to the door, but only Bee followed me. As I 

walked down the front steps, half blinded from gushing tears, she took my hand. 

‘Wait, Bonny. Wait here for a moment.’ She rushed back into the house and returned 

with an envelope and a rolled up canvas. ‘You should take these. Give them to your mum, 

she was a good girl deep down.’ She smiled as if she hadn’t smiled in a long time. 

‘She’s dead.’ I took her offerings and walked away. 

Back at the cabin I unrolled the canvas and it was a dark, but captivating, painting of 

Demeter in all her pregnant and luscious glory. It was one of my mum’s artworks. I could tell 

because even though she was kind and generous she was also vain – all the women in her art 

resembled her.  

I opened the envelope. It contained a letter from a woman named April who was 

trying to find her mother. It explained that Bartleby Hall was the last known address of the 

woman who had delivered her into the world and that she wanted to meet her.  

‘Those nasty fate dealing bitches’ I thought. They had deserted my mother when she 

needed them and then withheld the fact her daughter was trying to find her. I couldn’t help 

but hold them partially responsible for her death. 

 

To Mock a Killingbird 

In the cabin alone in the dark. Anxiously trying to breathe, I couldn’t get air in slow or deep 

enough, maybe a heart attack? An impotent rage built within me with nowhere to go. At first 

I felt angry at the old aunties, then at Mum and Dad for keeping such a monumental secret 

from us for so long. Then at the Church for stealing my sister, then at the whole world for 
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letting it happen. No wonder my mother was so fucking sad. No wonder she took shelter in 

art, home brew and Patsy Cline. 

There was only one thing for it – I had to go to Perth and find my sister. With furious 

and conflicting thoughts running through my mind I couldn't sleep, thinking about April as a 

baby, taken away from her Mother who was little more than a baby herself. Alone in the 

world without the same arms that had cradled me, without the dish-worn hands that had 

rested fretfully on my own forehead. She had never known the comforting smell of home-

brew and patchouli after a nightmare or the tenderness of lips that kissed skinned knees 

swabbed with Mercurochrome. 

Then I thought of Mum as a child confused and bereft of her first-born without her 

own mother to console her. Always wondering where her baby was and what she was doing. 

Was she happy? Was she safe? Awash in furious hot tears, I started to understand what had 

undone her. Why she had unravelled as dramatically as she did, it all seemed so incredibly 

and indelibly unfair. These thoughts were uncomfortably accompanied by the agonising guilt 

of my own hateful behaviour toward her. 

Torrid dark night, unable to sleep and too tormented to be indoors. Feeling ugly 

demons creep around my mind, scratching behind my eyes. I launched myself into the forest 

and screamed without concern for who heard.  

‘Fuck you, God. Fuck you and your infinite wisdom. How dare you?’  

I was angry, but also overpoweringly sorrowful. I wanted to take my sixteen-year-old 

mother and her new-born baby, scoop them up in my arms, keep them together and safe from 

the world.  

In my rage and despair I had unknowingly stumbled into a cassowary nest. It was 

fortunate that the father bird and his chicks had been sleeping and were as startled as I was. 

He looked at me with one eye, and then the other, like a gigantic prehistoric chicken. Keeping 

to the path despite my panic, I could hear the creature’s thumping footfalls behind me.  

It is astonishing, in retrospect, to think of the things that flash through your mind as 

you potentially face death by cassowary claw; I thought of the sister I hadn't met and how 

unfair it would be if I was to die just as I had learnt of her existence. I also thought about the 

copy of Ulysses I'd just bought for Madame Bovary (she was in a modernist phase), and now 

it would never get to her and what a shame that would be. I also thought that there are far 

fewer cassowaries in the world than humans, they have such a small parcel of planet to 

occupy and that objectively it would be better for a cassowary to live than I.  
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Thinking I’d lost the giant man-bird I turned to spy where they were, they were still 

after me, I turned and a branch whipped across my eyes. Hearing their angry agile legs dart 

purposefully in my direction I careened through the undergrowth and scrambled through the 

gate of the resort. Slamming it behind me I vaulted into the pool, clothes, shoes and all (I'd 

heard somewhere cassowaries are not keen swimmers). When they realised I was no longer a 

threat (if I ever was) they wandered back to their forest and I was so relieved I peed - right 

there in the pool, in my shorts. And then I laughed. I laughed at my good fortune and my own 

ridiculousness and at the ludicrousness of everything. Jesus, it’s all so absurd. I crawled out 

of the pool, dripping chlorine and urine and sloshed my way back to our hut, heart pounding, 

eyes stinging, but thankful to be alive.  

The next day, my eyes still sore from the whipping branch, I asked Alex to take me to 

the doctor. Apparently I had scratched my iris and she recommended I wear an eyepatch for a 

week to allow it to heal. Looking in the mirror back at the cabin I was reminded of the last 

dream I’d had of the eye-patched old woman – It was foolish to ignore her sapience. 

Despondent, I realised how far away my mother was and I’d already forgotten so 

much. The timbre of her voice and how she liked to take her tea. But when I closed my eyes I 

could still see her dancing. Spinning like a dervish, smelling like gardenias, in the purple 

dress I hoped would one day fit me so I could be a princess too. The balance of influence had 

shifted with her departure. She had a gentle force, a subliminal ability to sway circumstances 

my way. But I cannot assume that her weight could alter the universal flux, her own life 

lacked equilibrium due to her own mother’s premature demise, and that of her mother before 

her. The empathy a woman has for her own daughter is almost heart-breaking. She recognises 

the wilfulness, the desire for autonomy, but also the immense vulnerability; the need for love 

and acceptance from those who, often, least deserve it.  

Every daughter is Eve. Every daughter seeks out ‘the serpent’ and his supposed 

wisdom. Every mother knows the serpent has no real wisdom to offer, nothing she doesn’t 

already know. But nobody can tell us what it tastes like, we need to try the fruit for ourselves. 

The nature of daughters is such that at a certain point they no longer care to learn from their 

mothers. They no longer want to hear cautionary tales; they want to risk their lives, feel the 

hurt, howl at the moon and warm their hearts with a wrath of their own – motherless. And 

that is why mothers must die. I had my family to find, my mother’s other daughter. I took the 

painting, the envelope, my journal and headed west. It was a long time before I learned that 

cassowaries do swim. They love it so much that they splash around in the water as part of 

their courting rituals. 
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A Wolf in the Dark 

Arriving in Perth, imagining how things were going to play out with my sister, I realised I 

had no idea where I was going to camp. I threw my meagre belongings into a cab and told the 

driver to take me to the nearest, cheapest pub. By the time we arrived I had a feeling this 

wasn’t the nearest pub, but surely it was the cheapest. I was soon to learn that this shit-hole 

was his local. When we entered together there was a rousing cheer of ‘Here he is!’ Then 

everyone in the establishment turned to me. The place was frequented by bikers, miners and a 

few elderly Aboriginal men. The only woman was behind the bar.  

One of the bikers called out, ‘I think you’re in the wrong place, Love.’  

There was an outburst of laughter from all quarters.  

‘This innit one of ya fancy nightclubs, Darl,’ the cabdriver’s companion threw in.  

I looked down at my grotty jeans and crumpled AC/DC t-shirt and wondered how I 

could possibly tone down my wanton extravagance. 

‘What can I get ya, Darl?’ the woman behind the bar inquired, rolling her eyes at the 

elbow ribbing behind me. 

‘Um, I’ll have a beer. Wondering if you had any rooms available? I’ll need a place for 

a few days. Just while I find my feet.’  

Her severely plucked eyebrows lifted so high I thought they might try to hide their 

nakedness by crawling under her hairline. I watched their animation as I drank my beer. 

‘Ya sure you wanna stay here, Darl? It might look okay now, it’s early, but it gets 

pretty rough around here.’ 

I shrugged. ‘I just need somewhere cheap to lay my hat for a couple of days.’ 

‘Ha.’ She smiled, but consciously hid her teeth with her lips. ‘Well, if you want cheap 

then you've come to the right place. No worries, I’ll show you the rooms.’ 

She threw down the dirty cloth that was hanging over one shoulder and screeched 

over the other. ‘Dave. Dave, get in here will ya?’ 

Dave, who was watching the greyhounds in the other bar, put his beer down with a 

visible deflation of his shoulders.  

‘I’m just showing this young lass the rooms, you reckon you could look after the bar 

for five minutes? I’m Trudy anyway, Darl,’ she said as she shook my hand.  

Trudy-Anyway-Darl grabbed a set of keys from a hook under the bar, they seemed 

like novelty keys-to-the-city next to her bony arms; stork arms - if storks had arms. We 

trudged through the deep gravel of the carpark to a block of four units behind the pub.  
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‘You can have number 3 if you like. Me and Dave have two and Clare’s in four. 

Sometimes Darryl, when he's home from the mines stays in one. Nobody else will stay in one 

– not after what happened with Johnno and his dog.’ She raised those stupendous painted 

eyebrows as though everyone in the world understood what had happened to Johnno and his 

dog.  

When she opened the door the smell of wet woolliness was overwhelming, but it was 

clean and cheap. A double bed, a tiny television on a rickety wicker table and an adjoining 

bathroom.  

‘You can get ya meals at the pub.’ She threw the keys at me. 

‘Cheers, thanks.’ 

‘I’ll let you get settled, then come up to the pub and have a drink and a feed when 

you're ready’. 

When she left I opened the only window in the room to let in some fresh air, 

unpacked my bag and enjoyed a long hot shower. If nothing else, the water pressure was 

good. The glass in the shower had cracked and most of the water made its way out onto the 

floor, but there wasn’t much I could do about that. 

Later I went to the pub, paid three night’s rent and ordered a beer. Trudy and I sat on 

either side of the bar while miners and bikers whispered and speculated behind me. I told her 

how I had come to Perth to find my sister, she told me how she and Dave had come to Perth 

for a holiday ten years ago and loved it so much they stayed. She pulled out her Perth phone 

book and we looked up all the A. O’Malleys. I had about six beers and called a dozen A. 

O’Malleys before I felt too slurry to risk talking to a sister I hadn’t yet met.  

‘Whaddya reckon about working here for a bit, Bonny?’ She cleared her throat. ‘Just 

until you find your sister or find something else?’ She dirtied up some freshly steamed 

glasses with her filthy rag. ‘It’d only be a couple of hours a week of course, we couldn’t 

afford to put you on fulltime. It’d just be nice to have someone who could take care of things 

while I go to my exercise classes.’ She gestured toward Dave who was in the other bar again 

staring at some dogs running around an oval. ‘I’ve gotta work hard to maintain this 

physique,’ she grinned as she patted her bony rump. 

‘Why not?’ I tried to look enthusiastic. ‘But I can’t start today, I’m way too pissed.’ 

We both laughed and had to agree on that point. 

That night I lay in the musty bed listening to the leaky toilet dripping water and the 

sounds of bikers fighting miners. Burn-outs in the carpark spat biting gravel onto the window 

which had only been closed moments before. What I had gotten myself into? I thought of the 
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folktales I’d been told as a child, the parables that teach to fear the big bad wolf and witches 

and dragons. Funny thing is the only thing we need rationally fear is other humans: murderers 

and sadists, rapists and terrorists, warmongers and paedophiles. Compared to the brutality 

human beings are capable of, one wolf in the dark seems manageable. 

 

Philosopher’s Adult Bookshop 

As the sun spilled its first rays through the tattered curtains of number three I was woken by 

the crashing of glass. Thousands of empty green, brown and clear bottles being hauled in 

recycling trucks, their maudlin tinkling eching down Morley Drive.  

I’d promised Trudy I would do the 4pm-8pm shift, so I had time to look for April and 

explore the city. I caught the bus into town with Trudy’s map and a list of potential addresses. 

I criss-crossed the city traversing down to Fremantle and all the way up to Joondalup. One 

address led me to a little deli where I met one of the many April O’Malleys of the day. She 

was a short and impressively rotund woman, but also most endearing. 

‘How exciting!’ she declared when I told her why I was there. ‘I always wanted a 

sister, grew up in a house full of brothers myself, so a sister would be grand.’  

Unfortunately, even though she was the right age, she was not the April O’Malley I 

was looking for. She was the youngest of six children and looked exactly like her mother.  

‘Come in ‘ere Mum.’  

An elderly, but equally short round, woman waddled in from somewhere behind the 

counter. The resemblance was remarkable.  

‘Mum, this is Bonny. She is looking for her sister who’s named April O’Malley too. 

Isn’t that funny?’  

‘Indeed. Didn’t your brother go to school with an April O’Malley?’ The mother 

asked.  

‘Yeah, I think so. I’ll give him a call.’ 

After a few minutes April came back with a note and explained that the girl her 

brother went to school with was a lawyer in the city; he wasn’t sure which firm she was with, 

but he thought it might be on St Georges Terrace. Another clue on my mission, but it was too 

late to chase it up that day so I headed back to the pub.   

While I was waiting for the next bus I found myself in a typical suburban shopping 

strip: milk-bar, bottle shop, hairdressers, butcher and sex shop. Even though the latter 

displayed all the regular sex shop paraphernalia in the windows – cheap lingerie, hookah 

pipes, whips, handcuffs, and assorted hen’s night absurdities – the signage proudly 
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proclaimed it to be ‘The Philosopher’s Adult Book Store’. There was a hand-written note in 

the window: ‘Help wanted – long hours, ordinary pay. NB Must be a philosopher’.  

Pushing the door open I was confronted with an array of sex gadgetry, then greeted by 

a shoeless man wearing a silk dressing-gown and a cravat. He had an extravagantly hooked 

nose, a twisted Daliesque moustache and his hair was straggly with an accentuated widow’s 

peak. 

‘I assume you’ve come for the position.’  

I smiled and nodded. He noticed me noticing his lack of footwear.  

‘My name is Diogenes and shoes are bourgeois.’ His voice was deep and hinted at an 

eastern European dialect. ‘Where did you get this?’ He asked as he reached out, grabbing the 

pendant Tin Man had given me.  

He turned it over in his hands. 

‘An old friend gave it to me,’ I explained, taking the amulet out of his hands and 

readjusting the leather strap that held it. 

‘This friend of yours is very generous to give you such a powerful talisman. You 

should be very grateful to have someone who cares for you so much.’ 

‘Yeah. Of course.’ I shrugged.  

He seemed like a harmless sinner. I’ve always had an empathy for sinners. Not crazy 

body-slashing psychos, but the half sinners: the bloke who drinks too much but doesn’t how 

to slow down; the old lady who can’t help but pilfer some chocolate at the market; the 

woman who goes through men and loves them for a night then regrets her choices; the people 

who forget the names of those they should remember. The frequently unemployed, the 

slackers, the junkies, women who can’t be bothered maintaining expectations, men who 

forget to call their mums. I know them like kindred spirits. Go easy on them, remind them 

gently to work on their kleptomania and give them a friendly nudge on their Mum’s birthday. 

He led the way, through the cock-rings and glow-in-the-dark condoms, to his real 

pride: a musty and dusty bookshelf loaded with Engels and Marx, Seneca and Montaigne. 

‘One day, when I make enough money I’ll have a real book shop,’ he announced. ‘It 

reflects poorly on our society when I have sold far more fake vaginas and Japanese porn than 

I ever have books. It is a manifestation of the degeneracy we are surrounded by.’  

He looked truly disgusted.  

‘Not one of my customers knows who Karl Marx is, they only know he is less funny 

than Groucho. That is the only brother-in-arms they know. Slapstick for the masses.’ He took 

off his spectacles and rubbed his hand over his eyes. ‘The revolution is lost to cheap beer and 
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reality television. Any person with a degree of intelligence is deemed insane, if you question 

society’s aspirations you are marked a madman. Perhaps I am an ignorant man trying to be a 

philosopher, but then, maybe that’s what a philosopher is?’ 

I shrugged my shoulders. 

‘Do you read?’ He asked. 

‘Yeah.’ 

‘Yes, yes, but do you read? Books?’ 

‘Adult books?’ 

‘Not adult books. Not children’s books. Literature? Novels?  Philosophy?’ 

‘Oh yeah, I love books.’ 

‘Good. Okay, you start tomorrow.’ 

‘Oh, I thought maybe…’ 

‘Tomorrow. Ten o’clock. Don't be late, that would be inconvenient. 

He pushed me out the door and flipped the sign over to ‘closed’.  

 

Greek to Me 

When I returned to the pub I had just enough time to get changed and have a snack before I 

started my first shift. I offered Trudy half my sandwich. 

‘Nah, thanks Darl, I’m still trying to drop this half kilo I put on when I had my 

youngest.’ She patted her midriff where it was almost possible to discern her spine. ‘I’m very 

weight conscious ya know. Very health orientated.’ She took a long drag from her cigarette 

and lifted her jail tattoo eyebrows high. ‘I don’t even eat in my dreams anymore.’  

It was my turn to exercise my eyebrows.  

‘Nup. Even in a dream and there’s a doughnut as big as me head – and I loved 

doughnuts when I was having me youngest – I won’t even have a bite. That’s how well I’ve 

trained meself, I still reckon those calories count.’  

I finished my sandwich, mindless of its calories, while Trudy took me through bar 

procedure so she could go to her gym class. Before she had even shut the door behind her, 

Dave handed me a full pint of beer.  

‘Who's that for?’ I asked, as there were only three punters in the pub and they had 

been nursing their ponies since I walked in. 

‘That’s yours, Darl.’ He winked. A bleary, leery wink which made me shiver.  
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He slapped my arse and poured himself a whiskey before heading into the other bar. I 

drank the beer then chased it down with a tequila. Clearly I was going to have to keep my eye 

on Dave.  

At the end of the bar there was an old Aboriginal man who ordered a small beer every 

couple of hours, but insisted that when he was due for another I be ready to pour it for him. 

He reminded me of Tin Man with his leathery face and shining eyes. 

‘Joe,’ he said smiling, holding his hand out for me to shake. ‘That isn’t me real name. 

You white fellas can’t pronounce me real name.’ 

‘Ha, that’s funny. I know a Greek bloke who told me the same thing once.’ 

His eyes brightened.  

‘Greek, hey?’ He resettled himself on his stool. ‘I don’t mind them Greek fellas. They 

drink some putrid shit, no doubt about that, but they have somatha best swear words your 

grandma never did hear.’ He giggled to himself, slapping his knee like it was a close 

companion who already knew the punchline. ‘Yes they do, heh, heh.’ He looked around, then 

raised his voice. ‘Aftoso topos einai gemato amartia kai diafthora.’ 

Immediately Dave came storming out from the other bar.  

‘Righto Joe, you’ve had enough.’ He grabbed Joe by the collar. ‘I can’t have you 

swearing Greek at my new staff.’ 

‘He’s all right, Dave. I don’t even know what it means.’ 

But Joe, more calmly than any bloke getting kicked out of a pub for no reason ever 

has, very sedately swung his feet down, sculled his beer, burped and walked away, muttering.  

‘O pateras sou einai tragos kai I mitera sou gamise enan astynomiko.’ 

I didn’t know what he was saying but I knew he meant it. The other two old blokes 

sipped away at their beers on opposite ends of the bar before they simultaneous shuffled their 

papers and left. It was then I realised only Dave and I were left in the whole deserted hotel 

and I missed Joe terribly.  

 

Grammar isn’t Glamorous  

Dio was waiting for me outside when I arrived at the Philosopher’s Adult Book Store. He 

looked at his watch.  

‘Right on time. I value punctuality.’  

He ushered me past the dildos and titty magazines into a dingy little kitchenette which 

looked out onto a weedy, unused car-park. We were greeted by a white fluffy cat who was 

drinking from a coffee cup. She looked thoroughly unimpressed at being disturbed. 
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‘Ah, this is Succubus. Cats are the only fitting companion for a philosopher.’  

He lifted the cat off the table and placed her on the floor. 

After we had coffee and the store was opened for the day he gave me a full tour 

encouraging me to become ‘familiar’ with the merchandise.  

‘It is important you know what you are selling to our clients.’  

He also endorsed reading on the job. When I asked him whether he would like me to 

sweep away the dust and grime that had collected on almost every surface he scoffed, 

explaining that people who shopped at his store were not concerned with tidiness.  

‘Depraved animals, all of them. You wait and see.’ 

It soon became clear he vehemently hated his regular customers. They were low and 

vile to him, but they paid his bills. Despite his rhetoric, he was no Bolshevik, he was a 

capitalist at heart. He had porn with a capital ‘p’ and people paid well for it. Dio didn’t 

believe in balancing the books and would often just open the register and take a hundred 

dollars for lunch (which consisted mainly of red wine). 

My first customer was a middle-aged man in a business suit wearing too much 

aftershave. I could smell him as soon as he opened the door. When he spotted me behind the 

counter he looked alarmed and fiddled with his wristwatch as he spoke. 

‘Where is Diogenes?’ 

‘He has just stepped out for a moment, can I help?’ 

‘No. I don’t think so. When will he be back?’ 

‘I’m not sure, not long though.’ 

He approached the counter and set down a packet of mints. ‘Just these thanks.’ 

And so it went for the next two customers. Obviously I did not have the profile of a 

pornography purveyor. Nevertheless Dio kept me on at the shop. He said it gave him time to 

philosophise and wander Perth collecting more books to add to his shelves.  

Sometimes, in the middle of business hours, he would usher customers out the door, 

with handfuls of flavoured condoms by way of apology, and shut the shop so we could go to 

the beach. I was happily compliant because he still paid me for these unexpected excursions. 

Even in the Western Australian midday sun his shadow was non-committal, like he wasn’t 

really sure if he meant to be there himself. I still hadn’t overcome my fear of the ocean, but 

he rarely went in either, he’d just throw stones like Caligula. He would make all sorts of 

threats and proclamations to Neptune or Poseidon but very seldom got his feet wet. Then we 

would go for ice-cream and he would complain. 
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‘The thing about the English language,’ he explained, swirling his tongue around a 

liquorice sundae, ‘is that nobody appreciates the little words. No one ever looks up ‘to’ in the 

dictionary.’ He made quotation marks with his fingers. ‘Except for me of course. But it is 

important. Useful words are a conundrum to interpret in all their facets, but it doesn’t seem to 

matter. Some dictionary compiler has spent months nutting out all the possible uses of ‘to’ 

knowing full well that nobody will ever read or even care that it has been written. Now if you 

were responsible for defining ‘fuck’ or ‘tits’ you know people are going to read your work. 

At least you know it will be the first stop for every twelve-year-old with a comprehensive 

dictionary.’  

I’d never known anyone to have such empathy for dictionary compilers before.  

‘Next time you look in a dictionary look up ‘do’ or ‘with’ and see how much work 

has gone in to that.’ 

He was passionate about spelling, grammar and punctuation, and would take a 

collection of red pens with him, using them liberally to correct superfluous commas and 

absent possessive apostrophes on menus, street signs, even wedding invitations. He would 

make his amendments and shake his head at the obvious madness unfolding around him that 

was his personal burden to correct. 

‘You know grammar isn’t glamorous,’ lick lick, ‘but if you look at the Indo-European 

root word “grammar” and “glamour” are cognate, pretty much synonymous, ha.’ He looked 

at his ice-cream for far too long. ‘But then most people don’t appreciate that connection, do 

they?’  

I sadly agreed. 

Arteries in his neck would pulsate with personal offence at all manner of linguistic 

atrocities. Having mastered the Queen’s own tongue in adulthood as a third language, he was 

enamoured with the elasticity and comprehensiveness of English and appalled at native 

speakers’ mishandling of it.  

Between working at the pub and the Philosopher’s Adult Book Store I would catch 

the bus to the city and visit law firms to look for April. There were more than I had expected 

so I started at one end of town and worked my way through. Some days I didn’t get time to 

go searching for my lost sister, and some days I was just too tired, so it was slow going. 

 

No Refunds 

One afternoon, when I was getting ready to close the shop, a woman screeched to a stop 

outside the store in a bright yellow Lamborghini. She looked furious as she slammed the door 
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and marched red-faced into the shop, almost knocking the bell above the door across the 

room.  

‘I need a refund,’ she demanded as she thumped an enormous vibrator on the counter 

with a juicy thud, like a baby’s head on a tiled floor. 

Dio had already instructed me not to give refunds under any circumstances for 

products that had been opened – for obvious reasons. 

‘I’m afraid I cannot give you your money back on an item that has been used.’  

‘The bloody thing doesn’t work, look.’ She flicked the switch on and off several times 

as the pink plastic thing quivered and wobbled between us menacingly. 

‘Really, I cannot,’ I insisted. I stepped back to avoid being bludgeoned with the 

vibrator and wondered what awful things it had experienced to give up so convincingly. ‘You 

will have to send it to the manufacturer to get your money back or a replacement.’ 

‘I will never buy anything from this store again.’ She gritted her teeth as she spoke 

and punctuated her words by pointing the phallus at me to emphasise her case.  

It jiggled impotently before she marched back to her lurid car, threw the offending 

item onto the passenger seat, and spun her tyres noisily as she drove away. 

When I told Dio about the incident he didn’t seem to mind too much, he just scooped 

Succubus up in his arms and cooed.  

‘Cats are guardians of doorways. The ancient Egyptians knew it. That is why they 

revered them as animal masters of the underworld.’  

‘But Dio, she was really angry. She said she would never come back.’ 

‘Ah don’t worry, she can’t help herself. She will be back.’ He let Succubus go. ‘You 

did the right thing. No refunds.’ 

  

Mitochondria Blues  

Trudging the streets of the city I had almost lost sight of the purpose of my search. I asked at 

the front desk of a legal firm whether an April O’Malley worked there.  

‘Yes, but she is in a meeting at the moment, can you wait?’  

A mental paralysis struck me. I dredged my mind for ways to introduce myself. In my 

confusion I sat and read dreary real estate magazines while I waited. When I was ushered into 

her office I saw myself in the future and my mother in the past. The moment seemed poetic 

and I thought of a Shakespearian sonnet we had learned at school: ‘Thou art thy mother’s 

glass, and she in thee calls back the lovely April of her prime’. I didn’t say the verse aloud, 
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but just stood stupefied. She looked me up and down and I felt scruffy as she noted my dirty 

sneakers and torn Led Zepplin t-shirt.  

‘Hi April. I’m Bonny, I’m your sister.’ My words tumbled out awkwardly. 

She straightened in her seat and looked out the window across the river below. 

‘I wrote to her, why isn’t she here?’ She asked, her jaw set in challenge. 

‘She died, a while back…’ My resolve crumbled and my voice fluttered. 

She closed her eyes and shook her head, still clenching her jaw tight. ‘Well, that’s it 

then I suppose. Too late, nothing can be done for it.’ 

We sat regarding each other for many agonising moments. 

‘So, what do you do here?’ I asked, waving in the general direction of everything, like 

an idiot. 

‘Legal work on behalf of Indigenous people, the stolen generations. I can understand 

their predicament,' she laughed. 

It wasn’t funny. 

‘It’s so great to meet you.’ I could feel myself tearing up. ‘I have always wanted a 

sister, it is going to be lovely to get to know you and it’s so unfair what happened…’ I cut 

myself short with an inelegant sob. 

‘You’re sweet Bonny, but I really just wanted to find my birth mother, and now it’s 

too late.’ I could see she was thinking about how she was going to get this ragamuffin out of 

her office without a scene.  ‘Look I’m glad we’ve met and it’s nice to know I have a sister, 

but we really have nothing in common outside a dead mother I never knew.’ She stacked her 

papers into an orderly pile. ‘No offence, I just have my own life and my own family. It would 

be too confusing for my kids, a new bunch of uncles and aunties when they already have a 

family. Maybe one day we will come and visit, I don’t know.’ 

‘But we’re sisters, surely that means something?’ I sounded pathetic. 

‘Are we though? Technically, genetically, the whole human race is family. We are all 

strangers who happen to be related.’ She sounded impatient. 

‘We don't have to be strangers,’ I pleaded. ‘Look I’ve brought you a painting that 

Mum, our mum, did when she was pregnant with you. Isn’t it beautiful?’ 

As I rolled the canvas out on her desk she covered her mouth and gulped. 

‘Yes, yes it is.’ She stared, then cleared her throat and rolled the painting up again. 

‘Thank you. But, now I know my biological mother is dead, and my biological father  

denies his paternity, even though his name is on my birth certificate. I just can’t.’ She 

brushed her skirt down.  
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‘Can you tell me your birth father’s name? I would like to meet him, to hear his side 

of the story. I only have the account of the three witches in Cairns.’ 

She scribbled his name on a piece of paper. 

‘There’s no point, I went to see him at his house in Darwin a couple of years ago and  

he doesn’t want to know about me or, or my mother.’ She sighed. ‘You could never 

understand, Bonny. You take for granted all the things most people take for granted, like 

what does my mum look like? Or what sport is my dad good at? You will never know 

anything different. All this is too hard for me, sorry.’ She stood up and shook my hand. 

‘Thanks for coming by.’ 

And that was it, months of searching abruptly put to an end. I couldn’t force her to be 

my sister, all I could hope for was that she would be ready to be a part of our family in time. 

The rain mizzled sombrely as I plodded back to Dio’s bookshop. It took much longer 

than catching the bus, but the weather suited my mood. Disappointment swam cumbrously in 

my chest. Ponderings of what it was that defined ‘family’ sprouted unbidden as I sloshed up 

Alexander Drive in my soggy sneakers.  

Then, I was struck by my own thoughtlessness. My mother’s death had disjointed my 

soul, how could I be so unfeeling as to break that spirit-rending news from across a desk in a 

sterile office? April had already lost her once, and I was too caught up in my own emotions to 

recognise she had lost her again – this time forever. 

When I arrived at the bookshop Dio made me some tea and helped me construct a 

sonnet titled ‘Mitochondria Blues’ to commemorate the event.  

 

Queen of the Victoria River 

Winter was settling over Perth in a drizzly, gloomy way and I couldn’t stand the dreariness of 

the weather or the pub, and didn’t want to risk any more dildo-waving encounters. I headed 

north to find April’s dad and to find out what happened with my mum. Dave gave me his 

brother’s number, who owned a pub just outside Darwin, and they assured me he would give 

me a job with their recommendation. When I arrived at the tavern Dave’s uglier and more 

boorish brother looked me up and down disapprovingly.  

‘I dunno, this pub can get pretty rough.’ He threw his cigarette butt on the floor. ‘Ya 

know any martial arts?’ 

‘Huh? I thought I’d just be pouring beers. I don’t think karate is going to help much.’ 
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He shook his head. ‘I’m sorry, but this ain’t the Rangeview. This isn’t one of your 

fancy city pubs. This is a drinking man’s hotel, a pretty thing like you’s gunna come 

unstuck.’ 

I was amused. ‘Have you ever even been to the Rangeview?’ 

‘Nup, sorry Love. You’re a featherweight whether you like it or not. I’m happy to put 

you up for a couple of days, but there’s no way I’m putting you behind the bar. Dave must 

have fuckin’ rocks in his head sending you up here.’ 

Since I was stuck there and had a free bed I figured I may as well have a beer. A few 

hours later I was half cut and on my fourth game of pool when I met Chalky. He was your 

average Australian bloke: middle-aged, divorced, slightly racist, terribly sun-damaged and 

pickled from the grog. I was holding the table, being infinitely more sober than the rest of the 

punters, and he challenged me to a game. It soon transpired he was a tour operator. He’d take 

his boat, loaded with tourists, up and down the Victoria River and charge the tourists 

exorbitant sums of money so they could watch him feed pig carcasses to the crocodiles. 

‘It’s a goldmine,’ he bragged as he missed another shot. ‘I live rent free on me boat, 

the pig shooters give me the wild pigs for free. Nobody wants to eat feral pigs, fulla worms 

and other inedibles.  Krauts – Germans and Japs, they love crocodiles.’ 

Ah, the Axis Powers, I thought. 

‘They’ll pay a hundred bucks each to float down the river, and the crocs don’t mind a 

free feed either, ha.’ He laughed into his beer until it was gone and he had to get another. ‘I’ll 

tell ya what, Love,’ he passed me a glass of beer as he took a big swig from his schooner, ‘I 

need someone to round ‘em up.’ 

I felt alarmed. ‘I’m not rounding up crocodiles.’ 

‘Not the crocs, ya goose. The Krauts, the rich tourists. Ya know I’ve gotta run the 

boat and get the pig meat. It’d be much easier if I had someone else shuffling the punters. The 

Missus used to do that part of it, but ya know…’ his words were muffled by beer froth. ‘Your 

shout.’  

He slammed his empty glass down and racked up the balls again. 

The following morning Chalky arrived in his decrepit ute loaded up with chunks of 

pig gizzards. I was hungover and if sleeping in a beer-soaked room doesn’t turn your 

stomach, then a truck full of bits of not-quite-fit-for-consumption pork will. I jumped in the 

ute, but immediately had to lurch the door open. I threw up on the side of the road and chain-

smoked cigarettes all the way to the river to take my mind, and olfactory senses, off the 

subject of our corrupted luggage. 
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It was the same most days. Looking out to the river banks for crocs to lure into the 

water for the benefit of onlooking tourists. Chalky had been doing it for so long he knew their 

territories and had even named some of his favourites. We both had microphones and I would 

let him waffle on as he steered the double decker boat and pointed out the crocs sunbathing 

on the river bank. When one would start towards us Chalky would shut off the engine and 

order everyone to either stay behind the glass downstairs or get onto the upper deck. My job 

was to dangle the meat overboard and give a blow-by-blow account of the spectacle and hope 

the croc would leap out of the water for their lunch. They were almost always happy to 

oblige.  

One day we had a group of very difficult Germans and a couple of Australian families 

who were not mixing well and didn't follow instructions in a timely fashion. Chalky had 

spotted his favourite girl, Cindy, who was always feisty but was now ferociously guarding 

her first hatchlings. He cut the engine and Cindy quickly caught up with us. I liked to spoil 

the first time mum so chose the biggest portion of meat we had and fixed it to the hook. 

Surprisingly she swam right past the food, which immediately felt wrong. Surveying the 

passengers I could see two Germans leaning over the rails on the bottom deck taking photos. 

Clearly Cindy was more interested in some fresh Germans than the turned pork. I yelled 

through the microphone to get behind the glass or come to the upper deck. They were 

completely oblivious. Their English was not comprehensive and my German was limited to a 

fleeting infatuation with Arthur Schopenhauer which was not going to help them now. I gave 

the meated hook to a woman standing next to me, scrambled down to the lower deck, grabbed 

the Germans by their shirts and dragged them forcibly toward the stairs. At that moment 

Cindy launched out of the water and snapped at the empty space where Heinrich’s grinning 

head had been. It wasn’t until I had them on the upper deck that I realised my mic had been 

on throughout my streaming tirade of ‘You fuckin’ stupid pricks. You could’ve got 

yourselves killed. You coulda fuckin’ killed me.’ I looked around at the families with 

children who were listening to my outburst, apologised and retrieved the meat hook.  

‘Please take it,’ the woman pleaded. ‘The crocodile is coming, I don’t want to hold it.  

I trembled for the rest of the day, but the Germans seemed heedless to the brutal death 

they’d just avoided. When we docked back at the pier I had to stop them from dangling their 

feet in the water. I figured if they survived long enough to get back to their car they were no 

longer my problem. 
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One afternoon, after disembarking the last boatload for the day, I was standing on the 

pier lighting a cigarette when something grabbed hard at my arm. I screamed and nearly fell 

into the water. 

‘You should cut it out,’ a voice said.  

I clutched at fabric attached to the voice to retain my balance. Thankfully the voice 

was solid and standing its ground. When I unruffled myself I saw the voice came from a very 

old, very angry, very large woman. I got scared all over again. 

‘I was just having a smoke.’ I held my hand out as if bearing evidence, but in the 

confusion I had dropped the cigarette in the water ‘I mean I was…’ 

‘I don't give a fuck about ya smokes.’ She looked more annoyed than ever now. ‘I 

mean it. Cut it out. Stop feeding tha bloody crocs.’ She crossed her hands to make her point 

clear in case I didn’t understand the Queen’s English. ‘Me and my boys fish on this river and 

ever since you blokes come along feeding crocs ya stinkin’ pig guts they’s just getting bigger 

and hungrier. Now they think their food comes from boats.’ Her gesticulations were 

becoming frantic, but her words were beginning to make sense. ‘It’s alright for you blokes in 

ya big ships, but whattya reckon happens when you’re fishing in a tinny? Hey? As if we 

blackfellas don't have enough to worry about without you lot feeding the crocs, teachin’ ‘em 

that boats is full of meat. Cut it out. Bloody dickhead.’  

I had to admit she did have a point. I also had to admit I hadn’t thought about the 

consequences of feeding an ancient reptile. I apologised and promised not to do it anymore. 

Satisfied with my contrition she introduced herself as Queen of the Victoria River, and from 

what I learned later that is how everyone referred to her, even her own children. Not just ‘The 

Queen’ or ‘Ma’am’ or ‘Her Majesty’, but ‘Queen of the Victoria River’. Even in casual 

conversation. 

She must have felt bad for scaring me because she invited me to her house for a drink. 

We walked together along a path that ran beside the river and I was very watchful for 

crocodiles hiding in the reeds on the bank. She didn’t seem too concerned though, so I let her 

walk riverside. When we arrived at her little cottage I was glad to get inside. 

‘You want a drink, girl?’ She opened the fridge.  

‘I’ll have a beer thanks.’ 

She frowned at me as if I’d asked for a hit of heroin. ‘I don’t drink, but I s’pose I 

could get one of the boys to get you a beer.’  

I told her it wasn’t necessary, but she insisted. While we were waiting for the beer to 

arrive the Queen of the Victoria River brewed us both a pot of tea with Geisha-like elegance. 
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She was an imposingly large woman, I wouldn’t be able to get my arms around her middle, 

but she had the most delicate hands. Dainty fingers gracefully turned the teapot clockwise 

three times and then widdershins three times. A boy, probably about 17-years-old, launched 

through the door out of breath.  

‘Here ya go Queen of the Victoria River.’ He plonked a six-pack of beer cans on the 

table (conspicuously minus one can).  

We stood leaning on the kitchen bench, the Australian equivalent of the round table, 

and she swayed in her long flowery blue skirt as she sipped her tea. When I had finished my 

tea and thirstily opened my beer she read the leaves left in my cup. 

‘Your time is finished up here.’ She turned the cup in her hands. ‘Yep, time for you to 

head south. You got people waiting for you, better get a move on.’ She set the cup down. 

I looked at the pattern of the tea leaves.  

‘How can you tell all that from dregs in a cup?’  

There was an unexpected crack of thunder. 

‘Datta!’ she said smiling, arms outstretched. 

Another crack of thunder. 

‘Dayadhvam!’ She looked thrilled. 

We eyed each other expectantly, the tension was unbearable, until finally there was 

another rumble. 

‘Damyata!’ And she clapped her hands triumphantly. 

‘I could’ve said anything. I coulda told you that you need to give a hundred bucks to a 

fat old black woman before the next moon and you woulda done it. Ha ha, you’re pretty easy 

to read girl.’ She jiggled with her own laughter. ‘Lucky for you I’m a good sort.’  

We both laughed. 

‘Let me tell you a story. You hear that thunder there? You know what he says? He 

says “DA”. Listen here, long time ago there were the gods, the humans, and them devils. 

They all ask the thunder “what you saying there, Thunder?” And thunder, he says what he 

always say “Da”. The humans they say “Oh, righto! Thunder is saying Datta, that means 

generosity, Thunder wants us to be more generous.” The demons they say to each other “Oh, 

we hear Thunder say Dayadhvam, that means compassion, Thunder wants us fullas to be 

more compassionate.” And the gods they turn to each other and say “Hear that? Thunder says 

Damyata, that means self-control, Thunder is telling us he wants us to use our restraint.” See 

how the gods, the people and the devils are told the same thing, they all told “da” but they 
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interpret what best suits them. Same for you.’  She finished up her tea and became more 

serious. ‘This is not your country, girl. You gotta go back to your own river.’ 

 

Return of Hecate 

The Queen of the Victoria River was right, but before I went anywhere I had to speak to 

April’s dad. April seemed to think that he was still in Darwin so I looked his name up in the 

phone book and caught a taxi to the house listed in the directory. It was a little brick place on 

a small block with no distinguishing features at all, conspicuously featureless. I felt nervous 

knocking on the door, but took deep breaths, squared my shoulders and summoned my 

fortitude – for Mum’s sake. A stout woman with long lines down the sides of her mouth 

opened the door.  

‘Hi, my name’s Bonny, could I speak to your husband for a moment?’ 

‘Oh, are you from the clinic,’ she asked, brightening a little. 

‘Ah, yes. That’s right, the clinic.’ 

She showed me into a very small and cluttered living room crammed with porcelain 

figurines of every description. A man in the centre of the room was wired into a device that 

was noisily providing him with oxygen, but the most startling feature was the painting that 

hung on the wall behind him. It was a dark and ferocious depiction of Hecate. Three faced, 

standing at the crossroads, restraining two fierce black dingoes, wild winds whipping the 

river red gums across the face of the moon. The man looked alarmed as he met my eyes, but 

was in no position to protest. 

‘Would you like a cup of tea my dear?’ The lady leaned forward, her hands together. 

‘Yes please,’ I replied cheerily. As she left the room and I turned my attention back to 

the pathetic creature on the arm chair. ‘Listen here mate, I want to know the full story of what 

happened with you and my mum, and why she had to give up her child while you stood by 

and did nothing?’ 

His eyes widened and his respiration increased alarmingly, but I didn’t feel sorry for 

him which was strange for me. I glanced back up at the painting to gather strength from it. 

‘Here we are,’ the wife-woman announced as she placed two teacups on the side table 

with a biscuit in each saucer. ‘He can’t drink tea at present.’ 

‘Did you know that he, that man, got a girl pregnant forty years ago and did nothing 

to help her?’ I demanded with a tone I’d never used before. 
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‘Good heavens.’ She looked from me to him, him to me. ‘Not this business again. 

We’ve already had a girl come here making all sorts of allegations against my husband. All 

false, he said so himself. Didn’t you, Dear?’ 

The man just nodded, but the growing fear in his eyes gave the truth away. 

‘Tell me then, where did that painting come from?’ I pointing to Hecate in her glory. 

‘That? Oh, one of the girls from the restaurant gave that to us. Is that right, Dear?’  

He nodded his head again, terror bulging in his throat, his breathing becoming 

laborious.  

‘I’ve always disliked it though, something unnerving about it. Funny, we’ve had such 

a string of bad luck since we’ve had it. First the restaurant burned down, then we lost the 

house, and he’s been so sick all these years. I really do wish he’d get rid of it.’ 

He shook his head with fierce conviction. 

‘I’ll get the chequebook for the clinic, while you give him his examination.’ 

Clearly she was not all with it, poor old girl. As soon as she left I leapt across the 

room. The old bloke cowered at my approach. He was contemptible, but also beyond 

pathetic. I wasn’t interested in him anymore, what more could he do for anyone, much less 

Mum or April? No. I just wanted the painting and I was not going to leave without it. 

Standing on the arm of his chair to reach it, I ignored his weak flailing, reached up, took it 

down and marched out the door.  

Walking the suburban streets of Darwin with a cumbersome framed painting was 

bound to draw attention. I stopped in a deserted playground, unfixed the painting from the 

frame, rolled and tied it with a piece of shoelace and dumped the frame in the bin. I hailed the 

first taxi that passed and asked the driver to take me to the airport. While watching the outer 

suburbs of Darwin pass by the window I wondered where I was going now. I posed this 

question in ‘The List’ and decided that it was time to find the Man on the Train. Even though 

I had only known him for an afternoon, I felt like he had been my closest friend over these 

past few years. I would leave for Sydney. On the journey I edited and amended ‘The List’, 

not leaving anything out, even the ugly bits, but merely polishing it, making it more 

digestible. 

 

Dishonest Hedonists 

It wasn’t really a train station, it was a bus terminal, but it wasn’t far to the café. I felt 

exhilarated to be wandering around the big city, free and unencumbered. On the way I started 

to worry the Man on the Train wouldn’t recognise me. I began to feel foolish for travelling all 
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this way with a bag of dirty clothes, a ragged book and a business card with two stupid Latin 

words on it. I peered into the tiny café. There was a coffee machine with a variety of 

mismatched cups and saucers, a few bottles of red wine, absinthe and spirits. The walls were 

covered in expressionistic semi-pornographic paintings and four men were arguing 

passionately at a wobbly table with glasses of wine teetering dangerously.  

As soon as I caught his eye he recognised me, which partially relieved my anxiety, 

but he looked different to what I remembered. He was older, probably hitting his late forties 

with grizzled grey stubble on his chin. He looked as though he’d not had enough sleep and 

was suffering a deep unrealised anguish, but his eyes were kind. He resembled a warrior 

mariner: leathery, confident and weary. His face cracked into a smile.  

‘Ah, Bonny. Finally.’  

He ushered me to another wobbly table and gestured to one of the men to bring us 

some wine. I was trying to think of a way to bring up ‘The List’ with him, but he was 

consistently interrupted by his friends. 

‘The Duchess has called for us,’ one man whispered into his ear in a manner that was 

clearly meant to be heard by all.  

The Man on the Train apologised and explained he really had to go, but that if I liked 

I could get some rest in the back room and we’d talk about serious things later. The walls 

were covered in fabric of many varieties: purple velvets, cerise silks and blue satin. There 

was a small double bed with plump, fluffy blankets. I climbed in, weary after my journey, 

and drowsed at once. Sometime later the Man on the Train’s wife roused me to wakefulness. 

She appeared unimpressed to find a young woman in her bed, like some modern day 

Goldilocks.  

‘Vot ees zis? Vot are you doink in my bed?’  

Alarmed at her tone, I sat up and gathered my things around me. The Man on the 

Train was directly behind her, hastily following to save me from any further embarrassment.  

‘This is Bonny, Darling. You know the writer that I met on the train. She has come to 

work with us. Haven’t you Bonny?’  

I felt there was no other answer available. ‘Yes.’  

This information pleased her and we all sat at a table in the café. I was offered some 

squashy white stuff wrapped in slimy green stuff, I was famished and gobbled up as much as 

I thought polite. The Man on the Train knew I had nowhere else to stay and convinced his 

wife I’d be an asset to their establishment. After a few champagnes she lost all her animosity 

toward me and since I’d had some experience working in hospitality insisted I stay. 
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It didn’t take me long to discover that the Man on the Train was busy either writing or 

painting or away on other mysterious business, so I spent much of my time with his wife. I 

was also to discover that she suffered from monumental delusions of grandeur. She had the 

insolence of royalty and an impressive capacity for disdain which she lavished on everyone, 

but especially the Man on the Train. She was in her mid-thirties but behaved like a relic from 

the golden age of Hollywood. She wore hooded capes in winter and carried delicate parasols 

in the summer to protect her ‘delicate visage’ from the elements. She toted a vicious little dog 

called Shmookie whom she would kiss right on the mouth. She smelled of damp musk and 

too much perfume and she tortured the Man on the Train with snide remarks. His books of 

verse were selling poorly although he had a following at all the cafes that held poetry 

readings. His fans consisted of young wannabe beatniks (unaware they were decades too late 

and were not the sole discoverers of Kerouac or Ginsberg). She would ridicule him.  

‘But Lucien, Darlink you are brilliant. All the sycophants say so.’ 

Lucien helped me put my writing together. He included some of my poems and short 

stories in his anthology and introduced me to editors who bought my work based on his 

recommendations. I felt compelled to create pieces that would be worthy of his confidence. 

Months rolled past, working at the café, wandering through the city streets, visiting museums, 

writing in tiny alley bars so that no one would see my effort. ‘It is more elegant to appear 

graced by the Gods than gaining through hard work,’ I could hear Madame Bovary insist. 

Here I could pretend I was in Barcelona or Berlin even if it was just a little bit. I was still 

adding to ‘The List’, but I was yet to show it to Lucien.  

Just as I was finishing up a piece I was writing for a local magazine at a dingy little 

bar, I felt someone whistle softly in my ear. My heart wobbled almost painfully when I 

realised it was Isobue. She looked radiant as always and had added to her woman and octopus 

tattoo. 

‘Still on the durries,’ she flicked at my cigarette mockingly. ‘You’ll never be a diver.’ 

We grinned at each other. I stood up to hug her and realised she was pregnant. 

‘Wow, you’re having a baby. Congratulations.’ My voice revealed my insincerity. 

‘Don’t sound so happy for me.’ She poked my shoulder and we both sat down.  

She was right. She seemed pleased with her round belly as she rubbed the front of her 

shirt, what sort of monster was I to begrudge the happiness of a person I love? Then I thought 

of how she had left me in the desert and resentment flared again. 

‘What the hell happened to you anyway? You left me out there all alone, I could have 

died.’ I was annoyed at the way she was smirking at me. 
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‘Listen, you were never going to die out there. You’re here aren’t you? It was good 

for you, it’s good for a woman to make it on her own terms.’ She grinned with triumph. 

‘I didn’t make it on my own. The old dream woman appeared and her eye became a 

truck and, well, never mind.’ I was irritated by her nonchalance. ‘How did you get back 

anyway?’ 

‘We weren’t that far from the road. I woke up early, walked for a couple of hours 

until I reached the highway and hitched a lift with a truckie. Look, I’m sorry for taking off on 

you, but I had to go. I had things I needed to do and I’m just horrendous at goodbyes. Forgive 

me?’  

The waitress came to our table and Isobue ordered a milkshake. 

I shrugged my shoulders as if it was so long ago I didn’t even think about it, which 

was untrue. To shift the conversation I asked after Pearl and Mother-of-Pearl. 

‘Ha, that’s really why I’m having a baby, to stop those two from nagging me to add 

another daughter to the family. It had better be a girl because I am not doing this again.’ She 

rubbed her belly and looked around impatiently for her milkshake.  

We shared some cake and exchanged addresses promising to catch up again soon. We 

both knew that wasn’t going to happen, but it seemed like the only way to extricate ourselves 

without having to endure the goodbye she had avoided last time. She stood to leave and we 

began our farewells when she stopped herself mid-sentence and patted her pockets as if she 

had lost something. 

‘Ah, here it is.’ She reached into the breast pocket of her jacket and placed a pearl into 

my hand.  

The pearl, the sublime and imperfect pearl. 

‘You should be more careful.’ She smiled and kissed my cheek. ‘You know we would 

never have made it together. You lost the pearl and let the snake go. You’re more about 

poetry and beer and I want a woman who is about pearls and snakes.’ She winked and walked 

into the crowded mid-morning streets of Sydney, taking up way too much space for a woman 

her size. 

 

Grandeur of Delusions 

It wasn’t until I caught The Man on the Train making notes in the cafe that I realised his 

‘poetry’ consisted of taking the first word from every line of random articles. He even used 

the instruction leaflets from vacuum cleaners and kitty litter. He especially liked poor English 
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translations. The more complex and random the words and syntax the more profound his 

fans’ interpretations. This came from the instructions of a popular board game: 

Monopolion 

If a challenge player follows, Retain game once used 

Make face answer side down. 

The time makes leaps under the game most knowledgeable 

Time can help however beneficial 

Move space forwards to the players 

Spaces, spaces, move the places backwards 

Backwards two spaces 

Don’t move: Extra answer, miss a turn. 

Winning the centre number space. 

 

‘It is all in the delivery,’ he insisted.  

He’d done all the creative writing classes and all the creative writing drugs and this 

was the best he could come up with? His fans loved it the night he read it at Lapsus Calami 

but I couldn’t help but cringe. He said it was a deliberate and conscious attack on 

postmodernism and consumerism, but I thought it was a cop out. I was beginning to notice, 

after all the art exhibitions I’d been to, that his paintings were also derivative and poorly 

executed.  

We had settled into a routine, Lucien, his wife and me. We had our work time and our 

social time together, but then we’d each meld into the city as separate entities, sometimes not 

surfacing for days. These adventures into the swathes of humanity were never mentioned nor 

questioned. One evening in late summer when the city’s bricks and mortar had heated to 

capacity and there was no chance to cool down, Lucien and I sat at a wobbly table on the 

pavement outside Lapsus Calami, drinking wine and discussing philosophy. This was the 

ideal opportunity to show him ‘The List’. I retrieved the tattered papers from my bag but 

handed him a new poem before I besieged him with my grimy spiritual wreckage.  

‘It’s just silly, just scribblings …’ I trailed off, gulping my wine too quickly and 

inhaling the smoke too heavily.  

I noticed a tear slip silently down his face. Surely I must be mistaken, but then I saw 

another one and I felt ashamed to make a grown man cry. He stood and picked me up and 

held me. I held him back, suddenly frightened that he might let go. He carried me into the 

back room and sat me on the end of the bed. I searched my memory for anything of value on 
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‘The List’, but nothing presented itself. So I presented myself. I lifted my dress over my head. 

Throughout, neither of us uttered a word. 

Afterward, as I lay sprawled beneath him, with the comforting and almost forgotten 

feeling of the weight of a man upon me, I remembered I had left my papers outside, so I 

pulled my arm from under his sleeping head and wandered unsteadily into the bright dark city 

night. 

That weekend there was a big event at Lapsus Calami. Some famous poets from 

Brazil were coming to do readings. His wife was frantic, but Lucien was more distracted than 

usual. He spent the entire morning writing at the wobbliest table and drank too much wine for 

someone who was expected to remain conscious for the rest of the day. The afternoon went 

swimmingly, the café was swelling with literary luminaries and money was being splashed 

around extravagantly, but Lucien seemed sullen.  

When he got up to read he was clearly drunk, slurring his words, but the visiting 

dignitaries and the usual groupies hushed to hear his latest poem. It was only halfway into the 

second line that I realised he was reading my poem, the one that had made him cry. I walked 

outside and lit a cigarette. I hoped that he was going to attribute the poem to me, but when I 

heard the applause and saw the fierce nodding that accompanies poetic approval, he hung his 

head and slurred ‘Thank you, thank you.’  

It was gratifying to have an audience appreciate my work, but was it because it was 

good or because they thought it was his? Were the words crafted eloquently or was the 

response a result of ‘delivery’? Only a scoundrel would poach his protégé’s poems. He hadn’t 

even tried to hide his theft. Had his wizened fountain withered so dramatically that he could 

only find inspiration in manuals and the minds of others? The underside of my tongue 

burned. He noticed me in the gloom of the alleyway, my mouth open and hands up in 

bewilderment, and staggered outside to put his arm around me. 

‘I love you Bonny.’ 

The grandeur of his delusions and the banality of his sentiments stripped away all the 

potential magic he symbolised. God damn him for saying that. He wasn’t a poet. He wasn’t a 

great artist. These days every man with a stale bucket of piss considers himself an artist. He 

wasn’t even a great man. He was a typical man. He fucked me, then he told me he loved me. 

His declarations were as empty as those of a drunken football player at 3am in a country pub. 

It was evidence of what I had always feared; that almost everything is almost meaningless. 

He didn’t know me, how could he love me? He hadn’t even read ‘The List’! All he knew was 

what some stupid girl had told him on a stupid bus. There was no love. There was no train. 
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There was no Art. There was just a stupid girl and a giant man with a hard-on; like every 

other hackneyed story in history. I burned inside, then I burned ‘The List’. 

 

Supersonic Percussion 

I needed to get out of the city. I was suffocating. The Brazilian poets were heading to a music 

festival out of town and I decided to go with them. I needed big skies and big trees. Not the 

trees of the city. City trees are always too melancholy, strangled and stunted. As I gazed out 

of the car window watching the suburbs drift behind us and the scrub become denser I 

wondered at my own naivety – at all the foolish mistakes. In my straggling thoughts I 

analysed every word and gesture that had brought me to this. I heard the philosophy of 

Socrates. 

‘The unexamined life is not worth living,’ he insisted.  

But surely scrutinising one’s behaviour in such explicit detail cannot be beneficial.  

‘Shut up, Socrates,’ I whispered.  

‘What do you say?’ Felipe asked from the front seat. 

‘Never mind.’ 

It took a couple of hours to reach the festival site and it was getting dark. I thanked 

Felipe and Luiza for the lift and wandered into the crowd. This was what I needed, a 

complete escape from regular society and the pretentiousness of the city. The joy of living for 

the sake of it, without external purpose. I lived for days as my nature dictated. Writing when I 

felt inspired, eating when I was hungry, sleeping on the soft grass by the river during the day 

or finding a friendly campfire at night. There were days I woke with dry gritty teeth, a pouch 

of Drum beating in my chest and my eyes dipped in chalk. I’d glide through the festival 

discord of fiddles battling banjos. Seasoned folkies meandered with ponchos made from their 

own dreadlocks. Bearded young men balanced on unicycles, breast-feeding women sung 

harmonies in the shade of tasselled tepees. Pan-like flautists danced, and old women sold 

cookies and reminded everyone of ‘the rules’. First-time revellers with sore feet and synthetic 

bum-bags jostled with footballers ogling naked hippies. Dawn yoga and oat-rolling 

workshops. The hacks of an emphysemic man, two tents down, so violent I hear the tears in 

his eyes. I lit a smoke. I made spontaneous life-changing decisions: I will become a flamenco 

dancer, I’m going to start wearing more feathers in my hair, perhaps I’ll take up whittling, I 

really should start making my own yoghurt.  

A week or more passed as I meandered around the dirt paths worn down by a 

thousand bare feet. I was invited into a circle of colourfully dressed people playing various 
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types of drums: bongos, congas, djembes and tambours. They were amiable and joyful, so I 

sat among them and accepted a drink from an earthenware jar. One of my new companions 

handed me a dainty drum and I let myself fall into a purple beanbag. I played along with 

them until the lights began to dance in my vision and the faces around me appeared garish 

and distorted. The ground began to undulate and I lost all sense of spatial awareness. As 

gracefully as I could I rolled out of the beanbag and said my goodbyes to the drumming 

pixies in the most cordial fashion I could muster. I stumbled through camp sites and 

impromptu musical performances and was accosted several times by good-natured bearded 

men and giggling naked nymphs asking me to join them or offering me combustible materials 

in hand-made pipes. I waved them away as politely as I could.  

I walked, trying to find peace and solitude, until I was deep in the bush with only the 

rising moon to show my way. The lunar orb looked big and yellow and warm so I followed it. 

The sounds of the festival had all but disappeared, just a drone of supersonic percussion. I 

was far away, I was lost. I began to wish for the company of those kind, affable people I had 

just recently been avoiding. I turned, unable to decipher which direction the barely audible 

beat of drums emanated from. I turned again, disorienting myself even further. The wide 

paths and trees inhabited by people and lights and music had given way to the dark bush I 

remembered from my childhood. Bristling and unfriendly. There were no paths and no 

breadcrumbs to find my way back. Between the towering ancient gums there were smaller, 

crooked trees, and between them were scratchy shrubs, and in between the trees and the 

shrubs spider webs stretched taut. There were rustlings in the dark of creatures I knew not to 

be human but which moved, breaking twigs and undergrowth, as if they were.  

Before I could start panicking about being lost in the bush with trees that eat children 

I heard a whispering. The trees seemed to block my path, their branches swayed in a faint 

breeze of deep voices. I turned into the wind to hear where the voices were coming from but 

the leaves rattled, confusing me. Crouching down I looked about the moonlit landscape with 

its chiaroscuro hues and it all seemed indistinct, like the appearance of a dream. The gum 

trees swayed more violently than what the slight wind justified and the humming whispering 

became louder. I saw two trees lean into one another and writhe. Looking around I saw that 

the other trees were writhing too. I blinked hard, hoping to alter what I was seeing. The 

whispering became a deep purring and the throb of arboreal energy could be felt through the 

ground. High above, the branches entwined tenderly and the smell of eucalyptus was rich in 

the air. At first the movements seemed deliberate, measured and unhurried, but as the 
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vibrations in the earth became more intense the primordial caresses quickened to an almost 

savage frenzy.  

I was feeling overwhelmed and desperate for escape. I stood to run but the thumping 

and grinding of trunks became deafening, the smell of leaves overpowering and the pulsing 

quiver of roots made me crouch down again. Just when I thought I might lose my senses from 

witnessing such primal passions there was one last thrust and the very atmosphere shuddered. 

A red glowing warmth emanating from the ground melted the morbid gloom that had 

enveloped me for years. The stars and the moon were insignificant compared to the mellow 

light that exuded from the land. The roots of the trees gripped the earth more tightly and then 

relaxed with an audible moan and everything went black.  

I awoke chilled and thirsty. I was lying on my back looking up at the moon which was 

directly above me now, although it seemed colder and further away than before. I winced as I 

stood. My joints ached and my feet were swollen and lacerated. I had left the smooth worn 

paths of the camp barefoot and the sharp sticks and crunchy undergrowth had torn the soft 

undersides of my feet. I looked at the woodland around me, which now appeared docile – 

behaving in the still and dignified manner usually attributed to trees. Although long strings of 

bark had come away from the trunks, abraded into strips. They were dishevelled, revellers 

who had danced themselves to pieces. 

Very carefully I picked my way through the bush towards what I hoped was the 

festival, touching the tree trunks as I passed, feeling the warm rumbling inside. Everything 

glistened with significance. As I reached the outskirts of the festival there were still some 

fires burning and the sound of a lone guitar drifted over the camp. I stumbled into a clearing 

with bloodied feet, bedraggled hair and a savage exuberance. The veil of what I thought to be 

reality was gone and the land pulsated with a living history. 

Sitting on the river bank I soaked my feet in the cool water and watched the moon 

sink over one horizon as the sun rose over the other. Kookaburras laughed in a cacophony 

and I laughed with them. Notes of a classical guitar could be heard nearby, but I couldn’t 

discern where the melody drifted from. Not until I looked up into the tree beside me did I see 

a leg dangling down.  

‘G’day,’ a smiling man called down. ‘I was wandering how long it was going to take 

for you to notice me.’  

As I looked up his grin broadened and he scrambled from the tree.  

‘Jesus, what happened to you?’  
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I looked at the bloody mess of my feet and shrugged. ‘I’ll be right, you know what 

Nietzsche says, “what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger”, so…’ I trailed off.  

He guffawed and shook his shaggy, leonine head. ‘That’s rubbish, Nietzsche was a 

deranged syphilitic who’d never been walking in the bush with no shoes on.’ He grabbed one 

of my feet and looked alarmed. ‘Wait here I’ve got some bandages in the car.’  

When he returned he applied salve to the soles of my feet and bandaged them up so 

tightly I felt like a Chinese princess. While he was performing first aid I told him about my 

experience the night before. 

‘Ah ha, righto. Had a few too many mushies by the sounds of it.’ He smirked good-

naturedly. 

I was indignant. ‘No, no really, it was definitely real, it was a sacred experience.’ 

Saying it out loud I knew I sounded crazy.  

‘Sorry, I don’t buy into that stuff. Even the dust is sacred depending on how you 

sprinkle it. I’m an atheist, my Grandpa was an atheist too.’ He looked comically wistful. ‘But 

he died regardless.’ He grinned and patted my foot. ‘All done, want some breakfast?’   

We garnered the attention of the cookie sellers and ice-cream men as they made their 

way down the riverbanks and I was taken with how genuinely kind this man was, even if he 

was godless. I felt intrigued by him and wondered if he had a List. I wanted to know 

everything about him and realised that I had never wanted that from anyone else before. I had 

always wanted people to know me. To understand me. He explained that he’d been in the tree 

trying to compose a song. He had the music but could not settle on the lyrics. So we played 

around, coming up with silly words and nonsensical verses.  

‘Since I’ve helped you create a hit song, you have to help me with the end of my 

story,’ I said, pulling a notebook from my bag.  

He suggested my piece needed more aliens and less pseudo-philosophy. I agreed.  

‘I’ve gotta go soon, I’m buying an old church and I have to be in town before five 

o’clock to sign the papers.’ He packed up his first-aid kit.  

‘Really? You’re buying a church? I thought you were an atheist.’ 

‘Ha ha, I’m not going to be saying mass if that’s what you mean. It’s just a little thing 

in a little town, but it is cheap and it has great acoustics.’  

He stood to leave and I felt a pang of despondency. 

He sensed my disappointment and looked at me with his head to the side. ‘Wanna 

come?’  
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I looked at my bandaged feet and realised that I had nobody here, hardly any money, 

and my feet hurt. The festival was in its death throes: grubby people solemnly packing up 

camp, marvelling at the absurd festival garb they’d acquired, the phone numbers of friends 

whose names they wouldn’t remember despite declarations of everlasting love, the winding 

down of the weary who had expelled their surplus expression. 

‘Yeah sure, why not.’ I smiled up at him as he helped me into his station wagon. 

‘Where is your  godless church, anyway?’  

He started up the car and we slowly made our way through the camp sites and mud-

covered festival goers.  

‘Oh you wouldn’t know it. It’s a tiny little town called Cellophane.’ 

‘Ha,’ was all I said in response. I was heading home and it felt auspicious. 

‘Don’t worry you’ll love it! Great place for a writer. It has a beautiful river, the people 

are really friendly and there’s plenty of your randy gum trees out there.’ He pulled out onto 

the main road. ‘You know it wasn’t always called Cellophane…’  
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The Land of Milk and Honey 
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Transept Patterns 

Weary from an evening tumbling through a eucalypt saturnalia I slept throughout the journey. 

Travelling the familiar approach to Cellophane a primordial anamnesis waved its memory 

infused handkerchief under my nose. I gulped the air from the window, tasting the smells of 

cut grass, gum trees and cow shit – the smells of home. Feeling like the Fairy King in 

Madame’s story I noted all the local landmarks: the silo made to look like a wine bottle, the 

bicycle in the tree, and the wild hedge clipped into the shape of a donkey. But, other things 

had changed: the pub had a new veranda, the main street had been resurfaced and there were 

many more people than usual – not the sort of folk who came to town for the cattle sales – 

young people, cool people with eclectic clothes and curious haircuts.  

The Godless Man was exuberant; he flicked through radio channels impatiently 

before settling on something fast and Cuban. He was bouncing in his seat as we pulled up at 

the real estate agent’s shopfront. He went in to sign his papers and collect the church keys 

and, incapable of waiting patiently for him to conduct his business, I went to see Madame 

Bovary. 

Stepping into the teahouse I was greeted by the familiar scent of spicy teas and 

sandalwood. The shop seemed gloomier than I remembered, maybe due to the addition of 

laden bookshelves which made the space feel smaller and darker. All those floods had left a 

damp smell no amount of incense could disguise and there were cigarette burns in the 

tapestries. The altar, which had always seemed seductively exotic, now looked like a tawdry 

mishmash. The golden frame which housed a statue of Buddha wasn’t gold at all, white 

plastic could be seen where the metallic paint had flaked away. Madame Bovary and a 

frowzy frau sat across from each other, the former scrutinising the spread of the cards, the 

latter looking on apprehensively. 

‘Ah ha!’ Madame clapped her hands when she noticed me. ‘Bonny, come.’  

She shuffled the cards together and gestured to the other woman to vacate her seat.  

‘We will finish your reading tomorrow, dear.’  

She patted the seat for me to sit.  

‘It is wonderful to see you. Marvellous.’  

She took my face and kissed both my cheeks as I threw an apologetic glance over her 

shoulder to the dethroned frau. 

‘You shuffle and I will make the tea.’  

Madame handed me the deck and tottered off to the kitchen. Setting the cups on the 

table she kissed my cheeks again.  
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‘I am pleased you’re back, you have come at an interesting time.’ She looked 

inquiringly into my eyes. ‘You look well. Older, but you have discovered much in your 

travels.’ 

She instructed me to divide the cards into three piles and reassemble them. She laid 

the cards in formation and clapped her hands again.  

‘This is good. Very good in fact. There is a great deal of work ahead, but you are 

surrounded by much energy. High energy. And this man, this extraordinary man, he is much 

more suited than that silly boy you liked.’ 

I blinked for a little bit too long, an admission she was right. Although I was thankful 

to Thorn for forcing me to grow up and also for teaching me to see my reflection with my 

eyes closed. 

‘I’ll be in town for a little while, so let me know if you need any help around here.’  

‘Yes, wonderful. You come on Saturday, it is very busy now on the weekends. Many 

visitors.’ 

It felt good to be with Madame again, and with the promise of work I left feeling 

joyful and hopeful. The Godless Man was just leaving the estate agent and was beaming in 

much the same way I was.  

He waved the church keys. ‘All good to go.’  

We stopped at the supermarket for supplies. He turned cheeses over in his hands and 

sniffed rolls of salami while I tried to avoid being noticed by old school teachers and the 

mums of Cellophane.  

‘You seem to know a few of the locals,’ he noted as we got back in the car.  

Grinning, I put on my seatbelt. ‘Yeah, I grew up here actually.’ 

‘No shit? You should’ve said so. Have you got family here?’ 

‘Yeah, my Dad and my brothers. I’ll go see them tomorrow. I haven’t been home for 

a long time. I was hoping I could hang out with you for a bit, if that’s alright?’ 

‘Sure, no worries.’ 

When we pulled up at old St Matthew’s Church (the Church of the Godless now) he 

couldn’t contain his exhilaration and a ‘woohoo’ escaped him. He circled the perimeter 

checking for cracks in brickwork or leaky downpipes. When he was satisfied he took the keys 

with a big grin and, almost shaking in anticipation, he opened the impressive double wooden 

doors.  

‘Ta da!’ he exclaimed with one arm outstretched, which felt slightly overstated as the 

dirty windows admitted a dingy light on the dusty and time-worn interior. 
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‘Wow,’ I murmured. 

It smelled clammy. A leak in the tin roof showed itself where years of rain dripping 

on the floor boards had gathered in mouldy puddles. Paint peeled from the wood-panelled 

walls like make-up from an aged drag queen’s face. The window frames were painted the 

same garish blue you might find at Mardi Gras, their decrepitude creating a lopsided wink. 

The vaulted ceilings made the interior feel higher than it was long or wide. The altar looked 

like it had last been used in a satanic mass: a mutilated and water damaged crucifix, the cross 

broken but Christ still outstretched with feet modestly nailed together, a chalice with 

congealed wine at the base, and a platter holding dusty wafers. The pews were laid out in 

rows, some with hymn books sitting in their shelved backs and the initials of bored teenagers 

scratched into the seats. The floor was worn from parishioners lining up for communion, the 

tatterdemalion carpet in the confessional frazzled by guilty knees and stained by the tears of 

altar boys weeping in the name of Christ. My Catholic fear was outweighed by my curiosity 

to discover the mysteries of the tabernacle: merely a couple of dead moths and a key. A 

painting in the vestibule portrayed an Adoration of the Magi with cloudy Renaissance skies 

full of European angels waging battles of good and evil. Based in a time when miracles were 

commonplace and canonisation was as simple as suffering aural hallucinations, a time when 

infanticide was looked upon kindly by a vengeful God.  

We opened what windows we could, sat on the altar with our biscuits topped with 

olives and tomatoes and washed it all down with cheap beer. It felt mighty sacrilegious, but 

satisfyingly so. After our holy repast we pushed some pews aside and lay our swags on the 

floor. I was weary and feeling strange to be back in town, my head swimming with scenarios 

of my homecoming. I shimmied into my swag and closed my eyes. 

‘Mind if I play for a bit?’ He asked as he pulled his guitar from its case. 

‘Wait.’ I yawned, ‘I don’t even know your name.’ 

‘Officially it’s Samkhya.’ He spelled it out for me. ‘My Mum was going through her 

Hinduism phase. Just call me Sam.’  

He took a few moments to tune the strings. I heard the first four bars of ‘Ramble to 

Cashel’ before falling into a deep sleep.  

 

Planting the Seeds 

I dreamed the old lady. She crouched over a river washing cats in a hailstorm, a pastime 

avoided by most. She immersed them one by one in the water, she cooed and cajoled as they 
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clawed at her arms. Her business was all-consuming and it took some moments, as I watched 

in wonder, for her to notice my presence. 

 ‘Listen to the river, girl. It is made up of infinite drops of water, constant and ever-

changing, never the same configuration, everywhere at once. The river here is the same one 

that travels down the mountains from its welling source, the same at the waterfalls, at the 

delta, and the ocean. All connected, one, never wondering where it should go, always 

following its course.’  

 I nodded, not quite apprehending her meaning. 

 ‘It’s time to make yourself useful child. You cannot keep taking without giving 

something back to the world.’ 

 ‘What am I supposed to do? I have a job, I contribute.’ 

‘Pfft, making tea isn’t going to save the world! Plant some trees, save the animals or 

clean up this mess.’ She waved one hand at the wrappers lining the bank of the river. ‘Don’t 

just stand there goggle-eyed, girl. Give me a hand.’ She gestured for me to come closer as the 

cat she held growled and spat in warning. 

‘I don’t really want to wash cats. I don’t think they like it. Perhaps it isn’t necessary, 

they clean themselves in their own time.’ 

She threw the cat away, rising to her feet in anger while the cats all sat quietly licking 

their wet fur. She eyed me disparagingly then threw her head back, crunching hailstones with 

her teeth. 

‘Are you that much of a coward you fear a domesticated animal? A creature a fraction 

of your size?’ Her voice was becoming shrill. 

‘Well, you once told me that sometimes it is better to be disobedient.’ 

She cackled a diabolical laugh. ‘Ah, the girl is learning,’ she said, more to the 

dripping cat than I.  

He nodded and waited patiently for her to plunge him back in the river. 

‘Here take these,’ she said and passed me a handful of seeds. ‘Every woman needs her 

own forest.’  

She went back to her shivering cats, shaking her head and chuckling. 

 

The Petrified Forest 

Sam was whistling as he brewed coffee over his camp stove in the vestibule. I marvelled at 

him. Whistling was an old man’s game, a skill seldom nurtured in the young. Somehow the 
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tune alleviated my anxiety, it was the audible expression of his cheerfulness. He noticed me 

watching him and smiled.  

‘Wanna cuppa?’ 

‘Yes please.’ I sat on the floor next to him. ‘Then I better go and visit my Dad.’ 

‘Sure.’ He poured a strong brew into an old tin cup. ‘I’ve got heaps of work to do 

around here to keep me busy. Come back for dinner though, I’m cooking up a feast.’ 

I finished up my coffee and wiped the dust off my legs. 

‘Do you want a lift?’ He asked. 

‘Nah, the good thing about Cellophane is everywhere is walking distance.’ 

My sandals slapped the path as I noticed all the little changes in the neighbourhood: a 

new letterbox, a missing hedge, fresh cracks in the pavement and a picket-fence recently 

painted. When I approached my family home I became anxious again. My heart was 

thumping and I felt a panic gather momentum around my umbilicus. I had been gone so long 

and wasn’t sure how I would be received. I knocked on the door and was thankful when Peter 

answered. 

‘Dad! Kate! Bonny’s home.’ 

We sat at the rickety green kitchen table while Kate put the kettle on. 

‘I visited April while I was in Perth, Mum’s other daughter. You do know about 

April? Why didn’t anyone tell me?’ I asked staring at the old Formica table trying to maintain 

my composure.  

‘Your Mum always hoped that she’d find her one day. But the way adoption laws 

were back then, she never thought she would. Which is why she never told you kids.’ Dad 

was staring at the patterns on the table too. ‘Don’t be angry Bon, it was hard for your Mum. 

Broke her heart every day.’  

‘April doesn't want to see us. She wanted to find Mum, but the old witches in Cairns 

didn’t pass her letter on. I had to break the news that Mum was, is, has passed…’ I trailed off 

as I felt my voice getting shaky. 

Peter looked pensive. ‘I only found out when I read Mum’s Letter to Walter Mikak,’ 

he whispered. ‘We can’t really blame April. It must be hard not knowing your family. 

Anyway, if we keep the door open, maybe she’ll want to see us one day.’  

‘Enough about all of that.’ I cleared my throat. ‘What’s been happening around here?’ 

Dad and Peter looked at each other.  
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‘We had to take Grandad up to St John's nursing home,’ Peter finally revealed. ‘He 

doesn’t like it much because they’re Lutheran, but he’s got a couple of mates up there so he’s 

all right.' 

Dad sighed. ‘He was just getting too rattled to stay here. He’d be up and down raving 

all night. The last straw was when he put the plastic jug on the stove and nearly killed us all 

with the putrid smoke.’ He wiped his hand over his face. ‘He’s all right up there though, isn’t 

he Pete?’  

Peter nodded. 

‘The dam wall’s still holding up,’ Dad laughed. ‘Obviously.’  

Kate sat at the table with a tray of tea things.  

‘Have you heard about the tree stones, Bonny?’ she asked. 

When they registered my ignorance they tripped over themselves to enlighten me. 

Peter got in first.  

‘They found a petrified forest, rocks in the shape of trees, down near the river,’ he 

blurted out.  

‘Old Schlink’s property,’ Dad interjected. ‘You know, down the river past the first 

bridge?’  

I nodded.  

Peter looked annoyed that he’d been interrupted. ‘Millions of years old they reckon, 

the trees were submerged and minerals in the groundwater built up over time and filled in the 

grains of the wood. They’re not wood anymore, solid rock with faces and figures carved into 

them.’ 

Kate opened a packet of biscuits and put them on the tray.  

‘The whole town has gone berserk with all this rock nonsense,’ she muttered. 

‘Nothing to get excited about, just a bunch of old stones.’ 

Peter was exasperated. ‘This is huge, Darl. This is probably the most important 

archaeological find in this country. Ever!’ He was showing off that he was the first kid from 

Cellophane High who had gone to university by using words like archaeological. 

‘Righto. Enough of the rocks.’ Dad ended it as he finished his tea. ‘You back for 

good, Bon?’ 

‘Dunno yet.’ I was mindful not to commit to anything. ‘I might work with Madame 

Bovary for a bit while I’m sorting some stuff out.’ 
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He seemed satisfied. ‘Well your old room’s still there. It’s got a bit of Kate’s sewing 

gear in there, but I’m sure she’ll clear it out for you, won’t ya, Kate?’ 

Kate nodded with pursed lips. 

The thought of being right back where I started was appalling. 

‘I’m staying with a friend,’ I blurted out in my haste.  

I probably should have talked it over with Sam before making such a rash decision, 

but the idea of living with Kate was even less appealing than bunking in with Old Trovato at 

the nursing home. 

‘A boyfriend?’ Peter asked, pinching my cheek. 

‘I don’t know yet.’ I knew I was blushing. 

Dad was clearly uncomfortable and coughed a fake dry cough. 

‘I’ve been so worried about you since you’ve been gone. I’d really like it if you 

stayed here.’ 

‘Sorry Dad. I know I should have kept in touch more. But I think I need to be 

independent, I can’t be a child forever.’ Worried that I had hurt his feelings I put my arm 

around him. ‘But I realise you will be a father forever. I’ll make sure not to make you worry 

anymore.’ I changed the subject. ‘Actually, can I have a shower? I’ve been camping for a 

while and could probably do with a wash.’ 

‘No worries,’ said Peter. ‘You go and have a scrub, then I’ll take you down to have a 

look at the rock trees. They have tours every two hours from midday, so it will be good to get 

down there before they start.’ 

Sitting in Peter’s car I felt like a little girl again, my big brother taking me on 

adventures. When he veered off the road I realised we were going to the Place of the Dead 

and Dying. As we approached the river I was disconcerted and enthralled. The willows, the 

bracken and the choking blackberries, which had become synonymous with bad news, had 

been cleared revealing enormous monoliths in an elliptical semi-circle. I’m not sure how long 

I stood there awestruck at their very magnitude and marvelling that something so immense 

could remain hidden for so long. 

‘Amazing, hey?’ 

‘Yeah,’ I whispered. It was as though the trees had glimpsed the visage of Medusa in 

mid-pirouette. 

‘Apparently when the Schlinks selected this spot they thought the Crown would take 

it off them if they knew there was something special here, so they let the bush take it over. 

Planted the fucking blackberries on purpose to keep people out.’ He put his hands in his 
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pockets and leaned back, just like Dad did when he was feeling philosophical. ‘They figured 

it was good farming country on the river flats and they’d use it better than Her Majesty or the 

Aborigines.’ 

I shook my head, not able grasp what it meant to look upon what seemed to be the 

cemetery of the gods. 

‘You know Schlink’s young bloke, the boofhead who works at the meat works? Well 

he ended up shipping in a Filipina girl to marry. She was the one to rediscover it. She was the 

only one in that bloody-minded family who could recognise the significance of it.’ 

I felt I had almost lost the power of speech, but managed to mouth a question.  

‘Can we get close to them?’ I felt as if they were drawing me in. 

‘Hmm, we’re not supposed to. They’ve closed off the road, but I s’pose there’s 

nothing stopping us from swimming over.' 

I took my shoes off and walked into the water. 

‘Hang on, Bonny,’ he called after me as he kicked off his thongs and followed. 

On the other side I weaved in and out of the stones, noting that some had fallen over 

and the roots of felled gum trees threatened to topple more. Some had the faces of people and 

animals and some bore the marks of weathered inscriptions. Some looked in the throes of a 

lively dance reminiscent of the trees at the festival. I was mindful not to touch anything, but 

felt strangely and overwhelmingly emotional. I tried to imagine how, and more importantly 

why, people had carved these images thousands of years ago. 

We climbed back into Peter’s car still wet and drove back to the house – Peter 

prattling about archaeology and me quietly holding back tears I didn’t quite understand. We 

sat on the back veranda sharing a sandwich when I noticed Peter looking at me queerly and 

realised I was in the same spot Mum had died. We both shivered, but didn’t mention anything 

that would make the other cry. 

‘Let’s move out into the sunshine, hey?’  

 

Love of a Godless Man 

I meandered lazily back to the Church of the Godless thinking of the stone trees and their 

significance. When I arrived it was clear Sam had been busy. He had taken down the cross 

which had adorned the simple steeple and replaced it with a rainbow peace flag. That was 

sure to upset the locals – apostate hippies in the neighbourhood. I opened the heavy double 

doors. The floors had been swept, the pews lined up against one wall and a big oblong table 

now sat in the centre of the room. He had removed the life-size crucifix from above the altar, 
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but it had left a trace of its position. He kept the tabernacle which he later explained was a 

‘good wine receptacle’. As I wandered through I thought how this church was a much prettier 

architecturally than the stark modernist edifice the Catholics built as a replacement. Sam’s 

church had become too small for the weddings, christenings and funerals of Cellophane’s 

most prolific breeders. 

I found him out the back cutting up a pew for the fire that was cooking our dinner. 

The smell of curry, old varnish and blasphemy wafted through the district. 

‘How’d you go?’ He asked as he stirred the cauldron. 

‘Pretty good, it was really nice to catch up with them again. Have you seen the 

dancing stone trees?’ 

‘Not yet, but I’ve heard about them. We should go and have a look later.’ 

‘Sounds good, we’ll wait until the tours have finished for the day.’ I sat on the ground 

while he tasted his concoction. ‘Do you mind if I stay here for a while? It’s too weird to stay 

at my Dad’s. I’ll pay you rent and help with bills, whatever.’  

He kissed my forehead with curry-infused lips. ‘Don’t worry, stay as long as you like. 

If you chuck in some cash for food and help out with some jobs I’m sure you won't be too 

much of a pain in the arse.’ He took up his guitar and picked out a few notes. ‘Besides, I quite 

like having a captive audience.’ 

When we had finished dinner and the tourists were all tucked up in their hotel rooms 

and caravan parks, Sam and I walked slowly down to the Place of the Dead and Dying in the 

half-light. 

‘Whoa, bloody hell,’ he said as the stones came into view. 

I was glad to be with him the first time he saw them. I took off my sandals and leapt 

into the river. 

‘I’ll race you.’ 

He didn’t wear shoes and quickly caught up with me. As I scrambled up the far bank 

he grabbed the back of my shorts and pulled me back into the water. I squealed and tried to 

wriggle away, but soon his hands were on my face and he kissed me as the languid flow of 

the river pulled us gently downstream. I drew away bashfully and, taking his hand, led him 

through the twisting roots of a fallen weeping willow. He held my hand as we clambered up 

the bank and walked the circuit of the stones in reverential silence. Soon it was too dark to 

see and we stood amid the towering rocks. He kissed me again, I pressed up against him and 

could feel that he really liked me.  

‘Not here,’ I whispered in his ear, in case the stones were listening. 
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‘Haha.’ He pulled back. ‘Are you that superstitious?’ He took my hand again. 

‘Yes, this place is sacred, it feels wrong. Let's go home.’ 

We strolled further upstream and let the current float us back to where I had left my 

shoes on the bank. I carried them in one hand and held the Godless Man’s hand in the other 

as we sauntered back to the church under a blizzard of stars. It was a heavenly night of mortal 

carnality with a Godless Man in a deconsecrated house of divinity.  

 

Dandelions 

As I slept I waded through a field swarming with clouds of coloured dandelions floating all 

around and down. Little tree-baby was sitting cross-legged on the grass, swathed in colour, 

stacking the flowers in organised piles. It was the first time I had seen her on the ground. 

‘Where is your tree?’ 

She looked up and blew dandelions from her cherub lips.  

‘They chopped it down,’ she said as her dimpled fingers placed a piece of purple fluff 

on top of its purple brethren.  

‘Who cut it down?’ Someone should be held responsible. 

‘Your brothers. They said it was in the way.’ She was surprisingly unmoved by the 

loss of her tree. 

‘I’m sorry about that,’ I started to say, but she interrupted me. 

‘I wish my grandma was still alive.’ 

‘Your grandma?’ 

‘Yeah, your mum.’ She was catching floating pink orbs with both hands. 

‘Yeah, me too.’ I helped add to her pink pile. 

‘I’ve seen her you know.’ She caught a passing golden orb and gently dropped it on 

the yellow pile. ‘She has long hair and plays the piano.’ 

‘Really? You saw my Mum. Did you talk to her? What did she say?’ 

She was irritated I had cut her off and turned her attention to her floating flowers.  

‘I don’t talk to dead ladies, they scare me.’ 

‘Oh.’ I was disappointed but could understand her position.   

‘I would like a grandma, a living grandma. They have lollies and strawberries and 

stories.’ Her hair was collecting floating fluff in drifts. She looked up again ‘He won't give 

me a grandma either will he?’ 
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She gawked at me expectantly with sad eyes then, annoyed when I didn’t respond, she 

shook the fluff out of her hair, stood up and kicked over her carefully constructed piles of 

dandelions. 

 

Sacred Cedars 

When I woke I felt a powerful sorrow for all the trees: Dream Baby’s dream tree, all the trees 

Dad had cut down, not to mention the great swathes of country-side Old Trovato had 

denuded. I thought of the trees making love at the festival and the trees not yet born, and the 

trees that had once protected the petrified forest from the gaze of tour guides and 

photographers. I was reminded of the old woman’s advice to do something practical and the 

seeds she had given me. Pondering all this I smiled as the Godless Man sat on the floor 

beside me and handed me a cup of dandelion tea.  

At the teashop I looked through all Madame Bovary’s gardening books and 

researched how to propagate and nurture the trees native to our area. River red gums, silver 

wattle, acacia pendula, blue mallee, white box, yellow gum, red cedar, iron bark, all such 

colourful names. I became obsessed. It was my mission, my idée fixe. Over the next few 

weeks and months I set up a propagating and planting area in the backyard of the church and 

tried my best. Many were very difficult to grow from seeds or cuttings so I ordered saplings 

from the local nursery. Then I began looking into shrubs and ground covers. I planted them 

beside the river, in the garden, out at the farm, on Crown land, anywhere they could be 

protected and not cause damage. 

It had come time to introduce Sam to the family. We held hands as we walked the 

short distance from the church to my childhood home. I felt proud to have such a man by my 

side. 

‘G’day Mr Trovato,’ Sam said amiably as he shook my father’s hand. 

‘Just call me Dad, everyone else around here does.’ He laughed and I knew he’d 

already taken a shine to this new bloke. Probably because he had brought me back to 

Cellophane and was also the reason I stayed. 

‘So what do you do for a living?’ Kate asked, hoping it was something respectable. 

‘I’m a chippy by trade, but at the moment I’m squandering my inheritance fixing up 

the old church.’ He grinned. 

She wasn’t impressed. An able-bodied man should be working, earning a decent 

living. I showed Sam around the house and he was blown away by the sophistication of 
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Mum’s brewing set-up in the old laundry (the only remnant of her to survive Kate’s purge – 

Kate had no interest in outbuildings). 

‘Your Mum must have taken her beer pretty seriously, what was her lager like?’ He 

asked sniffing a bottle. 

‘Better than any of the stuff you can get at the pub. Sort of rich but dry, light and 

refreshing but heady and flavoursome.’ I couldn’t really describe it. ‘You can try some if you 

like.’ This idea pleased him immensely. 

That night Sam, Peter, Dad and I sat on the veranda where Mum had cast her soul into 

the gloam and finished off the last of her Ninkasi brew. The beer was making Dad talkative, 

encouraging him to impart all the embarrassing stories a woman doesn’t want shared with her 

new beau. The tales of bed-wetting and crying over gum-nut babies and awkward 

adolescence.  We all fell quiet when Mum was mentioned and became hyper-aware of her 

absence. Dad cleared his throat with emotion and the Godless Man broke the silence. 

‘You should start brewing your Mum’s beer, Bonny.’ He finished the last of his bottle 

and opened another one. ‘This is a cracker of a drop.’ 

Dad sparked up. ‘Good idea, mate. Bloody oath Bonny. You used to help ya Mum 

brew, you know the recipe and the technique.’ He clinked bottles with Sam as if was decided. 

‘She never wrote down the recipe, I don’t know if I could remember how to make it.’  

I took a sip and felt wistful because this was the last of the beer made by my mother’s hand. 

‘Although, there is the song. The Hymn to Ninkasi. Maybe if I can remember that I’ll know 

how to make the beer, that’s how the Sumerians did it.’  

I started to hum the tune, the song that Mum had made up because nobody really 

knew the melody and Mum wasn’t fluent in ancient Sumerian. As the words came back to me 

I laughed and then I unexpectedly heaved a sob. Peter rushed into the house and came back 

with a pen and paper in case the recipe was lost forever in my beer-addled mind, but it 

seemed the more I drank the more the words came back to me.  

Sam, who’d had some experience making beer, went over the ingredients and 

preparations and agreed that it could potentially produce a decent brew. The weekends 

became all about beer. I set about reorganising the brewing shed. All the bottles needed to be 

rewashed and ingredients needed to be ordered in. Way in the back of one of the cupboards I 

found a rolled up canvas. The paint had stuck in places so I had to unfurl it carefully on the 

laundry bench. Flattened out, with beer bottles in the corners to keep it from rolling up again, 

it showed a sumptuous portrait of Persephone, her long hair draped around her body. In one 

arm she held three skulls close to her chest and in her other hand was the pomegranate which 
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decided her fate. Childlike in her deathly realm, she still resembled my mother. I rolled it 

back up very gently and took it back to the church. 

 

Old Trovato 

Dad had convinced me to go visit Old Trovato at his nursing home. Kate had so ingratiated 

herself with the old bastard that he called her sweetheart. She had joined the local chapter of 

the CWA and consorted with all the other women of the region to do ‘good works’: catering 

for funerals and knitting booties from synthetic yarn for children born in equatorial climes. 

Old Trovato unequivocally approved. He couldn’t help but point out every way in which 

Kate was infinitely morally and physically superior to his own blood.  

‘Like the granddaughter I never had.’  

Her fathomless sweetness had induced her to call me ‘poppet’. I hated anyone, but 

especially her, calling me poppet. I had always associated that word with those awful sock 

puppets with button eyes that weren't always sufficiently attached for a child’s comfort. Old 

Trovato, in his dementia, had become even more distorted in his imaginings of the Inferno 

and twisting the Word of the Lord. He became mumblesome and without warning, would 

start quoting the Bible or passages from his secret book The Morals and Dogma of the 

Ancient and Accepted Scottish Right of Freemasonry.  

‘Hideous degradation, squalor, wretchedness and destitution, vices and crimes that 

reek and simmer in the darkness … everyone howls, searches, gropes, and gnaws for 

himself.’ He glared at me from his arm chair and called me by my mother’s name and ranted 

on. ‘The lowly sand we trample upon, cast into the furnace, melted purified by fire, may 

become resplendent crystal.’ 

Walking back to the car I rolled my eyes at Peter. 

‘Well that was fun.’ 

He put his arm around me. ‘Give him a break, Bon. He’s old and senile, he doesn’t 

even know what he’s saying.’ 

‘He knows exactly what he’s saying,’ I shot back. ‘Now he’s just saying it louder.’
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Birth of Carlos Diablos 

The teashop was busier than ever with the increase of visitors to Cellophane. Pilgrims to the 

petrified forest were arriving from all over the world. But Madame was becoming more and 

more distant, fixated on Carlos Diablos and growing impatient with his delay. He was her 

main topic of conversation and she had little time for much else. One morning, as several 

people waited outside for the shop to open, she asked if she had ever told me the legend she 

had heard about his birth. I pointed out it probably wasn’t a good time for stories as we had 

customers peering in the windows anticipating cups of tea and tarot readings. 

‘Piff, let them wait. I think you will like this tale.’ She lit a cigarette and I resigned 

myself to listening. ‘The screams of his mother could be heard across the village. Everyone 

was relieved that she, at the age of 38, was finally going to provide an heir – not least of all 

her husband. He loved his wife and was eagerly anticipating meeting his first son, because 

surely his patience would be rewarded with a boy to carry his name. But, the woman 

labouring in her chamber knew only too well that this was not going to be a day of 

celebration. This was a day of bitter and monstrous shame. In between her pains she recalled 

the day only nine months earlier and wept.  

‘It had been a cool spring morning when Señora came across the old woman in the 

marketplace. She was in ragged travelling robes that may have been glorious in the distant 

past, but her foreign accent and haggard visage caused the local people to shun her. She was 

tramping through the streets imploring the merchants to buy her herbs, but they all averted 

their gaze. When Señora arrived in her carriage the old hag approached her before she could 

even alight. “It must be such a sorrow to be a childless woman,” the old woman crooned, 

pushing sprigs of rosemary into Señora’s hand. “Take these herbs my dear and sleep with 

them under your pillow and you will conceive within three days.” Señora tried to give the 

rosemary back, but found it impossible, the old woman moving in such a way as to be 

untouchable. She was about to throw the herbs on the ground in annoyance when the old 

woman put her bony, paper-skinned finger to her lips to signify silence. “Take them my dear, 

it is unlucky to give them back.” 

‘Señora was irritated by the woman blocking her path, but she was superstitious so 

refrained from dropping the flowers in the dirt. She moved to continue through the 

marketplace when the old woman blocked her way. “What, Señora? You will not pay me for 

such a gift?” Señora was exasperated. “I never asked you for anything, I didn't want any 

rosemary!” The old woman shook her head “Ah, but you do want a child. This will help you 

conceive.” Looking through her skirts Señora found a valuable gold coin which she did not 
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want to give the old woman for herbs she didn’t want. “I have nothing for you old woman.” 

The hag threw her head back and laughed, exposing a row of black and broken teeth. “No, I 

must be paid. Surely you would not steal from an old woman.” By now Señora was losing her 

patience. “Roberto,” she called to her driver, “give this wicked woman a coin.” Roberto, who 

had also had enough, pulled a copper coin from his pocket and threw it at the feet of the 

bruja. “There you are,” said Señora brusquely. “Pick it up and move along, I am busy.” The 

old witch glared at the haughty woman but stepped aside letting Senora pass but walked away 

without taking the money. 

‘When she went to her bed that night Señora remembered the rosemary. Because she 

was a superstitious woman she put it under her pillow before she and Señor retired. Not long 

after they had drifted off to sleep a maid knocked on the chamber door and cried out. “Señor, 

Señor please come quickly.” Deeply annoyed he dressed in the dark and threw the door open 

ready to scold the maid, but when he saw her face so white and frightened he pulled his coat 

around him and asked what had upset her. “It is an old woman, a bruja come to curse us all. 

Please Señor, I am so afraid.” He followed her to the entrance and there was the old hag so 

deranged and full of rage he wondered what he could possibly do. She screamed at him with 

terrifying conviction. “Your wife is a thief, she stole from me and she must pay.” Señor was 

baffled, the old crone must be mad! His wife was the richest and most beautiful woman in the 

province. What could this old woman have that his wife could not pay for? “Get away this 

instant you wicked bruja, you are not welcome here.” The old woman glared at him and spat 

at his feet. “Bring out the thief, bring out the brazen robber.” Señor almost raised his hand to 

strike the base creature when he felt his wife beside him. “Do you know this witch?” He 

asked. Señora saw the doubt in her husband’s eyes and didn't want him to think her a thief. 

She waved her hand almost flippantly. “I have never seen this hag, run her off the property at 

once.” 

‘The old woman was livid with fury. She flew at Señora and seized her wrist with 

such surprising force the noblewoman winced. She pulled her victim’s head close and 

whispered “You steal and you lie. Your punishment will be severe. The child you conceive is 

sired by the Devil, he will be born a beast and reviled by all. Your house will crumble and 

your husband will fall. Remember me when this curse comes to pass.” As the spittle from her 

last syllable passed her lips the servants dragged her away, swearing and cursing, through the 

streets of the village. 

‘It was a hard night for Señora. Long after her husband drifted off, snoring in the 

manner of a man who knows he has done no wrong, she lay awake with the chill of 
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superstition nibbling at the nape of her neck. In the hour before dawn she felt sleep overtake 

her and she was grateful. Her relief didn’t last long because she dreamed of the hag. Now she 

had taken on terrifying proportions, snakes for hair, flames sparking from her fingernails and 

the black stumps she had for teeth had sharpened into yellow fangs curving back into her 

cackling craw. Señora woke mid-morning with her hair dripping with sweat and cold fear. It 

took some moments to recognise the safety of her chamber, and as she dressed in the warm 

morning sunlight her nightmare became more remote and childish. She carried on with her 

day in the usual manner, but when she lay down that night she dreamt again of the hag whose 

loose ragged clothes swirled around her as she laughed and cursed. “Thief, whore, liar. You 

steal from me and your reward will be shame, deformity, devastation and death.” The dream 

hag’s clothes whipped in a fierce wind until they were torn into shreds revealing the thin 

wrinkled body of a corpse before it was blown away.  

‘She woke with a start and felt her husband roll over to embrace her as the sun was 

coming up. She knew sleep would evade her so she rose, splashed cold water on her face and 

dressed without waking Señor. Again she carried on with her day. That night as she 

undressed for bed, she felt like she was being watched. She drew the curtains more tightly 

and lay down murmuring the protective prayers her mother had taught her. When she slept 

she dreamt instead of a beautiful garden of roses and wisteria. There was a man of excessive 

beauty sitting under the weeping blossoms. He beckoned her and she hesitated, but he took 

her hand and whispered in her ear “Don't be afraid, it's just a dream. It matters not.” She let 

him lay her down, embracing her among the flowers, but as they made love she saw his 

features begin to change: his eyebrows became bushier, his nose longer, his eyes shone 

curiously, and his tail, his tail, whipped over his shoulder. 

‘Señora woke with a chill in her heart and warm juices between her legs. She 

remembered the rosemary under her pillow and burnt it in the fireplace. So, months later, on 

the day of her labour as she groaned and pushed, she thought of the bruja and tried to reason 

that the child was her husband’s, but she knew this was not so. As the sun set and the moon 

rose the beast was finally expelled from her body. She braced herself as the midwife took a 

quick intake of breath, swaddled the creature and handed him to his mother. Señora took one 

look and knew that the curse had come to pass. The child’s deformed head was hideous to 

behold, asymmetrical with protuberances on the forehead. The arms were surely too long and 

the bandy legs were surely too short, one more so than the other.  

‘When the child opened his eyes Señora recoiled, for they were so black it seemed 

there was no iris at all. In her shame and horror Señora threw the baby at the midwife who 
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evaded the child, so he fell to the floor with a thud, yet he did not cry out. “Take it away, take 

the hideous abomination out of this house.” The midwife picked the child up off the floor and 

begged the mother to reconsider. “Please Señora, the child lives. What do you want me to do? 

What about Señor? Should he not know he has a son?” Señora turned her back to the 

midwife. “Tell Señor the child was born still and get it out of my sight.” 

‘The girl put the child in a basket, covered it with linen and went from the house into 

the chill night. She had disposed of many dead babies, but this one lived. She did the only 

thing she could think of – she took the basket with its monstrous contents and left it at the 

doors of the Cathedral of Santa Eulalia. Señor was heartbroken at the news of a stillbirth and 

wept for the first time since he was a child. When the monks discovered the baby the 

following morning they were shocked at the creature more frightful than the gargoyles the 

church was famous for. They dubbed him Carlos Diablos, guessing that his creation must 

have some diabolical association, but they cared for him nonetheless.  

‘As he grew, people continued to come from all around to stare in horror at the devil 

child, yet his nature was anything but demonic. He proved to be a very gentle, caring boy and 

a talented student. When he was twelve years old he was visited by the old crone who 

sorrowed for his hideous condition. It was the bruja’s turn to feel shame; after all he too had 

been ill-treated by Señora. She took the child’s clawed hand and wept for both his ugliness 

and his purity. “You are the product of wickedness, but I see you are good, I will bless you 

with a talent that will comfort you in your sorrow.” When she released his hands he saw that 

his gnarled claws had straightened into fine and nimble fingers, his hands beautifully shaped 

and the scarred skin healed. The bruja left without another word, returning some time later 

with a magnificently crafted guitar. Passing it to him she demanded he play. Although he had 

never touched such an instrument before his fingers danced over the strings as if he had 

practised his entire short life. The acoustics of the cavernous cathedral carried each note into 

the hearts of all those who had the good fortune to hear him play. The bruja kissed his head 

and wept for the cruelty of humanity and her own depraved vengefulness; she entreated him. 

“Play. Even if it is your only joy, it is joy just the same.” 

At the end of her story Madame Bovary smiled triumphantly. Even just talking about 

Carlos Diablos made her look younger. There was a tapping at the door and when I opened it 

several people pushed passed me and tried to engage Madame’s attention all at once. Her 

smile remained as she turned her back to the crowd and climbed the stairs. I was left to take 

their orders while they waited for her to return.  
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Breakfast at Epiphanies 

Sam woke me early. 

‘Get up, I'm taking you out for breakfast.’ 

After a few delicious moments of hiding under the blanket hoping he’d give up I 

acknowledged my hunger and relented. 

‘Why do we have to get up so early?’ I moaned, ‘It’s my day off.’ 

‘C’mon.’ He pulled away the safety of the blankets. ‘It’s a beautiful day and I want to 

show you something.’ 

With eyes half closed I felt around the floor for my jeans and t-shirt and dressed as the 

smell of coffee wafted through the church. In the glaring morning sunlight we wandered the 

streets of Cellophane, bumping into sightseers and tourists as they jostled in the main street. 

The sky was the same impossible blue as my first kindergarten colour affinity (I could almost 

taste the paraffin wax).  

All the shops, even the post office, displayed a plethora of petrified forest 

paraphernalia: tea towels, stubby holders, hats, t-shirts and postcards. Whatever could have 

an ancient sacred site printed on it was for sale. Only the teashop hadn’t bought into the 

tourism frenzy. Even though Sam and I had only hours before desecrated a previously 

consecrated space, this crass and kitsch commercialism seemed infinitely more sacrilegious 

and profane. 

We stopped outside what used to be Jack’s shop. It had been given an extensive 

makeover transforming the once weedy and straggly backyard. Couples and young families 

were seated at the many tables scattered around the courtyard. The outside walls had been re-

rendered and the new tin roof gleamed a brilliant green. Gone were the faded Coca-Cola 

signs in the window, replaced by pots of herbs growing in teapots and tin colanders. 

‘This was my old man’s place,’ Sam announced leaning against the wall. ‘I sold it 

when he died. That’s how I got the money to buy the church.’ 

‘Really? Old Jack was your dad?’ I could not comprehend how this beautiful shaggy-

headed man could be the progeny of grey and creepy Old Man Frost. 

He laughed. ‘His name wasn’t Jack. Everyone seems to think his name was Jack.’ He 

shook his head in bewilderment. ‘Anyway, I never really knew him. Mum left him before I 

was born. She said he went crazy when he got involved in weird occult stuff.’ 

‘Ah right.’ So maybe Jack really wasn’t a paedophile, maybe he was a warlock. ‘How 

did he die? I knew Jack, I mean your dad, when I was a kid.’ 
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‘They reckon it was a heart attack. An old bloke came early one morning and was 

worried when he didn’t open on time. The old bloke was banging on the door for ages and 

figured there must be something wrong, so he kicked the door in and found him on the floor. 

It was too late to do anything for him.’ Sam was pragmatic in the telling of his father’s 

demise. ‘Apparently some of the young punks around town honoured him by spray painting 

“RIP Jack” on the walls. I’m sure their hearts were in the right place.’ 

‘Yeah, maybe,’ I said doubtfully. ‘So, was your mum an Iranian princess?’ 

‘Huh? No,’ he laughed. ‘The stories that circulate this town can be fanciful. No, for 

most of my childhood Mum was a drifting hippy. I’d get dragged from house to house, sleep 

in other people’s tepees, change schools if I even went to school. One day she would be a 

devout Buddhist, the next she would be studying Confucianism or the Upanishads – 

depending on what her boyfriend du jour was into. In the end she got involved with 

Scientology. I was about sixteen at the time, and I could smell the bullshit. I got an 

apprenticeship with an old chippy and left her to her own devices. She was still trying to 

enlist me right up until she died.’ 

‘Oh.’ I was a bit disappointed, I was hoping for a proper Persian princess. 

‘C’mon, let’s get something to eat. My shout.’  

He took my hand and led the way to a vacant table in the courtyard. The 

transformation of the shop was astonishing with its myriad of carefully tended plants and the 

shiny surfaces. Long gone were the faded signs and dusty merchandise, they had been 

replaced with sparkling jars of organic muffins and stainless steel coffee machines. There was 

the obligatory carved tree rock merchandise, as well as an artist’s depiction of the sacred site 

painted on the rear wall.  

We sat in a shady corner and I read the menu in wonder. There were no salt and 

vinegar chips nor single cigarettes on offer. There was, however, an eclectic list of breakfast 

dishes boasting extraordinary origins and properties. The description for the Eggs Benedict 

read something like: ‘Freshly baked sourdough bread topped with poached ova collected at 

dawn from free-range hens with first names, blanched spinach picked by a six-fingered 

peasant on a hillside during a waxing moon while wearing green pantaloons reaching past the 

knee but not quite to the ankle, resting on bread baked to a crusty consistency in a handmade 

cob oven, all drizzled in our home-made mornay sauce made to the fidelity of a recipe of the 

utmost secrecy.’ This may be exaggerated by my memory and our embellishments as we 

laughed perusing the fare that gorgeous Sunday morning. 
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I sat at Dad’s kitchen table, he read the paper while I nutted out the cryptic crossword. 

He had started seeing Frau Mӓrchen from the pub, obviously he liked women with their own 

supply of beer. They would go on picnics and sometimes he would take her to a restaurant in 

one of the neighbouring towns – he said it wasn’t decent to take a woman to her own pub. I 

had lost my fear of her since I was old enough to sit in the front bar without getting in trouble 

and I enjoyed her tales of fabulation.  

‘Went to Jack’s shop the other day. Pretty fancy,’ I said looking up from 14 Down. 

‘Yeah, they did a pretty good job, must’ve spent a few bob.’ He put the paper down 

and took off his glasses. ‘Actually, I know a few blokes who were working on the renos and 

they told me they found a bunch of weird stuff under the floorboards and buried in the 

backyard.’ 

‘Really? What kind of weird stuff?’ 

‘Some pretty bizarre things by all accounts. A bottle filled up with nail clippings, a jar 

of hair, what they reckon could only be a bottle of piss, a piece of plumbing pipe with a fat 

roll of $100 notes, a bunch of ladies’ knickers and a mummified cat.’ He lifted his shoulders 

and his eyebrows at the same time as if to exonerate himself from trying to understand. 

‘Jeez, that is strange. A cat?’ 

‘That’s what they reckon. The money ended up going towards Jack’s funeral. It was 

probably lucky there was a bunch of tradies working there at the same time. If it was just one 

bloke he might’ve just pocketed it. Speaking of renovations, how’s that fella of yours going 

with his church?’ 

‘Pretty good actually.’ I turned back to my crossword. ‘You know Jack was his dad?’ 

‘Huh, is that right? Well, I never would’ve guessed that.’ He turned to the sports 

section. 

 

The Nymphs are Departed 

Sam played his guitar as I watched the clouds make their slow journey across the heavens. 

We were cooking a feast on the fire pit in the church yard. We cooked most of our meals 

outside because there was no kitchen yet. We ate sitting on the ground as the sun set and 

discussed the potential of multidimensional travel. Sharing a post-dinner cigarette I stood.  

‘Well, I’m off on a mission.’ 

He moaned and rolled onto his back. ‘Really, Bon? Do you have to go out tonight?’ 

I was packing my little trolley with punnets of plants and hand tools.  

‘Yes. These trees are not going to plant themselves.’ 
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‘You can’t see the forest for the trees,’ he laughed. 

‘Exactly, I only see the spaces in between where there could be more trees.’ 

‘You don’t muck around once you’ve got a notion in your head. Oh well, off you go 

then.’ He picked up his guitar. ‘Don’t worry about me, I can entertain myself.’ 

‘You’re welcome to come and help.’ I paused with my head to one side. 

‘I think one crazy tree person in the family is plenty. I’ll see you when you get back.’ 

I kissed him and thought ‘I’m his family – even he thinks so.’ 

I dragged my trolley along the paths near the river, planting gums, wattles and 

correas, digging and planting in the moonlight. When I reached the end of my supply I was so 

filthy I waded into the creek to wash before heading home. As I was gliding around in the 

water, which was deliciously and unseasonably warm, I spotted something glowing amongst 

the trees. I stood in the water, squinting, trying to focus on the erratic phosphorescent shape. 

Memories of glowing orbs and flying eyeballs were floating in my mind, but then I feared the 

shape might be a ghost or some trans-dimensional traveller. The lucent figure staggered and 

swayed in a most inelegant manner. I heard indecipherable murmurings before it let out a 

soul-jarring shriek.  

‘You don’t know me. Nobody understands.’ Then a gargled sob. 

I didn’t know what to do, I was scared and wondered if maybe this was the spot Tin 

Man had warned me about. No, I’d swum here plenty of times, although it was dangerously 

close to the child-eating tree. I crouched down in the water with just my eyes and nose above 

the surface. The unsteady shape followed the path upriver and soon disappeared in the 

foliage. When I was sure that it was gone I swiftly and quietly crept out of the water, dressed 

and hurried back towards the church, leaving my little trolley behind. I could come back the 

following day and collect it when the sun was shining, when the idea of alien ghosts wasn’t 

so daunting. 

As I walked into town a blessed star shone over Cellophane and I felt its blessedness 

besmirched by the debauchery its own light revealed. The long weekend had brought many 

tourists to town and the caravan park was bursting with unseemliness. The pub had not long 

disgorged its patrons onto the street. The banks of the creek were bestrewn with empty beer 

bottles, used condoms, silk underpants, cigarette butts and other vestiges of turpitude. For the 

first time I felt protective of Cellophane, of its creeks and streets and souls. This belated love 

was akin to the solicitous jealousy of a teenager whose house party has spiralled out of 

control. The boisterous guests breaking furniture, spoiling the carpet and pissing in the 

vegetable crisper. 
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A half-moon brooded behind a cloud like a resentful bruise. Standing in front of the 

church I heard three drunk and rowdy girls carousing down the road.  

‘Wake up. Wake up. It’s Saturday night,’ one screamed. Then more quietly to her 

friends, ‘this town is so shit, nothing to do. Nobody does anything.’ She passed along the 

bottle they shared. 

Her friends were obviously feeling self-conscious and tried to settle her down.  

‘Shhh, Lucy.’ 

‘Cut it out, Lucy.’ 

But Lucy was not to be subdued. No, tonight she was going to change the world.  

‘Wake up, Cellophane. Do something you boring people. Be alive. Be 

SPONTANEOUS,’ she screamed. 

‘For fuck’s sake Lucy. Shut up.’  

Higher in pitch now, desperate.  

‘Wake up. Oh my god I’m so bored, it’s Saturday night.’ 

As they came into view I spoke in my sagest tone. 

‘You should listen to your friends Lucy.’ 

There was some nervous giggling. Lucy, sounding sobered, called out into the 

darkness. ‘Who said that?’  

They were looking up and down the road and peered into the shadowy driveway. 

‘I did.’ 

‘What the fuck?’ They were beginning to sound scared. ‘Who’s there?’ 

‘Just me. I can hear you. Everybody can hear you.’ I flicked my cigarette out into the 

road so they could see where my voice was coming from. ‘You should listen to your friends,’ 

I repeated, then sauntered back toward the church.  

I felt for Lucy, but I knew she wasn’t going to learn anything from me or her friends. 

She was going to have to do her own hard yards.  

 

The Moon Holds No Grudges 

After a day of brewing I sat on the front step of the church absorbing the colours of a 

harlequin dusk and exhaled the last of my joint. A police car pulled up and a very young 

bumptious officer with short clipped hair approached me. 

‘Bonny Trovato?’ His question sounded like an accusation. 

‘Yes.’ I tried to hide the roach under my bare foot, but it was still partially alight so I 

couldn’t help but grimace as my sole seared. 
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‘We have an acquaintance of yours down at the station. She has no official 

identification but says her name is Madame Bovary. She has been charged with a number of 

offences and will need someone to come down and bail her out before she’s released.’ 

‘Madame Bovary?’  

Without even thinking, without telling the Godless Man where I was going, without 

even a pair of shoes, I got into the police car desperately wondering what on earth Madame 

Bovary could have done to warrant arrest. When we arrived at the station I was ushered into a 

small office with an unctuous and surly man in uniform peering at me over his spectacles and 

impressive paunch. 

‘Sit down.’ 

‘What is all of this about? Where is Madame Bovary?’ 

‘I think I will be the one asking questions around here, Missy. Sit down.’ He pointed 

with his pen at the only other chair. ‘Your friend has got herself into a bit of trouble tonight. 

Our officers spotted her while on their rounds.’ He paused to tap the paperwork. ‘An elderly 

women on private property, naked and speaking in tongues.’ He shook his head in disgust. 

‘When she was approached by our officers she yelled some gibberish about Voodoo and 

when they tried to get her into the divisional van she slapped our young constable here.’ 

‘You have got to be joking?’ 

‘Do I look amused?’  

He did not.  

‘She has been charged with public indecency, trespassing on private property, public 

nuisance, resisting arrest and offensive language.’ He threw his pen onto the table in triumph. 

‘The French language is not offensive,’ I burst out. 

‘Whatever it was it sounded offensive. Here is the paperwork. If you sign here and 

here and guarantee her good behaviour she can be released tonight, but she’ll have to face 

court on the 14th of the month.’ 

I signed the forms while muttering about the absurdity. With the bureaucracy 

completed I asked to see Madame. I was led to the one and only cell in the Cellophane lock-

up and was instantly appalled at what I saw. Dear old Madame with hair still dripping with 

river water, partially smeared with river mud, shivering in nothing but a tattered army surplus 

blanket. She was muttering.  

‘Parlez vous, do you speak? Parlez vous, do you speak?’  

I hugged her close, she was freezing.  

‘See, she keeps gibbering on about voodoo.’  
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I glared over my shoulder at the young-short-haired and the old-fat-greasy policemen 

and growled. ‘How dare you treat this woman with such indignity? You should be ashamed 

of yourselves. Don’t you know who she is?’ 

The young one sniggered. ‘She doesn't know who she is, she doesn't have any ID.’ 

Then the old one muttered. ‘Bloody gooks, they all look the same anyway.’  

They both laughed and went back to their office. 

I took my jacket off and helped Madame’s shivering arms into the sleeves then zipped 

her up. Doing my best to wrap the blanket around her lower half, so she could still walk, I 

half carried her down the street to the teashop. Inside I ran her a warm shower and brewed 

her favourite tea. Once she was dry and in her warmest kimono she lay on the divan and lit a 

cigarette. She hadn’t spoken a word since we got back. A tear very bravely escaped and slid 

down her cheek.  

‘La lune ne garde aucune rancune, as the French say. The moon holds no grudges.’ 

She winked a feeble eye.  

Some things were frowned upon by the police in Cellophane but still permitted: 

footballers brawling in the pub, harried husbands striking out from time to time, or the 

misdemeanours of wayward priests. But Madame Bovary was admonished for audaciously 

revealing her aged flesh, by herself, in the dark. The moon might be forgiving, but it would 

be troublesome for me to let this grudge go. 

‘You are a good woman Bonny. Your mother would be proud.’ She stubbed out her 

cigarette on Jesus’ face. ‘Thank you, Darling. Now I must sleep.’  

She stretched her legs and closed her eyes. I fetched a blanket from upstairs and lay it 

gently on her softly snoring form. I took the old army blanket and on the way back to the 

church I threw it over the windscreen of the police car. My fury was unspeakable. 

 

Momento Mori 

Two days after the old man’s last last rites (towards the end he insisted the parish priest come 

in at least once a week), he finally died. In life he had honoured the Lord by rising early, in 

death he had cheated the Devil by confessing late. To absolutely nobody’s surprise the last 

words to leave his lips were, ‘the damnation of the entire world is nigh.’  

‘He had a good innings,’ people said. ‘He had a long life and a good family.’ It was 

the best they could say about him.  

Try as I might I couldn’t squeeze out a single tear, and it seemed to me that it took all 

Dad’s strength not to slap his hands together and declare, ‘Righto, let’s get on with it.’ Kate, 
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however, was distraught; she was weeping into lavender-scented handkerchiefs, wringing her 

hands and lamenting it was too soon. 

The old man already had his funeral arranged. In fact, outside of damning everything 

to blazes it was all he talked about in those last few months. He seemed almost excited. Of 

course it was all methodically planned; there would be a full Catholic mass to be endured, a 

burial next to his long-suffering wife, and then a wake at the RSL club where returned 

soldiers had tolerated him even though he had never fought in any bloody war. All of his 

grandchildren were expected to do a reading from the Bible, but I asked Dad if I could take 

mine from Old Trovato’s secret Freemason book. He just shrugged his shoulders.  

‘I can’t see why not.’ 

The day of the funeral I was searching through my clothes trying to find something 

remotely appropriate to wear. Sam and I rolled on the floor laughing as he pulled out various 

dresses and t-shirts. 

‘What about this?’ He asked as he pranced about the church in hot-pants and leg 

warmers with a bandanna around his neck. 

‘You don’t have to come you know. It’s going to be horrendous. It’ll be the full 

liturgical gamut,’ I explained as I lay on the floor trying to wriggle into a pair of sombrely-

toned stockings. 

‘Of course I’m going to come. You’ll need emotional support.’ I stopped my 

wriggling and looked at him askance. ‘You know the place will be crawling with the CWA 

and the old church ladies. You’ll need me.’ He found the only pair of slacks he owned in a 

box he was yet to unpack and dusted them off.  

‘You’ll have to wear shoes you know,’ I called out. 

‘Jeez, this really is going to be a drag.’ His opinion was that one of the best things 

about being gainfully unemployed was the lack of footwear required. 

We climbed into the car and let our laughter out, smoothing our most humble and 

bereaved faces. As Old Trovato had projected all the Catholics were there: representatives 

from the Catholic school we couldn’t afford to go to, all the other old Italians, and of course 

every priest he had ever met. When it came time for my brothers and me to get up on the dais 

and deliver our readings I was very mindful not to risk eye contact with Sam. There was no 

telling how I would react if I saw even a hint of joviality in his eyes. After readings from 

Revelations, the Book of Matthew, and a few Proverbs for good measure, it was my turn. 
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I cleared my throat reverently. ‘Seen in the past, become respectable, as the mountain, 

bristling with volcanic rock, rugged and horrid, seen through the haze of distance is blue and 

smooth and beautiful.’  

As the Man on the Train had once explained: ‘It’s all in the delivery.’  

When I was done, I chanced a glance in Sam’s direction and saw that he was very 

respectfully reading the order of service trying not to distract me – he had come to know me 

so well. ‘He is amazing,’ I thought. He even shook hands with everyone in his vicinity when 

it came time to make ‘the sign of peace’. 

At the burial I thought more about my grandmother in the neighbouring plot than I did 

about Old Man Trovato. I thought of her struggles and imagined her alarm at having the 

cantankerous old man next to her for all eternity. Afterwards, at the wake, we very dutifully 

drank our beer and nodded sadly at our fellow mourners as we munched on egg and lettuce 

sandwiches cut into meticulous triangles. A sterling effort by the CWA, everybody said so. 

On the way home we stopped at the Place of the Dead and Dying and looked out into the 

roped-off area of the petrified forest. 

‘I never had the pleasure of meeting the old bloke but, by all accounts, I’m not 

missing much,’ Sam said as he stretched out on the grassy bank and lit a joint. 

‘He’s down in the ground forever. It’ll be months before the worms can get to him 

though. Grandma, she’d just be skeleton by now. Flesh is so personal, but skeletal remains 

are almost anonymous. To the untrained eye a skeleton could be male or female, black or 

white, young or old, beautiful or plain. Bones are merely a remnant, memento mori. But it is 

different to see someone, someone you love, in the throes of decomposition; a beloved face 

bloated with death, maggots spilling from blackened orifices, eyes gaping – just sockets left 

from where the crows have banqueted. Hands contorted in grotesque gestures, feet green with 

corruption, bellies pulsating with the feasting of meat ants. Bones are clean. The worst has 

been done. No more indignity, no uneasiness, no shameful spectacle.’ 

We were both quiet for a moment. 

‘Jeez, that got pretty dark,’ he whispered, then chuckled. ‘C’mon, we’re disjointed. 

Let’s go for a swim.’ 

As Sam and I lay in the centre of the semicircle of dancing rock trees he speculated 

that perhaps, unbeknownst to us, there is an intergalactic betting ring wagering on how long it 

takes for human foolishness to destroy everything. He thinks they have already settled 

accounts on the lunacy of our short-sightedness.  
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‘The optimistic aliens will have lost big when humans discovered fossil fuels. I can 

see them holding their little green faces in disbelief and wailing, “They did what with the 

oil?” And don’t even get them started on what we do to water. Uh huh, we shit right in it, 

billions of us, every day and flush it out to sea. Genius. That will never catch up with us.’  

The Godless Man likens human beings as a collective to a nineteen-year-old cocaine-

snorting stripper – Burn it, burn it all. 

 

Waltzing Matilda 

She was perched in a young sapling which struggled to hold her weight. Friendly Spider 

peeped timidly from her curls as she fed him buzzing flies from her hand. Fireflies fought for 

space in the crowded atmosphere, she shooed them away puffing and flicking her hair. 

‘Naughty glow bugs, waking me up,’ she waved at them. ‘Why are you awake?’ 

‘I don’t know if I am, am I?’ I was confused, so changed the subject. ‘I think I will 

call you Matilda, because of your coolabah tree,’ I announced, hoping she would be pleased 

that I had finally come up with a name for her. 

She wrinkled up her nose and readjusted her position in the branches. ‘Do you think 

Friendly Spider is getting too fat? He thinks he’s getting chubby.’ She tickled his underside, 

and he wriggled back into her hairline.  

‘He’s fine,’ I said. ‘We are thinking of getting a dog, we decided we don’t want to 

have any children.’ 

Her fat little cheeks quivered and her forehead wrinkled in rancour. ‘We are thinking 

this, we decided that. You’re really mean,’ she spat out. ‘I hope your stupid dog’s guts fall 

out and the crows eat his gizzards.’ She kicked the tree and folded her arms triumphantly. 

‘C’mon Matilda.’ It was my turn to raise my voice. ‘You don’t mean that. There’s no 

need to be nasty.’ But even as I said it, I realised that we both knew that she was fighting a 

battle to exist. ‘You'll find another lady, one who is prettier and nicer, maybe one who owns a 

strawberry farm.’ I tried to sound optimistic.  

She rubbed her foot which was sore from kicking the tree and muttered. ‘I just want to 

eat strawberries, I don’t want to farm them. You find the strawberry lady and you buy her 

strawberries for me.’ 

I sighed. ‘Oh, women have babies all the time. There are millions of them, find 

another one.’ I turned to leave. 

‘Matilda is a German name,’ she called out after me. ‘I’m not be German, silly.’ 
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Special Occasions 

Dad dropped in early one morning to help Sam fix his roof. I made coffee while they 

formulated how to approach the job. 

‘You know Tin Man’s in town?' Dad said. He stood and drained his cup in one 

motion. 

‘Really? Where is he?’ 

‘Down at his regular haunt. He’s got quite the set-up now.’ 

I slipped on my thongs and hunted around unsuccessfully for my hat before setting 

out in a hurry. I stopped in at Dad’s and picked up two bottles of my Ninkasi on the way. It 

still wasn’t as good as Mum’s, but it was getting better with every batch. 

As I approached his habitual plot by the river I saw Tin Man, his back to me as he cast 

his line into the water. He didn’t turn and his lure hadn’t submerged before he called out.  

‘Long time, Old Chap.’ 

‘Too bloody long,’ I called back. 

I sat next to where he crouched, line in one hand and battered cigarette in the other. 

‘You’ve been on walkabout I hear.’ He smiled his whiskery smile. 

‘Yeah, I took off young and full of angst.’ I sighed. 

‘Yep, well if one thing’s for certain the problems of youth diminish daily. Have no 

doubt about that.’ He chuckled into his beard. 

‘But, I saw some of the countryside, met a few of the locals.' 

He tugged on his line. ‘Good for you! Nothin’ better for a chap’s spirit than to get out 

there and meet the neighbours. He who casts the first stone gathers no moss as they say.’ 

I laughed and handed him one of the bottles of beer. 

‘Jeez, Old Chap. There’ll be no more where this came from. You better save it for a 

special occasion.’ He handed it back. 

I opened the bottle and passed it to him. ‘This is my Ninkasi, besides this is a special 

occasion.’ 

‘Cheers.’ We clinked our bottles together. ‘Beer is proof that the good Lord loves us 

and wants us to be happy. Bottoms up, Old Chap.’ 

I began to roll a cigarette. 

‘You wanna give that stuff away, mate. Puts hairs on ya chest.’ He pulled open the 

top of his shirt to show his irrefutable evidence. 

‘Did you hear I had to bail Madame Bovary out of jail?’ 
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‘You're pullin’ me leg! Has old Mrs B been out rapin’ and pillagin’ again?’ he 

laughed as he sipped his beer. 

‘No, she was just going for a swim and saying some prayers down at the rock trees.’ 

He shook his head. ‘Bloody rock trees shoulda gone an’ kept ‘emselves hid.’ 

‘Yeah well, the cops charged her with a bunch of stuff, now the locals are spreading 

rumours that she was holding a devil voodoo mass, sacrificing babies to zombies and coming 

up with worse every time the story’s told.’ I stubbed out my smoke angrily. 

‘Well, in my long experience a lie can travel around the world while the truth is still 

puttin’ her boots on.’ He pulled his line out of the water with only a torn pair of football 

shorts as his catch. ‘Don’t worry about Mrs B, the old girl is tougher ’n she looks.’ He rolled 

up his line and took a swig of his beer. ‘Your old lady could brew a good drop and I reckon 

yours is getting pretty close.’ 

We sat drinking our beers in the morning sun as I told him about April and my 

adventures. Walking back from Tin Man’s camp I wondered about him and his life. I 

wondered whether I would be brave and tenacious enough to live his knockabout existence. I 

thought of myself setting up camp every night, washing my underpants in flood waters, 

swatting ants from my ankles and swigging watered-down wine from a flask under eucalypt 

incarnations of ancients. Maybe I would feel envious of the houses across the creek from my 

camp, with their electricity and families, security and mod-cons. Convenience and 

entrapments. Isn’t it funny? We all willingly trade limitless freedom for a fridge and a place 

to call home. Except Tin Man of course. For a swaggie, once their belly’s full everything else 

is a bonus. But, the more I thought about it the more I realised that I am far too lazy for 

limitless freedom. 

 

Dancing Stone Trees 

Bang. Bang. 

I awoke to the sound of someone pounding on the front doors. I shook Sam and 

encouraged him to get dressed as I pulled on my shorts. When I opened the door it took me a 

moment to register a familiar, but strangely different, face. 

‘Oh. Oh, Gemma!’  

I jumped on her like I used to when we were kids, but the years had evened us out and 

my gesture sent us both arse over tit. We were screaming, laughing, and scrambling to get up 

when Sam took both our hands and hoisted us to our feet. 
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‘Nice to meet you,’ she laughed while still holding his hand. I introduced them as we 

sighed out our laughter and sat at the big table. 

‘Well, this place has changed a bit,’ she noted, looking around the church. 

‘It’s a work in progress you could say,’ he said rocking back on his chair in Dad’s 

philosophical way. 

‘Is that one of your Mum’s?’ she asked pointing at Hecate 

‘Yep. So, Gem, what brings you to town old girl?’ I poured us all a cup of tea. 

‘Well, I’ve been meaning to come back ever since they discovered the petrified trees. 

You know I studied cultural anthropology at uni?’ She blew gently on her tea to cool it down. 

‘I went out with a team of archaeologists today. Unfortunately the archaeologists and 

anthropologists are still at loggerheads on how to approach almost everything, but we can all 

agree the stone trees are a massive find.’ She bravely took a sip. 

‘So what do you reckon? It’s pretty amazing. I can’t believe that for so long none of 

us knew they were there.’ I was still trying to squeeze the last of the honey into my drink. 

‘Fucking amazing! From what I’ve gathered they were carved tens of thousands of 

years ago, perhaps the oldest petroglyphs in the country, maybe in the world. I’m going back 

tomorrow, you can come if you like. You can carry all my stuff for me, like back in the old 

days.’ She winked and I slapped her arm playfully. 

The Godless Man gulped down his tea. ‘Well it sounds like you fine women have a 

lot of catching up to do and I have to go and see a man about a dog. Nice to meet you 

Gemma.’ He stood and gave her a hug. ‘I’m sure I’ll catch you again while you’re in town.’  

He kissed my forehead and left. 

‘Well he seems like a catch,’ she said smiling. 

‘Yeah, I’m pretty lucky.’ I grinned like an idiot. 

She sat up straight in her chair and looked sombre. ‘I haven’t just come for the rock 

trees, Bon.’ She sighed deeply and let her head fall into her hands. ‘It’s Mum. She’s finally 

lost the plot. Like, she’s really off her rocker. Your brothers haven’t mentioned anything?’ 

‘My brothers? No.’ I couldn’t fathom what they would know about Gemma’s Mum. 

‘I’ve gotta take her to rehab. She’s just become too crazy and obviously Dad can’t 

handle her anymore. I don’t know whether he ever could to be honest.’ Gemma came around 

the table to sit closer to me. ‘Apparently since she lost her job she’s been drinking all day and 

wandering about town off her trolley at night. It all came to a head about a week ago, she was 

carrying on like a madwoman when Blue and the boys had to talk her down from the roof of 

the pub. From what I can gather she’s painted her wedding dress with glow-in-the-dark paint 
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and sits in the sun all day, hitting the turps waiting for her dress to soak up the light, then she 

goes around the place plastered ranting and raving. It’s just awful.’ She turned her face away 

and I could tell she was about to cry.  

I thought about revealing that I’d seen her Mum glowing in the dark that night at the 

creek, but I decided it wasn’t the time. But I was quietly relieved to find out the spectre was 

merely an inebriated neighbour and not the ghost of a dead alien. I put my arm around her.  

‘Don’t worry, Gem. We’ll get her into a nice place, she’ll be right as rain in no time.’  

She smiled weakly and we hugged because we both knew that wasn’t true. 

Gemma collected me from the church the following day and we walked together to 

the rock trees where we were met by a group of scholars and local indigenous elders who 

were studying the site. So many people milling around accentuated the impression that the 

stone trees were dancing. Gemma set her bag down and took her camera from its case. 

‘One of the aspects I’m most interested in is not so much how the ancient people 

carved the rock, but why. I’m hoping the petroglyphs will give us some insight into what the 

site was used for.’  

She took photographs of the various rock engravings which depicted expressive faces; 

the difficulty was deciding whether they were making love or war.  

‘The archaeologists think this was a burial ground, sort of like what Stonehenge was 

for the neolithic people in Britain. But,’ she knelt down to capture an image of what looked 

like a trail of ants marching up the rock, ‘although we could still find human remains, I think 

it may have another purpose.’ 

As she requested I held a ruler next to each carving she captured on film. 

‘You can see here where the mineral sediment has recreated the grain of the wood, 

and how the craftsman has worked the grain into the design. Just remarkable.’  

We sat in the dirt at the base of the stones and ate the sandwiches I had made for our 

lunch, marvelling at the workmanship of the carvings. 

‘So what do you think the depictions mean?’ I asked, hoping she had some ideas. ‘It 

seems like a lot of effort to go to just for decoration.’ 

‘Dunno,’ she said, still chewing on her sandwich. ‘Personally I think it might have 

something to do with promoting fertility, either of the people or of the land. Maybe it is a 

shrine dedicated to successful hunting or to the creation spirits. We’ve been talking with 

some of the elders from around here and they seem to think it’s something along those lines. I 

really hope we find out soon though.’ 
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I thought about it for a moment. ‘Hmm, maybe. But, perhaps not knowing everything 

about everything leaves us the options of our imaginations? Maybe enigmas are what makes 

the universe so intriguing. I think not knowing makes us humble and aware of our own 

limitations, but then also encourages us to persevere in new discoveries.’ 

She shrugged her shoulders. ‘Well I reckon I would like to be the one to definitively 

figure out what this place was for and why the people invested so much time carving it,’ she 

said. 

‘Yeah, me too.’ 

She stood and helped me up. ‘I think I’ve got all I need for now. I’m taking Mum to 

the rehab place tomorrow, I’m amazed that she has agreed to it. Then I’ll head back up to 

Brissy.' 

‘Do you want someone to come with you? It might be easier if you have support.’ 

‘Nah, I think the old girl will cope better if it’s just me. Thanks though.’ 

I felt disappointed that she was leaving, but hid my emotion as I hugged her and 

wished her all the best. 

‘Come back soon though. It’s nice having you in town.’ I kissed her cheek. 

‘Yeah I’ll be back for the summer holidays at least.’ She packed up her camera and 

the rest of her equipment. ‘I’m going to chat with the rest of the team, I’ll catch you soon.’  

 

Infinity Continues 

Ever since her encounter with the local constabulary Madame Bovary had been despondent 

and, for the first time since I’d known her, she had taken to her bed. She claimed she was too 

unwell to tend to the fortune-telling of the local townsfolk and I would have to field their 

complaints. 

‘But, Madame Bovary always gives me a reading on Tuesday mornings.’  

I turned them away one by one as Madame had instructed. She didn’t want to see 

anyone, except Carlos Diablos of course. I was in charge of opening the teashop in the 

mornings, preparing the tea and recommending books from the limited knowledge I had of 

Madame’s extensive collection. I worried for her, but since there was nothing physically 

wrong with her I didn’t know what to do.  

It was a busy time. The weekends were spent at Dad’s brewing Ninkasi, planting trees 

or helping Sam with his church refurbishments. By the beginning of summer my newest brew 

was ready for consumption and my heart stirred with a growing trepidation. Would it be as 

good as Mum’s? Could I replicate her signature brew? Madame was not a beer drinker, but I 
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presented her with a couple of bottles hoping that the Sumerians were right and Ninkasi was 

abundant with healthful, invigorating properties. She thanked me and asked me to put the 

bottles in the cooler. She would try it when she was ready. 

Sam had anticipated this day and when I returned to the church he was sitting in his 

old rocking-chair wearing his beer-drinking shirt, a faded Pink Floyd number, grinning 

expectantly. 

‘Well, crack open a couple. Let’s imbibe the latest harvest.’   

I handed him a bottle and we opened our drinks simultaneously; the satisfying ‘pop’ 

indicated a good brew. We clinked glasses and took exuberant sips. I savoured the tasty bitter 

bubbles and had to admit it was pretty good, but still not quite right. 

‘Fantastic effort, my dear,’ Sam congratulated me. ‘Brewing beer is an acquired skill, 

and it will only get better. Hurrah!’ He toasted my craftsmanship and Ninkasi herself, and 

drank deeply of the waters of the Euphrates. We sipped as he prepared a meal of fragments 

gathered from what scant supplies we had. I was so sleepy, but the sun had not even yet set. 

‘It’s only eight o’clock, you can’t go to bed yet.’ He pointed at the timepiece above 

the alcove. 

‘How can it be? We’ve been here for hours.’ 

We lounged in the church yard fending off mosquitoes when the notes of a guitar 

drifted over us.  

‘Hello,’ he said. ‘We have a musician in our midst.’ 

The music started off gently, but gradually increased in tempo with enthusiastic 

rasgueado strumming. Sam and I were impressed with the virtuosity of the player and began 

to imagine that it was a man wooing his beloved. We visualised the scene and developed a 

narrative to match the music. A lone woman dancing with abandon, throwing her hips and 

stomping her feet in the traditional flamenco style. Clicking her fingers furiously at the 

guitarist, throwing herself into the music, her dress following wherever she willed it. Her 

body violent in its response to the rhythm, beating her soul into the earth with the soles of her 

feet. The guitar launched out notes intentionally invigorating her responses.  

The beat slows and they eye each other, fiercely he picks the strings with deliberate 

precision, she moves within the perfect stillness of her being, like a thunderstorm through the 

charged air. She glares at him over her shoulder as he raises the tempo. History and memory 

contained in her every movement, spinning and throwing her shawl, her feet troubling the 

ground beneath.  She stamps her foot in defiance and they both erupt in a passionate 

crescendo of beat, beating, beating out, neither willing to relent, unwilling to discontinue 
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their exchange. She kicks out her legs and he bends over his guitar and exclaims ‘Hoo hoo. 

Ho!’ And rallies out another volley of strumming. She spins and spins and stamps her feet, 

raising her arms, becoming taller, becoming more resplendent in her fury. 

And still the hidden virtuoso continued, all through the long night. Sam softly  

threaded notes along with the astonishing music that swooped all around the valley. While he 

tried to keep up with the ferocity of the Spanish guitar I thought of the dancer, the 

embodiment of all the women who have been wounded, and he the epitome of all the men 

who have tried to win them back. She stands back, holding her skirts in tormented rage, he 

plays softly to pacify her then grins as he mischievously quickens his hand, before slapping 

her with purely perfunctory scales, heedless of her escalating emotion. Then he takes her 

musically through a sunny glade before she realises what he is up to and slams her foot in 

protest. She relents because she is enjoying herself. He recognises his victory and takes a 

moment to allow his guitar to congratulate him, he has won. He shifts in his seat, building 

momentum, letting the sweat run down his neck as tears run down her cheeks. He checks 

himself as he misses a note, she notices it too. He inhales the pure energy, restraining himself 

from throwing away his guitar and embracing her after their long separation. She holds back 

from kicking the seat from under him and taking his face in her hands. 

And still the night went on with the moon, a labouring cow, lowing on the horizon for 

an age. The music played on and on, clapping and stomping resounded through the air, the 

cries of ‘ole’ accompanying the frenetic runs of euphonious guitar echoing through the streets 

of Cellophane. In my mind rhythm and fire were made flesh by the dancer; she whirled 

feverishly in movements of pure geometry, twisting and arching like a serpent, allowing her 

soul to rise to inaccessible heights. Rising and twisting, lifting her skirt showing the strength 

of her legs, answering every call of the song. She backs into the guitarist suggestively then 

kicks dust at his feet to remind him he has injured her immortally. She lets out her hair 

allowing it to envelop her as she spins almost into herself. The notes fall in cadence until the 

guitar, exhausted from the exertion with broken strings and woodwork bloodied, is grateful to 

be put aside.  

We could hear the cheering and laughter throughout the town, people in the streets 

calling ‘ole’ and ‘I love you’ and ‘let’s dance’. And on it went. A preternatural glow 

enveloped the town but nobody paid any attention, the music went on and the dancing 

continued. And still the moon hovered too high, even backtracking at times when I steadied 

my eye, but who was I to care?  Eventually, after an aeon, the valley descended into an eerie 
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silence as the dancer and her guitarist embraced. Finally the weary people of Cellophane 

were allowed to sleep.  

 

The Moon Sermon 

The old woman sat under triangular icicles, stalactites plummeting from the roof of the 

firmament, spearing the earth with precise regularity. She crouched chewing on bones, 

antique and ravenous, and held her hand to her ear. 

‘Do you hear what booms through eternity?’ She uttered the fire language of 

hallucinations in the fuliginous gloom. ‘Look to the Selenites, to Cain and his thorns, they 

will tell you that what you believe in as reality is real only for one time and only for one 

place.’ She adjusted her crown of mushrooms inscribed with ancient hieroglyphics and 

returned to her banquet of gristle and marrow. 

‘What do you mean? You are making no sense to me.’  

 ‘Your work is coming along, soon you will be white-haired with forests of your own 

making.’ She rattled dead wattles harvested from the cemetery of the Gods and sent up 

ululations to the infinitude. ‘There is a shadow under the filaments of creation. Can you see 

it? Come join me under the filaments of creation.’ 

Her eyes bulged and rolled in their sockets ecstatically and she held aloft her hands to 

show me her stigmata. Her eyes rolled back so far I glimpsed her soul, which made me feel 

uneasy. My syncopated pulse thumped away, mindful of my corporeality. I foresaw my 

future bestowing esoteric wisdoms, like a woman with a shopping trolley brimming with 

angry cats.  

‘I must get a dog.’ I thought, ‘if only to avoid the prospect of becoming the mad cat-

woman of my own imagination.’ 

 

Creatures Made of Stars 

The following day I slept in. The Godless Man slept in, which was unlike him. But it didn't 

matter because everyone in Cellophane slept late that day. My feet ached as I walked through 

town on the way to the teashop. A woman stopped me in the street. 

‘Look at my hair! It’s white and falling out. What happened last night?’ 

I shrugged my shoulders and shuffled on. But a man standing at his garden gate 

grabbed my arm. 

‘Help me, the bones in my hands ache like the devil and I can’t feel my toes.’ 
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It was the price we had to pay for a night of enchantment. We were all older, a little 

bit closer to the end of infinity, but infinity continues – as is its nature. I was late opening the 

teashop and was surprised to find a large gold envelope addressed to me sitting on the 

counter: 

Dear Bonny, 

Finally he has arrived! Carlos Diablos is here and it is time for me to leave 

Cellophane. Always knowing this was my destiny, after waiting so many years, I have 

prepared for this moment. I may never come back to Cellophane, and you may never 

be able to visit where we are going, so you will find enclosed the documentation you 

need to take possession of the teahouse. Keep making the tea for people, it really is 

good for them. I may return one day, but then maybe not. If you receive a gift of silver 

from me you will know that I will never come back to Cellophane and all that was 

mine here is now yours. Please do not sorrow at my departure, you know better than 

any that this is my greatest wish. I’m elated to be back in the arms of my love. 

Good luck and know that you are very much loved, 

Your eternal friend, 

MB. 

Placing the letter back in the envelope I wept for myself, but felt pleased for my old 

friend. After a long day running the teahouse on my own I realised there was nothing left of 

Madame Bovary that I could farewell, so I planned valediction ceremony.  

When I had closed for the day I burned the letter in her Jesus ashtray and gathered 

together the ashes along with the burnt remains of her incense and some tea leaves that were 

left in the pot. I placed a small portion of the ingredients in a silver dish and made a paste 

with dandelion-infused water. I daubed by face and arms with the mixture and took what 

remained down to the river, to the Place of the Dead and Dying. I said a good luck prayer for 

Madame and all those who had gone before, sprinkling the concoction into the water. I left 

my clothes on the grassy banks and scooped up the mud from the shallow. Smearing my body 

with the fine silt the flecks of mica sparkled in the starlight, gladdening my spirit. I plunged 

into the water, swimming upstream, making no progress but being cleansed within.  

Climbing the far bank I wasn’t daunted by the towering stones, perhaps this was their 

purpose after all – to accept the offerings of the living for the departed. Standing naked on 

sacred ground I sent up my obsecration to the spiralling southern sky. When I returned to the 

church in the dark night, smelling of acceptance and river mud, Sam didn’t even open his 

eyes as he took my hand pulling me close into the bed, into him. 
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‘I missed you,’ he said as he wrapped me in his perfect and unequivocal benevolence. 

He understood my need for tangible connection to the infinite and didn’t dissuade me 

from my superstitions. He didn’t need the symbolism of ritual and incantations to link with 

the divine, he was already there. He had seen the havoc religion played in people’s lives, his 

parents were testament to that. He believed in himself. He knew he was a good man and was 

better than most because he needn’t follow any dogmatic directives. I wanted to be more like 

him, which he laughed at of course. 

‘Be more like yourself, Beautiful-Creature-Made-of-Stars,’ he would say as he kissed 

my eyes in turn. 

His temple was the universe, every day and every thing was miraculous to him. He 

was full of wonder, literally wonderful. He marvelled at how atoms react to each other and 

how planets influence each other, the yet un-deciphered physics of the quanta and the 

quandary of how a bumblebee manages to fly. To him religion was a simplified version of the 

greater and more fantastic phenomena of reality; scriptures were merely the creation myths 

invented by stone-age peoples. He was a devotee of the natural world and thrilled with the 

sight of a person looking off into the middle distance doing what at first blink appeared like 

nothing. Merely rallying a thought into a corral so it could be deconstructed and pacified. He 

revelled in the potential of such activities and was thrilled by the epiphanies a humble reverie 

could harvest. If he felt I was getting carried away with my heterogeneous theology he would 

just play a few bars of Stevie Wonder’s ‘Superstition’ and I would know to reel it back.  

 

Huning Island 

Some moons later a parcel arrived in the mail postmarked Huning Island, Vietnam. My heart 

sank. I knew immediately that Madame Bovary would not be coming back. Inside there was 

no note, but there was a silver pendant, exactly like the one the Tin Man had given me all 

those years before, except it was inverted. I compared the two and the inscriptions were 

perfectly reversed. Tin Man had told me that the one I still wore kept goblins away and I 

worried that its opposite might attract them. I decided to give it to Sam because he was 

perennially protected by his incredulity. When I showed it to him he turned it over in his 

hands and remarked on the quality of the craftsmanship. 

It took a few weeks for me to come to terms with the fact that Madame was gone for 

good and that the teashop was now mine. I didn’t want to intrude on her space but soon 

realised if it was to be mine, I needed to stamp my own mark upon it. My first act was to pull 

down the heavy old curtains to let in the air and light. I swept and cleaned and dusted. I 
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pondered the altar with its melange of gallimaufry. In a moment of audacity I cleared away 

the crystals, figurines, prayer beads, and the sticky relic of St Teresa of Avila. Hesitantly, and 

not without concern, I packed the perfumes and offerings set out for Erzulie into a cedar-

wood box – just in case. I allowed the area to breathe for a few days, continuing to make tea 

for customers and recommending books they might need, before I set about gathering the 

items which held enough power to be included in my own altar. The boomerang from Tin 

Man, the piece of rose quartz Madame had given my mother before I was born, the coin from 

Mother-of-Pearl, and the pearl Isobue had given me (twice). But there were other things that 

were intangible and could not be included, but were no less important: the hymn to Ninkasi, 

Dream Baby and the love of a Godless Man. It seemed like a waste to leave the upstairs area 

vacant, so I suggested that while the renovations of the church were ongoing we should stay 

in the comfort of the teahouse with its operational kitchen and functioning bathroom. He was 

hesitant at first, but could see the sense in it. 

‘Don’t worry, I won’t charge you rent,’ I laughed. ‘Maybe you could do tarot 

readings?’ 

‘I think I might have to find some other method of paying my way, maybe I could be 

the resident guitarist or cook.’ 

I decided he could be both, and we moved our things into the rooms above the 

teashop. 

 

Maternal Lamentation 

When I started to go through Madame Bovary’s things, I came across a fragment of my 

mother’s Letter to Walter Mikac. It was a section I was previously unaware of, and it broke 

my heart all over again: 

I was sixteen, alone at the ‘unmarried mothers’ home when I started labour. I was 

ignorant of what was happening as I was taken into a delivery room suffering 

frequent contractions. I looked into the next room as another woman gave birth. It 

was horrific, she screamed and kicked, I thought she would die. The pains were 

becoming stronger, I was in the dark with no knowledge of what was going on. 

Suddenly lights came on, gowned and gloved people everywhere. I was told to push, 

then to stop pushing, then to push. I went through the whole experience without 

uttering a sound, I was afraid I’d get into trouble. I still remember the pain of my 

daughter being born, the agony stinging and tearing at my body. Nobody spoke to me 

when they took my child away and left me alone.  
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I was wheeled into ward and, oh how heavenly, they placed my daughter’s crib next 

to my bed. I sat and watched her all night. I started to become excited, no matter what 

happened now, we would live happily ever after. Michael came to see me about three 

days later.  

‘She is so beautiful, she has eyes just like yours,’ I said as we stood at the window of 

the nursery.  

‘If you want to keep this baby you are going to have to take me to court.’ He said 

without a hint of emotion. 

I was devastated. My world had disintegrated. I cried and I vomited from the effort of 

continuously sobbing. No-one asked me what was wrong either. I was not allowed to 

touch my daughter, but I would sneak into the nursery and hold her little hand. I was 

allowed to feed her, but only under supervision. I tried day and night to get in contact 

with Michael, but was told he was not available. I remember being in bed alone while 

all the other mothers were receiving visitors and flowers and I had nothing. It was 

heartbreaking. I was desperate to keep my daughter and asked my aunties if I could 

live with them until I got settled. My dear Catholic aunts wrote back: ‘How dare you 

even suggest such a thing? How could we hold our heads up in this town if you bring 

that bastard back here!’ 

I was drowning in sorrow, I had nowhere to go, no-one to turn to. I clung to my child 

and promised her I would take care of her always. But they took her away from me 

and she was put in the orphanage. The nuns said I could leave the baby if I signed 

adoption papers. If I found a place to live and employment within thirty days I could 

rescind the order and come back to get her. It was all I could think of to do. I signed 

the papers and said goodbye to my darling and caught the train back to Cairns. 

Michael refused to see me. I put an advertisement in the paper looking for work as a 

live-in nanny. A man responded, he said he would meet me at the weekend, which 

meant that nearly another week would slip by. When we finally met I was ecstatic that 

he was going to give me a job and he had all the things I would need for my own 

baby; a cot, clothes and toys. It was too good to be true. It was now only one week 

until the end of the thirty day window, if I didn’t send the forms to the courts by the 

appointed date my daughter would be adopted out and I would never see her again. 

The man put me off for a further couple of days and I was becoming frantic. Finally 

he said he would meet me again and make the final arrangements. I was so relieved, 

but when I was sitting in his car he informed me that the prerequisite for the job was 
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that I was to sleep with him! I felt physically ill. I said no and stumbled home. I never 

laid eyes on that man again. And that is how I lost my daughter forever. I sat 

throughout the next few days in a catatonic state, counting down the hours until she 

was lost. Ache upon ache, agony upon agony. How did I survive? I do not know. No-

one mentioned that child ever again. 

As I sat on the floor of the teahouse the sight of the letter was occluded by my tears, 

the words blurred by my grief. The words of Seneca made sense to me for the first time: 

‘what need is there to weep over parts of life, when the whole of it calls for tears?’ The 

unforgivable pain she carried all those years, the relentless pressure in her heart increasing 

with every tragedy and sorrow, purpling, bruising and distorting. Every birthday, every 

Christmas and anniversary a sharp reminder of the child who was missing. 

 

The Church of the Godless 

Since moving into the teahouse Sam had been able to finish fixing the floor of the church and 

had re-plumbed the detached bathroom. He announced we were ready to hold the first Church 

of the Godless Concert. There were still many other facets of the renovation to attend to, but 

they were merely aesthetic and wouldn’t hinder a performance. We rearranged the pews in 

formation and added some cushions for comfort as there was no longer any need for 

penitential excess. Of course Sam would play a few songs and I planned to recite a poem ‘An 

Ode to Cellophane’. We also enlisted a local folk group consisting of a guitarist, fiddlers and 

a bodhrán player. We taped concert posters all over town and spread the word through the 

caravan park, the pub and the teahouse. The first night we attracted an impressive crowd, 

comprising mostly of tourists and a few curious locals. Entry was by donation, all of the 

proceeds going to the folk band which meant we made no money, but the acoustics were 

fantastic. The majestic image of Hecate witnessed all from her station above the tabernacle. 

During the set break everyone milled around the church or went outside to smoke; I joined a 

group of the latter. To my delight I noticed Gemma approaching. 

‘Hello stranger, glad you could make it.’ She kissed my cheek and we sat on a bench 

in the yard to chat away from the noisy tourists. ‘What brings you back to town, it’s not 

holidays yet?’ I asked rolling a cigarette. 

She laughed. ‘I couldn't keep away. Actually, I’m going to be staying on for a bit.’ 

‘Really?’ I was thrilled. 

‘Yep.’ She took my cigarette and took a deep drag even though she didn’t smoke. She 

coughed. ‘Mum’s out of rehab and still sober.’ 
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‘That’s great. How is she going?’ 

‘Well that’s the thing, she found religion while she was in there. I’m not sure which 

one, sounds like a mixed bag, but she has taken a vow of celibacy and left Dad. I think she’s 

up in the Blue Mountains somewhere living like a hermit, praying and eating berries.’ She 

rolled her eyes. 

It seemed strange to imagine Gemma’s loud, bourbon-drinking mum as a prayerful 

ascetic. 

‘Well, it’s better than how she was when she was here. How’s your dad going?’ 

‘He’s actually pretty good, I think he’s secretly relieved.’ She threw her head back to 

take in the starry night. ‘Anyway, he’s taking the opportunity to go travelling. Apparently he 

has always wanted to cross the USA by motorbike, so he and one of his mates are heading off 

next week.’ 

‘Well good for him,’ I said, not sure what else to say. 

‘Yeah, I think so too. He’s earned it.’ She grabbed my cigarette again. ‘Anyway, I’m 

going to look after the house while he’s gone. Besides, it makes more sense for me to be here 

with the study I’m doing on the rock trees. My research has taken an interesting turn, I’ve 

decided to look at it from a different anthropological perspective. It really is fascinating how 

white fellas, and international visitors, are reacting to something that has always been here.’ 

She shook her head as she laughed. ‘Actually I think I may have discovered the reason 

behind the carvings. I’ve spent some time out there and I think the petroglyphs are collections 

of complex stories and instructions. I reckon the rock trees are a sort of stone-age library, a 

repository of all knowledge.’  

I put my arm around her and pulled her close. 

‘You’re so clever! That’s brilliant. C’mon, let’s go inside. This band is really fun.’  

 

Brain Child 

On the weekend I went to Dad’s to prepare for the next brew of Ninkasi. He was mowing the 

lawn as was his custom on a Saturday morning. When he saw me pottering in the brewing 

shed he cut the engine. 

‘Hey, I hear Gemma’s back in town.’ He looked almost as pleased as I felt. 

‘Yeah, I saw her at the concert, her dad’s taking off to the States.’ 

‘Good for him,’ he said, echoing my own sentiments. ‘Oh, while I remember, a letter 

came for you the other day. It’s on the kitchen table.’ He started up the mower again. 

I opened the letter as Dad sweated back and forth across the lawn. 
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Dear Bonny 

I’m writing to let you know that I am back in Broome and I have had my baby. 

Thankfully she is a fat, healthy, strong baby girl. Mum and Nan are ecstatic and 

placated. They have both thoroughly enjoyed themselves throwing red rice and 

spoiling the kid shamelessly. The reason I feel compelled to write to you is to let you 

know that the night before I gave birth I dreamt of my daughter. She was sitting in a 

tree and told me that you had named her Matilda – that I had to call her Matilda. 

Anyway, I cannot have a dream baby, a mere brain child, making the big decisions 

around here, so I have called her Bonny. Bonny Matilda. 

I hope one day you can make it back up to Broome and meet little Bonny. 

Much love, 

Isobue.    

Unexpectedly, such joyful news tumbled me into a great sense of bereavement. First I 

had lost Isobue to the sea, then I had lost Dream Baby to Isobue. Madame Bovary had run 

away to an imaginary island with the son of the Devil, and my mother was gone forever 

taking any connection to my sister with her. Then I felt foolish for centring my attention on 

my losses. I remembered the words of Madame Bovary: ‘want of thankfulness leads to all 

discontent’ and chastised myself for my ingratitude. After all I still had my youth and my 

health, I still had Dad and my brothers, I still had Gemma and Baba Yaga, a man who loved 

me and we were home. Things weren’t so bad, actually things were pretty good.  

I went to the pub, wanting to be around people but also wanting to be alone. I sat with 

my notebook in the beer garden basking in the warm afternoon, alone except for Frau 

Mӓrchen and the beer garden birds. Frau Mӓrchen sat on the seat next to me with her shandy 

and her gold jangly bangles. She stayed silent as I continued writing in the shadow of her 

blonde halo of fairy-floss hair. I noticed her hands quietly stroked the rough tabletop and her 

nails as red as a riding-hoods. I finished the paragraph I was working on and smirked a 

perfunctory smile. 

‘I’m glad to see you honouring your stories by writing them down before you forget 

them. Stories are all we’re made of, you know. We are the stories that we’re told and the 

stories that we tell. Every dream, every fear, every memory, every scar and every hope. Just 

stories.’ She smiled and patted my hand before she returned to the bar. I grinned more 

sincerely and was heartening to learn she was a good sort after all. 

I tore out a page from my notebook and wrote back to Isobue congratulating her on 

the birth of her baby. In the letter I insisted that when the kid was old enough she must have 
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all the strawberries she could eat. When I returned to the teashop I rolled my message into a 

cylinder along with Mum’s painting of Persephone and sent it with love to the family of pearl 

women. 

 

Mnemosyne  

The Cellophane council decided to capitalise on the petrified forest and the remarkable 

Indigenous history of the area by changing the name of the town from Cellophane to Rock 

Tree River. It was argued that the original Indigenous name for the area would be more 

appropriate, but the council mostly consisted of the same men that came up with Cellophane 

and had refused Mother and Memory. The same men who didn’t have the imagination to 

conjure Mnemosyne, the goddess of memory and the mother of the muses. Obviously we still 

had to reconcile who we thought we were and where we thought we come from. Even still, I 

couldn’t help thinking of the place as Cellophane, just as the generation before me had called 

it German Town, even if only to themselves.  

So much has changed, almost all for the better, but I have already forgotten so much. I 

feel I am being blinded not only by the inevitable age-induced misting over of the macula, 

but by the sightlessness of forgetting. The opacity of acceptance and, dare I say, 

contentedness. I can feel the bluntness of unfeeling, the cynicism that deadens the outrage 

and disbelief of youthful idealism. I have to finish before I can no longer remember the sharp 

anguish, the shocked and shocking languishing of memory in its rawness and its callous 

intimacy. It is certain that anyone, anything in fact, could randomly just not be there 

anymore. That I could, on a whim, just walk away. Anything, everything, could be gone 

tomorrow – even me. Even at my own discretion. Men leave women every day, women leave 

men. Pearl divers leave their most ardent admirers, mediocre bass players leave young girls 

and take their virginity with them. Mothers leave children, fathers leave their senses. Anyone, 

anything could go at any time. Even our own memories shapeshift capriciously, flitting 

promiscuously between the real and the imagined. Nothing should be taken for granted, even 

those closest, the most trusted friend, our own children, even the ones who haven't been born 

yet. Maybe most especially them. And when on a whim one decides not to be there anymore, 

to be gone, it is too late to turn back. It will always be too late. 

 

Guru of Godlessness 

Sam and I carried on peacefully making music, crafting beer, planting trees and making tea. 

Our most serious disagreements consisted of heated discussions about the origins of the 
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universe and which musicians were going to feature at the Church of the Godless on the 

weekend. He had become evangelical in his atheism and had taken to delivering sermons to 

his few, but devout, parishioners of godlessness. They would arrive with history books and 

various scriptures they wanted to discredit. I chose not to attend, I didn’t believe in anything 

and yet everything was sacred. 

It dawned one morning that I had grown old. I hadn’t noticed, these things happen 

gradually of course. The greying hair and creping skin take time to ripen. Now I was older 

than my mother had ever been, older than either of my grandmothers had hoped to be. Sam 

looked the same in my imperfect vision, bright cobalt eyes and boyish cheeks, but his hair 

and beard were streaked with white. His belly rounded year by year over his belt and his once 

smooth musical hands were gnarled and grizzled. But I didn’t see this as the end of our 

journey, rather our maturation represented completion, an accomplishment.  

On a midnight picnic under a moonless dome we supped a riparian feast at the Place 

of the Dead and Dying. His knee was playing up, as it often did now, and he stood to stretch 

his aching patella. 

‘Whoa, see that?’ 

Before I could ask I saw a rectangular glow brighten within the semi-circle of the 

stone trees. 

‘Let’s go check it out,’ I whispered. 

He threw his shirt on the basket as we waded into the water. We swam across the 

river, breast-stroke to avoid noisy splashing. The glow brightened so much it cast shadows of 

the stone trees. He helped me out of the water, my back not being what it once was, and I 

stood trembling. The glow was a bright rectangle of orange light, about the same dimensions 

as a small door. He held my hand as we approached, an almost inaudible hum vibrating the 

air causing the night to quiver before our eyes. We walked around the space, behind the 

oblong of light was only ordinary darkness. Sam peered into the pulsing luminescence and 

smiled. There was definitely something in there and he could see it, his eyes wide in wonder 

and beaming a beatific smile. There was a hard pop, only heard inside my head, like biting a 

jellyfish, and the dark closed in on the glowing door and it was gone. All that was left was the 

seared line of the threshold. 

 

The Dust is Sacred 

When we felt too old and weary to host concerts Sam moved back into the church. He had 

become the second biggest tourist attraction in Cellophane as the guru of atheism, even going 
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so far as wearing a toga and carrying the staff of the Cynics. He didn’t see the irony, which 

was surely for the best.  

My sentiments clashed with the ardent atheistic fundamentalism so I stayed on at the 

teahouse, taking only the painting of Hecate which I hung in a place of honour above my 

altar. My work planting trees continued, and I often marvelled at the small forests that had 

sprung up, born of my own labour. Often I would leave town for days, setting up a small 

camp upriver from the Place of the Dead and Dying. I’d regularly visit the stone trees, to 

decipher their stories, always finding something new. The tales had no beginning or end, the 

same stories going around and around, again and again, but every time they’d change because 

I had changed too. Looking close I would sometimes see something familiar – way down the 

base of one of the trunks an intricate carving of a man wearing a hat and carrying a billycan, 

Tin Man? But, how could that be? 

One afternoon as I crouched over the water, fishing line in hand, I was alarmed at the 

reflection the water presented: an old woman with long matted hair, skirts hitched up 

revealing raw chicken-leg flesh. Breaking the surface of the river mirror by washing my 

hands and face I decided to stay on at camp that night and forever eschew my reflection.  

Sitting next to the fire as the dark gathered around I wondered at my future, what was 

left of it, when a woman stepped into the circle of light provided by the flames. She didn’t 

recognise me, but I knew her instantly, how could I forget that hair? Long and curly reaching 

past her waist. 

‘Where is your friendly spider?’ I asked, chuckling. 

‘My what?’ she looked confused, almost scared. 

‘Never mind.’ I threw a handful of pepper into the fire which sparked and flared, as I 

knew it would.  

She started and looked about fearfully. 

‘Remember I told you it would be difficult, that this world is no place for nice girls.’ 

She pushed her chin out defiantly. ‘Who said I was a nice girl?’ 

Phlegm crackled in my throat as I laughed approvingly. ‘Not I, my Dear. Not I.’ 

With that she vanished into the opaque outer shadows. The smouldering of the fire 

plumed like the smoke of a new pope whose gods have fled. The ringing in my ears amplified 

as my spirit struggled to recognise the divine. The mud is sublime and the stars are 

besmirched, but even dust is sacred depending on how you sprinkle it. 
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The Universe 

Feeling as cold and dry as the moon I bury my feet deeply in the soft river mud, toes rooting 

crookedly like any other sapling on the banks. I see my old legs crack and mottle like bark, 

but they are still strong and ground me to the earth. Branching my arms out I breathe deeply 

in honour of the time I have left. My remembrances are the only frangible ropes tying me to 

the Treetop of Being, and at this elevation I see the cosmos is as vast as it is indifferent. This 

delicate mooring is uncertain, memories being as mercurial and mutable as they are.  

The old woman’s words were veracious, true in their esoteric wisdom. As I listen to 

the whisper music of the river I know I am the same. Just as the river is composed of millions 

of droplets but is one thing, the same at the source until the ocean, so it is with me. The child 

whose fortune was told in the womb, the curious girl, the young woman travelling, the old 

woman standing in the shallows, connected by a million moments and experiences. The same 

and ever-changing.  

I don’t know what happens next and it doesn't really matter because the future yawns 

out before us all in a terrifying and ambiguous way. We will all die and we have no control 

over how we are remembered, other than our interactions with the universe in every passing 

moment – a burden we all share and rarely remember in the instant of time we exist. All I can 

do is replant the trees my father cut down, remember my own stories, leave out a saucer of 

milk and honey, and hope for the best. 
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Part 2: Exegetical Component 
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Introduction 

Once upon a time if an Australian sought myths, fairy tales or folk tales based in their own 

country they would find either Indigenous Dreamtime stories or Russell Ward’s brand of the 

‘Australian Legend’: pioneers, explorers, bushrangers and larrikins. Any preliminary research 

will confirm Australian myths and folk tales are heavily weighted to these two disparate 

source materials.4  

So, where do Australians who are immigrants, city dwellers, or women who also love 

this land turn for a distinctly antipodean folklore that recognises their experience? Recently 

there has been an emergence of Australian texts integrating cultural and folkloric motifs in a 

sensitive and inclusive way, which may prove to be not only instructive (as myth and fairy 

tale have often aspired to be) but also socially and individually worthwhile. The story of 

Cellophane reflects the cultural eclecticism of Australian society, but also the longing for 

something tangible to belong to: the land, a community or a belief system. 

What is compelling for the purpose of this paper is the recent interest of Australian 

writers in recreating traditionally European and Asian myth and folk stories in an Australian 

postcolonial context. By writing my creative piece and accompanying exegesis I hope to 

contribute to this growing field of multicultural tales, rich in folkloric motifs, placed in a 

recognisably Australian setting with the aim of creating a story which is both inclusive and 

engenders a sense of belonging to place. 

In this exegesis I touch briefly on the history and evolution of myth, folk tales and 

fairy tales in general then look more closely at the Australian tradition and how that has 

developed over the course of settlement and colonisation. I explore how the Australian 

landscape has been portrayed, how that depiction has changed over time and what 

significance that has for the reading public’s attitude to place. As this paper researches the 

use of existing stories for retelling and reinvention I will discuss Roland Barthes’ theory of 

‘the death of the author’ in relation to how literature is always necessarily (with very few 

exceptions) a gathering together of past readings to create something new, and also explore 

how Mikhail Bakhtin’s study of the novel keeps these past and future writings in dialogue 

through the form of the novel. I have also included a section on use of magic realism and how 

the genre relates to literature produced in a postcolonial context. To better come to grips with 

the recurring archetypes that appear in folktales I have included a section exploring how the 

 
4 Most major search engine results for ‘Australian folktales’ show websites such as World of Tales or Fairytalez or Wikipedia which are all 

limited to the Dreamtime or colonial folk stories. 
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tarot and dreams tie together many of the characters and events in the creative artefact and 

also themes that run through the accompanying critical component. A major facet of this 

exegesis is a comparative study of three recent texts written by Australian authors based on 

the Russian folktale character Baba Yaga: ‘Vasilisa the Wise’ by Kate Forsythe (illustrated 

by Lorena Carrington), ‘The Blackaby Road’ by Danielle Wood, and ‘By Bone-light’ by 

Juliet Marillier. Informed by folklorists Jack Zipes, Kevin Paul Smith and Rebecca-Anne Do 

Rozario I have analysed the different perspectives given in these texts and discussed the 

possible reasons why an ancient Slavic nature-witch has inspired such attention in 

contemporary Australian literature. I have examined the use of mythological, fairy-tale and 

folkloric tropes in these works as well as the creative artefact, and how those elements impact 

how we read these texts and by extension how we read the Australian landscape.  

 

Myth, Folklore and Fairy Tales 

The Historical Context of Myth, Folklore and Fairy Tales 

Myths, folk tales and fairy tales have a long and complex history; as J.R.R. Tolkien sums up 

succinctly ‘the history of fairy-stories is probably more complex than the physical history of 

the human race, and as complex as the history of human language. All three things: 

independent invention, inheritance, and diffusion, have evidently played their part in 

producing the intricate web of story’ (Tolkien, 1965, p. 20).  

A simple explaination of the difference between the three genres is that myth involves 

stories of the gods, folklore is generally oral stories told about ordinary people doing 

extraordinary things, and fairy tales (or more correctly ‘literary fairy tales’) are the written 

versions of the original folktales (Zipes, 2005, p. 2).6 Due to the long and widespread history 

of storytelling, an exhaustive chronicle of folkloric evolution is unnecessary because of ‘any 

single genre that has captured the imagination of people in all walks of life throughout the 

world, it is the fairy tale, and yet we still have great difficulty in explaining its historical 

origins, how it evolved and spread, and why we cannot resist its appeal’ (Zipes, 2012, p. xi). 

Most people become aware of folk and fairy tales as children and they are often the first 

narratives young people become familiar with, but many of the most well-known tales were 

never intended for children: 

It has generally been assumed that fairy tales were first created for children and are 

 largely the domain of children. Nothing could be further from the truth. 

 
6 For example the oral folk tales collected from German peasants by the Grimm brothers then written and published under their names. 
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From the very beginning, thousands of years ago, when tales were being told to create 

communal bonds in the face of inexplicable forces of nature, to the present, when 

fairy tales are written or told to provide hope in a world seemingly on the brink of 

catastrophe, mature men and women have been the creators and cultivators of the 

fairy-tale tradition. When introduced to fairy tales, children welcome them mainly 

because the stories nurture their great desire for change and independence (Zipes, 

1999 p. 1).   

 

This desire for change and independence is one of the hallmarks of the folktale plot; the 

young hero/ine must leave home and find their way in the world. This element of storytelling 

is mapped out as part of the ‘Hero’s Journey’ in Joseph Campbell’s influential book The 

Hero with a Thousand Faces which explores the formal similarities shared by many world 

myths. It has been suggested by Jungian psychoanalysts such as Bruno Bettleheim that 

characters and events in folk tales, such as leaving the security (or otherwise) of the home, 

serve as archetypes in the collective unconscious and thus form a part of human psychic 

development and can be used as effective therapy (Bettelheim, 1977).  

The motifs and tropes which define myths, folk tales and fairy tales have persisted in 

the human imagination for millennia and tend to hold deep significance in the minds and 

hearts of their listeners and/or readers. Often details will be forgotten but certain stories hold 

key elements in the imaginations of the audience such as the wolf in ‘Little Red Riding 

Hood’ or the key in ‘Bluebeard’. Folk and fairy tales do not necessarily feature fairies, and in 

fact rarely do, but they are embedded with magic and wonder. Tolkien explains that the 

definition of a fairy tale does not ‘depend on any definition or historical account of elf or 

fairy, but upon the nature of Faerie: the Perilous Realm itself, and the air that blows in that 

country. I will not attempt to define that, nor to describe it directly. It cannot be done’ 

(Tolkien, 1965, p. 10). 

Like the stories explored in this exegesis, Cellophane aims to reposition the motifs of 

traditional tales from Europe and Asia in the landscape of contemporary Australia while 

creating a widely accessible narrative. In writing Cellophane I have not only borrowed 

features of myths, folk tales and fairy tales from around the world, but have also invented my 

own folkloric narratives to make the story new. Many of these motifs will be obvious from 

the outset, such as starting chapters with ‘once upon a time’, a signal to the reader that we are 

entering the realm of fairy tale. We know that ‘fiction signalled by an opening formula such 

as “once upon a time” and set in no particular place or time’ (Dundes, 1991, p. 76) takes us 

out of our ordinary reality. It is more than a clichéd way to begin a story; in fact ‘once upon a 

time is not a past designation but futuristic: the timelessness of the tale and lack of 
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geographic specificity endow it with utopian connotations – utopia in its original meaning 

designated “no place”, a place that no one has ever envisaged’ (1999, Zipes, p. 4). This 

feature of the fairy tale is also present in Cellophane as I have not designated the fictional 

town of Cellophane in a specific geographical area (other than straddling a river in inland 

Australia), or in any specific time (although the cars and aeroplanes suggest a time post 

1960s). 

For the first few months of my doctoral study I focussed on academic writings set in 

an ecofeminist and eco-critical framework to gauge the various approaches and findings as 

this was the basis of my original research question. As the story of Cellophane grew 

alongside my critical reading I found the original research question was no longer applicable 

to the creative piece. The more the story developed the more I noticed mythic and folkloric 

motifs sneaking into the narrative. Baba Yaga and her frequent appearances throughout the 

story of Cellophane inspired the comparative study of other Australian texts which feature 

this ancient Slavic character in an Australian setting. Baba Yaga’s inherent connection to 

nature made her the ideal conduit from Cellophane to link elements of myth and folktale with 

environmental concerns in my creative piece. 

 

Recreating Traditional Myth and Folklore 

Many folk and fairy tales were sanitised during the 19th and 20th centuries, by compilers such 

as the Grimm brothers or re-tellers like Walt Disney, for the consumption of children, 

becoming so distorted that their original messages have changed dramatically. Reading, 

hearing or watching the sanitised versions, by the Grimms, Hans Christian Andersen or 

Disney, of the old folktales, women and girls may subconsciously naturalise culturally 

constructed ‘norms which exalt passivity, dependency, and self-sacrifice as a female’s 

cardinal virtues. In short fairy tales perpetuate the patriarchal status quo by making female 

subordination seem romantically desirable, indeed an inescapable fate’ (Rowe, 1979, p. 237). 

Like many fairy tales such as Perrault’s ‘Little Red Riding Hood’ the parable ‘of 

instruction … [is that] children need only be good in order to deserve happy endings’ (Carter, 

1982, p. 125). The problem with the ‘classic’ fairy tales most familiar to western audiences is 

that they have been purged of all traces of their pagan origins by the Christian and patriarchal 

morality of the time in which they were transcribed:  

removing “coarse” expressions was a common nineteenth century pastime, part of the 

project of turning the universal entertainment of the poor into the refined pastime of 

the middle classes, and especially of the middle-class nursery. The excision of 
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references to sexual and excremental functions, the toning down of sexual situations 

and the reluctance to include “indelicate” material – that is dirty jokes – helped to 

denaturise the fairy tales and, indeed, helped to denaturise its vision of everyday life 

(Carter, 1990, p. xvii). 

 

The expected submissiveness of women in these stories contributed to the idea that women 

should not act but simply wait to be ‘rescued’ by a man and, ‘the passive virtue of the good 

woman, ensures she can never escape … because the essence of her virtue is doing what she 

is told’ (Carter, 1979b, p. 47). The 19th and early 20th century bourgeois patriarchal messages 

carried in what are known as the ‘classic’ western fairy tales (Cinderella, Snow White, 

Sleeping Beauty etc) became a concern for second wave feminist writers and academics in 

the 1970s and 80s who sought to uncover the original meanings or re-imagine them to reflect 

modern feminist values.7 Revisiting these stories reinforced the idea that ‘sexual behaviour 

and gender roles are not universal but … culturally determined’ (Kaiser, 1994, p. 76). There 

was a looking back to mythology and folklore to rediscover the heroines before male writers 

put them to sleep to await the prince. The new stories depicted female characters not as 

‘good’ or passive women, but as strong and sexually empowered agents of their own destiny. 

What eventuated was a return to women warriors, Fa Mu Lan8 and Little Red Riding Hood9 

as victors in their own stories.  

This trend continued through the 1990s and 2000s with the research of folklorists,10 

and revisions of writers11 contributing to a new catalogue of modern folk and fairy tales for 

adult readers. Likewise, in Australia this century there is an emerging trend of writers, 

particularly women, who are seeking out and writing about the dark chthonic female figures 

of myth and folklore12. This is potentially a symbolic way for women to embrace the darker 

side of themselves and older woman as a source of wisdom, and also a method of connecting 

with a land that has been demonised and compared to an all devouring mother.13 

  

 
7 Although far from exhaustive these writers include Angela Carter, Maxine Hong Kingston, Margaret Atwood, Madonna Kolbenschlag, 

Sunito Namjoshi and Maria Tatar.  
8 Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Woman Warrior: memoirs of a childhood among ghosts (1976). 
9 Angela Carter’s ‘Company of Wolves’ in The Bloody Chamber (1979). 
10 Marina Warner, Jack Zipes, Mary Kaiser, Christina Bacchilega and Kay Stone. 
11 Jane Yolen, Helen Oyeyemi, Taisia Kitaiskaia, Sibelan Forrester and Dubravka Ugrešić. 
12 Danielle Wood, Rebecca-Anne Do Rozario, Kate Forsythe, Juliet Marillier and Kirstyn McDermott.  
13 For example Marcus Clarke’s short story ‘Pretty Dick’ in the collection Australian Tales of the Bush. 
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Folklore and Fairy Tales in Australia 

Indigenous Storytelling and Representation 

An investigation into the history of myth, folklore and fairy tales in Australia shows how 

these genres shift through time, their uses and abuses, and how they shape our relationship to 

country. From time immemorial stories have been shared and performed on this continent. 

The creation stories of the Indigenous peoples of Australia were, and are, transmitted in the 

same way European and Asian stories were communicated: through speech, music and 

illustration. They include tales of how the creator-beings brought into existence every 

observable, and non-observable, phenomena in the universe – sacred stories passed down 

through the generations, creating a link between the land, the people, the animals and the 

Ancestor Beings.14 However, while Dreamtime lore is indisputably fascinating and 

inextricably tied to the land the stories are told on and about, there are, rightly, inherent 

limitations on broad public access to such stories. Some of these tales are told only to some 

people and only in some places. ‘In Indigenous communities the telling of stories is a right 

given to particular and qualified individuals. The re-telling of those stories by unqualified 

outsiders may be offensive to customary law beliefs’ (Australian Council for the Arts, 2012, 

p. 6). The reasons why these sacred stories and rites are not publicly shared are justified, as 

part of ongoing cultural signifiers many are not available to the wider, uninitiated 

community, or even sections of the Indigenous community. Non-Indigenous writers have 

been asked not to write about ‘Aboriginal spiritual characters, because they are often used 

tokenistically or for creative effect, rather than following protocol and understanding the 

regions or rituals attached to certain characters’ (Heiss, 2002, p. 198). As storyteller and 

illustrator Lorena Carrington eloquently explains, these stories should ethically not be 

appropriated by non-Indigenous Australians:  

I am often asked why I don’t use Aboriginal stories in my work, and my answer is 

simple and very clear. They are not my stories to tell. I must respond to my own 

world, and bring the stories I want to tell into it, but I am always conscious of the fact 

that I’m bringing them into a place that has many thousands of years’ worth of stories 

already embedded in it. I call a small part of this storied landscape my own because I 

grew up within it, and I offer my stories to it, but they will always be tiny weeds at the 

edge of a deep and rich forest of dreaming (Do Rozario and Carrington, 2017, p. 5). 

 

This sentiment is backed by academic and author Sandra Phillips, who maintains that non-

Indigenous writers would need to be immersed in Indigenous culture to even begin to write 

 
14 As explained on the Japingka Aborignal Art website: http://japingkaaboriginalart.com/aboriginal-dreamtime-stories/ (viewed 29/08/19) 

http://japingkaaboriginalart.com/aboriginal-dreamtime-stories/
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about Aboriginal subject matter, and those who are not should avoid involving themselves in 

an activity to which they are merely onlookers (Heiss, 2002, p. 197). 

Although many non-Indigenous people were told the stories of ‘Tiddalik the Frog’ 

and ‘Why the Kookaburra Laughs’ as children, the great wealth of Indigenous stories remain 

tied to languages and culture which very few non-Indigenous people have access to. It is 

essential to recognise the cultural importance of these stories to Indigenous populations and 

for non-Indigenous writers and scholars to respect the boundaries of intellectual property and 

cultural traditions. In 2019 Indigenous and non-Indigenous writers and scholars alike seem to 

agree that writers with a non-Indigenous heritage are quite rightly asked not to engage in an 

effort to explain or appropriate sacred Indigenous stories or to portray lived Aboriginal 

experience. As Anita Heiss states in Dhuuluu-Yala: to talk straight ‘many Aboriginal 

writers … are tired of competing with white writers for the opportunity to write and be 

published in the areas directly related to their lives and life opportunities’ (Heiss, 2003, p. 

10). It is, however, important and possible for non-Indigenous writers to respectfully 

acknowledge the immense chronological and geographical presence of Indigenous culture 

and peoples. In Cellophane I have alluded to Dreamtime stories, but neither the protagonist, 

nor myself as author, pretend to have more than a fleeting understanding of the deeper 

meanings in the tales. As a non-Indigenous Australian I have chosen to leave those stories for 

the appropriate people to tell, although I do feel it would be disrespectful to ignore the 

presence of Indigenous peoples and history entirely. The Indigenous stories are 

acknowledged as sacred, although the protagonist acknowledges her ignorance and expresses 

a desire to learn more. The situating of the town of Cellophane in no particular geographical 

location also speaks to this unknowing of Indigenous cultural history by the settler 

community. Later in the story Bonny regrets that when the local council decides to change 

the name of the town again they did not choose the original Indigenous name, perhaps 

because nobody retains that knowledge, or perhaps because that depth of recognition would 

overtly concede to the problematic history of the town. 

There are several Indigenous characters in my creative piece although Cellophane in 

no way pretends to portray Aboriginal lived experience nor does it depict Indigenous 

characters in an unfavourable light. Heiss explains that ‘the strongest arguments against non-

Aboriginal people writing in the area have been the responses to the negative representation 

of Aboriginal people written by white people’ (Heiss, 2003, p. 13). Since the very beginnings 

of colonisation of Australia the Indigenous populations have been written about by the 

settlers and the ‘powerful legacy of settler representations is now being challenged by 
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aboriginal storytellers and scholars’ (Leane, 2006, para 13). Having noted these issues there 

are Indigenous writers who feel that there is a comfortable middle ground where Aboriginal 

and non-Aboriginal writers can meet. Heiss writes about the views of Indigenous writer 

Cathy Craigie: 

While most authors are definite either way on the issue, Cathy Craigie says the issue 

is debatable more along the lines of content and style rather than politics. Craigie’s 

problem with whites writing in the area is that she doesn’t feel they capture the whole 

essence of the experience, rather they are writing it from their own perspective. She 

adds, though, that the mythical great Australian novel must have some Aboriginal 

content and recognition’ (2003, p. 12).  

 

As such, Aboriginal Australia is acknowledged in Cellophane, through various Indigenous 

characters and references to the significance of their ancient cultural heritage, but the 

depiction of lived Aboriginal experience is left to more knowledgeable writers than myself. 

As Kim Scott points out in the ‘Foreword’ of Dhuuluy-Yala to talk Straight all writing that 

‘comes out of Australia must, or should, have Aboriginal undercurrents, acknowledgements 

or whatever. If you want to show the psyche of Australia you’ve got to do that… but there are 

certain things they can’t talk about’ (Scott, 2003, p. ii). In addition to the ethical 

considerations regarding Indigenous storytelling, there is also the lack of resonance due to my 

storytelling heritage. In Cellophane I have chosen to use tropes and motifs I am familiar with 

from the tales told to me by my grandmothers, the stories that have shaped my understanding 

of narratives and what resonates with my lived experience. 

 

Non-Indigenous Australian Folklore 

So, from one end of the national folkloric tradition to the other we move onto The Australian 

Legend brand of storytelling. The folklore of bush balladeers and poets lays bare the lived 

experience of settlers, pioneers, bushrangers and ANZACS in ‘folksy bush culture’ (Tacey, 

2000, p. 91). This tradition tends to focus on the stories of predominantly white, male, 

Christian settlers and their problematic connection to place. I use the example of Russell 

Ward’s Australian Legend, which is an exemplar of this tendency to glorify and exalt the 

notion that an Australian is a white man ‘rough and ready in his manners and quick to decry 

any appearance of affectation in others’ (Ward, 1958, p. 2). The folklore shoring up this 

‘national mystique’ (Ward, 1958, p. 1) refers to women as either absent, prostitutes or patient 

wives and mothers, and the references to immigrants and Indigenous populations are even 

more problematic. A prevalent theme, in Ward’s ‘legend’ and other earlier works such as 
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those of national icons Henry Lawson and Banjo Patterson, is that the land itself receives the 

most negative portrayals.      

From the earliest Australian writings the landscape was depicted as harsh and barren, 

an entity with which the new settlers were in constant battle. ‘European settlers … were 

destabilised by an imaginative landscape, both unremittingly real, and charged with “weird 

melancholy”, that confronted their deepest fears and confounded domination’ (Steele, 2010, 

p.37). The art and literature of the settlers showed ‘contradictory representations of an empty, 

timeless bush, possessing a malignant presence … and may well be linked to a sense of guilt 

that touches Australian writing again and again’ (Steele, 2010, p. 42). This contradiction of 

the land being empty and barren, but also full of hostile dangers is apparent in the settler fear 

of being consumed by the landscape. As David Tacey writes, in ‘the nineteenth century, the 

classic motif in Australian stories was that of the young and helpless child lost in the bush: 

nature was a malevolent force claiming human lives for itself’ (Tacey, 1995, p. 62). These 

images of the child-eating nature spirits are reminiscent of the mythological and folkloric 

‘witches’ I will explore further in this paper. ‘The lost child is an arresting figure in the 

history and folklore of colonial Australia. More profoundly though, the lost child is the 

symbol of essential if never fully realised anxieties within the white settler communities of 

this country’ (Pierce, 1999, p. xi). The recurring motifs of un-belonging and fear potentially 

stem from a sense of guilt due to the often brutal process of colonisation. 

The imagery of the landscape as a devouring Terrible Mother archetype is succinctly 

expressed by Vance Palmer in The Legend of the Nineties: ‘Even the most patriotic spirits 

thought of Australia as a lean, unlovely mother … an enemy to be fought’ (Palmer, 1954, p. 

17). The landscape was viewed as a dangerous and devastating force which actively tried to 

destroy its people. Kay Schaffer explains, ‘the term “absorption” is suggestive of the power 

of the bush, like the fantasy of the primal mother, to suck up its inhabitants, assimilating them 

into its contours and robbing them of a separate identity’ (Schaffer, 1989, p. 1). These 

anxieties reflect a deeper uncertainty about the settlers’ right to even be in the country and 

their ‘children lost in places they might not belong focussed anxieties not only over 

legitimacy of land tenure, but of European Australians’ spiritual and psychological 

lodgement’ (Pierce, 1999, p. xiii). These fears contributed to the perception that the land itself 

demanded tribute from the new arrivals 

Not only was the Australian landscape perceived as a cannibalistic and cruel mother 

but also as a destructive, death-dealing spouse. David Tacey suggests in some Australian 

literature ‘nature is anthropomorphically portrayed as a demonic primordial lover, whose 
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erotic embrace leads to death and disintegration’ (Tacey, 1995, p. 62). By the time 

colonisation was underway, the Europeans who settled in Australia were arriving from 

environments which had already been thoroughly tamed by humankind, and the Australian 

‘bush became a dominant image in literature as the familiar dark and forbidding forests of 

Western fairy tales [which] were exchanged for equally demonised bush settings abounding 

with bunyips, snakes and the unknown’ (Floyd, 2017, p. 4). The Australian landscape came 

to represent all that the ‘deep, dark woods’ had symbolised for the ancestors of the colonisers. 

As we see in the following extracts from Thea Astley’s Drylands the natural 

landscape holds a foreboding in the postcolonial settler mind:  

there was a darkness about the town, an ingrown self-sufficiency of secrets. She had 

been sensible of these emotions before, even alone in bushland – especially there – of 

being an intruder. A world of gum trees, bark stripping, dangling, their bony limbs 

rejecting grace, crowded arrogant as beggars in their rags. Once, she recalled, she had 

been walking alone outside a town like this, filling an hour beyond lunch, when 

suddenly she found herself wildly running, running, gasping and panting in 

unidentifiable terror, from the small glade that had delighted her eye and lurching, 

stumbling through regiments of indifferent trees until she ended up, heaving and 

winded, near the outlying houses (Astley, 1999 p. 80).  

 

This fear of the bush and the unsettling nature of the natural Australian environment is 

summed up succinctly when Astley writes ‘he understood that settler fright. Scrub. Scrub-

scare! It was alien, spiky, unwelcoming. To them, anyway’ (Astley, 1999, p. 182). The fear 

felt by settlers and immigrants in the Australian landscape is highlighted in Cellophane 

several times: during Bonny and Gemma’s failed camping trip: when Bonny gets left out in 

the desert alone; Bonny’s fear of the ocean; and when Bonny witnesses the tree saturnalia at 

the festival. The fear that something bigger is going on, the sense of being overheard, or the 

threat of imminent danger is a recurring theme in Australian settler literature. Several scenes 

in Cellophane reflect this phenomenon: The festival had  

given way to the dark bush I remembered from my childhood. Bristling and 

unfriendly. There were no paths and no breadcrumbs to find my way back. Between 

the towering ancient gums there were smaller, crooked trees, and between them were 

scratchy shrubs, and in between the trees and the shrubs were spider webs stretched 

taut. There were rustlings in the dark of creatures I knew not to be human but which 

moved, breaking twigs and undergrowth, as if they were (p. 113). 

 

The emergence of contemporary Australian writers who are placing European dark 

witches/devouring mothers into the Australian landscape is possibly a way of personifying 

that which is perceived as fearsome and dangerous by using a figure who, although 

formidable, is protective and nurturing. This emerging trend recognises the historically 
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problematic relationship non-Indigenous Australia has had with the landscape as a ‘lean, 

unlovely mother’ who devours her children and connects that imagery with the devouring 

mothers/witches of European myth and folklore. In this way the land is personified as 

powerful and threatening, but also as a potentially beneficent force. These characters, like 

Baba Yaga, are not friendly or domesticated by any means, but they are very much concerned 

with animals, the environment and a few deserving humans which can bridge traditional 

European folklore narratives to a care for the Australian landscape. Perhaps summoning the 

dark, chthonic figure of Baba Yaga (and by extension Hecate and Medusa) as a fierce nature 

figure is a way of evoking symbolic protection of the environment.  

Before now, when Australians have searched out myths, legends and folktales they 

have been limited to the ‘stories of laughing kookaburras, thirsty toads, boxing kangaroos, 

dancing brolgas. Tales of gumnut babies, magic puddings, bushrangers, convicts and lost 

children’ (Curry, 2013, p. 113), but now we can begin to reimagine the Australian mythology 

and folk tradition through a mix of transcultural oral tales and literature. From the beginning 

of settler or non-Indigenous Australian culture folkloric depictions of the  

natural flora and fauna of Australia were othered, presented as exotic evidence of a 

fairy-tale landscape … However, a new strain of fairy tale appears to be emerging, 

one that has found its way out of the Never Never to fully embrace the notion of the 

alien that has always lain beneath the sentimental appeal of older tales’ (Do Rozario, 

2011, p. 13). 

 

The connection between literary fairy tales and ecological concerns is not a recent 

phenomenon: ‘Australian fairy tales tend to embody a message of environmental 

conservation, that dates back to an emergent sense of nationhood and Australian identity’ 

(Morris, 2015, p. 1) as seen with the stories of gum-nut babies by May Gibbs. ‘From as early 

as the late nineteenth century, Australian fairy tales reveal a deep-rooted concern for the 

preservation of the native flora and fauna’ (Snell, 2017, p. 2). May Gibbs, who is mentioned 

in Cellophane as influencing the protagonist’s concern for the landscape and the creatures in 

it, has been a favourite author for generations of Australian children. ‘Her stories have been 

universally hailed as an iconic mix between a celebration of the native environment and a 

vehicle for voicing her concern over the treatment of it’ (Snell, 2017, p. 3). However, her 

work has since attracted criticism for the treatment of characters and for ‘casting-out of the 

recurring villains, the Banksia Men, who are aligned with savagery, animism, sexual 

deviancy, and Aboriginality throughout the stories’ (Araluen, 2019, para. 21). This concern 
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for the landscape while demonising the original people inhabiting the space reflects the 

problematic representations of Australia by settler literature.  

Although Australia has a history of ‘literary fairy tales’ featuring actual fairies as in 

the flowery fay folk of Ida Outhwaite and the gumnut homunculi of Gibbs15 in books for 

children, it is a more recent phenomenon for Australian writers to employ darker themes of 

myth and folklore more seriously for adults. The incorporation of Eurasian myths, folklore 

and fairy tales into the Australian literary landscape may seem, at first glance, as foolhardy as 

the introduction of rabbits, foxes and cane toads into the physical environment, and yet the 

potential syncretic creations are difficult to resist. The characters and tropes of folklore are 

attractive to writers for their plasticity to suit a story’s time and place. Writers developing 

these revisions and retellings are occasionally perceived as engaging with a ‘European 

tradition.  Their work is seen as a looking back, rather than as a forward-looking, radical, 

innovative or experimental intervention in a genre that has a long history of continual 

reinvention and relocation’ (Sulway et al, 2017, p. 1). However, this Eurocentric perception 

may fail to recognise the creative opportunities available when amalgamating ancient 

archetypes with inventive storytelling to create compelling narratives about culture and place. 

Indigenous Australian writers are also fusing myth and folklore with Australian 

narratives, for example Alexis Wright employs various folkloric motifs in her dystopian 

novel The Swan Book (2013). By including references to folktales from all over the world and 

infusing them with an Indigenous storytelling approach Wright highlights the cultural 

heterogeneity of contemporary Australia. ‘The Swan Book can be read as a metonym for the 

hybrid nature of Australian literature, where the Aboriginal and the non-Aboriginal, the local 

and the foreign, the oral and the written weave themselves into coherence and unity’ (Barras, 

2015, p. 10). In fact Wright’s novel is a relevant example of how myth and folklore are being 

reimagined by Australian writers to create not only a new literary landscape, but also to 

revision the physical environment:  

The Swan Book is constructed so as to invite the reader to reflect on the nature of 

Australian literature, and the ways it necessarily transgresses national, cultural spatial 

boundaries … Wright’s novel makes clear that the field of Australian literature cannot 

be located precisely within the borders of the continent but has to be understood 

transculturally and intertextually in relation to the world [italics in original] (Barras, 

2015, p. 1). 

 

 
15 Gum Tree Brownie and Other Faerie Folk of the Never Never by Ida Outhwaite and Tarella Quin (1907) and Snugglepot and Cuddlepie: 

their adventures wonderful by May Gibbs (1918). 
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This suggests that not only do we now live in a globalised world, a part of an interconnected 

network of ecosystems and cultures, but also that those ecosystems are under threat. Wright’s 

book draws attention to the breakdown of cultural systems and the environment through the 

interplay of various folk stories and vivid imagery. 

Throughout history myths and folklore have altered, stretched, and morphed to 

accommodate changes in their societies and locations. Even when myths and folktales were 

written down by folklorists and became literary fairy tales, they still continue to change:  

when they become stage productions, films, are depicted in art or re-told and rewritten.  

However, the notion that European myths can be easily transcribed onto the Australian 

landscape is one that requires cautious questioning. Like the introduction of rabbits, foxes or 

the settlers themselves, the transportation of ‘European fairy tales, whole, into an Australian 

setting, seems to be a troubling proposition for writers in a post-colonial settler society that is 

highly sensitised to, but still largely in denial about, its colonial past’ (Wood, 2017, p. 1). 

Even the imported fauna has had to adapt and evolve in the new environment. The ‘feeling 

that traditional literary forms are somehow strange in this place is one many Australian 

writers have experienced at different times’ (Devlin-Glass & McCredden, 2009, p. 319). It 

would not be out of place to assert that when ‘Australian writers, using fairy tales, describe 

the landscape as divorced from reality, they might be signalling anxiety about their own 

connection with the land’ (Fiander, 2003, p. 160). The connection of myths and folklore to 

certain religious belief systems adds to a ‘sense of oddness … directly related to the feeling 

that received forms of religious observance, transported and settled on colonial shores, have 

in some sense failed to capture the spirit of the place’ (Devlin-Glass & McCredden, 2009, p. 

320). This ‘sense of oddness’ may contribute to the impulse writers seem to have to alter 

imported stories in some way. The folkloric motifs and characters used by Australian writers 

tend to be contorted considerably to adapt to the antipodean environment. ‘It is through these 

de-centrings that a located, post-colonial sacred has been apprehended in literature’ (Devlin-

Glass & McCredden, 2009, p. 326). Stories are reshaped to suit the various climates and 

temperaments of Australian landscapes. 

When traditional tales are used by Australian writers they often need to change to 

address the issues that are relevant to contemporary society, in much the same way as 

traditional tales of the past have addressed the important issues of their time. In the 

postcolonial Australian context those issues are undoubtedly social equality and 

environmental protection. As Andrew Simms points out in his 2017 article in The Guardian, 

folktales ‘emerge in times of upheaval, and from society’s grimmest moments. They enable 
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us to process and assimilate extreme experience, and deal with our own fears’ (Simms, 2017, 

p. 2). We have recently seen the increasing anxiety centring on environmental degradation 

and climate change manifest on the streets of major Australian cities as thousands of students 

walked out of school to protest climate change. ‘Now, more than ever, it feels like we need 

new tales to lead us through our troubling times’ (Simms, 2017, p. 3). And, there are more 

and more writers, including myself, who are aiming to create those crucial new tales. 

Critically and creatively examining the human relationship with nature is an integral 

part of making the necessary changes to address concerns of climate change, erosion, 

pollution, and the negative outcomes associated with these problems in Australia, including 

the increased risks of bushfires and floods.16 Providing potential solutions while calling 

attention to the problems is essential to create change instead of despair. Australian literature 

stands to benefit from a ‘wider engagement with text and context that the new critical 

practices would bring, more especially because the reading of literature through the 

frameworks currently available is likely to stimulate a degree of anxiety concerning its 

relevance in a time of environmental crisis’ (Cranston & Zeller, 2007, p. 13). Literature that 

not only engages the reader with the problems of environmental degradation but also offers 

some potential solutions to these problems may help Australians to value the physical space 

they inhabit. ‘How we represent the world informs how we live in it – either responsive or 

not to our ecological place. This is where Australian literature operates as both referent and 

participant in our environmental conditions’ (Potter, 2005, para. 2). As David Tacey points 

out, we need to be connected ‘emotionally and spiritually to the natural world, as this appears 

to be the only way to protect nature against human destructiveness and against a pervasive 

narcissism that, unchecked, must eventually destroy us along with the ecosystem in which we 

live’ (Tacey, 2000, p. 164). This sentiment suggests what should already be obvious: that if 

we love and respect the land, we will treat it with greater consideration. Increasingly, 

Australian writers are discovering the ‘power of literary representation, whereby emotive 

responses to environmental conditions are attributed a deterministic ethical power: if we feel, 

we will act in a productive way’ (Potter, 2005, para. 4). In Cellophane Bonny displays her 

growing respect for her local environment when she likens the mess left behind by tourists to 

a party being gate-crashed:  

 
16 According to the Australian Government, Department of the Environment and Energy. www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/climate-
science-data/climate-science/impacts viewed 30/08/19 

 

 

http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/climate-science-data/climate-science/impacts
http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/climate-science-data/climate-science/impacts
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The banks of the creek were bestrewn with empty beer bottles, used condoms, silk 

underpants, cigarette butts and other vestiges of turpitude. For the first time I felt 

protective of Cellophane, of its creeks and streets and souls. This belated love was 

akin to the solicitous jealousy of a teenager whose house party has spiralled out of 

control. The boisterous guests breaking furniture, spoiling the carpet and pissing in 

the vegetable crisper. (p. 138) 

 

 

Bonny cleans up and plants more trees which reflects how engendering a deep respect for 

place (however belated) can motivate constructive action and feelings of protection. 

 

Creative Methodology, Form and Genre 

Death of the Author 

When dealing with the recreation of myth, folk tale and fairy tale, Roland Barthes’ theory 

‘death of the author’ offers interesting insights. Barthes argues that all literature is made up of 

what has gone before and the real meaning of any text can only be decided by the reader. The 

myths and folktales explored in this paper, including the stories of Baba Yaga, the Indigenous 

Dreamtime stories, Vietnamese legends and others have no cited author. They are constructed 

by multiple unnamed storytellers and are built upon previous narratives. Like modern 

retellings of traditional stories ‘a text is made of multiple writings, drawn from many cultures 

and entering into mutual relations of dialogue, parody, contestations, but there is one place 

where the multiplicity is focussed and that place is the reader, not, as was hitherto said, the 

author’ (1977, Barthes, p. 148). This idea also plays with T.S. Eliot’s questions on the 

possibilities of true originality; he claimed a writer ‘shall often find that not only the best, but 

the most individual parts of his work may be those in which the dead poets, his ancestors, 

assert their immortality most vigorously’ (Eliot, 1982, p. 37). This suggests originality comes 

from the most ingenious way of reconfiguring what has gone before. As W.H. Auden once 

claimed ‘art is our chief means of breaking bread with the dead’, not only maintaining a 

continuous lineage of literature through the ages, referencing and cross-referencing, but as a 

method of homage to those storytellers who preceded us (and sometimes, as in Eliot’s case, a 

method of exhibiting how well read we are). As such we ‘rarely encounter absolute invention 

in writing, because fiction, particularly the novel, proceeds dialogically rather than 

monologically. Creation always engages the echoes of previous voices, and takes form in the 

interplay of different voices’ (Devlin-Glass & McCredden, 2009, p. 287-288).  
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Even so, it is important to be mindful that just because writers have, theoretically, at 

their disposal the entire archive of literary history to draw from, this does not mean they are 

obliged to bring all of that together in a way that surpasses everything that has gone before: 

‘Just because there have been poets before him strong in the several species of tragedy, the 

critics now expect the one man to surpass that which was the strong point of each one of his 

predecessors’ (Aristotle, 1952, p. 691). Re-imagining folk and fairy tales is not so much 

about making them ‘better’, but about employing the various characters and motifs to deliver 

a new perspective. Angela Carter, who was a proponent of Barthes’ theory, explains that 

‘most intellectual development depends upon new readings of old texts. I am all for putting 

new wine in old bottles, especially if the pressure of the new wine makes the old bottles 

explode’ (Carter, 1983, p. 69). Even if the new folktale re-visions explored in this paper are 

not exploding the old bottles, they are giving the wine a new flavour.   

Writers are counselled to read widely to become better writers, and as we see in 

Bonny’s development in Cellophane, the stories we tell (or write) are a collaboration between 

the stories we’ve heard (or read) and our imaginations. ‘As writers, we are the sum product of 

the narratives – fictional, anecdotal, mythical – that we have encountered throughout our 

lives, and what we do when we create our own stories can be considered a type of reverse 

engineering’ (McDermott, 2017, p. 5). As such, without the reader bringing their own 

experience to a text, any writing merely consists of the writer’s collection of thoughts and 

narratives collected over their lifetime. The final creative act is performed by the reader; 

readers integrate the text with their personal literary experience and it is with them that the 

ultimate interpretation is decided. A text does not simply release a ‘single “theological” 

meaning (the message of the Author-God) but a multi-dimensional space in which a variety 

of writings, none of them original, blend and clash. The text is a tissue of quotations drawn 

from the innumerable centres of culture’ (Barthes, 1977, p. 146). Like a poet compiling a 

cento the writer’s ‘only power is to mix writings, to counter the ones with the others, in such 

a way as never to rest on any one of them’ (Barthes, 1977, p. 146). Bringing together various 

storytelling motifs and characters from myth and folklore (proven to stand the test of literary 

time) makes sense when we recognise ‘the postmodern fairy tale’s dissemination of multiple 

possible versions is strangely powerful – all retellings, re-interpretations, and re-visions may 

appear to be equally authorized as well as unauthorised’ (Bacchilega, 1997, p. 23). The 

important dialogue we see between the old tales and the new is that the revisions recreate the 

experience and styles of the oral tradition, but also seek to ‘establish models of definitive 

communication in response to other literary fairy tales and socio-political conditions’ (Zipes, 
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1989, p. 101). We see this when stories have a shift in focus: instead of a warning to be wary 

of strangers, the moral becomes to be bold in your journey through the woods and seduce the 

wolf, for example.17  

The different ways authors use the structure or symbolism of myth and folktale have 

created ‘permutations [that] have depended and will continue to depend on human desires, 

desires which are shaped by varying histories, ideologies, and material conditions. The 

wonder of fairy tales, indeed, relies on the magic mirror which artfully reflects and frames 

desire’ (Bacchilega, 1997, p. 146). Stories tend to reflect the issues or concerns of their 

contemporary time, and yet to draw from the folkloric tradition they need to maintain the 

symbols and archetypes of those cultural indicators. These symbolic tropes are not only 

important for myth and folktale retellings but have been recognised as crucial cultural 

signifiers by psychoanalysts such as Carl Jung: ‘There is not a single important idea or view 

that does not possess historical antecedents. Ultimately they are all founded on primordial 

archetypal forms’ (Jung, 1990, p. 33). As such it is not a new phenomenon to engage with 

traditional literary modes to create novel texts:  

When we look at more refined and subtle forms of cultural expression, it becomes 

obvious that folk tales and folk-tale motifs have played a major role in their 

development. For example, Shakespeare’s plays were enriched by folk tales, and one 

could return to Homer and the Greek dramatists to trace the importance of folk-tale 

motifs in the formation of enduring cultural creations’ (Zipes, 1992, p. 7).  

 

One of the defining elements of Barthes’ ‘death of the author’ is to acknowledge that 

all (great) literature is built upon the literature of the past which compels writers to write ‘not 

merely with his own generation in his bones, but with a feeling that the whole of literature of 

Europe from Homer and within it the whole of the literature of his own country has 

simultaneous existences and composes a simultaneous order’ (Eliot, 1982, p. 37). As one of 

the oldest forms of narrative, folktales are not ‘static literary models to be internalized for 

therapeutic consumption. Their value depends on how we actively produce and receive them 

in forms of social interaction’ (Zipes, 1992, p. 177). Many creative writers continue to look to 

folklore for inspiration which offers ‘well-known material pliable to political, erotic, or 

narrative manipulation … fairy tales are thus produced and consumed to accomplish a variety 

of social functions in multiple contexts and in more or less explicitly ideological ways’ 

(Bacchilega, 1997, p. 3). The fact that many folktales are so well known plays into the ways 

 
17 Angela Carter, (1979), ‘A Company of Wolves’ in The Bloody Chamber. 
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they can be used and manipulated because the reader can recognise what elements have been 

altered which creates its own interpretative challenges. 

Cellophane, along with the stories by contemporary writers explored in this paper, is 

‘not read as a story read for the first time, with a positively imagined heroine. It is read with 

the original encoded within it, so that one reads of both texts, aware of how the new one 

refers back to and implicitly critiques the old’ (Makinen, 2000, p. 24). And so the re-

imagined folk tale is a text that ‘relies on known existing themes and compositional 

techniques in oral and literary communication, and the individual form a tale takes is a 

response to those pre-existing tales and perhaps even to anticipated tales’ (Zipes, 1989, p. 

101). The significance of myth, folklore and fairy tale used in Cellophane depends entirely on 

the reader’s awareness of those tropes and motifs. If they are not recognised the story still 

makes sense, but if the reader notes the intertextual and metafictional elements this lends the 

story deeper meaning. In story telling there is a ‘fundamental drive: to go beyond one’s 

parents’ and grandparents’ world of meaning and to recover the lost significance and 

beatitude of the “beginning” and thereby the hope of discovering a new and creative mode of 

existing in the world’ (Eliade, 1976, p. 92). This concept is illustrated in Cellophane when 

Madame Bovary tells Bonny the story of the ‘Fairy King’ who leaves his home and returns to 

find that he is not remembered. The reader is invited to recognise the similarities between the 

existential crises of being forgotten when Madame Bovary recounts her return to Paris and 

again when Bonny returns to Cellophane. Bonny avoids the despair of this situation by re-

establishing the relationship with her family and actively participating in the community 

through the teahouse and the church concerts. 

Another defining element of Barthes’ ‘death of the author’ is to minimise the author’s 

role in determining meaning for the text and to recognise the influence of the historic and 

social context in which the text is written. As we see in a scene in Cellophane interpretation 

is in the mind of the reader (or listener). This idea is represented by the Queen of the Victoria 

River telling Bonny her version of the Buddha’s Fire Sermon. When Bonny meets with the 

older woman she is told the story of ‘What the Thunder Said’ from the Upanishads. The 

Queen of the Victoria River explains that three different creatures (demons, humans and the 

gods) ask the thunder for advice and the thunder says ‘Da’ and each interprets the 

monosyllable in different ways: the humans took ‘da’ to mean datta or ‘be generous’, the 

demons took ‘da’ to mean dayadhvam or ‘compassion’ and the gods took ‘da’ to mean 

damyata or ‘self-control’, illustrating that interpretation depends on perspective and 

experience. All three groups were told their interpretation was the correct one, because it was 
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for them. This example not only shows how meaning is interpreted in the Fire Sermon, but 

how Bonny interprets being told the tale which leads to her decision to return home.  

The story of Cellophane offers a bricolage of literature I have read and appreciated, 

but it is not for me to interpret what it means to readers: ‘The reader is the space on which all 

the quotations that make up a writing are inscribed without any of them being lost; a text’s 

unity lies not in its origin but its destination’ (Barthes, 1977, p. 148). This theory places the 

act of creation into the hands of the reader. Jean-Paul Sartre takes this idea a step further and 

suggests that without the reader the creative artefact does not essentially exist. He posits that 

the ‘operation of writing implies that of reading as its dialectic correlative and these two 

connected acts necessitate two distinct agents. It is the joint effort of author and reader which 

brings upon the scene that concrete and imaginary object which is the work of the mind.’ 

(Sartre, 2010 p. 1202). This idea suggests that the closed book on a shelf is not participating 

in the creative function if the text is not being read, but perhaps for the purpose of this study 

we may defy Barthes’ pronouncement and revive the author temporarily to discover more 

about the text. 

Barthes’ theory declaring the death of the author has a great deal to offer folklorists, 

academics studying folklore and even psychoanalysts, as most traditional folk tales have no 

authoritative creator to consider and the interpretation lies in the mind of the reader/listener. 

However, it also has its limitations when researching contemporary retellings of ancient tales. 

The context of place and the intention of the author become culturally and politically 

significant. As such I have taken the opportunity to interview the writers of the stories 

explored in this exegesis to ascertain their reasons for reimagining myth and folktale in a 

contemporary Australian setting and what they achieve by integrating folkloric motifs in their 

storytelling. Although these authors are attributed as the creators of these works, as readers 

we are compelled to reflect on the history and the multitude of contributors over generations 

to each story. The potential insights into contemporary literary culture as a result of 

examining the intentions of the authors can tell us a great deal about the substance of the tales 

and also the concerns of the society in which they were created. 

 

The Form of the Novel 

When I began writing Cellophane it started as a short story as part of my Honours thesis. I 

had contemplated, as part of this doctoral project, creating a compilation of short stories, but 

ended up settling upon writing a book because, in the words of Henry James, the ‘novel is of 
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all pictures the most comprehensive and the most elastic. It will stretch anywhere – it will 

take absolutely anything … for its subject, magnificently, it has the whole human 

consciousness’ (James, 1957, p. 49), which I think is the most appropriate mode for 

expressing Bonny’s spiritual and physical journey through the story of Cellophane. ‘With the 

modern soul in fragments, with human character in question, with the mind a mystery, and 

with authority now uncertain, fiction had to change, “the modern novel” refers to fiction that 

does so gladly, radically, and even with the hope of making a difference’ (Matz, 2004, p. 7). 

Bonny’s tale is one which I hope will contribute to a contemporary dialogue between folklore 

and other texts engaging with important issues, such as environmental protection, in 

postcolonial Australia. There are many characters, all expressing their individual voices, and 

with these different narrators the novel is the obvious vehicle by which this dynamic dialogue 

can take place. ‘Since its inception, the novel has been a forum for different voices. Whereas 

other literary forms have seemed to try for unity of expression – staying with one style, one 

kind of talk – the novel has thrived by throwing different styles of expression together’ 

(Matz, 2004, p. 59). This is especially apparent in Cellophane where Madame Bovary and 

Tin Man tell their stories in their distinctive dialects and styles of expression. 

Not only does the genre of the novel allow for many divergent voices to interact with 

each other, but the novel allows itself to interact with other forms, such as poetry, myth, 

folklore and philosophy without disruption or overt intrusion into the narrative:  

Bakhtin defines the novel as pluri-stylistic, pluri-linguistic, and pluri-vocal. He claims 

that the novel is a literary system whose basic and distinguishing feature lies in its 

dialogical nature, emphasising the deep interaction (both peaceful and hostile) with 

other rhetoric and literary genres, as well as its active and necessary participation in 

the social and ideological dialogue (Futre Pinheiro, 2014, p. 208).  

 

This also speaks to Barthes’s ‘death of the author’ and the dialogue between texts. As in 

Cellophane, the novel allows the reader to imagine what happens next after they close the 

pages on the characters, who continue to operate even after the book is completed because the 

‘novel inserts into these other genres an indeterminacy, a certain semantic open-endedness, a 

living contact with unfinished, still-evolving contemporary reality (the open-ended present)’ 

(Bakhtin, 1981, p. 7). This continuity is expressed in the closing chapter of Cellophane when, 

after the previous sections of the book are narrated in past tense, Bonny acknowledges the 

continuation of the story in the present tense signalling an uncertain future. 

Another reason I am attracted to the form of the novel is that it allows the writer the 

temporal latitude to accompany the protagonist through their lifespan and can be a space to 

explore the humour and absurdity of human existence. According to Bakhtin ‘the fact that 
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contemporary reality is its subject gives the novel two essential features; laughter and 

polyphony. Laughter is the province of the novel because the novel engages a familiar, 

incomplete, and fluid present … the novel has roots in folklore and popular culture’ (McKay, 

2011, p. 13). These roots in folklore is precisely what this exegesis explores – the way 

contemporary literature is based on the storytelling techniques, frameworks and themes of 

myth, folklore and fairy tale. The myths and stories are centred on the lives of the ‘folk’ who 

tell them and the novel is a form that allows ancient archetypes to intermingle with modern 

characters placed in a contemporary time infused with magical elements.  

 

The New Fairy Tales of Postcolonial Spaces 

Many narratives produced in postcolonial spaces develop various techniques to address 

complex issues of identity and community within a problematic historical context. One of the 

techniques is to engage in the reinvention of older narratives including folklore and another is 

the deployment of magical realist fabulation. Cellophane, with its roots deeply entrenched in 

a postcolonial space, aims to merge the fantastic with traditional storytelling techniques and 

this is a common trait in some postcolonial literatures. The ‘combination of realistic and 

fantastical narrative, together with the inclusion of different cultural traditions, means that 

magic realism reflects, in both its narrative mode and its cultural environment, the hybrid 

nature of much postcolonial society’ (Farris, 2004, p. 1). Although customarily associated 

with Latin American and Caribbean literatures, magic realism is a genre employed by writers 

from several other previously colonised countries including ‘India, Nigeria and English 

Canada’ (Slemon, 1995, p. 407). Australian writers, such as Alexis Wright,18 Sam Watson,19 

Glenda Guest20 and Melissa Lucashenko21 also combine traditional myth and folklore with 

magic realist elements in their narratives in the Australian landscape. ‘In terms of cultural 

history, magical realism often merges ancient or traditional –sometimes indigenous – and 

modern worlds’ (Farris, 2004, p. 21). The three texts I have explored in this exegesis have 

also participated in this merging of culture and time, and while not necessarily considered 

magic realism in genre, they do address the same issues of heterogeneity of the postcolonial 

space and the potential cultural conflict and tension. 

 
18 The Swan Book (2013) and Carpenteria (2006). 
19 The Kadaitcha Sung (1990). 
20 Siddon Rock (2012). 
21 Too Much Lip (2018). 
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Since the mid-twentieth century magic realism has been a useful literary vehicle for 

many writers working in colonised countries from several nations in Latin America and 

Africa to countries like India and Australia as a way of reimagining the continued imperial 

presence. As a form of postcolonial discourse magical realist fiction participates in a ‘positive 

and liberating engagement with the codes of imperial history and its legacy of fragmentation 

and discontinuity’ (Slemon, 1995, p. 422). One of the distinctive attributes of the genre is its 

disconnection to realist portrayals but also a disconnection from place. A defining feature of 

many ‘post-colonial literatures is the concern with place and displacement. It is here that the 

special post-colonial crisis of identity comes into being; the concern with the development or 

recovery of an effective identifying relationship between self and place’ (1989, Ashcroft, 

Griffiths & Tiffin, p. 8-9). This notion is a major concern in Cellophane; the need for a place 

to belong is the catalyst for why Bonny leaves Cellophane and, when she finds that she 

belongs to Cellophane no less than to anywhere else, it becomes a story about an individual 

looking for ‘home’ in postcolonial Australia.  

It is worth noting that it is not unusual for ‘references to the idea of fairy tale in 

Australian fiction … [being] linked to a feeling of being out of place in a landscape, to a 

sense of unbelonging’ (Wood, 2017, p. 8) and even though magical elements are often 

present in myth and folklore, magic realism can represent deeper anxieties relating to 

dispossession and belonging. It makes for an interesting connection in the context of this 

paper that as Australian, particularly non-Indigenous, writers grapple with the idea of 

belonging to country there has been a shift toward using myth, folk tale and fairy tale 

narratives and motifs to resituate their stories and themselves in a reimagined Australia. 

‘Creative writers have often offered the most perceptive and influential account of the post-

colonial condition. Accordingly, the analysis and exegesis of a specific text may be one of the 

most crucial ways of determining the major theoretical and critical issues at stake’ (1989, 

Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin, p. 83). So what does this shift into the mythic and folkloric 

literary landscape mean for Australian writers and their work in a contemporary setting? 

Perhaps the experiments in retelling myths, folk tales and fairy tales will lead us to a deeper 

understanding of our national identity. ‘The post-colonial text therefore does not “create 

meaning” through the mere act of inscribing it, but, rather indicates a potential and shifting 

horizon of possible meanings’ (1989, Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin, p. 187). The meanings 

we extract from each text can lead the brave researcher down the unexplored paths of 

Australian literature’s deep, dark woods. There are several episodes in Cellophane where 

folklore and magic realism intersect: Baba Yaga’s appearance in the desert, Tin Man’s story 
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of the goblins and the Carlos Diablos’ arrival in Cellophane. ‘Magical realism often 

facilitates the fusion, or coexistence, of possible worlds, spaces and systems that would not 

be reconcilable in other modes of fiction’ (Zamora & Faris, 1995, pp. 5-6) and so these 

scenes depict not only a departure from realism, but also represent a complex perception of 

reality and the characters’ anxieties about the spaces they inhabit. 

 

The Tarot as Folktale Structure 

To help structure Bonny’s story of development in Cellophane I have used the basic outline 

of the journey of The Fool within the tarot which is itself a sort of folktale. ‘The fool is like 

each one of us on our various quests through life … he travels the various paths of 

knowledge, development and self-awareness’ (Sharman-Burke, 1985, p. 27). Strength and 

resilience are imperative for Bonny’s ‘coming of age’ as she comes to terms with the death of 

her mother and the trials associated with growing into adulthood.  

The twenty-two major arcana are representative of the various people and situations 

Bonny encounters on her way ‘the trumps can be viewed as a silent picture text representing 

the typical experiences encountered along the age-old path to self-realisation’ (Nichols, 1980, 

p. 3). The tarot, like much of world myth and folklore, is made up of situations and characters 

that we all encounter on our life journeys. As Joseph Campbell points out in his influential 

work The Hero with a Thousand Faces, myth and legend from many diverse cultures carry 

similar archetypes and trials; he explains that the ‘standard path of the mythological 

adventure of the hero is a magnification of the formula represented in the rites of passage: 

separation – initiation – return’ (Campbell, 2008, p. 22). The journey of the mythic hero is 

mirrored by the progression of The Fool through the symbolic stages of the tarot. The 

Fool/hero must advance through the various phases of development and each step is 

‘symbolically winning over its own precursors or by the characters becoming stronger, more 

resilient and more conscious after overcoming the challenges’ (Semetsky, 2011, p. 33). This 

undertaking is the basis for the various people and events Bonny encounters through her 

development and journey. 

The story of Cellophane is made up of 78 chapters, the same number of cards in a 

tarot deck. The story of The Fool traversing through the trump cards of the tarot is a fairy tale 

search for self and a coming-of-age; the protagonist begins as a naïve, but enthusiastic 

adventurer leaving the safety (or otherwise) of home, only to face obstacles and assistance 

while encountering people who both hinder and help her progress. Jung suggests ‘the set of 
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pictures in the Tarot cards were distinctly descended from the archetypes of transformation’ 

(Jung, 1990, p. 38), which corresponds to the journey of the Fool. Jung argues that archetypes 

appear as personalities but also as ‘the archetypes of transformation. They are not 

personalities, but are typical situations, places, ways and means, that symbolise the kind of 

transformation in question’ (Jung, 1990, p. 38). Many characters in Cellophane relate directly 

to the major arcana, for instance Bonny is ‘The Fool’, her parents being the ‘Emperor’ and 

‘Empress’, displaying many of the relevant characteristics of those archetypes. Madame 

Bovary is the ‘Priestess’ and Old Man Trovato is the ‘Hierophant’. The following trump 

cards explain other characters and/or situations: ‘The Lovers’ are represented by the 

tumultuous relationship between Bonny and Thorn, ‘The Devil’ is the Man on the Train and 

his deception could be seen as a representation of ‘The Tower’. I see the hallucinatory 

experience at the festival as ‘The Moon’ and the meeting with the Godless Man as ‘The Star’. 

Bonny’s return to Cellophane is clearly a coming full circle, but stronger and wiser, and so is 

represented by ‘The Universe’. The use of the tarot to tell a story isn’t necessarily new, the 

tarot is a story in and of itself, but the various stages, by representing the elements of the 

human experience make it a balanced template to work from.  

It is no accident that the first scene in the story shows Bonny’s mother receiving a 

tarot card reading from Madame Bovary, who is the town’s ‘wise woman’ and is persecuted 

by elements of the Cellophane community. This fortune-telling scene foreshadows many 

features of the story including the tragedy of Bonny’s mother’s death, the loss of a child and 

finding love in godlessness.  

The journey Bonny takes around Australia from Sydney, Broome, Cairns, Perth, 

Darwin and back to Sydney is geographically almost a perfect pentacle, which ties in with the 

esoteric nature of the tarot and the mythic framework Cellophane exists within. The use of 

the tarot and references to magic in the story highlight the protagonist’s sense of being at the 

mercy of outside forces, a consciousness that she is a subject of the deterministic influences 

of fate. 

 

Dream – Archetypes of Mythic and Folkloric Traditions 

Even though dreams can often feel clichéd in fiction, as in the dreaded ending ‘and then she 

woke up!’ I believe they are an integral part of the story writing process. After all we spend 

(or are supposed to spend) a third of our lives sleeping and much of that time is spent sorting 

through the narratives of our day, and so ‘the suggestive power of dreams has been harnessed 
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throughout the history of art and literature as a mode of meaning in which the semiotic force 

of dream events is foregrounded’ (Walsh, 2013, para 3). Literature featuring dreams vary 

from The Odyssey to the Bible, from the works of Chaucer to Alice’s Adventures in 

Wonderland, and from A Christmas Carol to Wuthering Heights. Stories throughout history 

and in diverse cultures have featured dreams, but dreams have also inspired myth and 

literature. ‘In myths and fairy tales, as in dreams, the psyche tells its own story, and the 

interplay of the archetypes is revealed in its natural setting’ (Jung, 1990, p. 217). 

Many aspects of my writing come from interesting dream fragments; for instance 

much of the desert scene was sourced from dream material and I find dreams, which stem 

from the unconscious, help with the language of imagery. French writer ‘Patrick Modiano 

explicitly refers to dreamstates as the origin of the creative writing process’ (Rheinschmiedt, 

2017, p. 48). Of course this isn’t the only way dreams work for us in fiction; in Cellophane 

Bonny dreams recurringly of two main dream characters: Baba Yaga, a character I explore in 

depth in the next section, and Dream Baby. These two characters help to explore Bonny’s 

subconscious, but also to drive her to action. They represent differing parts of Bonny’s 

psyche: Baba Yaga is Bonny’s primal, ancient, permanent life force and Dream Baby is 

Bonny’s inchoate, experimental, transient creative energy.  

As in other Australian fiction, including the novels of Tim Winton, dreams in 

Cellophane work to ‘manifest the fringe of consciousness; they both reveal the character’s 

alienation and confine the self in a world situated on the margin of the real – a world that 

forges the basis of their personal story and anticipates the development of the plot’ (Ben-

Messahel, 2006, p. 205). Like myth and the story of the tarot discussed earlier, dreams work 

with familiar figures (mother, father, teacher) and situations in life (birth, sexual maturity, 

death) common to the majority of humanity. Carl Jung famously speculated that dreams share 

with myth and folklore universal archetypes of the collective unconscious, ‘we are dealing 

with archaic or … primordial types, that is, with universal images that have existed since the 

remotest time’ (Jung, 1991, p. 14-15). These images recur time and again in myth, the tarot 

and in dreams, including that of the Great/Terrible Mother who features in Cellophane in the 

guise of Baba Yaga. The overlapping similarities in symbolic meaning in myth, folklore, the 

tarot and in dreams is echoed in their use as narrative devices: ‘the formal quality of dreams 

in art and literature correspond to a very widespread assumption about dreams themselves: 

that they require or invite interpretation’ (Walsh, 2013, para 10). This temptation to interpret 

the meaning of dreams and other creative fictions also reminds the reader of their function as 
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co-creator in the narrative-making process. The relationship between dreams and story-telling 

has a long, entwined history:  

dream is the personalised myth, myth the depersonalised dream; both dream and myth 

are symbolic in the same general way of the dynamics of the psyche. But in dreams 

the forms are quirked by the peculiar troubles of the dreamer, whereas in myth the 

problems and solutions shown are directly valid for all mankind (Campbell, 2008, p. 

14). 

 

This suggests the possibility that the origins of the myth, folklore and fairy tales that modern 

audiences are familiar with stem from the dreams of our distant and/or collective ancestors. 

The idea that the unconscious reveries of the ancients are the wellspring from which our 

stories spill forth is a compelling one and may go some way to explain why they still 

fascinate and captivate. 

 

Baba Yaga in Literature 

Baba Yaga in Traditional Tales  

Even though Cellophane features elements of many different mythic, folkloric and fairy tale 

traditions from around the world,22 in this exegesis I have chosen to focus primarily on the 

character of Baba Yaga, a witch-like character from many Russian folk tales, who also 

appears in other contemporary Australian fiction. Not only does she appear multiple times 

throughout my creative project (and the protagonist transforms into a baba yaga by the end), 

but she draws together interesting issues being reflected in Australian literature: concern for 

the natural environment, a historical non-Indigenous unease in the landscape and cultural 

attitudes toward older women in Australian society. 

Baba Yaga features in Cellophane and has evidently emerged as a fascinating 

character for other Australian writers, perhaps due to her ambiguous and hybrid nature. She is 

neither good nor evil, not a fairy godmother nor a wicked witch. She can be neither and both 

simultaneously. She is described in the traditional stories as extremely old and frail, but is 

also dangerously fierce and wise, a model of the feminine archetype of the crone. She is the 

eater of children but can also play the provider and protector. Her complex and composite 

character could potentially reflect the perceptions of the dual nature of the Australian 

continent for readers and writers alike. Australia is both a continent and island, temperate and 

 
22 Vietnamese folktale ‘The Fairy King’, Iranian ‘A Thousand and One Nights’, Ninaksi the Sumerian goddess of beer, Greek myth, Scottish 
folktale of shadow-stealing, Spanish curse folktale, Australian motif of the ‘lost child’, the Japanese legend of ‘The Dream of the 

Fisherman’s wife’ and references to German folktales eg. ‘Hansel and Gretel’, references to goblins, will-o’-the-wisps, and magic amulets.  
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tropical, dangerous and prosperous, ancient and new simultaneously. Much like Baba Yaga, 

Australia is multifaceted and depicted in literature as both nurturer and destroyer. 

Her name Baba, which can be translated to ‘grandmother’ or ‘old woman’, is 

sometimes used pejoratively. ‘In Old Russian, baba could refer as well to a midwife, 

sorceress or fortune-teller, and the standard modern Russian word for “grandmother” 

(babushka) is derived from it’ (Johns, 1996, p. 8). Yaga is of ambiguous origins, although 

folklorists such as Kravchenko and Scielzo agree the etymological root ‘word [Yaga] comes 

from the early Latin “anguis” meaning snake’ (Scielzo, 1983, p. 168), making her title ‘Snake 

Grandmother’. Often in early illustrations Baba Yaga is depicted with snakes in her hair 

which ties her to other powerful female figures in myth and folklore such as Hecate and 

Medusa (and potentially Eve and the snake in the Garden of Eden). The name Baba Yaga ‘in 

Russian is rarely [written] with upper-case letters and often refers not to a single person, but 

to a figure that can show up three times in one tale’ (Forrester, 2013, p. xix), which plays into 

the concept of Jungian archetypes mentioned earlier. As such I refer to the specific character 

of Baba Yaga in the capitalised form but not when referring to the archetypal figure. 

It may help at this point to give an outline of one of the most famous folk tales in 

which Baba Yaga features, ‘Vasilisa the Wise’ or sometimes ‘Vasilisa the Fair’23. In this 

story we meet Vasilisa, a young girl whose mother is dying. Before she passes, the mother 

gives the girl a magical doll and tells her to feed the doll when she is lonely or in trouble and 

it will help her. After the death of the mother Vasilisa’s father marries a woman who has two 

daughters. When the father goes away for a long time, the step-mother moves the family 

further into the woods and the step-sisters become jealous of the beautiful Vasilisa. One night 

while all three girls are employed with various household tasks the mother deliberately 

extinguishes the lamp. The girls complain that they cannot complete their duties and Vasilisa 

is sent out into the woods to obtain light from the formidable Baba Yaga, perhaps in the hope 

that  Baba Yaga will eat Vasilisa and they will be rid of her.  

Walking through the woods Vasilisa is passed by a man dressed in white on a white 

horse, and immediately the dawn light appears. Hours later she is passed by a man dressed in 

red on a red horse as the sun is high in the sky, a third man dressed in black on a black horse 

passes and it is night once more. Vasilisa approaches Baba Yaga’s house which stands on 

chicken legs and turns around when approached. The house is surrounded by a fence made of 

bones topped with glowing skulls. Baba Yaga arrives in a giant flying mortar which she 

 
23 This summary is based on a version of ‘Vasilisa the Beautiful’ in Sibelan Forrester’s Baba Yaga: the wild witch of the east in Russian 

fairy Tales, (2013) 
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steers with a pestle and sweeps her tracks away with a broom. She asks Vasilisa what she is 

doing there. Vasilisa explains that she has been sent by her step-mother to ask for fire. Baba 

Yaga agrees to give her fire if she will do some chores for her. She sets up a series of 

impossible tasks: cooking a banquet for the irrepressible appetite of the old woman, 

separating the dirt from an enormous pile of poppy seeds, and cleaning the dirty chicken leg 

house. Baba Yaga leaves thinking she will return and find the chores unfinished then eat 

Vasilisa as punishment. But Vasilisa has her enchanted doll whom she feeds and who then 

helps complete the tasks. When Baba Yaga returns she finds Vasilisa has done all that she has 

asked; amazed and angry she inquires how she managed to do it all. Vasilisa doesn’t mention 

the doll but does confess she received a blessing from her mother. Baba Yaga has no wish to 

have blessed girls in her home and agrees to give her the fire she wanted, but first asks 

Vasilisa if she would like to ask her anything. Vasilisa asks about the horsemen and Baba 

Yaga explains that they work for her, one is the dawn, one is the day, and one brings the 

night. Vasilisa asks no more questions, and Baba Yaga is pleased and lets the girl carry the 

fire home in a skull.  

When Vasilisa returns home the step-mother and step-sisters are surprised to see she 

has survived her encounter with Baba Yaga but are angry that it took so long to return with 

the light. The fire in the skull then burns so brightly that the step-mother and step-sisters are 

burned to ashes.  The father returns; he and Vasilisa move to a city where she learns to weave 

beautiful fabrics. The tsar sees her handiwork and insists on meeting its creator. When he 

sees her he immediately falls in love, they get married and live happily ever after.  

As we can see, the tale includes facets of many other myths and folktales such as the 

wicked stepmother and stepsisters of ‘Cinderella’, the cannibalistic old woman in the woods 

of ‘Hansel and Gretel’, and the impossible tasks set in the myth of Psyche and Eros. Even 

though the eponymous heroine of the story is Vasilisa, it is Baba Yaga who is the defining 

feature of the story, and this is not the only Slavic tale she features in.  ‘Baba Yaga has 

appeared in hundreds if not thousands of folk tales in Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus since the 

eighteenth century, if not earlier. She is not just a dangerous witch but also a maternal 

benefactress, probably related to a pagan goddess’ (Zipes, 2013, p. vii).  Baba Yaga’s 

reputation for eating children who displease her reflects Jung’s archetype of ‘the Earth 

mother [who] is always chthonic and is occasionally related to the moon, either through 

blood-sacrifice … or through child-sacrifice’ (Jung, 1990, p. 185). She is potentially a 

descendant of the Greek goddess Hecate or possibly the Hindu goddess Kali (von Franze, 

1993, p. 173), although she has evolved along her own specific Slavic lines. The 
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‘characteristic peculiarities of Baba [Yaga] are: her name, her appearance, (her bony leg, her 

“nose which has grown to the ceiling”, etc), her hut turning on chicken legs, and the manner 

of her entrance: she flies down in a mortar’ (Propp, 1979, p. 88). Once important goddesses 

were worshipped at their own dedicated temples but now these powerful female figures of 

myth and folktale have been demoted to scary witches and hideous hags in children’s stories:  

Among the archetypes, the witch is a fascinating figure. When someone calls another 

“a witch,” we know exactly what they mean. The witch has powers. She is uncanny 

and unholy. She lives outside the borders of civilization and has been ostracized 

because her ways stand in opposition to accepted values, thus challenging our own 

impulse to conform. To not conform, especially as women, puts us at risk of being 

called a witch (or the rhyming word that begins with a B)’ (Kushner, 2016, p. 1).  

 

And so it is with Baba Yaga; even though she is powerful and occasionally benevolent she is 

depicted as evil, ugly and hideous. This demonising of powerful female figures, particularly 

those who have a close relationship with death, is symptomatic of the European, patriarchal, 

Christian fear of witches and their power. Baba Yaga’s close connection to death, 

regeneration and nature is not necessarily evil but can be viewed as an elemental force, no 

more wicked than a thunderstorm or a flood.  

Baba Yaga transcends definition because she is an amalgam of deities mixed with a 

dose of sorcery. Though it is difficult to trace the historical evolution of this 

mysterious figure with exactitude, it is apparent that Baba Yaga was created by many 

voices and hands from the pre-Christian era in Russia up through the eighteenth 

century when she finally became “fleshed out” so to speak (Zipes, 2013, p. vii).  

 

So, when the original folk tales were written down, becoming literary fairy tales, they didn’t 

tend to evolve further, they were ‘frozen in time’ by the written word. The versions of 

‘Vasilisa the Wise’ and ‘The Fire Bird’ from popular collections which feature Baba Yaga 

are versions recorded at the height of Russian imperial patriarchy and Christian morality24. In 

these tales ‘Baba Yaga is fearsome, for she is the power of annihilation and the power of the 

life force at the same time. To gaze into her face is to see vagina dentata, eyes of blood’ 

(Pinkola Estes, 1994, p. 92). Baba Yaga is unpredictable, but is not undiscerning; she 

‘decides on a case-by-case basis whether she will help or kill the people who come to her hut 

that rotates on chicken legs’ (Zipes, 2013, p. viii). The hero or heroine must contend with her 

and prove that they are worthy to live, or in a less drastic manner, ready to grow up. ‘All the 

stories of a witch figure contending with youths or maidens are in essence tales and rituals of 

 
24 The first concerted attempt to gather and compile Russian folk tales was undertaken by Aleksandr Afanas’ev. The collection Russian 

Fairy Tales was published in volumes between 1855-1863.  
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initiation. In them Baba Yaga’s dual nature is always suggested’ (Hubbs, 1988, p, 47). It is 

interesting that ‘the most popular of Baba Yaga stories also deals most specifically with 

female initiation’ (Hubbs, 1988, p. 49), particularly the tale of ‘Vasilisa the Wise’ who is not 

only sent out on a dangerous mission alone, but also must endure the tests and trials to prove 

her strength and intelligence.  

Baba Yaga is the ultimate tester and judge, the desacralised omnipotent goddess, who 

defends deep-rooted Russian pagan values and wisdom and demands that young 

women and men demonstrate that they deserve her help. But what Baba Yaga also 

defends … are qualities that the protagonists need to adapt and survive in difficult 

situations such as perseverance, kindness, obedience, integrity, and courage (Zipes, 

2013, p. xi). 

 

In a sense Baba Yaga is a sort of midwife in the story of ‘Vasilisa the Wise’ and other tales 

she features in, she delivers the girl from childhood to maturity. Without overcoming her 

fears and accomplishing the tests set out for her by Baba Yaga the protagonist may never 

know what she is capable of achieving. As Max Luthi notes, ‘The scenario initiatique of the 

fairy tale is said to have preserved for modern man timeless archetypal elements, so that these 

still have an effect on the psyche and can engender mutations in it’ (Luthi, 1984, p. 160). This 

is why it so intriguing that contemporary Australian writers, especially women, are taking up 

the figure of Baba Yaga in their writing, perhaps as a way of connecting with the ancient 

rituals of facing the dark female energy as a rite of passage. 

As mentioned earlier, many ‘Russian fairy tales have been deeply influenced from the 

south by the late Greek civilisation, and thus Baba Yaga and Vasilisa are really a survival of 

the great cosmic goddesses Hekate and Persephone’ (von Franze, 1993, p. 173). We see the 

themes of the Greek myth reflected in the Russian folk tale when we recognise that like 

Persephone, Vasilisa is kept captive for a period of time and is the bearer of light. Even 

though Vasilisa is not necessarily taken to the underworld she is held in the liminal space of 

Baba Yaga’s hut on the edge of the forest. With its fence of bones adorned with the skulls of 

the dead her hut is a potential halfway house to the underworld. ‘Like the Indian goddess 

Kali, [who is often depicted with a necklace of skulls] Baba Yaga is terrifying because of her 

relationship to death. She mediates the boundary of death so that living human beings may 

cross it and return, alive but in possession of new wisdom, or “re-born” into a new status’ 

(Forrester, 2013, p. xxxiv). So like Persephone, and to an extent Bonny with the emotional 

and physical trials she endures in Cellophane, Vasilisa learns from her initiatory experience 

and is ready to transition into full womanhood.  
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Often in folk tales like ‘Vasilisa the Wise’ the heroine’s journey into adulthood begins 

with the death of her mother; as in Cellophane ‘the mother’s death is the beginning of the 

daughter’s process of individuation, the daughter is confronted with the task of finding her 

own femininity in her own form, which entails going through all the difficulties of finding it’ 

(von Franze, 1993, p. 167). So it may be necessary for the mother to move on (whether she 

dies or otherwise) for the heroine to define her own individuality. However, it is important 

that the mother prepare the heroine for adulthood and so she leaves her daughter a powerful 

gift. In one version of ‘Cinderella’ the mother becomes a tree and grants her wishes25, and in 

‘Vasilisa the Wise’ her mother leaves the enchanted doll which helps Vasilisa with the tasks 

she is set, but only if she remembers her mother’s advice to feed and nurture it. In Cellophane 

Bonny’s mother leaves her the ‘Hymn to Ninkasi’ and the portraits of powerful mythic 

women who symbolically protect her. ‘The general motif is that after the death of the positive 

mother figure, something supernatural and numinous survives; that is, the ghost of the mother 

enters into an animal or an object and is incorporated there’ (von Franze, 1993, p. 166).  

These representations of maternal guidance could possibly be associated with ancient rituals 

offering sacrifices to deceased ancestors as a request for protection. Vasilisa gives food to the 

enchanted doll her mother left her, which could be an offering by proxy to her mother and her 

ancestors.  

Baba Yaga has become a popular character in theatre and art, as well as for writers all 

over the world including Russian-American author Taisia Kitaiskaia (Ask Baba Yaga, 2017), 

Croatian writer Dubravka Ugrešić (Baba Yaga Laid an Egg, 2009), American poet Jane 

Yolen (Finding Baba Yaga, 2018), and English author Sophie Anderson (The House on 

Chicken Legs, 2018). Many Australian writers have also featured Baba Yaga in their work, 

including Anna Fienberg and Rebecca-Anne Do Rozario, but for this study I will concentrate 

on several portrayals of Baba Yaga in recent Australian texts: Kate Forsyth’s 2017 Vasilisa 

the Wise (focusing on Lorena Carrington’s illustrations), Danielle Wood’s 2017 ‘Blackaby 

Road’ (a section of The House on Legs, a larger work, which is yet to be completed), and ‘By 

Bone-light’, a short story by Juliet Marillier contained in her 2013 compilation Prickle Moon. 

And, like the many re-tellings of fairy tales by Angela Carter ‘these stories have only one 

thing in common – they all centre around a female protagonist, be she clever, or brave, or 

good, or silly, or sinister, or awesomely unfortunate, she is centre stage as large as life’ 

(Carter, 1990, p. xiii). 

 
25 ‘Aschenputtel’ transcribed by the Grimm brothers. 
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Classification 

The simplest way to show how the inclusion of Baba Yaga in Cellophane relates to other 

contemporary literature by Australian writers is to use a classification system formulated by 

folklorist Kevin Paul Smith in The Postmodern Fairy Tale: folkloric intertexts in 

contemporary fiction (2007). There are several other classification systems which have been 

devised for sorting myth, folklore and fairy tales such as Vladimir Propp’s which looks at 

primarily Russian fairy tales, the psychological archetypal symbolism of Carl Jung mentioned 

earlier, and the Aarne-Thompson index which sorts traditional tales into types. For my 

purposes I am not looking to sort the stories into groups, but to look at how retellings use 

certain motifs and characters in their texts. In analysing the texts of these contemporary 

Australian writers along such lines I can consider Cellophane’s use of Baba Yaga in a 

rigorous and formal way. Smith argues there are ‘eight identifiable ways in which the 

fairytale [Smith refers to the term as one word throughout] can operate as an intertext within 

mass-produced fictions. 

1. Authorised: Explicit reference to a fairytale in the title 

2. Writerly: Implicit reference to a fairytale in title 

3. Incorporation: Explicit reference to a fairytale within the text 

4. Allusion: Implicit reference to a fairytale within the text 

5. Re-vision: putting a new spin on an old tale 

6. Fabulation: crafting an original fairytale 

7. Metafictional: discussion of fairytales 

8. Architextual/Chronotopic: ‘fairytale’ setting/environment’ (Smith, 2007, p. 10).    

 

Baba Yaga created from the Australian landscape in Vasilisa the Wise by 

Kate Forsyth and Lorena Carrington 

Kate Forsyth’s retelling of ‘Vasilisa the Wise’, which includes the formidable figure of Baba 

Yaga, is a straightforward retelling of an original Russian version collected by Aleksandr 

Afanas’ev, complete with snowy mountains, ‘vast icy steppes’ (p. 9) and marriage to the 

Tsar, although she does integrate elements from other stories featuring Baba Yaga into the 

one tale. According to Smith’s catalogue Forsythe’s version would be considered ‘authorised’ 

due to the explicit reference to the original story in the title, and uses ‘incorporation’ with its 

explicit retelling, although with added scenes, of the traditional text.  
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What is interesting and relevant to a comparative study in this context is in the work 

of illustrator Lorena Carrington that accompanies Forsyth’s story. The images of Baba Yaga 

included in the book are created using elements of the Australian landscape around 

Carrington’s home in regional Victoria (Carrington, 2017, p. 4). The setting is unmistakably 

Australian, surrounded by eucalyptus trees and wattles. The figure of Baba Yaga herself is a 

composite of native sticks and foliage and results in the repositioning of this ancient Russian 

folklore character in a distinctly Australian landscape. Carrington says: 

I created her from sticks and leaves: the detritus of the forest floor. My Baba-Yaga is 

a woman of the wilderness. She is part of the forest, she protects it, and also 

commands over it. Her world is not ours, and our world is not for her, and I think 

that’s what makes her so fearsome (Forsythe and Carrington, 2017, p. 21).  

 

This is one of Baba Yaga’s most defining characteristics; she is the forest and in Carrington’s 

depictions she is a part of the Australian forest. She is as much part of her surroundings as the 

animals and the trees. Carrington’s depictions wonderfully absorb Baba Yaga into the 

Australian physical space and she describes the creation of her illustrations as integral to 

place:  

for me the landscape is both setting and medium. I construct most of my work out of 

parts of it, so they are inextricably tied together. I twist strands of story together with 

the bits and pieces of plant, earth and bone I find in my backyard, which was once a 

mined out creek, and the bush around my house. It is the gathering and weaving of 

many threads, as is the genre of Australian fairy tale (Do Rozario and Carrington, 

2017, p. 4).  

 

This synthesis of story and place not only offers an alternative way of viewing the landscape, 

but also a new perspective of the characters in the tale. Baba Yaga is not only being re-

positioned in the Australian landscape but is literally a part of the natural environment she 

inhabits. This is a theme that goes back to the character’s Slavic origins. Baba Yaga ‘lives in 

the forest, which is her domain. Animals venerate her, and she protects the forest as a mother-

earth figure. The only times she leaves it she travels in a mortar wielding a pestle as a club or 

rudder and a broom to sweep away the tracks behind her’ (Zipes, 2013, p. viii).  

The determination and brute force with which Baba Yaga reigns over her natural 

environment in the traditional stories stands in contrast to Vasilisa’s softness and naivety. 

Lorena Carrington points out that ‘while Baba-Yaga’s strength is in her wild and ferocious 

power, Vasilisa’s strengths come from her kindness, and the blessing, in the form of her doll, 

of maternal wisdom’ (Carrington, 2017, p. 21). This ‘maternal wisdom’ is an important facet 

of the story: not only is Vasilisa protected by the blessing from her mother, she also receives 
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maternal wisdom from Baba Yaga. Although Baba Yaga’s counsel comes more from testing 

Vasilisa rather than the nurturing of a mother for her daughter, for some ‘Baba Yaga 

represents the dark side of motherhood’ (Ugrešić, 2009, p. 270) and is ‘psychoanalytically 

speaking what’s called phallic mother’ (Ugrešić, 2009, p. 272). Both of these forms of 

wisdom are necessary for the girl to pass successfully through childhood and into adulthood. 

Without the love and protection of her mother the heroine may not survive, but without 

passing the trials of Baba Yaga through her own intelligence and courage she will 

presumably fail to thrive as a grown adult.  

Stories which include the killing or eating of children ‘by Hecate, Ragana, Baba 

Yaga, and other goddesses of death and regeneration do not literally describe their 

cannibalistic nature; their behaviour is symbolic’ (Gimbutas, 1989, p. 219). The initiation 

necessary to transition from childhood to adulthood involves a symbolic death of the child in 

order for the mature and wiser woman to emerge, and ‘the most popular of the Baba Yaga 

stories also deal most specifically with female initiation’ (Hubbs, 1988, p. 49). Just by 

entering Baba Yaga’s hut the girl is ‘consumed’. Her house is emblematic of the passage 

between life and death, light and dark, ignorance and wisdom. The ‘forest of the folktale is 

logically both the entrance to the land of the dead and the place where initiation took place, 

since the initiates underwent a symbolic death to be reborn as adult members of the society. 

Baba [Yaga] is the guardian who lives at the gateway to the land of the dead (Johns, 1996, p. 

26). This thematic element of the Baba Yaga stories being used in modern retellings speaks to 

the recognition women writers have for the importance of encountering powerful female role 

models and mentors in our transition from childhood to womanhood. Some of these mentors 

will challenge us to ensure we reach our ultimate potential, much like Baba Yaga does with 

Vasilisa. 

Carrington captures the heroine’s fortitude in confronting her fears as she creeps 

toward Baba Yaga’s house. She describes her illustration as: 

two children approaching the Baba Yaga’s house. The trees loom black and the house 

creaks with menace, creeping forward on its chicken legs, but the sky behind has an 

evening glow, and warm light spills from the house. Will they be welcomed or turned 

into soup? I love the Baba Yaga tales for their brilliant darkness and moral ambiguity, 

and that’s what I aimed to portray in this image. Her house is animalistic perched on 

its chicken legs. She is quite literally in the wild animal home (Do Rozario and 

Carrington, 2017, p. 3). 

 

In Carrington’s illustrations the reader sees Baba Yaga depicted as a silhouette made of twigs 

and leaves, flying through the bush in her mortar, twiggy hair streaming behind her, holding 
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her broom in one hand and her bone pestle in the other. Her outline is foregrounded in a halo 

of light which is surrounded by a dense profusion of living and dead eucalyptus trees. The 

recognisably Australian setting with tangled undergrowth and twisted saplings crowded 

around sprawling gum trees places Baba Yaga firmly in the Australian bush and well out of 

her traditional Russian forest landscape. On page 19 the illustration shows a silhouette of 

Vasilisa holding the skull light she has obtained from Baba Yaga aloft on a stick. Her figure 

is foregrounded by recognisably Australian foliage. A branch diagonally covering the top 

right-hand corner of the page shows the typically tapered leaves of a eucalyptus. On the left 

there are the skull lights of Baba Yaga’s house which are interspersed with the silhouettes of 

wattle and gumnuts.  

Throughout my research on folk and fairy tales I have found that some modern writers 

feature Baba Yaga in their stories as a way to address social and environmental issues. When 

I contacted Lorena Carrington to ask her about her ideas of Baba Yaga she wrote, ‘I 

absolutely agree about Baba Yaga being an agent of environmental protection. She’s often 

maligned as the ‘wicked witch’ of the woods, when really she is only protecting her own 

environment. She only causes harm to those who come stomping into her part of the forest’ 

(Carrington, 2019, p. 1). As an age-old nature-witch, possibly dating back to pre-patriarchal 

fertility goddesses, Baba Yaga seems to be an obvious choice for writers wanting to personify 

a strong sense of connection to land and a force of protection. 

Carrington’s illustrations are most often constructed from the natural environment 

around her home in regional Victoria. Her approach is very much about a physical connection 

to the landscape and a way to value the natural environment in a creative manner. The 

illustrations in Vasilisa the Wise bring together elements of the Australian environment, old 

world folktales, and alternative traditional narratives for women in a unique way. When 

asked about her inspiration to remake the traditional tales Carrington says: 

Our popular contemporary idea of the classic fairy tale is often limited to the princess 

tale, which I see as coming from many years of selective exclusion, and conservative 

expectations of a woman’s place in society. On the other hand, fairy tales are in many 

ways a feminine form. For thousands of years, tales have been passed down through 

the generations by mostly women. In a patriarchal society, women were often the 

ones who held the stories. And those stories were important. They entertained. They 

warned of dangers, educated children, and wove the threads of history (Do Rozario 

and Carrington, 2017, p. 7). 

 

In addition to Carrington’s focus on the physical environment she is also concerned with how 

her illustrations depict women in folktale and fairy tale narratives, as she discusses: ‘My 
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work definitely draws on the feminine aspects of fairy tales … I love and applaud the 

popularity of contemporary feminist retellings of fairy tales’ (Do Rozario & Carrington, 

2017, p. 7). These issues were explored during second wave feminism when writers such as 

Angela Carter and Margaret Atwood questioned the standard ‘sleeping princess’ stereotype 

of many popular fairy tales.  

The conscious choice to recreate old tales in a new space comes with its own ethical 

concerns. Carrington explains that in her illustrations she ‘often work[s] with European tales 

and place[s] them, physically at least, in the Australian landscape’ (Do Rozario & Carrington, 

2017, p. 4), but at the same time she admits that: 

The bush we know now is nothing like it was 200 years ago. It makes the idea of the 

“Australian landscape” a complicated one; the landscape is a corrupted version of 

what it once was, so what is it that we’re identifying with? A place imbued with 

stories and spiritual meaning for many thousands of years, or a landscape pillaged and 

scarred over a couple of centuries (Do Rozario & Carrington, 2017, p. 4).    

 

This awareness and acknowledgement of the tragic results of colonisation in Australia is one 

that is very present in the writing and art of contemporary Australians, both Indigenous and 

non-Indigenous. While sensitively recognising Aboriginal Australia, Carrington chooses not 

to engage in recreating Indigenous stories through her work, rather her illustrations draw 

upon European folklore. The recent fascination of Australian writers with myth and folk tales 

is not lost on Carrington:     

I’m very excited by the huge variety of contemporary retellings by Australian authors: 

Margo Lanagan, Danielle Wood, Sophie Masson, Kate Forsythe … I could go on. I’d 

love to see this genre further grow and flourish, alongside a stronger focus on the fairy 

tales we may have lost along the way. There is still huge relevance in stories that were 

tucked aside to make room for the Cinderellas and Sleeping Beauties of the fairy-tale 

world. Stories of independent girls and compassionate boys; stories that reflect the 

depth of humanity in the human history that wasn’t necessarily written by the rich and 

victorious (Do Rozario and Carrington, 2017, p. 10). 

 

Carrington’s collaboration with Kate Forsyth to recreate a Russian myth in the physical 

Australian space results in a compelling juxtaposition of old world story-telling and 

representations of an old woman in an old land. However, Forsyth’s reluctance to alter the 

original tale in any way to suit the Australian setting of the illustrations is disappointing and a 

potential lost opportunity to create something new. 

In the next section I will look at two more Australian texts, where the figure of Baba 

Yaga is employed in the narrative in more altered and interesting ways, ‘The Blackaby Road’ 

by Danielle Wood and ‘By Bone-light’ by Juliet Marillier.  
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Baba Yaga as Guardian of the Tasmanian Bush in ‘Blackaby Road’ by 

Danielle Wood 

Lorena Carrington’s depictions of Baba Yaga and her house on chicken legs in ‘Vasilisa the 

Wise’ inspired writer and academic Danielle Wood to write her short story ‘The Blackaby 

Road’ (Wood, 2017). The tale carries themes of environmental conservation, addresses issues 

relating to colonisation and explores societal views and expectations of older/aging women. 

Wood asserts that Lorena Carrington’s illustration of ‘Baba Yaga’s house on legs has become 

a touchstone for my story’ (Wood, 2017, p. 3). In the tale Wood describes the house in terms 

that reflect Carrington’s illustration as:  

the only place for miles around, firelight burning its jack-o-lantern windows into the 

dark. There are thin slashes of orange where rough-hewn vertical boards don’t quite 

meet, a stripe for the gap at the bottom of the door. And that’s all you see of the house 

on legs, unless you count the occasional half-hearted firework of embers bursting out 

from the place where the chimney must be’ (Wood, 2017, p. 2).  

 

This description of Baba Yaga’s shack in the bush also conjures images of the many other 

isolated huts depicted in Australian literature, including the houses in Henry Lawson’s ‘The 

Drover’s Wife’ and Barbara Baynton’s ‘The Chosen Vessel’ among others. As with Wood’s 

depiction, Lawson describes ‘the cracks between the slabs gleam like polished silver’, 

(Lawson, 1892, p. 1) and Baynton details ‘the open cracks, quite close to where she lay, 

darken with a shadow’ (Baynton, 1896, p. 2). These descriptions emphasise the roughhewn 

nature of the dwelling in addition to the play on light and dark, the fragility of settler 

domesticity, and the insubstantiality between interior/exterior. But, unlike Lawson and 

Baynton’s main female characters Wood’s Baba Yaga is in the bush hut alone through her 

own agency. The traditional depiction of women in the bush as fighting the natural 

environment to create some semblance of domestic space26 is inverted when Baba Yaga, 

instead of trying to keep the natural world out, is bringing animals, insects and wood inside.  

‘The Blackaby Road’ is part of a larger work called The House on Legs (which is yet 

to be completed at the writing of this paper) which sees a Baba Yaga character collecting 

orphaned marsupials from their injured mothers’ pouches in the Tasmanian bush. Wood 

explains that her ‘long story The House on Legs transports Baba Yaga to a specific setting 

within the Tasmanian bush and repositions this ambiguous Slavic witch/crone figure within 

 
26 Such as the Lawson’s drover’s wife sitting up all night to kill the snake. 
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the tradition of the Tasmanian Gothic’ (Wood, 2017, p. 7). In a forthcoming article Wood has 

written for Marvels and Tales Journal she explains that when she decided to write about Baba 

Yaga:  

It seemed that instantly I knew the following things: the woman rescued and nurtured 

marsupial creatures that were orphaned when their mothers were killed on the roads; 

there lived beneath the floorboards of her home a Tasmanian devil; the woman was 

aging, or perhaps ageless; and that she was a literary relative to Baba Yaga, the Slavic 

witch-crone of European fairy tale tradition. This last piece of knowledge might have 

meant that I was being invited to perform a fairy-tale retelling, but because Baba 

Yaga (unlike most other fairy tale characters) appears in a number of tales, it was 

perhaps less of an invitation to retell a tale, than to relocate a character and see what 

she would do in new surroundings’ (Wood, 2019, p. 1). 

 

In these new surroundings Wood’s Baba Yaga is a fearsome-looking recluse, with ‘buckled 

fingers and nails rimmed with dirt’ and her snake-like ‘dreadlocks draggle to her waist’ as 

she tirelessly feeds tiny animals in her hut. Not only does the hut house wild creatures but is 

also itself animalistic with the chicken legs it stands on. Every night she hears the screech of 

tires or an animal being hit by a car and is compelled to make the trek from her hut to the 

road, torch and pillowcase in hand, to save any young that may have survived the trauma. As 

she describes in the story the ‘house on legs is full of creatures waiting to be fed. Hanging 

from the doorknobs, from the backs of chairs, from hooks on doors and hooks on walls, are 

hessian bags and cushion covers fixed for pouches’ (Wood, 2017, p. 2).  

On one such night a teenage boy steals his mother’s car and has an accident on the 

same stretch of road. Wood’s Tasmanian Baba Yaga is angry, she doesn’t want to help 

humans she ‘growls a curse at him. Because now he’s lying on the road. Because now he’s no 

longer in the car, where someone will find him and take him back wherever he belongs,’ 

(Wood, 2017, p.7) and she thinks ‘humans are not her problem. They are not her problem. 

And yet, here he is, lying on the road’ (Wood, 2017, p. 7). The story ends with Baba Yaga 

contemplating what to do with the injured boy. The reader can only guess whether she leaves 

him for the other ‘humans’ to find him or whether she takes him back to her hut and nurses 

him back to health with the wallabies and Tasmanian devils. This ambiguity reflects Baba 

Yaga’s intermediary position between human and animal, even between life and death.  

Lorena Carrington speaks of her reaction to Wood’s story based on her own 

illustrations: ‘I don’t see Baba Yaga as being necessarily wicked; she is protecting her forest 

and home from blundering humans who keep turning up on her doorstep. That’s what I love 

about Danielle’s representation of her in ‘Blackaby Road’. She is a protector of animals, 

saving them from human destruction’ (Do Rozario & Carrington, 2017, p. 2). Even though 
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Baba Yaga is aware that the animal deaths are the result of human carelessness or disregard, 

she carries on saving the animals but does not intervene in human actions or take revenge. 

Even though she could probably protect the animals by harming the humans she does not 

resort to such extreme measures.     

Looking more closely at ‘The Blackaby Road’, we can class the fairy tale elements as 

‘allusion’ with the implicit reference to Baba Yaga in her physical description and her ‘house 

on legs’ (Wood, 2017, p. 2). The term ‘allusion’ here deals with a ‘liminal area between two 

texts; a text might contain a reference to Bluebeard [for instance] by name, but we cannot 

assume that the reader knows who Bluebeard is. In cases like this, the intertext is a 

cryptogram. It is only activated when the reader has the knowledge to decode it (Smith, 2007, 

20). Similarly, because Baba Yaga is not explicitly named in ‘Blackaby Road’ a reader would 

have to be familiar with the original story of ‘Vasilisa the Wise’ (or other related texts) to 

recognise the old woman, living in the house on legs surrounded by the bones of dead 

animals, as a baba yaga character. Her liminality between various texts reflects the ‘in-

betweeness’ of Baba Yaga and her role in folklore and mythology.  

The setting Wood has created combines the traditional symbols of death and 

foreboding of Baba Yaga’s abode with a particularly Australian theme by describing that 

around ‘the house there’s a clearing where the close-cropped grass is scattered with bones … 

a careless mosaic of marsupial jaw-bones, vertebrae, pelvic girdles and skulls’ (Wood, 2017, 

p.2). Wood is also using what Smith would describe as ‘re-vision’, by putting a new spin on 

an old tale. Baba Yaga is no longer a dangerous hag ruling over the Russian forest, but a 

rescuer of animals injured in road accidents in rural Tasmania as a ‘pungent beedie burns 

between her lips’ (Wood, 2017, p. 2) .  

There seem to be deeper underlying reasons why Australian writers tend toward 

‘revisions’ rather than ‘retellings’. As Wood explains in her article ‘Writing Baba Yaga into 

the Tasmanian Bush’: 

Australian writing has a tense relationship with the fairy tale … Australia is at once 

fascinated by, and frightened of, the fairy tale. Canadian scholar Lisa Fiander 

theorised that the term “fairy tale” is very often mobilised in Australian contemporary 

fiction when a writer wishes to signal a white settler character’s feeling of 

displacement within the Australian bush (Wood, 2019, p. 5). 

 

We can see many examples of this in Australian literature such as Murray Bail’s Eucalyptus: 

‘three times early in the novel Bail avails himself of the perception altering phrase “Once 

upon a time”’ (McNeer, 2002, p. 171). This book is relevant in ‘the way Bail uses the fairy 
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tale analogies to call for a new mythology for Australian literature that not only now has a 

past, but one that has also come of age’ (McNeer, 2002, p. 171). After introducing several 

varieties of eucalypts the main narrative opens on page three with ‘Once upon a time …’27 to 

signal the fairy tale tropes used in the story.28 ‘Bail grafts the European fairy tale on to the 

Australian scene, as Holland, the lead character, sets a test for all would-be suitors of his 

daughter’ (Carr, 2013, p. 5). The use of the term ‘once upon a time’ is further explored by 

Wood as she explains  

In Australia, the magical incantation “once upon a time” causes anxiety because 

Australians’ sense of time is broken by the thing that used to be called settlement, and 

is now at least as often called invasion. “Once upon a time,” by forcing attention upon 

the illegitimate founding of the Australian nation, has the effect of rattling chains, 

prodding closeted skeletons, and unsettling the murky sediment of colonial past 

(Wood, 2019, p. 5). 

 

Because the Australian sense of time is broken up between ‘before’ and ‘after’ colonisation, 

the idea that any story can be told in Australia outside of those temporal parameters is 

difficult to contemplate. Any literary work set in the Australian continent is forced to signal 

not only place, but also time to answer the question is this story set ‘before or after?’ Danielle 

Wood looks at the ramifications of this problem for Australian writers and their revision or 

retelling of folk and fairy tales. She argues that Australian writers tend to set their stories in a 

fantasy European environment or are forced to ‘fracture’ the tales in order to place them in 

the Australian landscape, and ‘the more whole is the fairy tale that is being retold, the less 

likely it is that the setting of the retelling will be recognisably Australian; as if Australian 

writers have developed a tacit agreement that European fairy tales are only safely told in the 

Australian bush after being broken down into small pieces. (Wood, 2019, p. 5-6). This is a 

compelling argument and a characteristic I have observed in the many antipodean tales I have 

read as part of my research including short stories by Margo Lanagan, Marion Halligan and 

Cate Kennedy. It is a factor I had not consciously considered before or while writing 

Cellophane, but is indeed a tacit agreement I have unconsciously complied with in my 

writing. Baba Yaga is not imported whole into the landscape of Cellophane, nor have the 

other folkloric and mythic motifs employed in the story remained unaltered. The tale of ‘The 

Fairy King’ is set in an imaginary island, Baba Yaga is primarily a dream character and ‘The 

Dream of the Fisherman’s Wife’ is reduced to a sexually explicit tattoo. Quite often though, 

 
27 Cellophane begins chapter three in this manner and the phrase ‘Once upon a time’ is also used to begin this exegesis. 
28 An only daughter held ‘captive’ by her father until a hero can complete the impossible tasks her father has set to win her hand. 
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the fragments of old world folklore that do embed themselves in Australian storytelling are 

concerned with highlighting specifically Australian environmental and social issues.  

The attention given to ideas of conservation and postcolonial themes in ‘The 

Blackaby Road’ are evident in the narrative. Instead of focusing on the dangers of stumbling 

upon the old woman’s house like the traditional Baba Yaga folk tales, Wood draws attention 

to the plight of native animals in modern Australia. The woman saves quolls from their dead 

mother’s pouches, feeding them on a mixture of moths, eggs and mince-meat ground to a 

paste with her mortar and pestle (the mortar and pestle also an ‘allusion’ as an implicit 

reference to the original tale in a way that inverts the image of Baba Yaga flying through the 

air hunting unsuspecting victims and turns it around so her tools are used for nurturing rather 

than destruction). But Wood also highlights in the story the plight of the Tasmanian devil and 

their decline due to incurable facial tumours:  

But there’s nothing beautiful about the devil that lies on the tarmac now. Light from 

the Bluebird shows the woman that the animal had already been dying. Weeping, 

strawberry tumours are in full bloom over the animal’s muzzle and up underneath one 

eye. In places they are scabrous, in other places blood-bright and gleaming. The 

woman lays both hands on the devil’s unmoving chest, feeling the dying heat of the 

skin beneath the fur, and she closes her eyes for the few seconds that she allows 

herself before she grabs the dead animal by the back paw and drags it without 

ceremony to the verge (Wood, 2017, p. 6).  

 

In this almost ritualistic laying-on of hands we see the ambiguous but pragmatic nature of the 

Baba Yaga character; she spends her time saving and caring for the native wildlife, but she 

does not waste her tears or energy on what cannot be saved. She does not celebrate her 

victories against death, but nor does she dwell on her losses, some of the animals ‘will make 

it. Others will not thrive, and these the woman will take by the tail. A quick flick against the 

hearth-stones and their suffering is over’ (Wood, 2017, p. 3). Much like the Baba Yaga of the 

Russian fairy tales the main character in ‘The Blackaby Road’ wields the power of life and 

death over those in her domain.  

Similarly, as in the old tales, Baba Yaga is often portrayed as non-human or not-quite-

human and Wood explicitly makes the connection between her and the animals (particularly 

Tasmanian devils) as she asks: ‘What if the Tasmanian devil that arrived as part of the idea 

that ‘came to me,’ was not only under the floorboards of the house on legs, but also – in a 

sense – inside Baba Yaga?’ (Wood, 2019, p. 7). The connection between the nature-witch and 

the local fauna is further explored when we look at their depictions in popular culture; ‘Like 

Baba Yaga, the [Tasmanian] devil carries with it a cultural history of ambiguity. In the 
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history of white Australia, the animal has been much hated, and deliberately persecuted. But 

it has also been revered and cherished, at least in its more harmless, culturally-produced 

incarnations.’ (Wood, 2019, p. 7). The cartoonish representations of both Baba Yaga and the 

Tasmanian devil in some modern depictions have at times diminished their real worth. In 

Wood’s story Baba Yaga’s close relationship with Tasmanian devils could also be a 

reflection of the historic ties between the nature-witches of folklore and the Devil. 

Throughout Indo-European folkloric traditions, from the Middle East to Scotland, the Devil 

has featured in folktales as trickster and ‘instigator of pacts’ (Bouchard, 2013, p. 46). Literary 

and folkloric tales of witches have historically had a significant connection to the Devil 

(Rudwin, 1959, pp. 151-9). Although usually good-looking and well-dressed (Bouchard, 

2013, p. 46) the Devil in these stories represents an untameable pagan past and just as ‘baby 

Tasmanian devils are very cute, and hand-raised pups can for a time be almost cuddly, this 

pretence of domesticity cannot hold. All devils, finally, grow up to be profoundly and 

incorrigibly wild. Like nature itself, the devil (and Baba Yaga) operate according to non-

human codes of conduct’ (Wood, 2019, p. 8). Baba Yaga, with her close connection to death, 

and in this story her association with devils, cannot be domesticated or controlled. She is an 

old woman who is frail but also terrifying. Age and wisdom are her strengths, death and 

devils are her constant companions.  

As a crone figure, like many other story-witches, she exposes cultural anxieties about 

the older woman. She is not beautiful, she is barren, she will not be domesticated and she 

wields great power, how can she conform to societal expectations? And what do we do with 

her? She is representative of how older women have been maligned through the ages of 

patriarchal systems. Even though they could countenance ‘the virgin and mother energies, 

they could find no such use for the old woman … the furies and their mistress Hecate were 

relegated to the underworld, demonised, discarded. Powerful wisewomen from Medusa to the 

Sphinx became monsters the heroes slew’ (Frankel, 2010, p. 174). The hegemony of 

patriarchy could not abide the powerful female figures of myth and folklore, and so wrest 

their power away to protect their own dominance; sorceresses and goddesses debased to 

crones and hags. 

As we read ‘The Blackaby Road’ we come to understand that the Baba Yaga 

character is much more concerned with the welfare of the animals rather than the humans in 

her vicinity: ‘Here and there are guideposts with posies of plastic flowers cable-tied around 

their middles. But the human toll is nothing, really. One or two a year at most’ (Wood, 2017, 

p. 3). In most of the stories that feature Baba Yaga, she is depicted as not overly concerned 
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with human beings, even those she helps or when she plays the ‘donor’, she punishes or 

rewards according to her own principles, which she never reveals to the heroine/hero. In 

much folkloric research Baba Yaga is herself described in non-human terms with uncertain 

origins: 

One theory has it that she was the great goddess, the earth mother herself. Another, 

that she was the great Slavic goddess of death (Yaga zmeya bura); a third, that she 

was the mistress of all the birds (hence the hen’s legs and the long nose like a beak); a 

fourth theory has it that she was a rival of the Slavic goddess Mokosh, and that she 

evolved over time from a great goddess into a androgyne then into the goddess of 

birds and snakes, and then into an anthropomorphic being until she finally acquired 

female attributes (Ugrešić, 2009, p. 248). 

 

Her connections between animals and humans, life and death, good and evil, light and dark 

are features of her character. She could help those who request her assistance or she could eat 

them, she could provide them light or banish them to the dark woods. Even her house, 

situated between the lives of humans and the forest of death, is alive but surrounded by the 

bones of her victims.  

Perhaps it is this liminality that gives Baba Yaga such narrative potential at this 

moment in history, which some describe as part of a new ‘Anthropocene’ epoch: a 

time in which humans are becoming aware that their impact on the planet may be 

permanent, and in which the boundary between the human and non-human is being 

investigated with a spirit of urgency … it may be the case that Baba Yaga tales 

retellings increase in frequency in this era of mass environmental destruction and 

soul-searching about the nature of humanity.’ (Wood, 2019, p. 3). 

 

This connection between Baba Yaga and contemporary environmental concerns echoes the 

role she plays in Cellophane. In ‘The Blackaby Road’ the Baba Yaga character, although 

rough and frightening, reflects her care for the environment and the animals dependent on her 

with a prodigious maternal capacity. Her careful fostering of animals is tenderly captured: 

She folds a joey’s gangly limbs into a small bag and draws the strings tight before 

opening her coat and pushing the bag down inside her layered clothes, close against 

her skin … 

 Inside her clothes the joey chiaks softly to its mother. Are you there? 

‘Chk, chk,’ the woman replies. (Wood, 2017, p. 4). 

 

The Baba Yaga of the Slavic tradition, with her penchant for cannibalism, is 

transformed in Wood’s Tasmanian incarnation into a woman who nurtures rather than eats. 

‘On the table, beside the mortar and pestle, is a jumble of milk powder tins, mixing jugs and 

syringes for the front end of the feeding cycle … But of all the creatures in the room, the one 

she finds the hardest to feed is the fire’ (Wood, 2017, p. 3). The reference to the fire and its 
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importance is a notable allusion to Baba Yaga’s power over fire and the need for characters, 

like Vasilisa, to warily approach her to obtain it. But just as important is the idea of Baba 

Yaga as powerful and nurturing: as Wood points out, folklorist Andrea Johns  

tentatively proposes that Baba Yaga’s radical ambiguity came about as a result of a 

historical shift away from matriarchy: that her characterisation as a pagan wise 

woman was overlaid with more hideous attributes during a time of patriarchal 

reinvention. Indeed, in contemporary times, Baba Yaga has had things to say about 

gender. The ambiguities of power/powerlessness, as experienced by aging women 

(Wood, 2019, p. 2).  

 

This use of Baba Yaga to highlight issues facing older women in contemporary western 

society is exemplified in the novel Baba Yaga Laid an Egg by Dubruvka Ugrešić. In the 

accompanying essay to Ugrešić’s novel she explains that some folklorists associate Baba 

Yaga ‘with the Golden Baba, an archaic goddess from the age of matriarchy, and they see the 

hen’s leg’s beneath her hut as the vestige of a fertility cult’ (Ugrešić, 2009, p. 248). So we 

can see that not only is Baba Yaga a literary device to create links between the human and 

non-human but also, as depicted in Ugrešić’s novel, she is also a symbol of cultural attitudes 

to older women and the role they play in society. As she explains in her essay:  

In not-so-far-off times, all middle-aged women were bound to look like ‘witches’. 

Our own time is characterised by panic over aging, obsessive efforts to delay and 

disguise the onset of old age. Fear of aging is one of the strongest phobias among 

contemporary women, and increasingly among men as well. This very fear gives 

powerful impetus to the cosmetics industry. Naturally the “anti-Baba Yaga” industry 

feeds this fear and lives off and by it’ (Ugrešić, 2009, p. 256).  

 

The suggestion that all middle-aged women (without cosmetics or plastic-surgery) look like 

witches is hinted at in Wood’s story through the description of the main character and the fact 

that she is an older woman living in the bush alone. These factors, in times past, were enough 

to put a woman in grave danger; during the European witch trials a woman ‘could be accused 

and likely convicted of witchcraft merely because their neighbour didn’t like them’ (Franks, 

2017, p. 17). A woman in the role of a mystic animal healer could provoke unwanted 

negative attention.   

While very much focusing on distinctly Australian environmental issues and attitudes 

toward older women in this story, Wood also acknowledges the horrendous treatment of 

Indigenous peoples on the island and how it has been portrayed in relation to other tragedies 

that have occurred in Tasmania:  

The Blackaby Road leads to all kinds of things that are wrong, or hidden. Or wrong 

and hidden. There’s a swampy place with a driveway marked with the Aboriginal flag 
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and a heap of racist graffiti. This is reclaimed land, shadowed by she-oaks every bit as 

protective as the ugly, overgrown pines on the other side of the road that keep a 

colonial sandstone mansion in perpetual shadow. Somewhere here, Arlo knows, was 

the island’s first massacre. And it’s only a stone’s throw to the place where they keep 

the man who committed Tasmania’s best known one (Wood, 2017, p. 5).   

 

The ‘island’s first massacre’ refers to the attempted genocide of the Indigenous population of 

Tasmania, and the ‘best known one’ is the infamous mass shooting at Port Arthur. This 

tragedy is also discussed in Cellophane through Bonny’s mother’s ‘Letter to Walter Mikac’, 

addressed to a man whose family were killed in that notorious incident which still scars the 

psyches of Tasmanians and Australia as a whole. ‘The Letter to Walter Mikac’ is an 

autobiographical letter my mother wrote to Mr Mikac explaining how she too lost a child 

through forced adoption, albeit in a far less violent manner. The letter loosely links the 

tragedies of Port Arthur, forced adoption and the Stolen Generation through shared grief.  

Wood is a writer and academic based in Tasmania and her writing is very much 

connected to the island. The novel she wrote as part of her doctoral project, The Alphabet of 

Light and Dark, is also set in Tasmania and deals with issues connected to colonialism and 

environmental conservation. She argues that the setting of the Tasmanian wilderness and the 

character of Baba Yaga combine to make a uniquely Australian Gothic, although she admits 

this combination could also be equally problematic:   

such a project inevitably interrogates the politically sensitive complexities that arise 

whenever one considers transporting elements of the European fairy tale into any part 

of the Australian bush. To imaginatively install Baba Yaga’s ancientness might be 

read as a violation: the equivalent of colonising the pre-colonial continent, a 

retrospective act of imaginative possession and penetration. (Wood, 2019, p. 6). 

 

This is an issue I also have been forced to consider as I introduce not only Baba Yaga, but 

other European and Asian folkloric themes, into the story of Cellophane. It is valid to be 

apprehensive about installing Russian, Japanese, Spanish and Vietnamese folkloric characters 

and tropes in the Australian landscape and to harbour concern about doing it in a way that 

creates hybridity rather than division. As I pointed out in my discussion of Australian folklore 

and Aboriginal Dreamtime it can be fraught to navigate the different folkloric and mythic 

traditions in Australian literature without careful consideration and discretion. Does 

recreating multicultural folklore and mythology in the Australian landscape come 

dangerously close to declaring another form of terra nullius? Does it insinuate that the land is 

deemed to have no mythology and is therefore receptive to any and all mythology? In saying 
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this, I believe Danielle Wood makes a good case that it can be done with respect and 

sensitivity, as she explains: 

I have wondered if it is the case that European fairy tales can’t live in Australia bush, 

except through risking imaginative violence. But I don’t want to believe this is true. I 

want to believe that we live in a global world, where it is possible and desirable for 

currents of thought and imagination, heritage and tradition to intermingle in a 

decolonial poetics and politics. I want to believe that creativity means there’s always 

another way, a way of bringing together disparate traditions. (Wood, 2019, p. 7). 

 

As mentioned earlier, a successful example of this is Alexis Wright’s The Swan Book 

which deftly combines swan folklore from all over the world with Indigenous story telling. 

Among the many examples of swan mythology Wright uses are: ‘the golden swan boat of an 

Indian Goddess’ (Wright, 2013, p. 75), the children of Lir from Irish folklore who were 

turned into swans, ‘the palaces of princes who became white swans (Wright, 2013, p. 92), the 

mythical ‘swan maiden’, Chinese poetry of swans, ‘the white swans where Apollo was born’ 

(Wright, 2013, p. 270), and ‘Shakespeare’s Sweet Swan of Avon’ (Wright, 2013, p. 240). 

Wright also mentions other folklore and mythology including references to Rip Van Winkle, 

spirit genies, Tinkerbell and the Hare King. As the narrator expresses in The Swan Book ‘how 

bold to mix the Dreamings. Those laws of the two sides of the local world were always 

clashing’ (Wright, 2013, p. 81). The Swan Book draws from many different cultural 

traditions, as does Cellophane in its inspiration for many characters and events. Danielle 

Wood has also taken inspiration from heterogeneous sources to create her uniquely 

Tasmanian Gothic Baba Yaga:   

A crucial part of the idea that ‘came to me’ was that my character lived high on a 

hillside, above a dangerous road, and it was in Mayako Murai’s book From Dog 

Bridegroom to Wolf Girl that I came for the first time upon the ‘yamauba’, or 

‘mountain witch’ of Japanese folklore (20), a figure capable of transformation into 

non-human forms. What if my character was related not only to Europe’s Baba Yaga, 

but also to the mountain witches of Japanese fairy tale? Might this mean that rather 

than only looking backwards towards a European mother-country, my new story 

might also look forward, anticipating new, globalised forms of hybridity? (Wood, 

2019, p. 8)  

 

This cross-breeding and synthesis of storytelling techniques and traditions could also be 

considered a reflection of contemporary Australian society: a recognition of its mix of 

cultures, nationalities and histories. This is also evident in Cellophane where we have 

different story-tellers within the narrative such as Madame Bovary delivering the story of the 

fairy king and the legend of Carlos Diablo’s birth, Tin Man recounting the story of the 
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shadow-stealing goblins, and the Queen of the Victoria River relating a parable from the 

Upanishads.  

Danielle Wood’s Baba Yaga, like the illustrations by Lorena Carrington which 

inspired ‘Blackaby Road’, is a woman of the forest, of the natural environment and ruler of 

her domain. She also speaks to society’s views of older women and what they are expected to 

do/be and she recognises the calamity of colonisation. She has no interest in eating children 

who pass by her house, she is consumed with the never-ending task of feeding and keeping 

warm the animals she saves who have been orphaned by speeding and reckless drivers. 

Wood’s story is an example of Australian writers using myth and folklore from other lands 

and positioning them in an Australian setting and addressing distinctly Tasmanian social and 

environmental concerns. As Wood herself explains ‘Australian writers seem constrained in 

their use of European fairy-tale structures and characters when setting their work in a 

recognisably Australian environment’ (Wood, 2017, p. 7), and as we will see, the narratives 

and characters tend to change to complement Australian environmental and social conditions. 

Danielle Wood questions whether ‘an ancient nature deity from the European tradition can be 

sensitively incorporated into the fragile and contested place/story that is Tasmania’ (Wood, 

2017, p. 7). She concludes that ‘it seems that Baba Yaga – with her Russian heritage, her 

monstrousness and the way she evokes a pagan, matriarchal past – can be made perfectly at 

home in the Tasmanian Gothic’ (Wood, 2019, p. 5).  Although ‘at home’ is a loaded 

expression in a postcolonial setting, it could be regarded that Baba Yaga’s unhomeliness (or 

unheimlich) is the very property of her character which makes her a useful tool in exploring 

various aspects of our culture through literature. She is uncanny, unsettling, ambiguous and 

unknowable which adds to the fascination in which she is held. Wood’s Baba Yaga is no less 

fearsome or formidable than her Slavic incarnation, but she is at home in her Tasmanian 

bushland caring for and protecting the iconic Tasmanian wildlife. I would argue Wood’s 

depiction has indeed incorporated Baba Yaga sensitively while highlighting important 

environmental and social issues in postcolonial Tasmania. Wood’s story is not the only 

example of the character of Baba Yaga being firmly planted in the Australian literary 

landscape, as she explains: 

On the rare occasions when Baba Yaga has been reinvented here in Australia, she has 

not been especially ambiguous. In the long story, ‘By Bone Light’, written by the 

fairy-tale reinventionist Juliet Marillier, Baba Yaga becomes Barbara Jaeger, an older 

woman who lives in the basement of an apartment block, and who is briefly ominous 

before becoming a source of maternal comfort to an orphaned young woman who 

lives upstairs’ (Wood, 2019, p. 2). 
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This brings us to the next section where I explore Marillier’s depiction of Baba Yaga, her 

inspiration and the implications of including the Slavic nature-witch in the short story ‘By 

Bone-light’ in her collection Prickle Moon. 

 

Baba Yaga as Protector of the Socially Marginalised in ‘By Bone-light’ by 

Juliet Marillier 

From a Baba Yaga made physically from the Australian bush, to a Baba Yaga who spends 

her days and nights trying to rescue native animals, we now move to a story which situates 

Baba Yaga in a more urban environment. Juliet Marillier’s ‘By Bone-light’ is a short story 

which places the tale of ‘Vasilisa the Wise’ in a contemporary time and in a squalid inner city 

apartment block where Baba Yaga provides assistance to a socially marginalised young girl 

with no other guiding hand or maternal nurturance.  

Like the original tale it centres on a young girl whose mother has died. Her father then 

marries a cruel woman, and when he goes away for work the step-mother moves her two 

daughters and Lissa to a poor tenement building and forces them to make things she then sells 

on the internet. When the electricity goes out the step-mother makes Lissa go to the 

building’s concierge, the universally feared Barbara, to ask for candles so they can continue 

their work through the night. Barbara’s (or Baba Yaga’s) basement apartment features many 

similarities to that of the Russian forest Baba Yaga: bones adorning her door, ‘skulls with 

lights in them’, and an animal familiar. There Lissa has to go through a series of trials before 

the witch character grants her request, she then returns to the stepmother with the light.  

In the traditional Russian tales Baba Yaga can either be a force of assistance/initiation 

or a destructive/consuming force. Often her role provides assistance to the socially 

marginalised: the orphaned girl subjugated to slave labour by her stepmother, or the young 

man banished from his homeland. Baba Yaga, although fearsome, often rewards the young 

person for their wisdom and/or resilience by providing them with things she has power over: 

fire, light, magic or the elusive ‘happily ever after’ (Forrester, 2013). This is the role she 

plays for Lissa in ‘By Bone-light’. The heroine is living in miserable poverty, she is made to 

work for the villainous stepmother, she is denied an education, and is physically and 

emotionally abused: ‘I’m hauled up onto my feet with Susie’s fingernails pressing into the 

soft flesh of my arm. I sink my teeth into my lip; I won’t give her the satisfaction of hearing 

me cry out’ (Marillier, 2013 p. 218). The character narrates the story in the first person, 

which in itself is unusual for a fairy tale which is generally told by an omnipotent third 
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person narrator, for example all of the tales transcribed by the Grimm brothers (Grimm, 

1823).  

The figure of Baba Yaga in this story echoes themes from the traditional Russian 

tales; if your parents are dead or have abandoned you to the cruelties of the world (or a 

vicious step-parent) Baba Yaga is actually a figure of refuge, learning and initiation. Her role 

harks back to some of her earlier incarnations: goddess, priestess and witch. In the author’s 

notes to Prickle Moon Marillier writes ‘I’m especially fond of the crone Baba Yaga, who, 

like the fire she guards, can be both destructive and life-giving, and who must be approached 

in the right way if one wants a favour’ (Marillier, 2013, p. 242). Her help is afforded to those 

whom she deems deserving and in need. 

Marillier’s story would be described as ‘writerly’ according to Smith because the title 

‘By Bone-light’ implicitly refers to the original story which has the protagonist obtain light 

from Baba Yaga which she carries home in a human skull. The characters also have names 

which, although not exactly the same, do bear similarities to the original: Vasilisa becomes 

Lissa, Baba Yaga is Barbara Jaeger, and the levels of the apartment building are named after 

the trees that would have populated Baba Yaga’s original forest home (except for the tier 

named Eucalypt, but we will return to that subject later). Marillier also uses ‘metafictional’ 

elements or explicit discussion of fairy tales in the story when several times Lissa mentions 

Grimm’s Fairy Tales, and also describes Barbara’s kitchen as ‘something out of a fairy tale’ 

(Marillier, 2013, p. 226). Also when Barbara asks Lissa to narrate a tale she tells a story of 

‘old witch who lives in a hut on hen’s legs’ (Marillier, 2013, p. 229), a clear ‘incorporation’ 

or explicit reference to the original source. In addition there are also many instances of 

‘allusion’ or implicit references to fairy tales within the text. These include Lissa’s 

impression of Barbara: ‘Everyone at Woodland Gardens talks about her in the same way, 

hushed and scared like an olden-days person speaking of a witch’ (Marillier, 2013, p. 219). 

Lissa’s friend Kye tells her ‘people go into Barbara’s basement and never come out again’ 

and that ‘she has a human bone for a door knocker’ (Marillier, 2013, p. 219). When Lissa 

considers the rumours about Barbara, she listens without fear. Her friend Kye tells her that 

his uncle ‘told him Barbara came from some country where they do voodoo, black magic, 

and that weird people are always visiting her to get spells. If that was true, if magic was real, 

I’d ask her for a spell myself’ (Marillier, 2013, p. 219). This reference to ‘voodoo’ and ‘some 

country’ ties the character to magic and also marks her as an outsider to Australia. Barbara 

gives Lissa the opportunity to participate in magic by burning the voodoo doll effigy 

representing her step-mother. Lissa declines the offer to learn how to work spells, instead 
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letting Barbara perform the work and thus accept the possible consequences. Lissa thinks that 

getting involved with black magic will ‘cost too much. That kind of thing always does’ 

(Marillier, 2013, p. 231).  

As in many versions of similar stories, Baba Yaga’s home ‘is a testament to her 

ruthless nature, it is an architectural house of horrors constructed out of the skull and bones of 

her victims’ (Cashdan, 1999, p. 118). Marillier describes Barbara’s house in ‘By Bone-light’, 

there ‘are bones everywhere. Skulls with lights in them, their glowing eyes following me as I 

move cautiously across the room.’ (Marillier, 2013, p. 225). These memento mori hark back 

to the traditional tales and remind the reader of the danger of entering Baba Yaga’s domain. 

‘By Bone-light’ is an example of a ‘re-vision’, or putting a new spin on an old tale. 

Vasilisa, or in this case Lissa, is sent out of the house into a dangerous environment, this time 

not the deep dark woods, but the hallways and stairwells of the tenement building populated 

by junkies, thieves and hooligans, to obtain light from a formidable ‘witch’ character in order 

to continue her duties. It is no longer witches and wolves that need to be feared, but the threat 

of other humans.  

By entering into the domain of Baba Yaga, or Barbara, Lissa is following the journey 

all folkloric heroes must take ‘on her quest, the heroine will cross “the crack between 

worlds”, the entrance to a new geography and a new psychological landscape … where 

deeper archetypal energies can emerge’ (Frankel, 2010, p. 59). The protagonist has to 

overcome her fear with the help of her doll, which instead of being a gift from her mother is 

actually made by Lissa herself, as she explains, her ‘mother’s last gift was teaching me how 

to knit’ (Marillier, 2013, p. 221). The act of approaching the Baba Yaga figure is described as 

being transformative: ‘When children enter Baba Yaga’s hut, their old selves are ‘consumed’ 

and they emerge as adults. And as adults who’ve learned the lessons of the terrible mother, 

they are prepared to face the destroyer herself’ (Frankel, 2010, p. 273). The function of 

enduring the danger of encountering the witch and surviving serves as a moment of 

transition. ‘All stories of a witch figure contending with youths or maidens are in essence 

tales and rituals of initiation. In them Baba Yaga’s dual nature is always suggested’ (Hubbs, 

1988, p. 47).   

As Marillier points out, Baba Yaga is not a force of evil to be overcome by an 

opposing good: ‘I see the interactions between Vasilissa and Baba Yaga as not innocent girl 

and wicked witch, but as a young woman demonstrating both courage and wisdom, and a 

(dangerous) wisewoman rewarding her restraint with further knowledge to take back out into 

the world (Marillier, 2019, p. 1). The theme of rewarding restraint runs through many of the 
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Baba Yaga tales of the past and in contemporary revisions and retellings. Often, as in ‘By 

Bone-light’, the heroine is congratulated for the sagacity of refraining from asking too many 

questions, Baba Yaga is  

more than just an evil witch who feeds on her defenceless victims. She is a great earth 

mother who holds dominion over the universe … Baba Yaga also doles out advice 

from her store of wisdom counselling Vasilisa that not all questions have answers, and 

that it is not well for children to know too much (Cashdan, 1999, p. 120).  

 

As illustrated within the story, when Lissa is invited to ask Barbara a question the girl thinks 

of all the possible answers she could receive, including how to extricate herself from her step-

mother’s clutches but suddenly ‘it seems too dangerous to ask much at all. It feels like prying 

into something best left alone’ (Marillier, 20 13, p. 230). In ‘By Bone-light’ Lissa recognises 

‘the wicked witch or shadow figure can be quite seductive – if the heroine stays she could 

learn magic enough to rule the world, magic beyond that which her childself is prepared to 

absorb’ (Frankel, 2010, p. 150). By asking too much or allowing herself to be bewitched by 

magic she risks being consumed by the power or potentially by Baba Yaga herself. 

Marillier’s story follows the same trajectory as the original: the heroine must brave 

the witch, perform impossible tasks with the help of her doll, not ask too many questions of 

the witch, obtain the light and return home. In both stories Baba Yaga uses her magic to 

ensure the wicked step-mother is burned to ashes by the light in the skull. Baba Yaga 

‘provides the girl with the means of dealing with her dysfunctional family. Without Baba 

Yaga’s help Vasilisa would remain at their mercy and probably suffer repeated attempts on 

her life. The witch thus is the redemptive force in the story’ (Cashdan, 1999, p. 122). In ‘By 

Bone-light’ Barbara commits the violent crime so Lissa doesn’t have to. 

In the traditional story the two step-sisters are also killed by the glowing eyes of the 

skull, but Marillier shows them mercy; they are burned but survive. As Lissa reflects in the 

story, ‘I start to understand why my step-sisters were sometimes unkind to me. I guess they 

were every bit as lost and afraid as I was’ (Marillier, 2013, p. 235). Lissa and her sisters are 

then reunited in a revised twist which goes against the grain of most traditional tales where 

women and girls are ruthlessly pitted against one another. The usual dynamic ‘within the 

greater tradition of western European fairy tales … [is that] young girls are often placed in 

adversarial relationships to other female characters’ (McDermott, 2017, p. 2). It could be 

argued that ‘this viciousness can sometimes be a response to patriarchy, in a world [in] which 

women are most valued for youth, beauty and fertility’ (Frankel, 2010, p. 269), all antithetical 

to the figure of Baba Yaga herself. In Juliet Marillier’s own words, ‘Vasilissa the Fair is also 
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about women’s pettiness, jealousy and bad choices (the stepmother and the stepsisters) but I 

chose to give Lissa’s sisters reason for acting as they did’ (Marillier, 2019, p. 1). In this 

revised ending Marillier gives the sense that as survivors the sisters will forgive each other 

and forge mutually beneficial friendships together instead of the traditional revenge and 

death. 

Marillier’s modern-day take on ‘Vasilisa the Wise’ and Baba Yaga is not overtly set 

in Australia, although the naming of one of the levels of the apartment building ‘Eucalyptus’ 

suggests a potent Australian link. During our correspondence Marillier stated ‘I was thinking 

back to a time when I lived in Melbourne (the 1970s) and the concrete block public housing 

apartments that existed there … the story could take place in any big Australian city’ 

(Marillier, 2019, p. 1). By doing this she is making social comment on the irony of naming a 

‘concrete high-rise with no redeeming features’ (Marillier, 2013, p. 217) Woodland Gardens. 

The lack of natural physical features plays into the horrendous living conditions of the 

tenants. The man-made environment has become uninhabitable for humans; ‘outside, there’s 

a sad playground with a metal swing and a climbing frame on dirty sand. In the daytime it’s 

usually empty because mothers don’t want their kids stepping on dog poo or used syringes. 

At night it’s a meeting place for dealers’ (Marillier, 2013, p. 217). The interior and exterior 

descriptions of Woodland Gardens creates a dystopian vision of modern urban living. The 

reader who is familiar with the original version of ‘Vasilisa the Wise’ is instantly forced to 

reflect on the difference between Baba Yaga’s traditional home of the deep, dark woods and 

her postmodern existence in the basement of a tenement building. But as Marillier points out, 

‘I felt quite confident about transplanting the Slavic Baba Yaga to Melbourne, knowing the 

wide geographical spread of most ancient stories’ (Marillier, 2019, p. 1). This plasticity of 

folk tales and fairy tales demonstrates their ability to adapt to different times and places. 

When I asked Juliet Marillier about her thoughts on Baba Yaga she replied it ‘is a 

story about women’s strength and women’s wisdom (the mother, the little doll, Vasilissa, 

Baba Yaga) and I could understand if she was used as the face of a feminist protest’ 

(Marillier, 2019, p. 1). This speaks to what I consider one of the most important facets of ‘By 

Bone-light’: the highlighting of the importance of healthy relationships between women and 

the necessity for young women to have strong, but caring, role models, especially older 

women who have the advantage of experience to support the younger generation. As Lissa’s 

magical doll sagely explains when she asks about right and wrong, magic and responsibility 

‘start working on it now, Mimi says and by the time you’re an old woman with white hair, 

you might know the answer to that question’ [italics in the original] (Marillier, 2013, p. 236). 
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This sentiment suggests that wisdom cannot be attained by simply asking for answers, but 

through guidance and hard won experience. The disturbing relationships between the various 

women in the story, including between Lissa and Barbara, create a complex coming of age. 

 

Baba Yaga as Nature-Witch and Spiritual Guardian in Cellophane 

Even though Cellophane features many folkloric motifs and characters, including those 

inspired by Vietnamese, Indian, Greek, Japanese, Scottish, ancient Sumerian and Spanish 

myth and folklore, in this exegesis I am focussing primarily on the use of Russian folktale 

figure Baba Yaga in the narrative due to her complex qualities and her use in other 

contemporary Australian literature. Her significance in Cellophane is one of a dream 

character but also spiritual guardian to the protagonist. Because the initial chapter which 

features Baba Yaga includes her name this would be ‘authorised’ according to Smith. 

Cellophane’s Baba Yaga also shares many characteristics and physical traits with the original 

Slavic character: she is old and withered, with a large nose and wispy long hair. She is a 

frightening figure, testing but also assisting the main character. She does not fly with the help 

of a mortar and pestle, but she does use these tools, the bones around her camp and the sly 

reference to ‘chicken legs’ point to her origins and would be considered ‘allusion’. 

 Within the story Baba Yaga is primarily a dream character, the figures of Baba Yaga 

and ‘Dream Baby’ are facets of Bonny’s subconscious and both chastise her for her 

foolishness, but also encourage her to make constructive changes and prompt her to action. 

Baba Yaga’s first appearance in Cellophane occurs immediately after the protagonist’s 

mother ‘quits’. Baba Yaga plays a macabre joke on Bonny and tells her ‘sometimes it is 

better to be disobedient’, the first of many lessons she teaches her along the way. When 

Bonny dreams of Baba Yaga there are a mix of elements including ‘authorised’ when Baba 

Yaga is explicitly referenced in the title of the chapter, ‘architextual (or chronotopic)’ in the 

fairy tale setting of the forest dream-scape, and ‘re-vision’ as Baba Yaga fulfils the role of 

wise/woman witch. 

 Baba Yaga becomes an important figure for Bonny after the death of her mother, as 

she is for the many heroines of the traditional tales and modern retellings. Although she has 

little time for Bonny’s grief, she encourages a degree of self-reflection and instigates 

mobilisation. The next appearance of Baba Yaga is more disturbing for Bonny as she makes a 

real-life entrance into the narrative, although this episode could be construed as a waking 

dream with Bonny’s sense of self-preservation, and possibly exposure to the elements, 
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causing her to have a hallucinatory experience. Bonny is already afraid because she is lost in 

the desert alone and is too frightened to take action. As an archetype of the unconscious Baba 

Yaga ‘appears in a situation where insight, understanding, good advice, determination, 

planning, etc., are needed but cannot be mustered on one’s own resources’ (Jung, 1990, p. 

216). When Baba Yaga appears, Bonny is even more terrified because she is only known to 

her in her subconscious. The old woman, standing in the middle of the desert large as life, 

petrifies Bonny because she seems so real but more importantly because she is insisting 

Bonny take action rather than to just wait until she is rescued. As in many tales in which she 

features ‘Baba Yaga is compelling and dreaded, because she forces the protagonists to test 

themselves and not delude themselves that there is an easy way to reconcile conflicts’ (Zipes, 

2013, p. xi). In this scene, when it is not certain whether Baba Yaga has left her dreamscape 

to save Bonny in reality, she plucks out her own eye to show Bonny in which direction to 

drive to safety. Through this act we can see Baba Yaga’s ferocious and often violent 

temperament, but also that she is capable of self-sacrifice. 

 Baba Yaga next appears in a dream Bonny has during a cyclone; she is wearing an 

eye-patch referring back to the episode in the desert where she has removed her own eye for 

Bonny’s sake. From here Baba Yaga begins to give more specific advice suggesting that 

Bonny give back to the land in some way, ‘pay your dues to nature before she swallows you 

up, like the story-witch gobbles ungrateful children’ (p. 85), an ‘allusion’ to tales of Baba 

Yaga and other witches of traditional tales such as ‘Hansel and Gretel’. When Bonny returns 

to Cellophane she again dreams of Baba Yaga who demands she take positive action for the 

Australian environment ‘Plant some trees, save the animals or clean up this mess’ (p. 122). 

Along with prompting from Dream Baby, this advice impels Bonny to obsessively plant trees 

in and around the town of Cellophane because, as Baba Yaga says ‘every woman needs her 

own forest’ (p. 122). In the chapter ‘The Moon Sermon’ Baba Yaga predicts that ‘soon you 

will be white-haired with forests of your own making’ (p. 153). As the story progresses 

Bonny begins to develop Baba Yaga-like characteristics and foresees her future of ‘bestowing 

esoteric wisdoms’ (p.153); this is foreshadowed earlier in the tale when Baba Yaga warns her 

‘in time you will find that you and I are not so dissimilar’ (p. 85). In the end Bonny has 

transmuted into a Baba Yaga figure which becomes apparent when Matilda (Dream Baby) 

appears at her campsite in much the same way that Bonny had appeared at Baba Yaga’s camp 

in her dreams. Bonny realises this when she sees her reflection in the water ‘an old woman 

with long matted hair, skirts hitched up revealing raw chicken-leg flesh’ (p. 163), which is 

another allusion in respect to the house on chicken legs. 
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 In the episodes where Baba Yaga features in Cellophane I have tried to maintain a 

dark, dreamlike and fairy-tale ambience, or ‘chronotopic’ setting according to Smith’s 

classification, in the surroundings and language. I have deliberately made her terrifying and 

difficult to understand. Her language is archaic and esoteric which makes it difficult for 

Bonny (and by extension the reader) to comprehend meaning until later episodes reveal her 

wisdom.  

In Cellophane Baba Yaga represents deep primeval female intuition and connection to 

the earth, much like the earlier deities such as Hecate and Kali on which she is potentially 

based. She is also a personification of defender of the earth albeit in a terrifying and ferocious 

way. Her traditional role as ‘witch of the Russian forest’ where she is mistress of the 

wilderness and the animals who live there is being invoked to highlight issues of 

environmental protection as she encourages Bonny’s obsession with planting all the trees her 

father had cut down. 

Baba Yaga is being embraced by writers, around the world and in Australia, as a 

method of reclaiming the witch/crone archetype as a positive, protective and nurturing force. 

By introducing her to the Australian environment we are also reclaiming the landscape, not as 

barren ‘unlovely’ mother, but as a place of refuge and nourishment. ‘Australian writers are 

concerned with local matters of landscape and identity, and grappling with the mixed heritage 

common to most post-colonial countries. Fantasy literature and classical myth provide 

opportunities for writers to locate their discussion in a universal context’ (Hale, 2016, p. 44-

53). However, repositioning this Slavic folk figure in the Australian landscape creates its own 

complex problems. 

Danielle Wood posits the more faithful a retelling is to the traditional plot of a folktale 

the more likely it is to be set in some distant time and place. This is where Smith’s system of 

classification can offer insight into the reasons and methodology of these stories. For 

example, because Forsyth’s story differs little from the Old Russian versions, its Australian 

origins are only suggested through Lorena Carrington’s illustrations using native plants and 

settings, the actual tale still being set in Russia. Marillier’s story has altered the traditional 

text with a contemporary city setting and name changes, so has changed enough to take place 

in an Australian urban space. Wood’s ‘The Blackaby Road’ however departs so radically 

from the traditional Vasilisa narratives that Vasilisa does not even appear. By retaining only 

Baba Yaga’s physical characteristics and her ‘house on legs’ Wood can incorporate her story 

deep in the Tasmanian bush. Likewise Cellophane has also dispensed with Vasilisa (although 

Bonny could be argued as being a substitute) and Baba Yaga is integrated into a much larger 
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story and is defined only by her physical attributes. Her central role becomes more defined 

when Bonny becomes a baba yaga at the end of the book, underscoring one of Baba Yaga’s 

roles in folklore: a symbol of life and death representing the archetypal personification of the 

life cycle. She encompasses the axiomatic truth that all little girls will eventually grow up, 

and if they are brave and strong and true they will grow to be old wise women.  

 

Other Elements of Myth and Folklore in Cellophane 

As I have already pointed out I have chosen not to explore Indigenous Dreamtime stories in 

any great depth due to ethical considerations; I have, however, alluded to them in the chapter, 

‘Land of Milk and Honey’ by juxtaposing the Indigenous stories with European folklore. The 

protagonist compares the European based stories and myths she was told as a child, which 

feel out of place in the Australian environment, with the legends of Indigenous Dreamtime. 

She ponders the differences but also acknowledges her ignorance on Indigenous matters 

while wanting to know more.  

The character of Tin Man represents Australian settler folklore of bushmen and 

swaggies. He also tells his own folktales (or fabulations) of shadow-stealing goblins and 

provides Bonny with a protective amulet. The magical talisman is a common feature in many 

folktales including the traditional stories of ‘Vasilisa the Wise’. Another reference to 

Australian folklore occurs when Bonny and Gemma venture out on their failed camping trip 

and Gemma shares the story of the children ‘swallowed’ by the tree, an allusion to the 

pervasive theme in Australian folklore and art of ‘the lost child’.  

The mise en abyme of Madame Bovary telling a story about Xin Loi telling her a story 

of ‘The Fairy king’ is based on a Vietnamese legend. This is a relevant tale for Madame 

Bovary to tell Bonny when she’s young. Not only did Madame spend a significant amount of 

time in Vietnam but it explains her existential homelessness when she returns to France and 

foreshadows Bonny’s later feeling of un-belonging after her travels and return to Cellophane. 

Madame Bovary also tells the story of how she met Carlos Diablos (arguably one of 

Cellophane’s Prince Charmings or Frog Princes). Technically it is a story of ‘fabulation’ but 

does allude to various fairy tale motifs including the abandoned castle and the imminent 

rescue by a ‘prince’.  

When we meet Dream Baby the allusion to the Dreamtime stories of babies waiting in 

coolabah trees is apparent from when it was mentioned earlier in the tale. Her first 

appearance happens soon after Bonny loses her virginity, a ‘psychic warning’ of what can 
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happen – babies are waiting in the trees to be born and it only takes one time for them to 

sneak into your belly. Dream Baby is also a motivator, she forces Bonny to consider whether 

she really wants to have children. Even though she is a petulant part of Bonny’s own psyche 

Dream Baby urges her to engage in constructive activity such as planting trees when her 

dream tree is cut down.  

In Part Two we meet Isobue with her octopus tattoo, an ’incorporation’ of ‘The 

Dream of the Fisherman’s Wife’ (Hokusai, 1994), a Japanese woodcut print based on the the 

folktale of Princess Tamatori (Abe, 2015). In original legend the protagonist saves her family 

by stealing back a pearl from the dragon king who lived at the bottom of the sea. This is 

contrasted in Cellophane when Bonny loses a pearl given to her by Isobue which then causes 

her to lose Dream Baby. While in Broome Bonny stays with the multi-generational pearl 

diving women. The grandmother, ‘Mother-of-Pearl’, tells her own ‘fabulation’ of a fairy tale 

to explain Pearl’s inability to speak (mute women being another frequent motif in fairy tales, 

such as ‘The Little Mermaid’). The chapter ‘Sea of Tranquillity’ has several fairy tale 

‘fabulations’ including Isobue’s disappearance, the snake eating the pearl, the trial of 

Bonny’s survival and the appearance of Baba Yaga who had previously only appeared in 

dreams.  

In ‘Saturnalia’, a chapter where Bonny finds herself lost in the bush, there is an 

‘allusion’ to fairy tale (specifically Hansel and Gretel) when she regrets that she ‘hadn’t left 

any bread crumbs to find my way home’. The dancing trees ‘dancing themselves to pieces’ in 

this chapter is an ‘allusion’ to the fairy tale of the ‘Twelve Dancing Princesses’ who dance 

their slippers to pieces.  

 ‘The Dance of a Thousand Nights’ is a chapter of ‘fabulation’, the latter includes 

‘metafictional’ discussions of fairy tales, and with its implicit reference to A Thousand and 

One Nights in the title it would be considered ‘writerly’. Carlos Diablos’ arrival in 

Cellophane and the enchanted musical reunion with Madame Bovary is completely my own 

creation and one of the most fairy tale moments in Cellophane. After Madame Bovary and 

Carlos Diablos leave Cellophane Bonny receives a letter from Madame Bovary postmarked 

‘Huning Island’, an ‘incorporation’ and explicit reference back to the story of the ‘Fairy 

King’ Madame Bovary told earlier in the story, Huning Island being the homeland of the 

fairy queen. We also see ‘incorporation’ with the explicit reference to fairy tale in the 

obligatory ‘happily ever after’.  

One of the most prevalent uses of folkloric traditions in Cellophane is the theme of 

namelessness. Like folk tales and fairy tales, which tend to feature archetypal figures without 
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names such as the little girl, the King, the witch and the prince, many of Cellophane’s 

characters remain nameless, or are given pseudonyms reflecting their attributes. Even the 

name of the protagonist, Bonny Trovato, is a feminised version of the Latin phrase ben 

trovato which roughly translates to ‘a good story even if it isn’t true’. Other nameless 

characters in Cellophane include the protagonist’s parents, her brothers, ‘Tin Man’ the 

swaggie, the owner of the teashop ‘Madame Bovary’, Bonny’s associate ‘The Man on the 

Train’, her boss ‘Diogenes’, her friend ‘The Queen of the Victoria River’, her lover ‘The 

Godless Man’, the owner of the local store ‘Jack Frost’, Bonny’s boyfriend ‘Thorn’, her 

colleague ‘Alex’, one of the patrons of the pub ‘Joe’, the elusive ‘Carlos Diablos’, the 

ambiguous naming of Isobue, (and her mother and grandmother), and the town of Cellophane 

itself.  

The re-naming of Cellophane is also important to the story, as the residents do not 

want the name to remain ‘German Town’ due to the holocaust perpetrated by the Germans in 

World War II, but nor can it go back to its original Indigenous name due to the suppressed 

guilt associated with the genocide perpetrated on Aboriginal populations by the early settlers 

of the town. When the suggestions came in for the most ‘beautiful word in the English 

language’ the results were ‘mother’, ‘memory’ and ‘cellophane’ in that order. Unfortunately 

the founding fathers of a patriarchal rural township are not going to live in ‘Mother’, and of 

course ’Memory’ is unsuitable due to the deliberate collective amnesia regarding the 

aforementioned genocides among other reasons, so Cellophane seems as reasonable and 

meaningless as anything else.  

I believe there is a connection between the trope of motherlessness or ‘unlovely’ 

mothers in folk tale and literature and Australia’s collective historical amnesia. The chapter 

‘Mnemosyne’ brings these themes together through Mnemosyne: the Greek goddess of 

memory and mother of the muses. Motherlessness is a salient trope in Cellophane, Bonny 

loses her mother at a young age, as do many other characters in the story in one way or 

another: Bonny’s mother, Gemma, April, The Godless Man, Madame Bovary, and even 

though Isobue still has her mother, Pearl, she is mute and as a result has lost her ‘mother 

tongue’. Bonny is ‘mothered’ by various older women, most notably Madame Bovary, as 

well as maternal archetypes from mythology, including Hecate, Ninkasi and of course Baba 

Yaga. Bonny’s telling of the story is a tribute to these present and absent mothers and also an 

act of remembrance evinced by the shift to present tense in the last chapter.  

As in many folk and fairy tales, the namelessness in Cellophane compels the 

storyteller to rely on the strength of the characters’ personalities and their relationship with 
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the protagonist to reveal themselves to the reader. It also reflects the protagonist’s difficulty 

in labelling the unknown, or that which she is yet to fully comprehend and incorporate.    

 

Conclusion 

‘Stories are all we’re made of, you know. We are the stories that we’re told and the 

stories that we tell. Every dream, every fear, every memory, every scar and every 

hope. Just stories’ (p. 160). 

This thesis is primarily concerned with stories and storytelling, not merely focussing on the 

production of the creative artefact of Cellophane, but also how this text interacts with various 

forms of myth and folklore, the dialogue it engages in with other contemporary texts and its 

meditation on Australian storytelling traditions in a postcolonial context. 

 Storytelling has always been an integral element of the human condition as a way of 

transmitting wisdom, traditions, customs and creating communal bonds. As Paul Auster states 

in his 1982 memoir The Invention of Solitude: 

‘It is said that a man will go mad if he could not dream at night. In the same way, if a 

child is not allowed to enter the imaginary, he will never come to grips with the real. 

A child’s need for stories is as fundamental as his need for food, and it manifests itself 

in the same way hunger does. Tell me a story, the child says. Tell me a story’ (Auster, 

1988, p. 165). 

 

The narratives of our lives frame our sense of identity and shape our relationships with those 

in our communities and our connection to place. It is no accident that we tell our children 

stories as we introduce them to the world and at the end of the lifespan we tell stories of our 

departed loved ones as a way of remembering and as part of the grieving process.30 The act of 

storytelling is an attempt at immortality and we can see this manifest in the storytelling 

continuum of the Dreamtime, Vietnamese legend, Russian folklore and the stories we 

continue to create: these stories are individuals’ connection to their ancestors, their land, their 

own identity and hopefully their literary descendents. As Lorena Carrington sums up myth, 

folk lore and fairy tales ‘lead us through life, give us emotional touchstones, and help us find 

parallels in our own experiences.’ (Do Rozario & Carrington, 2017, p. 11). Many of our 

contemporary narratives emerge from a wellspring of ancient storytelling reservoirs. The 

older stories tend not to have a specific creator, as Roland Barthes asserts about all narratives, 

 
30 My Grandmother believed that a person dies three deaths: the first occurs with the physical loss of life, the second when their body is 
buried in the ground and the third happens when their name is spoken for the last time. When we stop telling our ancestors’ stories they die 

for the last time. 
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but the contemporary ‘authorised’ versions that have appeared through the coalescence of 

story and place reveal insightful perspectives of modern Australia within a postcolonial 

context. 

Through writing Cellophane and its accompanying critical component, I hope to shift 

the perception of how the dynamics of myth, folk lore and fairy tales function and ultimately 

how they engage with society and the environment. In saying this I have no illusions that 

Cellophane will have as long a lasting impact or impression as the stories of Baba Yaga or 

the Quinkins or Vietnamese folklore; Cellophane is merely a fleeting and transient attempt to 

ground a multitude of esoteric and culturally important ideas in one story. To even attempt to 

compete with the longevity and resonance of the Dreamtime or timeless archetypal European 

and Asian folklore is obviously a fool’s errand, but perhaps in my own time and my own 

place I can forge my own stories which allow readers to explore an amalgam of folkloric 

motifs suiting the cultural conditions of the time and place in which they are set. ‘The tension 

that exists in Australia between old and new, between white and Aboriginal attitudes to the 

nation, and the desire, even in a resolutely secular society, for alternatives to conventional 

religious practice offer intriguing explanations for the Australian engagement with fairy tales’ 

(2003, Fiander, p. 164). This sentiment reflects my own attraction to the realm of folk and 

fairy tale retellings, perhaps as a way of navigating the hybrid in-betweeness that defines the 

tensions found in postcolonial Australian society. 

In the texts covered in this exegesis Baba Yaga is being recreated literally and 

literarily in the Australian landscape. Her connection to nature is one of protection but she 

can also be seen as analogous to the non-Indigenous notion of the land as ‘unlovely mother’ 

capable of nurturance but also barrenness and absorption. Maybe this view of the landscape is 

why non-Indigenous Australian writers tend to portray the dark, chthonic females of myth 

and folklore like Baba Yaga rather than the youthful fertile figures of Astarte or Venus. Baba 

Yaga can be incorporated into the Australian literary landscape to achieve many goals: to 

highlight issues of environmental conservation, and to draw attention to the cultural attitudes 

towards older women, the importance of initiation, the guidance of strong role models, and 

the lasting effects of colonisation on the national psyche. As pointed out by Danielle Wood 

the more faithful a retelling is to the original plot of a folktale the more likely it is to be set in 

some distant time and/or place. Although Lorena Carrington’s illustrations depict Baba Yaga 

in the Australian bush, Forsyth’s story differs very little from the older Russian versions of 

‘Vasilisa the Wise’ and as such its Australian connection is only suggested through 

illustration. Marillier’s story has altered moderately with a more contemporary setting and 
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name changes, but still maintains the essential plot of most traditional versions of ‘Vasilisa 

the Wise’ and so manages to exist within an Australian urban space. Wood’s story ‘The 

Blackaby Road’, however, has departed so radically from the ‘Vasilisa the Wise’ narrative 

(Vasilisa does not even appear), it retains only the baba yaga’s physical characteristics and 

her ‘house on legs’, so that Wood is able to place her story deep in the Tasmanian bush. 

Likewise, in Cellophane, the baba yaga character does not adhere to any traditional plot 

structures, but is instead only identifiable by her physicality and her general nature.  

I have endeavoured to create an original Australian folktale by combining existing 

folkloric characters and tropes with my storytelling to imagine a new hybrid way of seeing 

and interpreting my homeland. I have achieved this by embracing Barthes’ theory of the 

death of the author by incorporating authorless narratives and twisting them through my own 

interpretions, while also shaping them according to the journey of the Fool through the tarot, 

through dreams, and with magical realist elements in the form of the novel. Cellophane is just 

a story but it is also a story about storytelling. Bonny is told numerous tales which influence 

her understanding of the world: Tin Man’s tales of the goblins stealing his shadow and the 

spirits haunting the waterhole, Madame Bovary’s stories of the Fairy King and Carlos 

Diablos, the Queen of the Victoria River’s explanation of what the thunder said, Bonny’s 

mother’s ‘letter to Walter Mikac’ and her own need to write her stories before she forgets 

them: ‘I have to finish before I can no longer remember the sharp anguish, the shocked and 

shocking languishing of memory in its rawness and its callous intimacy’ (p. 161). 

Cellophane incorporates some of the stories and people that make up contemporary 

Australia in its multicultural and multifaceted experience. Bringing together Indigenous 

characters and descendants of European settlers in close connection with the stories from 

France, Vietnam, Spain, Greece, Japan, Persia and India, Cellophane aims to foster a 

narrative of shared experience. Obviously there are limits to what one small story can do (and 

include) but to recognise a variety of stories, to make them intimate within the genre of the 

novel is my way of bringing stories together in an ancient land which demands respect. I 

hope my story of Bonny and the little town of Cellophane will be remembered by readers as a 

magical tale of resilience, hope and sharing of a homeland. 

I encourage academics and writers alike to continue exploring how the use of myth 

and folklore in contemporary Australian literature reflects society’s attitude to the 

environment and how people respond to it in their own lives and story-telling. Myth and 

folklore have, for thousands of years, been a window into deeper cultural understandings of 
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ourselves and our world. The more we recognise their uses, what they represent and how they 

can be harnessed, the more we can understand ourselves as individuals and as a society.  

The significance and influence of myth, folk tales and fairy tales in our contemporary 

culture is compelling and undeniable. I will continue the fascinating exploration of the tropes 

and archetypes of these enduring tales and hope other writers and scholars will also 

contribute to the research into humanity’s most primal, ancient and original narratives. So, 

until I learn more all I can do is replant the trees my father cut down, remember my own 

stories, leave out a saucer of milk and honey, and hope for the best.  
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